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Is there nothing but change?





 

ABSTRACT 

HR as a Change Agent?  HR in the implementation of strategic and everyday 

change 

 

There are only few things that interest people more than change; whether it is a 

question about the changing world, change at the workplace or changes in one’s 

personal life. Change has been discussed by both ancient philosophers and 

researchers and the consultants of today. My view on change is especially focused 

on work life change, which I have been promoting in different projects for decades. 

I have been especially puzzled by the rational decision-making concerning change 

and the exploitation of all the research-based evidence that we have about change. 

Among other things, these perspectives have motivated me in setting my research 

questions.  

In my thesis, I limited change to concern managerial change (workplace change 

that is initiated and managed by the top management), change that is intentional and 

qualitative (change that is meant to affect people’s thinking and actions) and 

particularly strategic change that by definition is important for the work organization 

to survive and succeed. Managerial change involves the idea of rationality: changes 

can be implemented as linear implementation processes as long as they are rationally 

argued to rational people. On the other hand, people agree on the existence of the 

irrationality and on the complexity of the world and see that these contribute to the 

difficulty of implementing change. However, in the managerial practice, the ideal is 

often the rational order and control. In planning and implementing change both of 

these worlds are present. I have chosen, however, the prevailing ideal of rationality 

and its effects on change processes as the basis for my research. 

The general purpose of my thesis is to contribute to an understanding of the role 

and competencies of contemporary HR (human resource organizations and 

practitioners) in implementing change. Accordingly, I started out by reviewing how 

contemporary HR contributes to the implementation of change and especially how 

the role of a ‘Change Agent’, often linked to HR, is suited to the Finnish practice. I 

defined my research questions as follows.   



(1) In the light of generic HR competence models and the ideal of a ‘Change Agent’: does HR 

recognize itself as a ‘Change Agent’? (2) What are the actual change specific competencies of HR 

practitioners seen in the light of a Change Strategy (CS) and a CM knowledge base, and (3) is 

HR able to differentiate itself with regard to superior know-how in change implementation compared 

with other actors in the organization? (4) Which contextual and individual factors can be identified 

to affect both developing change specific competencies and adopting the role of a ‘Change Agent’? 

My fundamental assumptions in the philosophy of science rely heavily on 

hermeneutics, phenomenology and interpretative tradition. Moreover, my research 

involves a qualitative multiple-case-study, where I had two case organizations. I 

chose two large service organizations in my research, one representing the private 

and the other the public sector. So, my research context is limited to large 

organizations having features of bureaucracy and a specialized HR structure. 

The research applied abductive logic and it leaned on theoretical frameworks on 

the one hand, but on the other hand, it took the emerging aspects and views of the 

informants into account as well. The research is explorative in nature and applies a 

multi-science approach, which is well suited for examining change as a phenomenon. 

My long experience in HR added ethnographical features to collecting the data. 

I chose ‘change strategy’ (CS) and rationality as meta-concepts to be applied in 

my research. The constructs are somewhat overlapping, because CS, as I defined it, 

involves the assumptions of rationality as well. These assumptions are (1) having a 

mind set for change (recognizing projects and development actions as changes), (2) 

exploiting relevant change management (CM) knowledge (research findings, 

frameworks, theories etc.) when selecting the means of implementation, (3) having 

a systems view on organizations, and (4) taking into account the contextual factors 

in change implementation. I need my meta-concepts for reviewing assumptions on 

HR competencies and decision-making. 

Because of the limitations I set concerning the research object, the theoretical 

discussion was varied and proceeded along three lines: (1) Charting of knowledge 

(CM theory, ‘CM knowledge-base’) associated with change management. The 

purpose of this charting was to create a structure of theoretical knowledge to form 

the criteria for evaluating the HR practitioners’ actual know-how on change. (2) 

Charting of HR competence models and based on that, selecting a framework for 

my own research. From the generally referred competence models I chose ‘Ulrich’s 

model’ as my framework. It is used regularly in the comprehensive Human Resource 

Competence Study (HRCS) (Brockbank et al. 2012; Ulrich et al. 2013) and it also 

describes the role of a ‘Change Agent. (3) Reviewing the fundamentals of the 

construct ‘change strategy’ and elaborating on its content. For all my theoretical 



 

scrutinizing, I conducted several limited literature reviews. For collecting data in the 

empiric phase I used semi-structured interviews. In the analysis of the data I used 

my application of the framework analysis (Wengraf 2001). 

As results of my research, I introduce the following. First, a general observation: 

In the case organizations, HR was valued mainly through its traditional and 

administrational role, whereas the strategic value did not offer good possibilities for 

adopting the role of a ‘Change Agent’. This is an important observation for reviewing 

the conditions of adopting the role of a ‘Change Agent’ and it leads to a paradox: is 

it possible for HR to reach the position of a ‘Change Agent’ without being 

strategically valued and on the other hand, can a strategic position be achieved 

without succeeding in being a ‘Change Agent’. In my case organizations, it seemed 

that HR was still working in a quite traditional way, but there is no sense in reviewing 

HR as a whole. Instead, the strategic and traditional actions and actors within HR 

have to be recognized. 

Second, none of my informants recognized him or herself as a ‘Change Agent’ 

compared with his/her job description. The informants had usually not thought 

about their duties from a change point of view and they acted more as change 

implementers than change initiators.  

Third, the HR practitioners saw their own competencies mainly through their 

traditional administrative competencies and only half of them felt that they had 

superior know-how in change compared to the rest of the organization. The 

conscious exploiting of a CM knowledge base was negligible, theoretical knowledge 

on change was not relied on. The only exception was the knowledge on change 

interventions used by human resource development (HRD). 

Fourth, the organizational structure, culture and factors concerning individuals 

played a major role in building up HR roles. Even though the organizations were 

large bureaucratic, organizations, each of them had had its own typical cultural and 

structural features, which affected how the roles were actually built. 

As the conclusion of the research, I found that the HR actors in the case 

organizations could not be identified as ‘Change Agents’ as described by the criteria 

used. I observed that the HR roles had developed towards a more strategic direction, 

which enhances the possibilities of adopting the role of a ‘Change Agent’. However, 

signs of a change strategic orientation could not be seen. 

The observations are important from both a theoretical and a practical 

perspective. They take up many critical questions, among other things the suitability 

of statistical HR role models to describe the Finnish HR practices. On the other 

hand, it can also be said that the role and competence models are a kind of ‘ideal 



models’ that are not meant to be taken seriously as such. However, they serve as a 

good basis for a discussion on the roles and competencies of HR. The other more 

general point concerns the exploitation of research observations and theoretical 

knowledge on change. There seems to be a big gap between generating and 

benefitting from change-specific knowledge. As the third point of the discussion I 

introduce the concept of ‘change strategy’. As the concept itself is not established 

and it is re-conceptualized by the researcher himself to be used in discussing 

intentional change in work organizations, the informants were not familiar with the 

construct. However, how I defined and described the concept, gave a good basis for 

the evaluation of change-specific decision-making, and I believe that CS could be 

exploited more comprehensively as well. 

The reliability of this thesis faces the same challenges as qualitative research in 

general – in general the observations can only be said to be true for my two large 

case organizations. The critical review of the credibility of the research observations, 

however, increases the possibilities of generalizability. In my case, the credibility of 

my results was also discussed in a ‘review panel’ with HR specialists from different 

industries. The observations were seen to fit in their industries as well. 

 I believe that my research opens up new perspectives for research on the roles 

and competencies of HR – especially concerning their strategic and change-

supporting aspects. 

 

 

Keywords: change management, rationality of change, change strategy, HR roles, HR 

competencies, change agent 
 



 

TIIVISTELMÄ 

HR muutosagenttina?  HR toteuttamassa strategista ja arkipäivän muutosta 

 

Harva asia on kiinnostanut ihmisiä enemmän kuin muutos, puhutaan sitten 

maailman muuttumisesta, muutoksesta työpaikoilla tai muutoksesta henkilö-

kohtaisessa elämässä. Muutoksesta ovat kirjoittaneet niin antiikin filosofit kuin tämän 

päivän viisaat, tutkijat ja konsultit. Oma näkökulmani muutokseen on erityisesti 

työelämän muutos, jota olen ollut edistämässä erilaisissa hankkeissa vuosikymmen-

ten ajan. Erityisesti minua on askarruttanut muutokseen liittyvä rationaalinen 

päätöksenteko ja kaiken muutokseen liittyvän tiedon hyödyntäminen – mm. nämä 

näkökulmat motivoivat tutkimukseni kysymyksenasetteluja. 

Rajasin tutkimukseni koskemaan manageriaalista muutosta (johdon työorgani-

saatioissa käynnistämää ja johtamaa muutosta), intentionaalista muutosta, laadullista, 

työntekijöiden ajattelua ja toimintaa muovaavaa muutosta, sekä erityisesti strategista 

muutosta, jolla viittaan muutoksen tärkeyteen työorganisaation kannalta. 

Manageriaalinen muutos pitää sisällään rationaalisuusoletuksen: oletetaan, että 

muutoksia voidaan toteuttaa lineaarisina toimeenpanoprosesseina, kunhan järkeville 

ihmisille muutokset järkevästi perustellaan. Tällä perusoletuksella tänäkin päivänä 

käsitykseni mukaan hyvin usein toimitaan. Toisaalta kyllä myös myönnetään 

irrationaalisen olemassaolo ja maailman kompleksisuus, jotka lisäävät muutoksen 

toimeenpanon vaikeusastetta. Kuitenkin perusoletuksena taustalla on rationaalisen 

järjestyksen ja kontrollin managerialistinen ihanne. Muutoksen suunnittelussa ja 

toimeenpanossa nämä kaksi maailmaa ovat läsnä. Tutkimukseni lähtökohta on 

kuitenkin vallitseva rationaalisuuden ihanne ja siitä kumpuava suhde muutos-

prosesseihin. 

Tutkimuksen yleistavoitteeksi määrittelin edistää ymmärrystä nykyaikaisen 

henkilöstötoiminnon (HR:n) roolista ja osaamisista muutoksen toteuttamisen 

yhteydessä. Lähdin siis tutkimaan, miten nykyaikaiset henkilöstötoiminnot (HR-

toiminnot, lyhyesti HR) ovat kontribuoimassa muutoksen toteuttamista ja miten 

erityisesti HR:lle usein sovitettu muutosagentin rooli sille suomalaisessa käytännössä 

istuu. Tutkimuskysymykseni asetin seuraavasti: (1) Mitkä ovat HR:n roolit tapaus-

organisaatioissa tarkasteltuna HR-kompetenssimallien ja erityisesti muutosagentin roolin 



näkökulmasta: tunnistaako HR itsensä muutosagentiksi? (2) Millaisia HR-kompetensseja HR 

asiantuntijoilla voidaan tunnistaa tarkasteltuna muutosstrategiakäsitteen ja muutosteoreettisen 

tietopohjan valossa, ja (3) kokeeko HR itse erottuvansa ylivoimaisena muutososaajana verrattuna 

organisaation muihin toimijoihin? (4) Mitkä kontekstuaaliset ja yksilötekijät vaikuttavat 

muutosagentin roolin omaksumiseen? 

Tutkimuksen filosofiset lähtökohdat ovat vahvasti hermeneuttisessa, 

fenomenologisessa ja tulkitsevassa perinteessä; kyse on laadullisesta monitapaus-

tutkimuksesta, jossa kohdeorganisaatiota oli kaksi. Valitsin tutkimukseeni kaksi 

suurta organisaatiota, toisen yksityiseltä ja toisen julkiselta sektorilta. Tätä kautta 

tutkimuksen kontekstiksi rajautuivat suuryritykset, joiden toiminnassa on 

byrokratioille tyypillisiä kulttuurisia piirteitä ja joilla on eriytynyttä HR-rakennetta. 

Tutkimus hyödynsi abduktiivista logiikkaa, joka nojasi toisaalta teoreettisiin 

viitekehyksiin, mutta toisaalta otti huomioon haastateltavien esille nostamat 

näkökulmat. Tutkimus on luonteeltaan kartoittava ja muutosilmiöiden tutkimukseen 

soveltuvasti monitieteinen.  Pitkä kokemukseni toimimisesta aihepiirin tehtävissä toi 

tutkimukseen tiedonkeruuvaiheessa etnografisia piirteitä. 

Tutkimuksen metakäsitteiksi valitsin muutosstrategian (change strategy, CS) ja 

rationaalisuuden. Käsitteet ovat jossain määrin päällekkäisiä, koska esittämieni 

määritelmien mukaisesti muutosstrategiaan kumuloituvat muutoksen toteutuksen 

rationaalisuusoletukset. Näiksi tunnistin seuraavat: (1) muutosorientaatio (change 

mind set, hankkeiden tunnistaminen muutoksiksi) ja muutoksen keinojen tietoinen 

valinta, (2) relevantin muutosjohtamisen tiedon (CM knowledge base) hyväksikäyttö 

keinojen valinnassa, (3) systeeminen organisaatiokäsitys, ja (4) kontekstuaalisten 

tekijöiden huomioonotto. Tarvitsin metakäsitteitä kompetenssi- ja rationaalisuus-

oletusten tutkimiseen. 

Teoreettinen tarkastelu oli tutkimuksen rajauksien vuoksi monimuotoista ja eteni 

kolmea linjaa: (1) Muutosjohtamiseen liittyvän tiedon (CM theory, CM knowledge 

base) kartoittaminen. Tämän kartoituksen tavoitteena oli luoda teoreettisen tiedon 

struktuuri, jota vasten HR-asiantuntijoiden tosiasiallista muutostietoutta voitiin 

tarkastella. (2) HR-kompetenssimallien kartoitus ja kartoituksen pohjalta oman 

tutkimuksen viitekehyksen valinta. Kompetenssimalleista valitsin viitekehyksekseni 

Human Resource Competence Study (HRCS) -tutkimuksen yhteydessä käytettävän 

’Ulrichin mallin’ (Brockbank et al. 2012; Ulrich et al. 2013) ja käytin siinä tehtyä 

muutosagentin roolin kuvausta. (3) Muutosstrategiakäsitteen teoreettisten 

perusteiden tutkiminen ja käsitteen sisällön tarkentaminen. Kaikkia teoriatarkasteluja 

varten toteutin useita rajattuja kirjallisuuskatsauksia. Empiirisen vaiheen tiedon 



 

keruun suoritin puolistrukturoiduilla teemahaastatteluilla, joiden analyysissä käytin 

ns. viitekehysanalyysin (framework analysis, Wengraf 2001) sovellusta. 

Tutkimukseni tuloksiksi esitän seuraavaa. Ensinnäkin, yleinen havainto: tutkimus-

organisaatioissa HR-toimintoa arvostettiin lähinnä perinteisen, hallinnollisen roolin 

kautta. Strateginen arvostus sen sijaan ei tarjonnut hyviä edellytyksiä muutosagentin 

roolin omaksumiselle. Tämä havainto on tärkeä, kun tarkastellaan muutosagentin 

roolin omaksumisen edellytyksiä ja se nostaa esille paradoksin: voiko HR saavuttaa 

muutosagentin asemaa ilman strategista arvostusta ja toisaalta, voiko strategista 

asemaa saavuttaa ilman menestyksellistä toimimista muutosagentin roolissa? 

Tutkimukseni kohdeorganisaatioissa HR näytti edelleen toimivan suhteellisen 

perinteisesti, mutta HR-toimintoa ei (isoissa organisaatioissa) ole järkevää tarkastella 

yhtenä kokonaisuutena vaan tunnistaa strategiset ja perinteiset toiminnot ja toimijat 

HR:n sisällä. 

Toiseksi, yksikään haastateltavistani ei tunnistanut itseään ’muutosagentiksi’ 

kriteeriksi valitun roolikuvauksen tarkoittamassa mielessä. Haastateltavat eivät olleet 

juurikaan miettineet tehtäviään muutoksen näkökulmasta ja toimivat pikemminkin 

käytännön toimeenpanijoina kuin muutosaloitteiden synnyttäjinä. 

Kolmanneksi, HR-asiantuntijat näkivät omat kompetenssinsa pääasiassa omien 

perinteisten hallinnollisten kompetenssiensa kautta ja ainoastaan puolet koki omaa-

vansa muusta organisaatiosta poikkeavaa ’ylivoimaista muutososaamista’. Muutos-

osaamisen tietopohjan tietoinen hyödyntäminen oli olematonta, teoreettiseen 

muutostietoon ei juuri tukeuduttu. Ainoa poikkeus oli HRD-alueen käyttämä muu-

tosinterventioihin liittyvä tieto. 

Neljänneksi, organisaatioiden rakenne, kulttuuri ja yksilöön liittyvät tekijät olivat 

tärkeässä asemassa HR-roolien rakentumisessa. Vaikka molemmat kohde-

organisaatiot olivat suuria, byrokraattisia piirteitä omaavia organisaatioita, oli 

molemmilla kuitenkin omia tyypillisiä kulttuurisia ja rakenteellisia piirteitään, jotka 

vaikuttivat roolien käytännön rakentumiseen. 

Tutkimuksen lopputuloksena totean, että kokonaisuutena tarkastellen kumman-

kaan organisaation HR-toimintoja ei voitu tunnistaa muutosagenteiksi kriteeriksi 

valitun roolikuvauksen mielessä. HR-toimintojen havaittiin kyllä kehittyneen 

strategiseen suuntaan, mikä sinänsä parantaa mahdollisuuksia muutosagentin roolin 

omaksumiseen. Kuitenkaan merkkejä muutosstrategisesta ajattelusta ei tutkimuk-

sessa tunnistettu. 

Havainnot ovat merkittäviä sekä teoreettisesta että käytännön näkökulmasta. Ne 

nostavat esille useita kriittisiä kysymyksiä mm. tilastollisten roolimallien soveltu-

vuudesta ylipäätään kuvaamaan HR:n suomalaisia käytäntöjä. Toisaalta voidaan 



sanoa, että roolimallit ovat eräänlaisia ideaalimalleja, joita ei ole tarkoitettukaan 

sellaisenaan ’vakavasti otettaviksi’, mutta jotka kuitenkin tarjoavat hyvät lähtökohdat 

rooleista käytävälle keskustelulle. Toinen yleisempi näkökulma koskee muutokseen 

liittyvän teoreettisen ja tutkimustiedon hyödyntämistä. Tämän tiedon tuottamisen ja 

käytännön hyödyntämisen välillä näyttäisi olevan suuri kuilu. Kolmantena nostan 

esille muutosstrategian käsitteen. Koska käsite on vakiintumaton ja tutkijan itsensä 

uudelleen muodostama käytettäväksi työorganisaatioiden intentionaalisen muutok-

sen yhteydessä, käsite ei ollut haastateltaville ennestään tuttu. Määritellyssä 

muodossaan se kuitenkin antoi hyvät lähtökohdat muutokseen liittyvän päätöksen-

teon arviointiin, ja uskon, että sen laajemmasta käytöstä olisi hyötyä.  

Tämän tutkimuksen luotettavuuteen liittyy samoja haasteita kuin laadulliseen 

tapaustutkimukseen yleensäkin – periaatteessa havainnot liittyvät pelkästään tutki-

muksen kahteen suureen kohdeorganisaatioon. Tulosten mielekkyyden kriittinen 

tarkastelu lisää kuitenkin yleistettävyyden mahdollisuuksia. Tässä tapauksessa 

tulosten mielekkyyttä ja yleistämisen mahdollisuuksia tarkasteltiin jälkikäteen järjeste-

tyssä ’validointikeskustelussa’ muutaman HR-asiantuntijan kanssa. Tulokset todettiin 

edustettuna olleiden toimialojen tilannetta vastaavaksi. Myös tutkijan omat arki-

havainnot tukivat tutkimushavaintoja. 

Uskon, että tutkimus avaa uusia näkökulmia HR:n roolien – erityisesti muutosta 

tukevien ja strategisten roolien – tutkimukselle. 

 

Asiasanat: muutoksen johtaminen, muutoksen rationaalisuus, muutosstrategia, HR-

roolit, HR-kompetenssit, muutosagentti
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the introduction chapter, I first briefly rationalize why I have chosen HR’s role in 

change as the topic of my thesis. I then introduce my notions and assumptions 

concerning change. HR (Human Resource) function1 is an important actor in 

change, and the role of a change agent has been offered to HR in numerous 

competence models. This will be discussed next. By using a re-conceptualized 

construct of ‘change strategy’ (CS) I then introduce my notions on the rationality of 

decision-making concerning change implementation. CS and rationality are meta 

concepts in this research for reviewing the research object. Finally, I will discuss the 

research gap and the aim and the purpose of the thesis and introduce the research 

questions. I will also have a brief look at the philosophy of science applied in this 

thesis and at the research methods. To conclude the introductory chapter, I will 

present the idea of the thesis in a nutshell (in Figure 4). 

1.1 Why change – why HR? 

In my work as a HR professional I often encountered expectations evoked by 

theoretical literature concerning my role as a strategic actor in the organization. My 

idea, based on my own feelings but also on discussions with my colleagues and 

observations in many HR units, was that the theoretical and practical worlds don’t 

meet. I felt that I had difficulties in finding myself in roles, which were made by 

constructing statistical factors and described by complicated expressions. My first 

motivation for this thesis was to look into the role of HR and competence models 

in more detail and more systematically to find out if my own views and perceptions 

were relevant.   

Moreover, my interest in the research theme emerges from my experience of 

numerous change processes. Top management seems often to be highly interested 

in the content of the change – what should be changed – whereas the process – how 

                                                        

 

1 Human resource function, department etc. Human Resource Management, HRM, will be used as a 

synonym. To the definitions of the concepts will be returned in Chapter 4. 
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the change should be implemented – is left with little attention and often as the 

responsibility of some other actor, HRM or an outside consultant, for example. For 

me it seems that the decisions on change are often made more intuitively than on a 

systematic and rational bases. On a general level, it can be argued that in spite of the 

importance of change management (CM), it is often a forgotten area of personnel 

management (Viitala et al. 2014).  

Having been involved in human resource development (HRD) positions for 

nearly all my working life, I have been driven and fascinated by the phenomenon of 

change; for instance, how to create change in humans, how to get people motivated 

to develop themselves, how to contribute to development and change in 

organizations and how change should be managed. HRD is not about organizing 

training; it is about creating changes. During the past years, I have noticed that the 

entire HR sector is moving – slowly but surely – from administrative and reactive 

roles towards more developmental and proactive roles. This observation is 

evidenced by contemporary research as is shown in this thesis. At the same time this 

evolution, together with the emergence of the idea of Resource Based Theory (RBT) 

on an organization’s strategy, has strengthened HR’s strategic role (e.g. Järlström & 

Luoma 2014); however, a continuous discussion about HR’s strategic position is on-

going. One of the proposed strategic roles for the entire HR sector is the role of a 

‘change agent’. (E.g. Ulrich et al. 1995.) 

Consequently, based on what was said above, it is hard to find a more important 

and interesting research topic than how change implementation is accomplished and 

executed from a decision-making perspective: on what basis the decisions are taken 

and what are the roles of different actors in change; also, how decisions take 

advantage of the commonly shared findings of scientific research, especially those of 

the behavioral sciences, are important issues. As has been observed in the managerial 

practice, there continuously seems to be a gap between what has been learnt from 

theory and how change is executed in practice. Decisions in the organizations on 

change implementation are often being made one-dimensionally only, without 

considering their overall effects on the organization. Unfortunately, the same 

impression is hard to avoid when following the administrational decision-making on 

the state level.  

In the old times, change was thought of as an exception, and ‘change 

management’ was called-in to help occasionally. Today, most managerial decisions 

are made in the context of change, creating demand for change management as a 

highly praised managerial skill (By 2005). From a managerial point of view, it can be 

provocatively argued that today it is especially change that calls for management and 
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leadership skills whereas ‘business as usual’ – if such a as phase still exists – does not 

demand management and leadership at all, as work routines are taken care of by self-

guided and professionally independent employees. The role of leadership in creating 

organizational success is worth considering as well – success often seems to occur 

without the interference and efforts of leaders (Douglas & Wykowsky 1999).  

From rationality point of view, decisions are often rational in terms of the change 

content but not necessarily in terms of the change process. In my mind, a ‘change 

strategy’ (CS) for implementing the change is often missing. In this thesis, I will 

introduce and reconceptualize the construct ‘change strategy’ for contributing to a 

more rational decision-making in change implementation. 

For the reasons described above I have ended up formulating my research theme 

as ‘HR as a change agent? HR in the implementation of strategic and everyday 

change’. First, there is a question mark at the end of the title. It indicates that even 

though the role of ‘a change agent’ is often associated with HR, it is not at all evident 

that the role is embodied in HR or perceived by the management. Second, even 

though HR is striving for a strategic position and accordingly to contribute to the 

strategic change, in practice, HR is still occupied by an increasing amount of everyday 

changes created by the continuous changes in work and the working environment. 

Also, these kinds of changes demand professional know-how and a change strategy.  

1.2 The significance of change and change management in 

modern organizations, private and public 

Change is an ever-present element in the lives of contemporary organizations, and it 

is argued that the pace of change has never been faster (By 2005). Companies and 

other organizations are expected to be more and more efficient and to grow 

continuously in terms of their market share and new customers. Public organizations 

are expected to produce better services and at the same time to reduce their 

personnel or at least radically change their old ways in service production and re-

design their processes. The transformation of publicly owned organizations into 

municipal enterprises creates major pressures for change (Kuoppakangas 2015). The 

huge reform in social and health services in Finland (the so-called SOTE-reform) is 

a current example of a system change that is highly unpredictable and demanding in 

terms of both strategic and operational thinking and decision-making. It can be 

argued that the ability to change has become a critical success factor not only in the 

strategies of companies but also in the public sector.  
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The strategic importance of managing the change is widely recognized, however, 

there is a continuous discussion going on about ‘why change fails’ (see e.g., Burnes 

2011; Burnes & Jackson 2011; Hughes 2011; McClellan 2011). There are reports 

manifesting a failure rate of some 70 per cent with regard to reactive, ad-hoc change 

management (Balogun & Hailey 2004). Although it can also be argued that the 

commonly alleged failure of change processes is a myth without proper evidence 

(Hughes 2011), the popularity of guidebooks on change management shows that 

managers are concerned about change, and it also reveals a desire to manage and 

control the change. However, there are no easy answers: the theory of change 

management (CM) is characterized by an abundance of frameworks, but as yet not 

one of them is commonly accepted as the most comprehensive and relevant (By 

2005). The ‘final solution’ of how to manage change successfully seems still to be 

missing. It is no wonder that managers are confused. 

One of greatest paradoxes concerning change is that it should be managed 

although it is not manageable. This means that change should be planned and 

prepared for although we cannot predict and anticipate what is going to happen in 

detail. This requires both control and flexibility at the same time. Although I feel that 

that change itself as a phenomenon is immutable, there seems to be many paradigm 

shifts going on regarding how we react and perceive change. 

One interesting perspective to change management is its contextuality, here 

especially in terms of private and public change management. Bekke (1987, 26) 

defines public management and at the same time takes up some important issues 

that differentiate public management from private management, however common 

features can be found as well: 

“Public management is a dynamic and strategic process of interpreting the environment, 

straggling over the political agenda and handling public bureaucracy in accordance with possible or 

intended outcomes.” 

The expression “dynamic and strategic process of interpreting the environment” 

describes both well – being tightly bound to a political agenda and handling public 

bureaucracy is more descriptive of the public sector. As a matter of fact, interpreting 

the environmental signals and turning them into concrete actions and development 

projects is a strategic challenge of all organizations, even more today. Vuori argues 

(2016) that reviewing differences between the private and the public management 

can be seen as the worship of myths, searching for evidence or as a cold war of 

ideologies. 

In spite of the differences I am apt to rather see the common base of change 

concerning the private and public sectors. First, the change specific theory-base of 
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social and behavioral sciences is mostly common. Second, the mainstream trend in 

public management since 1980, New Public Management (e.g. Hood 1991, 1996; 

Pollit 1990), has affected also the way change is perceived in the public side. What 

comes to HR practices, I see that the size of the organization is more of a 

differentiating factor than is private or public as such. As I am examining two large 

organizations in the service sector, one on the private and one on the public side, I 

have a chance to look at the possible differences in change management, although it 

is not my main focus. I will return to my case organizations in sub-chapter 7.2.1. 

1.3 My notion and assumptions concerning change and the 

context of change  

Being derived from ‘change’, ‘social change’ represents change in the humans, in 

individuals, in populations, and in social systems. Social change is often discussed 

from a sociological and other social sciences’ macro perspective reviewing the 

internal laws, principles and conditions by which the changes take place. These 

theories and conceptions work on the background of the kind of changes, which are 

the focus of this research – managerial and intentional changes in public and private 

organizations. I speak about managerial change by which I mean intentional, targeted 

and ‘rational’ change initiated and executed mainly by the management of an 

organization and where HR is often supposed to have a role in the implementation 

process. Even when focusing on managerial change and rational implementation 

efforts by the management, I strongly accept the notions on the irrational, emergent 

and complex-theory-based elements of change (e.g. Stacy 1996). I also see an 

organization as a systemic entity, which affects my assumptions of change 

implementation as well. I am in a way balancing between the managerialistic and 

irrational worlds of change and introducing change strategy (CS) as a tool to enhance 

the awareness of these two worlds. However, my research focus ‘HR as a change 

agent?’ connects this thesis closer to the rational and managerial tradition.  

Another important framing concerning the nature of change is, that I focus on 

qualitative changes. I define qualitative changes as ‘associated with improving 

employees’ performance and behavior in some respect’. By this practical definition, 

I exclude such changes as purely technical changes and changes in the organizational 

structure if the expected changes in performance and behavior are not explicitly 

defined. Changes in the organizational structure, which are perhaps the most popular 

and frequent as they are easy to make, are often criticized for not changing anything 
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in fact. Also changes in strategic positioning in the service production markets in 

society, strategic investments etc., which surely are strategic by the original meaning 

of the word, but do not necessarily affect the employees’ behavior, are out of the 

scope of this research. I focus especially on projects and processes that demand 

changes in employees’ actions, behavior and performance, such as new customer 

service models, management systems (e.g. result based management), leadership 

styles, quality systems, wellbeing behavior, innovation systems, changes in the socio-

technical systems of work (team models) for instance. 

The third framing concerns the importance of change. Strategic change 

implementation will be discussed in the thesis from the strategic theory perspective 

(e.g. Mintzberg 1978; Johnson 1987; Pettigrew 1988; Porter 1998). I select one 

definition here: “Strategic change involves an attempt to change current modes of cognition and 

action to enable the organization to take advantage of important opportunities or to cope with 

consequential environmental threats” (Gioia & Chittipeddi 1991, 433). However, as stated 

above, due to the rarity of a ‘real strategic role’ of HR assisted change projects, I am 

ready to review changes of a more everyday nature as well.  

As is seen traditionally, and in line with my choices concerning managerial 

change, strategic change is intentional teleological change that is usually initiated by 

the CEO and top management team; that aims to affect both cognition and action; 

and that involves both perspectives, strategic opportunities and strategic threats. 

Intentional strategic change demands becoming conscious about the strategic 

environment of the organization and making the right judgements about it by a 

strategic analysis. It also demands operations for accomplishing the targeted 

‘cognition and action’ among the employees – it demands strategic management. 

This leads us to strategic action plans and also to CS to support the implementation. 

(For a ‘traditional view’ of strategic management see e.g. Chandler 1962; Ansoff 

1965; Andrews 1987.) I describe strategic change from managerial and traditional 

perspectives. There are other views on strategic change as well: for instance, ‘strategy 

as practice’ (e.g. Jarzabkowski 2005; Jarzabkowski et al. 2007) and complex-theory-

based conceptions (cf. Juuti & Luoma 2009) move the focus from a centralized and 

management-driven to a more practice-oriented, emergent and individual-centered 

ways of seeing the strategic change. I’ll come back to this dualism, which appears as 

the dimension of ‘rational–irrational’ many times in this thesis.   

In practice, it is not at all obvious what change can be considered as strategic. I 

have noticed that managers tend to give ex post facto explanations to their successful 

decisions naming them intentional and ‘strategic’ even though they have been made 

just ‘by accident’ in the flow of actions. Also, many decisions on the operative level 
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may prove to have a strategic importance when reviewed afterwards. So, the 

researcher must be alert in this respect. 

To conclude, what are my assumptions and definitions of the change I am 

examining in this thesis? ‘My change’ is (1) intentional and targeted and managerial 

in the sense that it is managed. This puts the focus on change implementation 

(process) and gives less attention to un-targeted, emergent changes. (2) It is 

qualitative in aiming at behavioral changes. (3) As being strategic it is important for 

the whole organization. Accordingly, my change is something that is being 

intentionally implemented. There is a vast amount of research findings, frameworks, 

models and theories on how to implement change. This is what I am reviewing in 

Chapter 3. Each of the aspects of successful implementation that I will take up 

(research findings etc.) involve basic assumptions about change as a phenomenon 

and as a process, more or less linked with the relevant theory. Each of these 

assumptions should be critically examined. However, reviewing all the emerged 

material critically would demand its own research and it is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. I will come back to this challenge in Chapter 3. 

Finally, I make an important definition in my thesis: I focus on managerial change 

in large organizations. The main reason for this is that HR competence models 

mainly express themselves in large organizations where a specialized HR structure 

can be found. In small and medium sized enterprises (in SMEs) HR typically acts as 

an all-around specialist, which leaves less possibilities to specialize in the role of 

‘Change Agent’ for instance, which will be reviewed next. (Laine et al. 2017.)    

1.4 The role of HR in change implementation – a change 

agent? 

As managerial change is something that is being implemented, a question of the roles 

in the implementation process emerges. There are many actors in the process and 

self-evidently the role of HR should be reviewed. Already in the eighties-nineties the 

role and responsibility of HR professionals were discussed: “For years, HR professionals 

often faced a closed door status; they were perceived as second rate team players trying to gain access 

to key decision making forums. In more recent years, many HR professionals have successfully 

become business partners, have new opportunities for personal growth, and have greater opportunities 

to be active builders of their firms’ competitive advantage” (Ulrich et al. 1995, 473). ‘Closed 

doors’ for HR professionals are still true in many organizations, however, endeavors 

for integrating HR with the overall business is seen as one of the major challenges 
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even today. The work of Dave Ulrich and his colleagues has inspired discussions 

around such roles as ‘business partner’, ‘strategic partner’ and ‘change agent’2 for 

instance (e.g. Ulrich et al. 1995; Ulrich 1996) and these terms seem still to dominate 

the discussion. Accordingly, ‘Change Agent’ as a HR role can be seen as mostly 

effected by Ulrich’s research. 

‘Change Agent’ looks like a very natural role for HR – HRM is specialized in 

human resources and accordingly should have expertise and know-how in how to 

contribute to change in humans. Therefore, among the well-known HR competence 

models referred to above (e.g. Alfes et al. 2010; Storey 1992; Ulrich 1997; Ulrich et 

al. 1995, 2013, 2015; Welch & Welch 2012), the role of a ‘change agent’ or a ‘change 

champion’ is self-evidently included in one of the most important strategic roles for 

HR. However, the relative importance of a ‘change agent’ among the other strategic 

roles is not at all evident as many other perspectives of the future HR emerge. As a 

matter of fact, it looks like that the role of a ‘change agent’ has declined in popularity 

among HR practitioners compared to other growing trends (see e.g. Marchington 

2015; Ulrich & Dulebohn 2015). Also, a HR barometer in Finland rated ‘Change 

Agent’ as one of the least probable future HR trends of six strategic HR roles of the 

Ulrich et al. (2013) competence model (Jolkkonen & Järlström 2014). And yet, it is 

continuous change that challenges decision-makers both in private and public 

organizations. It would be tempting to imagine that in its desire for more strategic 

positions (e.g. Lawier & Boudreau 2008) HRM would like to differentiate itself by 

superior know-how in the change implementation processes. As this seems not to 

be the case, I am, in this thesis, looking for reasons why. At least two issues emerge: 

(1) Does HRM really have relevant expertise in change, as the traditional functioning 

of HR is often focused on ‘delivering administrative services’ and employs 

competencies behind that? (2) If there really is potential in HR for contributing to 

change implementation, is it possible in the prevailing managerial culture in practice 

for HR to absorb new and more strategic roles? This concerns especially the 

implementation of strategic change, because this ‘strategic’ nature would demand 

involving other more strategic roles for HRM as well, especially the roles of ‘strategic 

partner’ or ‘business partner’.  

                                                        

 

2 The term ‘change agent’ appears in many meanings in the text. Written as ‘change agent’ I refer to 

the general use of the concept in describing HR roles. Written as ‘Change Agent’ I refer to Ulrich et 

al.’s HR role in question. Written as change agent (without quotation marks) refers to other change 

agents than those of HR. 
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It has been argued that all HR competencies are related to the role of ‘change 

agent’. Long et al. (2013) found that all HR competencies, with the (surprising3) 

exception of HRD skills, have a significant correlation with the ‘change agent’ role. 

The strongest correlation is between the competency of value chain knowledge and 

the ‘change agent’ role but also correlation with competency of culture management 

was found. The findings of the researchers (ibid.) confirm that the HR role of 

‘change agent’ has a significant mediating effect on the relationship between HR 

competency and organizational performance in the studied organizations. Ulrich and 

Brockbank (2005) pointed out that being a ‘Change Agent’ is an essential part of the 

strategic partner role and its competencies.  

As the examples above suggest, the perspectives to HR roles and competencies 

are many. Often the desirable HR competencies are described by using very general 

terms: the descriptions refer to qualities and features that would contribute to 

successfully performing in whatever position in work life, not only in HR. This 

implies what the challenges of assessing ‘Change Agent’-specific competencies are. 

I will come back to these models in Chapter 4 where I construct a synthesis for 

reviewing the roles and competencies of HR in my research cases. Another thing is 

that role and competence models above have only loose connections to the construct 

of competence. Competence and assessing of competencies are very problematic 

issues and difficult to manage, and also this will be returned to in Chapter 4. 

1.5 Change strategy (CS) and the rationality of decision-making 

on change  

I have chosen CS as a meta-concept and as my tool to review the change 

competencies of HR, and also widely, to review the rationality of decision-making 

on change. I will first describe briefly what I mean here by the construct of change 

strategy.  

Within the framework of this thesis, change strategy (CS) comprises a set of 

decisions and choices on various dimensions crucial for implementing the change. 

More precisely, we have defined CS as “a unique combination of means through which to 

accomplish a desired change in a certain context given its unique features and challenges” (Laine 

& Kuoppakangas 2015, 337). In another word, CS refers to identifying and creating 

                                                        

 

3 There was no explanation given on the finding by Long et al. I would have expected HRD and the 

role of ‘change agent’ to have a strong positive mutual correlation. 
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different combinations of means and principles for implementing a certain (strategic) 

change, and to intentional and conscious decision-making on those options. The 

crucial points of CS are viewed dimensionally and this will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5. In addition to dimensionality, CS is featured by contextuality, which 

means simply that there is no single generic CS (content), but it should be 

constructed and adjusted to the environment and prevailing conditions. However, a 

generic structure for helping the creation a CS can be targeted.  

As defined above, the general focus of the thesis is on the managerial decision-

making on change executed or assisted by HR specialists; on strategic change (change 

vital for the long-term success of the organization), but also on everyday change; and 

on qualitative change (changes associated to improve employees’ performance and 

behavior in some respect). In this thesis, the construct CS is needed for reviewing 

the HR competencies concerning the change, but also for reviewing the other 

aspects of rationality of decision-making on change implementation. CS is based on 

relevant knowledge of the means and options of change implementation. This is one 

of the most essential conditions for rational decision-making as well (Paronen 2015). 

‘Relevant knowledge’ refers to knowledge on change management, CM (I call it ‘CM 

knowledge base’) – knowledge that is scientifically relevant in the given decision-

making situation and context. This CM knowledge base is charted in Chapter 3. 

Among the specialists in the organization, HRM is the one that is supposed to have 

the best understanding of human behavior. That is why I select the HR perspective 

for reviewing the use of CS and the rationality of the change process, as will be 

explained in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Despite the huge amount of research and publications on change management, 

it seems that discussing change management from decision-making perspective is 

scarce. Based on my observations in managerial practice, decisions concerning and 

affecting the implementation of change are continuously made without 

understanding the systemic and complicated nature of the change where different 

conflicting things are affecting each other. In many change situations we can see 

dilemmas, which represent contradicting values that need reconciliation (Hampden-

Turner 1970, 1990; Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars 2000). The thing is, how often 

the decision-makers are aware of these dilemmas, and how often they are consciously 

considering different options to find the best mix of actions to implement the 

change.  

Recapitulating the above, the rationality of decision-making on strategic change 

implementation will be discussed in the thesis from three perspectives. First, what is 

the rationality of the decisions with respect to the relation between the targeted 
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outcomes (strategic changes) and the means for achieving them (change process)? Is 

a proper CS employed and by whom? By my definition, a relevant CS is the best mix 

of means for implementing the change and is, accordingly, rational. Second, are the 

degrees of freedom on each level of decision-making optimal for allowing the 

emergence of creative ideas for strategic change implementation and for creating 

motivation and involvement? How is the relation between centralized and 

decentralized decision-making perceived in strategic change implementation? And 

finally, the third perspective, is the relevant knowledge concerning the strategic 

change implementation acquired by taking advantage of the right people in the 

organization (especially HR-practitioners in my case)? 

I will return to rational decision-making on change later (in Chapter 5) where I 

relate rationality especially to HR competences and the exploitation of a relevant CM 

knowledge base and research findings. 

1.6 The research gap: the purpose of the thesis and RQs  

Based on what was presented above, the general purpose of this thesis is to contribute to 

understanding of the role and competencies of contemporary HR in the implementation of change. 

At the same time, I review the rationality of managerial decision-making concerning 

change implementation from HR’s perspective, but also widely, and consequently 

try to find tools for improving the quality of change specific decisions. Based on 

previous research on HR competencies (e.g. Huselid et al. 1997; Becker et al. 2001; 

Boselie and Paauwe 2005; Ulrich and Brockbank 2005; Caldwell 2008; in Finland, 

e.g. Viitala & Järlström 2014; Laine et al. 2017), I make the following pre-

assumptions (PreAs) to frame the research and to direct my research questions: 

PreA 1: Actual HR roles imply mainly administrative HR competencies and 

genuine strategic roles including the role of a ‘change agent’ are rare. 

PreA 2: Absorbing strategic roles in HR is more culturally than competency 

bound and also depends on the organizational structure. 

PreA 3: Strategic and change related competencies in HR are not yet well 

 established and clear, and any ‘change strategy’ is hard to identify 

when planning of change. It is hard to predict if HR is able to 

differentiate from line management with respect to superior 

knowledge in CM. 
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PreA 4: Associated to the previous PrA 3, using research-based knowledge 

when planning change implementation is rare and exceptional – 

also in HR. 

PreA 5: Altogether, the decision-making concerning change implementation 

is not very rational. 

The pessimistic view that is conveyed through my pre-assumptions is based on 

working in HR positions and being involved in numerous changes in different 

organizations, but also on numerous research observations indicating severe 

deficiencies in the HR competence models based mainly on the ‘Michigan model’ 

(meaning the heritage of Ulrich; see references above). 

I call these observations that are based on theoretical material and on managerial 

practice pre-assumptions (PreAs), as opposed to propositions, because they are not 

based on a firm logic and deduction from earlier research – for the same reason they 

cannot be called hypotheses either. My pre-assumptions are not meant to be tested 

as such, however, they are meant to question some things that are usually taken for 

granted. Moreover, revealing one’s pre-understanding and pre-assumptions about 

the phenomenon that is being reviewed is part of phenomenological tradition. It is 

one aspect of transparency that is commonly regarded as important in qualitative 

research. Being open in this helps me hopefully to be alert for not feeding in my own 

perceptions into the interviews.  

My pre-assumptions reflect the interaction between four components essential 

for HR’s contribution and position in change implementation as presented in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  The components of the research 

Figure 1 illustrates the research setting where I review change implementation – 

defined as was done above – from a HR contribution point of view. I emphasize my 

perspectives and call them components of the research. I assume the four 

components in Figure 1 to be interrelated. I see the HR roles and the HR 

competencies to be tightly linked. The HR competencies are assumed to affect 

adopting certain HR roles, the role of a ‘Change Champion’ (‘Change Agent’) for 

instance. On the other hand, acting in certain roles fosters adequate competencies. 

The generic HR roles demand generic HR competencies – the role of a ‘Change 

Agent’ demands change specific competencies. For evaluating these change specific 

competencies, I have constructed a meta concept that I call Change Strategy (CS) 

(see sub-chapter 1.5 above), which contains my view on the elements of rational 

decision-making on change implementation. 

Individual factors form the basis for role adaption and competence development. 

The role of education and the professional group should be discussed: for instance, 

does the educational background of behavioral sciences give a better understanding 

of change implementation? How do personality and motivational factors affect both 
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absorbing certain roles and developing certain competencies? And finally, how do 

the contextual factors affect the adoption of roles and the development of 

competences? Based on my previous research (e.g. Laine et al. 2017) I am inclined 

to assume that the management culture is a powerful factor in shaping HR practices 

and roles and that structural and situational factors have a strong impact on HR roles 

and competencies. And all in all, what are the dominating factors in role adoption 

and developing of HR competencies? Contextual and individual factors have been 

presented as one-way relations only. It is obvious that HR roles and competencies 

shape the context as well and working in HR positions and adopting certain roles 

affects HR practitioners’ motivational and personal factors.   

To examine these connections and thereby possibilities of HR to act as a ‘change 

agent’ and to adopt more strategic roles, I set the following four research questions 

(RQs): 

 

RQ 1. In the light of generic HR competence models and the ideal of the 

‘Change Agent’: does HR recognize itself as a ‘Change Agent’?   

RQ 2. What are the actual change specific competencies of HR 

practitioners seen in the light of a Change Strategy (CS) and a CM 

knowledge base, and  

RQ 3. is HR able to differentiate itself with regard to superior know-how 

in change implementation compared with other actors in the 

organization?   

RQ 4. Which contextual and individual factors can be found to affect 

 both developing change specific competencies and adopting the role 

of a ‘Change Agent’? 

  

The four RQs are examined in a case-study in two the large case organizations. The 

first RQ relates the HR praxis of the case organizations to the contemporary 

competence models of HR. For this, the competence models, which express 

themselves as HR roles, are discussed in the theory sections of the study, and one 

model is chosen and a synthesis is constructed to be used in the comparison. I 

examine also the non-strategic HR roles because, according to my PreA 1, strategic 

change tasks may be rare, and HR’s role as a change agent in implementing more 

practical changes is important as well. Positioning HR practitioners in HR roles is 

mainly based on an analysis of the descriptions of their work content and discussions 

around the selected competence models and especially the role of the ‘Change 

Agent’.  
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The second RQ discusses HR’s change specific competencies. This scrutinizing 

is based on HR’s own perception of exploiting the comprehensive CM knowledge 

base. HR’s competencies are also reviewed by using the construct ‘change strategy’ 

as a criterion and a meta construct. CS, as it is defined in this research, accumulates 

the relevant knowledge of change implementation and builds bridges between 

‘change theory’ and ‘change practice’. I assume, in my PreA 4, that the conscious and 

systematic taking advantage of research findings and theory on change is exceptional, 

and this pre-assumption is ‘tested’ in the interviews. Knowing the construct CS 

among the interviewees is not presupposed – actually it is regarded as highly 

improbable – but reviewing the hidden agendas of the informants may reveal points 

that can be seen to have some connection to CS. Reviewing the rationality of the 

decision-making means reviewing if HR practitioners are taking advantage of a CM 

knowledge base – reviewing if the choices are based on relevant knowledge (cf. 

Paronen 2015). From this point, CS and rationality can be seen as overlapping: 

exploitation of relevant knowledge is common for the both. 

CS and rationality perspectives are also linked with right persons being involved 

in change. It is not at all clear that the best knowledge of change implementation is 

with the top-level managers who are usually the decision-makers in strategic change. 

On the contrary, it is more probable that some specialist functions, such as HR 

(human relations specialists) or health care, might have more understanding of 

implementation issues, especially from a psychological and wellbeing at work point 

of view. The question is if their know-how is recognized. Therefore, it is important 

to examine how the implementation-specific expertise, in HR for instance, is 

exploited as a part of the implementation process.  

Another important focus in the analysis concerning RQ 2 is, if the systemic nature 

of the change is taken into account in the decision-making process. For a HR 

practitioner, this means the comprehensive assessing of the effects of decisions on 

different sub-systems to one-another. The systems approach will be examined as a 

part of the chosen CS. This discussion above introduces my standpoints for 

operationalizing CS and rationality as cornerstones for evaluation of HR 

competencies on change.  

Related to RQ 2, the third RQ discusses if HR practitioners see that they are 

capable of differentiating themselves with respect to change specific competencies 

compared with other actors in change and so to adopt the role of a change agent? I 

see that this is a very complicated issue as it depends on the actual know-how itself, 

on the image of HR in this respect, and on HR’s own perception of itself.  
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Concerning RQ 4, the connection between adopted HR roles and developed HR 

competencies on the one hand, and contextual and individual factors on the other 

hand, will be examined. Of special interest is, if the position of HR in centralized (in 

the ‘head office’ or on a group level) or in decentralized (in ‘the field organization’ 

or in the ‘business organization’) organization affects the roles of HR. I have 

hypothesized in another study (Laine et al. 2017) that in the situation of weak 

centralized strategic guidance, the decentralized HR must earn its strategic position 

without the support of central administration. I will also examine the role and 

significance of other contextual factors, such as the established management culture 

and the ways of acting in forming the roles and practices of HR. The contextual 

factors can be seen to affect the roles of HR but the effect goes in the opposite 

direction as well: HR is a powerful tool and strategy for shaping the organizational 

context (e.g. Morris 1996). It is also important to understand the meaning and 

strength of individual factors in the desire of adopting more strategic HR roles and 

in being motivated to develop adequate competencies for it. 

The set RQs explain and specify my general interest in the phenomenon under 

discussion. Most of the research on change management has been carried out in a 

business environment. However, the New Public Management (NPM) – the 

contemporary paradigm of the development of the public sector – has adopted many 

managerial concepts to administrative use in the public sector as well, and also the 

spreading of public enterprises has increased ‘business thinking’ on the public side. 

Consequently, I see it fruitful to review ‘managerial change’ as a general construct, 

but of course major emerging differences between private and public sectors 

affecting this research should be taken into consideration.  

Concerning the full research focus of the thesis (see Figure 1), it is important to 

review how much applying some kind of a CS is a question of individual features 

and competences of a HR practitioner and how much applying CS is culturally 

bound, a feature of a certain industrial culture and organizational context. However, 

due to the qualitative approach of the study, it is not feasible to conduct a statistical 

analysis on the differences between different industries.  

Finally, decisions concerning the implementation of change are made in varying 

organizational contexts. ‘Context’ and ‘content’ are important constructs in change, 

and their relations and connections are reviewed in the research. For positioning the 

discussion of decision-making with respect to different change contexts, a plain 

framework for contextual charting and evaluation will be created and applied in the 

analysis. 
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1.7 The applied philosophy of science and methods in this 

research 

Next I will work on positioning this thesis with respect to the main orientations in 

the philosophy of science. Then, as the relation to theory and empiricism in this 

research is not traditional (in mainstream research often one theory is discussed and 

‘tested’ at a time), I introduce an outline for clarifying my settings and the internal 

logic of the thesis. I’ll finish this section by introducing an overview of my methods. 

Hopefully also presenting both an outline and an illustration of the structure of the 

thesis draws the big picture.  

1.7.1 Positioning with respect to the philosophy of science in this thesis 

When I am examining HR’s role as a change agent I am actually examining 

something that does not exist as such in the reality – roles only exist by operational 

definitions of theoretical constructs and, accordingly, may involve multiple 

approaches in grasping the phenomenon. This view leads necessarily to relativist 

ontology, which suggests that there are multiple realities (Eriksson & Kovalainen 

2008). How HR acts, what kinds of decisions it takes, how it is focused etc., can all 

be interpreted to have or to have not features of a ‘change agent’ but we have an 

innumerable amount of possibilities in defining what those features are, as ‘change 

agent’ is not an object of the physical reality – it is a product of researchers’ 

imagination and statistical methods. Also, ways of constructing the criteria for 

defining a ‘Change Agent’ are many. Ulrich et al., whom I am referring to, rely on 

extensive empirical data and see these roles as products of an empiric reality. 

However sophisticated the methods that have been applied, the role of a change 

agent remains an artefact that may be useful for many purposes, but it only exists 

based on how we construct the world. 

Ontological issues discuss the nature of reality and existence. Reality can be 

understood to be based on perceptions and experiences, which are dynamic by 

nature: they are different for each person and may change over time and context 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008). As I am reviewing my informants’ social reality with 

respect to change, I am at the same time producing it together with them. So, using 

certain frameworks and directing the thematic interviews affects the kind of reality 

that is constructed. Moreover, as discussed above, my main theoretical constructs, 
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HR competence models, are products of theoretical reasoning and they shape and 

limit the reality for one part. 

This necessarily takes me to deliberate on how I can get reliable knowledge of the 

‘Change Agent’, what are the limitations of the knowledge. The described ontological 

orientation leads to epistemology (which discusses the sources and limits of 

knowledge) that is featured by the subjective view where access to the external world 

is possible only by one’s own subjective observations and interpretations (Eriksson 

& Kovalainen 2008). This subjectivity concerns both the empiric and theoretical 

sections of the thesis. In the theoretical section, especially the review of the CM 

knowledge base is challenging: the literature review requires decisions on what 

material to include in the framework. As a systematic literature review is hard to 

apply in mapping the entire CM knowledge base, I ended using a more subjective 

way for executing it. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.    

Having a qualitative case study at hand, I face the basic challenge of how to 

balance between a deductive approach, where a certain theory driven hypothesis 

guides the proceeding, and an inductive approach where the empirical research data 

leads to theory building and to final conclusions. In practice, it is common to 

combine these research logics, even in one single study, and to work in iterative 

circles (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008). Due to the fragmented theory building on 

change management and the lack of theory building on CS, there is no single theory 

or hypothesis for guiding the conduction of this research. However, as a lot of theory 

formation exists on the different aspects of change that should be related to new 

conceptualizations as well as to the everyday life in organizations, I move closer to 

abductive logic. Abduction as a research approach “refers to the process of moving from the 

everyday descriptions and meanings given by people, to categories and concepts that create the basis 

of an understanding or an explanation of the phenomenon described” (Eriksson & Kovalainen 

2008, 24). Notwithstanding its strong empiric link, abduction relies on some 

theoretical assumptions as well – for instance assumptions on HR roles in my case. 

According to Kovácks & Spence (2005, 138) abduction “aims to understand something 

in a new way, from the perspective of a new conceptual framework”. This thesis aims to 

understand change-specific HR behavior in a new way by creating a new conceptual 

framework on CS by combining ingredients from ‘old school’ theories on change 

and organization, management and learning, for instance. The theoretical framework 

contributes to a pre-understanding and the positioning of the informants’ comments 

in relation to what is already known of CS – or at least aspects of change that can be 

related to CS. However, as CS as a construct is not yet established, it’s extremely 

important to listen to the interviewees and their descriptions of how they perceive 
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their own actions in executing change. Abduction suits exploratory data analysis and 

the creation of new ideas or hypothesis. 

In connection with inductive logic, the Grounded Theory (GT) approach is often 

discussed. It is said that for a qualitative researcher, it is important to first understand 

the principles of GT and then build one’s own orientation in relation to that. GT is 

a qualitative research methodology in which the researcher approaches the study 

with a broad question or area of interest (Corbin and Strauss 1990). Data collection 

and analysis are regarded as interrelated processes. The researcher does not work on 

a predetermined hypothesis, but the theory emerges from the research process. The 

purpose of a GT study is to discover a new theory that accounts for all the data 

observed and that is likely to be generally applicable. The generalizability is partly 

achieved by seeking abstract concepts. (Lawrence 2015.) In search of a specific 

theory, GT usually leads to a complicated classifying and coding processes of the 

collected data (e.g. Vintze 2004). As said, my empiric review relays on the conceptual 

framework of HR roles and tentative definition of CS (and its CM knowledge base) 

and so it can be seen as theory driven. However, as the ‘theory’ is not coherent and 

established, I am ready to listen to my informants’ ideas outside of the given 

framework as well. This brings GT-type of features to my research as well. 

To conclude on philosophy of science in this research, I strongly believe in 

hermeneutics in my endeavor to understand change implementation and the role of 

HR in it. Inevitably this leads to a research process where understanding the 

phenomenon is constructed together with the informants and the researcher. This 

means that I cannot only be an ‘objective’ outside observer in the process but more 

of a participating actor. This presents challenges to the objectivity of the research. 

This will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 9. 

1.7.2 The internal logic of the thesis: the connections between the theory 

sections, the empiric section and the research questions 

In addition to my discussion in the previous sub-chapter, I now try to make explicit 

how the theory and empiricism interact and are connected in this thesis. This is 

necessary especially because the theory section forms the basis for different kinds of 

scrutinizing – not only testing one theory, which is more common in the scientific 

practice. The theoretical material justifies selecting HR’s role as a change agent for 

my research object (HR role models by Ulrich et al.), but at the same time, it gives 
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tools for evaluating that role and demanded competences by charting the CM 

knowledge base and by employing the construct of CS.  

There are several theoretical viewpoints that should be linked with my research. 

However, these viewpoints are characterized by obscurity and lack of coherence. 

First, the phenomenon itself – change implementation – is as yet mostly undefined 

as a whole. Neither has change strategy, CS, established its position as a managerial 

concept. As no solid and coherent theory on CS exists, the ingredients for CS 

evaluation and construction should be collected from many sources. Also the 

fragmented theory on CM necessitates to exploratory approach in this research.  

Second, also the world of HR roles and competencies is not theoretically well 

established. As I discussed in sub-chapter 1.4, there are many perspectives to generic 

HR roles and competencies, and so also to my key concept of the ‘Change Agent’. 

All this leads to an abundance of theory linkages compared to more common 

deductive research designs where one single theory is applied and tested.  

According to my view, HR’s competence as a change agent shows up as rational 

and knowledge-based decision-making concerning change implementation. In this 

study, rationality means basically taking advantage of the relevant knowledge 

concerning the change and the change implementation process, and employing a 

systems perspective in the planning of change. CS was briefly discussed above, and 

being knowledge-based it is my main window to rationality. Rationality faces many 

challenges in practice. For instance, especially in large organizations, the 

contradiction between centralized decision-making (central administration, ‘head 

office’) and decentralized decision-making (‘branch offices’, ‘the field’) may hamper 

rational consideration. Sometimes projects decided on by the central organization 

may appear strange, impractical, and even irrational for the field. The different values 

and interests of employees may hinder the rational exploitation of expertise and 

getting people involved, and so on. (Laine et al. 2017.) The boundaries of rational 

decision-making are many and they will be discussed in Chapter 5.  

In Figure 2, both the theory linkages and the rationality perspectives are 

positioned on the same circle to illustrate their mutual connections. The figure sums 

up the most important choices in this research.   
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Figure 2.  The theory linkages and perspectives to HR roles in this research 

In Figure 2, rationality and CS are overlapping concepts as they are tightly connected: 

rational decision-making involves applying change strategic thinking and especially 

CM knowledge base; CS aims at giving rational criteria for change implementation. 

However, the idea of CS involves also accepting the ideas on the irrational and 

unmanageable features of change: a kind of paradox is that it is rational to accept the 

irrational.  

To further elucidate my choices and the internal logic of the thesis I sum up the 

aspects or theoretical lines as I call them in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  The internal logic of the thesis 

Theoretical line (Theory 

section in the thesis) 

Connection to empiricism 

(Empiric section in the thesis) 

Research question, RQ 

(1) Charting of CM theory and 

research findings to create a 

CM knowledge base. (Chapter 

3) 

Refining and compressing the 

data into a framework. 

(Chapter 6) 

Evaluation of the HR 

practitioners’ role as a 

‘Change Agent’: exploiting the 

created criteria and framework 

to evaluate HR practitioners’ 

CM competencies. (Sub-

chapter 8.4) 

RQ 2: What are the actual 

change specific competencies 

of HR practitioners seen in the 

light of the Change Strategy 

(CS) and the CM knowledge 

base, and RQ 3: is HR able to 

differentiate itself with regard 

to superior know-how in 

change implementation 

compared with other actors in 

the organization?   

(2) Charting of HR role models 

and conceptions of HR’s 

actual roles. Choosing the 

most common and relevant 

models and criteria of a 

‘Change Agent’. (Chapter 4) 

Charting of actual HR roles in 

the case organizations. 

Exploiting the selected 

frameworks in the evaluation. 

(Sub-chapter 8.3) 

RQ 1: What are the actual HR 

roles in the case organizations 

seen in the light of generic 

competence models and the 

ideal of the ‘Change Agent’? 

(3) Charting of CS theory and 

constructing criteria for 

evaluating HR competencies 

from a CS point of view. 

(Chapter 5) 

(In addition to point 1 above) 

Exploiting additional criteria for 

HR competence evaluation in 

applying CS type of thinking. 

(Sub-chapter 8.4) 

RQ 2: What are the actual 

change specific competencies 

of HR practitioners seen in the 

light of the Change Strategy 

(CS) and the CM knowledge 

base? 

 

 

As Table 1 indicates, there are three theoretical lines in my research. To summarize 

the ideas of the roles of different theories in this thesis, I present the following 

outline: 

A review of CM theories (line 1) forms an example of the ‘big picture’ of the 

knowledge base of rational decision-making on change implementation. It will be 

used (in its compressed form) for forming the classification criteria for examining 

how HR benefits different theories when planning change. I refer this as the ‘CM 

knowledge base’. 

Theories of HR competence and role models (line 2) are used for describing the 

role of HR in change. The selected models give the theoretical premises for the 

thesis: a conceptual framework to relate the actual observations. 

Theories of CS (line 3), as of yet rare, are used for constructing CS, which in turn 

is used for the evaluation of the change specific competencies and rational decision-
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making. Actually, as the concept is not yet established in managerial practice, a CS 

framework is reviewed and re-conceptualized in this thesis. 

A review on theoretical material concerning contextual and individual factors in 

adoption of the role of a Change Agent (RQ 4) was not conducted. However, theory 

line 1 and the scrutinizing of HR’s organizational positioning for instance (that will 

be done in Chapter 4) gave enough information to raise the right questions in the 

empirical section. 

Meta theories of CM would contribute to benefitting those theories and they 

could be used to assist executing the role of a ‘change agent’ of HR – if we only had 

them. I see that my ideas of CS contain sprouts of change implementation meta 

theory. I’ll come back to this in Chapter 9. 

When I use the concept ‘theory’ I refer to varied scientific theoretical material. 

Most of my ‘theoretical material’ consists of scientific research findings which in turn 

have their theoretical frameworks. Most of this material has been published in peer 

reviewed scientific journals which should guarantee their scientific quality. This 

concerns mainly my theoretical material of line 1 above. My scrutinizing concerning 

line 2 focuses more specifically on ‘theories’ on HR roles and competencies and that 

more specific material can also be seen as models. The distinction between ‘theory’ 

and ‘model’ is not at all easy as they are also interactive. According to Portides (2008) 

‘model’ is strongly tied to representation, to representing an actual or an ideal state 

of affairs, a physical or an ideal system. ‘Model’ is also strongly linked with 

idealization and abstraction. The ideas of Dave Ulrich et al. on HR roles can be 

regarded as models as they compress and represent a lot of empiric research findings 

and at the same time are idealized and they are not necessarily to be found as such 

in the managerial practice. Moreover, Ulrich himself calls his descriptions models. 

All in all, the discussion on what is theory and what is not is so demanding that I 

bypass it here. By ‘theory’, I refer to all kinds theoretical material (as opposed to 

practical) that is scientifically justified and reasoned. (See also Tuomi & Sarajärvi 

2017.) However, I made also references to some ‘real theories’ (such as Lewin’s Field 

theory in social science, see Lewin 1951) but they become apparent in the context.  

In spite of the general interest to understand and manage change, the theory is 

dispersed and spread over numerous sciences. It would be far too ambiguous to 

argue that this thesis synthetizes the theory building for understanding how 

managerial decisions in relation to change implementation should be contributed 

and made by HR, however, I’ll try to take some steps to that direction. This means 

endeavors to identify some of the most essential theory perspectives to change, and 
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examining how HR performs as a ‘change agent’ not only with respect to this 

knowledge-base but also to organizational context.   

1.7.3 The methods of the research: an overview 

Although the methodology and methods will be discussed in connection with the 

empirical part of the thesis in Chapter 7, an overview will be outlined here in the 

introduction in Table 2. 

 
Table 2.  The methods of the research: an overview 

Chapters Content Methods 

1–6 Organizational change and knowledge 

base of CM.  Change implementation: 

HR and other actors. Theoretical 

foundations of CS and rationality in 

decision-making. 

Wrap-up of the change ‘theory’ for an 

empirical evaluation. 

Conceptual analysis. Analytical 

reasoning.  Literature reviews focused 

on specific issues of the theory-base: 

change management, HR as a 

change agent, change strategy. 

Synthesis construction: an example of 

a CM knowledge-base. 

7–9 Methods and executing the research. HR 

as a change agent. Conclusion and 

discussion. 

 

Interpretative, explorative, and 

qualitative case study in two case 

organizations. Data collection: semi-

structured interview; structures and 

frameworks used as well. Research 

philosophy and data analysis: 

abductive reasoning and the 

framework analysis. Emerging issues 

allowed and favoured as well. 

 

The research is interpretative, qualitative, and a multiple case study, and it is 

exploratory in nature in crossing the borders of different disciplines. Change is a 

typical target for multi-disciplinary attempts to grasp the essentials about the 

comprehensive subject.  Chapters 1–6 concentrate on forming a conceptual picture 

of the research focus and to give the thematic framework for ‘framework analysis’ 

(for the method, see sub-chapter 7.4). Already the theoretical chapters involve 

methodological choices in processing change related concepts and research data 

concerning change and CS. Deductive reasoning generally proceeds from general 

assumptions towards more specific ideas (cf. Burns & Groove 2009).  Here I work 

more in iterative circles, which means searching for ingredients for a CS knowledge 

base from numerous sources (see also Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008). As things 
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which can be related to CS are numerous and without a solid conceptual basis, 

directing a systematic literature review is difficult. That is why several ‘small scale’ 

literature searches are made by focusing on one piece of information (role of a 

change agent and change strategies for instance) at a time. Common knowledge and 

pre-understanding of change are necessarily guiding my proceeding, but scientific 

evidence for this will be searched for all the time. The methods are discussed in 

Chapter 7 in more detail. 

1.7.4 The structure of the thesis 

In Chapter 1, I first present the idea and motivation of the thesis as well as the aim 

and concrete research questions. In Chapter 2, the conceptual base of change and 

change implementation will be examined and introduced. I Also present CS within 

a conceptual framework.  

In Chapter 3, I will examine and chart the knowledge-base of CM. The aim of 

Chapter 3 is two-fold: to map the relevant theory and knowledge-base of CM and 

make explicit the fragmentary field of CM that the HR practitioners are supposed to 

benefit from. Also, the process view on change management will be discussed as a 

mainstream trend in managerial literature and research as well as other change-

related constructs will be presented and discussed.  

Then in Chapter 4, I will discuss the HR roles and competencies in more detail. 

I end up by introducing how HR roles and competencies are seen in this thesis. It is 

not only HR that is acting in change so roles other than those of HR in change will 

be reviewed.  

In my thinking, CS and rational decision-making are closely linked. In Chapter 5, 

I will execute a literature review on CS to examine the managerial use on the concept. 

CS will also be defined more explicitly and related to rational decision-making.  

Chapter 6 accumulates the theoretical ponderings presented in the previous 

chapters. I refine the knowledge-base into a comprehensive table of ‘CS ingredients’. 

I compress this summary into a more concrete and manageable framework (in 

Chapter 7) to be applied in framework analysis in the empirical section. I need it for 

‘testing’ if the found theoretical dimensions emerge from the interviews and how the 

interviewees see and value the ‘prescribed dimensions’.  

After presentation of the methodology in Chapter 7, the empirical results, based 

on the interviews, will be drawn and presented as ‘HR as a change agent?’ in Chapter 

8. Finally, in Chapter 9, I will make the conclusions as well as discuss the theoretical 

and practical contributions of the thesis.  
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The structure of the research is illustrated in Figure 3 where the internal logic of 

the research is presented again as well. In Figure 3, the circle with arrowheads 

between ‘conclusion for evaluation of HR as a change agent’ and the actual results 

drawn from the empiric data, describes the interaction between CM theory discussed 

in this research and empiric observations. The final conclusions for CS development 

are based on both, the theoretical analysis and empirical observations on the research 

cases. 

 

 
Figure 3.  The theoretical frames and the structure of the thesis (The numbers refer to the chapters 

of the research) 

It is important to emphasize that the conceptual and CM knowledge base is created 

using ideas from all of the preceding chapters. This recapitulation and conclusions 

of the CM knowledge base are presented in Chapter 6. From a managerial point of 

view exploiting this abundant knowledge base as such is very demanding and nearly 

a ‘mission impossible’. However, I would like to believe that a competent HR 
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professional has the intention of working to identify all of the relevant information 

for rational decisions about change implementation. From this thesis point of view 

I also believe that this approach, if it exists, can be identified in the interviews. 

Having my background in HR, I also aim to construct – based on my theoretical 

reasoning and research findings – a generic CS model to contribute to practical 

decision-making on change implementation. I will discuss this in Chapter 9. 

1.8 Thesis in a nutshell 

I am fascinated by big pictures of phenomena, so here, in Figure 4, I introduce one 

final illustration that aims at highlighting my thesis in a nutshell.  It is not meant as a 

scientific framework for the research but to serve as another way of perceiving and 

understanding how I see my research. The figure acts also as a symbol of the research 

as a whole. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Thesis in a nutshell (a process view) 

I have chosen here rationality of the implementation process as the basis for my 

deliberation. The rationality of decision-making and HR practitioners’ contribution 

to change are examined in selected case organizations by the help of the construct 

CS. In other words, rationality is viewed through a change strategy, CS, which 
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accumulates the essential knowledge of change. Accordingly, one essential attribute 

of CS is exploiting a CM knowledge base. The theoretical rationality of HR in the 

planning and implementation of change is linked with the three circles in Figure 4: 

analyzing what the change challenge is all about (goals and contents), planning for 

the change strategy, and putting the selected CS in action in the implementation 

process. This chain is a kind of ideal process to form the basis for the review of the 

rationality of change in the case organizations.  

The arrows going clockwise represent the rational process. However, as I have 

underlined above, CS should also contain accepting the irrational elements in change 

implementation. The arrows going in the opposite direction represent the 

irrationality and adjusting the process according the emergent factors. For instance, 

if the CS proves to be insufficient for achieving the goals, the goals should be 

adjusted; if implementation raises unexpected things the CS should be re-shaped; 

also, the goals may change during the process and affect implementation. These 

more or less obvious feedbacks are not necessarily obvious in practice as 

expectations of rationality cause rigidity in the process.   

The described process is differentiated from the numerous similar-looking three-

step models by the construct of CS, which among other things focuses on taking 

advantage of the scientific knowledge of change in the planning of implementation. 

I see analytic CS as inevitable for rational decision-making and I rationalize that in 

Chapter 5.  The overflow of theories that features my thesis arises mainly from the 

fact that, so far, we have no evidence-based knowledge of what theories should be 

included in CS – we lack meta theory on CM. I have made endeavors to contribute 

to the formation of such and as I am just charting the area, I feel it important to 

include as many inspiring and enriching perspectives as possible in my review. And 

finally, I would like to connect a CS-type of orientation with HR competencies to 

reach the role of a ‘change agent’ and elaborate on this assumption in this thesis. 
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2 A CONCEPTUAL BASE OF CHANGE AND 

CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION 

In Chapter 2, I work on defining my basic concepts that are related to change and 

change implementation. First, to form the big picture, I place the most common 

change-related constructs and also my re-conceptualized CS in a conceptual 

framework. Then I discuss the three constructs, which should be related to change: 

development, learning and innovation.  

2.1 Change and change strategy (CS): a conceptual framework 

Change as an overall concept is best understood by its opposite, the status quo or 

non-change. However, it is hard to imagine an entity or situation where change is 

not present: when we review things over (long period of) time is there such a thing 

or phenomenon or even a ‘law of nature’ that doesn’t change at all? Social change 

discusses change in humans, individuals or social systems; organizational change 

discusses change in organizational contexts. Organizational change leads us into the 

‘intentional’ and ‘managerial’ world of change – constructs that I have already 

referred to above. It would be alluring to go into philosophical considerations 

around these constructs, however, having a rather a practical research challenge at 

hand, I will concentrate on organizational change and focus further on that. 

I first introduce a conceptual framework to form the big picture of the change-

related constructs and to position my notions of change strategy (CS) in the 

conceptual discussion (Figure 5). The discussion is based on By et al. (2014) analyses 

on meta-level trends in using four organizational change oriented constructs.  
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Figure 5.  CS within a conceptual framework (Adopted and developed from Laine & Kuoppakangas 

2015, 334) 

In the following sub-chapters 2.1.1–2.1.6, I will be present and discuss the different 

components of Figure 5 in more detail. 

2.1.1 Organizational change – a systemic phenomenon 

‘Organizational change’ is the most generic construct among those mentioned in 

Figure 1. According to By et al. (2014, p. 3), “‘Organizational change’ remains an enduring 

and generic term for all forms of change-related activity in organizations”. It can therefore be 

used as an umbrella term, which covers a variety of perspectives. Authors such as 

Van de Ven & Poole (1995), whose classification represents the macro view, discuss 

the overall principles of both organizational and social change. This prompts one to 

ask how organizational change corresponds to other related concepts such as social, 

technological and individual change (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015; see also By et al. 

2011). It is essential from the managerial perspective to ensure the effective 

implementation of organizational change, which means in particular reviewing the 

role of the actors involved. This will be done in the Chapters 3 and 4.  The pressure 

to effectively implement organizational change has given birth to numerous 

managerial fads and fashions related to analyzing and modelling the change 

implementation process (e.g., Levy & Merry 1986; Grundy 1993; Bridges 1995; 
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Kotter 1996). These models will be examined in sub-chapter 3.2. In the title, I refer 

to the systemic view of organizations that is applied in this thesis. ‘Systems thinking’ 

(see e.g. Senge 1990) is especially needed when examining the change strategy (CS) 

and the managerial decision-making related to change implementation and it will be 

discussed in connection to this in sub-chapter 5.2. 

2.1.2 Change management – an overall concept for managerial use 

Looking at managerial handbooks shows that ‘management’ is the generic term 

currently used for executing different actions in business as well as in the public 

sector. Consequently, change management (CM) has replaced ‘planned 

organizational change’ (originally introduced by Lewin in the 40s and 50s) as a 

generic term. CM emphasizes the on-going, holistic, systemic and integrated features 

of ‘managing’ vs. the discrete and bound features of ‘planning’ (By et al. 2014). 

There is a universal lack of a commonly accepted definition of change 

management (e.g. Armenakis & Bedeian 1999). Defining CM seems to encounter so 

many challenges that it is difficult to even find serious attempts; researchers feel 

helpless when facing the subject. Burnes (1992) refers to proactivity as one of the 

most essential features of change management. He (ibid.) sees the mission of CM to 

be to bring about alterations at the individual, group or organizational level, where 

‘alterations’ refer to proactive business improvements, that is to the change content. 

More often CM seems to be connected to the process of managing change, for 

instance to such factors as communications, stakeholder management, and training 

(Henderson & McAdam 1998).  

 Change management, in the framework of this thesis, is the most used and 

essential generic concept describing change in business and public management 

contexts. I refer above to managerial fads. Given the numerous fads and fashions 

there is a risk that CM will decline in popularity, especially because it tends to be 

associated with failure and frustration (Balogun & Hailey 2004). However, if it is to 

maintain its top-level position among the many ‘managements’ as a construct, CM 

must incorporate dynamism and continuous renewal. (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015.) 

In addition to managing ‘planned organizational change’ by which we usually 

mean intentional top–down changes, also the emerging changes should be managed. 

Often the emerging changes appear in form of different crises, which have become 

more frequent and severe in a contemporary business environment. For instance, 

social media is a new ecosystem that has accelerated the speed at which information 

is shared, amplifying the reach of messages, and it has created possibilities for 
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disparate individuals to organize. Social media can be a source or origin of some 

crises, while others may start offline and are brought to social media. (Gruber et al. 

2015.) CM as a construct is generally used whenever the change should be managed 

regardless of the origin, however, it’s most often seen in connection to intentional 

change projects. 

2.1.3 Change Leadership – a contemporary view on change 

implementation 

A contemporary trend seems to emphasize the role of charismatic leadership in many 

connections. For instance, concerning the strategy process, the emphasis has moved 

from strategic management to strategic leadership. In the change context, it is also 

argued that, while change must be well managed, it also requires effective leadership 

to be successfully introduced and sustained (Gill 2003). There seems to be clear 

evidence that the role of leaders in the change process has a significant impact on 

the success of change and thereby on successful performance (Conner 1992, 1999; 

Kotter 1995, 1996, 1998, 2002; Gill 2003; Higgs 2003; Higgs & Rowland 2005). Also, 

interrelationships between transformational leadership and team outcomes, such as 

cohesion and performance, have been examined (e.g. Dionne et al. 2004). 

Furthermore, the interrelationship of leadership and change management should be 

understood given that transformational leadership is primarily concerned with the 

capabilities required to enact change successfully (Neil et al. 2016).  

As fads in general may lead to the oversimplification of phenomena, also too 

much trust in the omnipotence of change leadership may lead to problems. As By et 

al. (2016, 13–14) argue, “It is doubtful that change outcomes are the sole, or even the primary, 

result of leadership. To have a full appreciation for the role and contribution of leadership in 

successful change, we will want to take into account the role and contribution of management. Rather 

than perceiving them as competitors, we may be better served by treating them as complements and 

learning how they work together”.  

However, emphasizing the leadership perspectives in change has meant moving 

from rational and logic-argued change management towards change actions where 

personalities, emotions, and empathy are valued – to change leadership (Graetz 2000; 

Karp 2006). This has also meant recognizing the psychological features of the change 

implementation process that I will return to.  

I present some examples of what leading change means. In the public sector e.g., 

it is suggested that a way for leaders to change organizations successfully under 
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chaotic conditions is to influence the patterns of human interaction by changing the 

way people talk in the organization (Karp & Helgö 2008). This cannot be 

accomplished by managerial systems, but it demands leading and human interaction 

also from the leaders. Chaotic and emergent features of modern change increase the 

challenges of leading: there is no simple prescription of how to lead change.  On the 

other hand, order emerges out of chaos and after a period of time in confusion, 

people in organizations tend to self-organize into systems where processes of 

cooperation and adaptation will create, shape, and sustain transformative change. It 

is the leaders’ challenge to discover this new order and the patterns of change. (Karp 

2006.)  

In another study, based on a review of nine interviews, internal communication 

documents, and employee attitude survey data, it was found that an involving and 

engaging leadership style tends to result in successful change implementation. Also, 

the leaders’ ability to balance between the global and local dilemma, that is common 

in the multinational organizations, contributed notably to change success. (Higgs & 

Rowland 2009.) 

As change leadership is as loosely defined as many other change related 

constructs, it is not easy to find a meta-analysis of the concepts itself. In the 

conceptual map, it is positioned inside the ‘box CM’ indicating that managing change 

demands also leading and in many cases especially leadership properties. The view 

of change leadership in relation to change management applied in this thesis follows 

By’s (2016) ideas: rather than perceiving CM and CL as competitors they should be 

seen as partners. 

2.1.4 Interventions: the strong tradition of organization development (OD)  

The long tradition of organization development (OD) has influenced and has had at 

least an implicit impact on most change interventions of today. Traditionally, OD is 

viewed as an applied area of the behavioral sciences that gained popularity when 

emerging in the sixties and seventies for managerial use in organizations. Having 

peaked in terms of citations in 1980, OD declined in popularity until 1990, but still 

maintained a significant position (By et al. 2014).  

As defined by Beckhard (1969, 9), the ‘old school OD’ implies many traditional 

views of change: “organization development is an effort: (1) planned, (2) organization-wide, (3) 

managed from the top, (4) to increase organization effectiveness and health, through (5) planned 

interventions in the organization’s processes using behavioral science knowledge”. Especially the 

last point, ‘interventions’, connects OD with different tools and methods for 
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managing change, such as team-building and other methods associated with group 

dynamics, reengineering, total quality management, and goal-setting (French & Bell 

1999; Cummings & Worley 2001; Worley & Feyerherm 2003; Bunker et al., 2004). 

Methods implying multiple stakeholder views such as strategic scenario planning, 

whole-scale change, and appreciative inquiry show that OD has expanded beyond 

its traditional role in individual and small-group dynamics (Van Nistelrooij & Sminia 

2010).  

OD can also be reviewed through a more ‘modern’ perspective when OD is seen 

as less about the top-down processes of implementing planned change using certain 

tools, and as more to do with facilitating bottom-up and emerging processes of 

changes (Oswick 2013). Over the past couple of decades social constructivist 

perspectives on organizational change have had an influence on OD as well by 

moving it from more concrete and tangible forms of change activity towards more 

abstract and less-tangible formulations (Oswick 2009; Oswick 2013).  

In this connection, and to make it simple, OD is seen mainly as a scientific source 

of change interventions, which may be a limited and traditional view, but it is also a 

practical one (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015). This view can be argued by the great 

number of management books on change interventions mostly originating from the 

OD-tradition. However, given that OD is often associated with a certain specific 

intervention in the change process, other approaches, participatory actions research 

for instance, may have more potential to comprehensively perceive organizational 

development (cf. Elden & Levin 1991). In the face of criticism concerning the 

marginalization of materiality in discourse-based OD techniques and the neglect of 

problem-centered, diagnostic approaches, for example, new perspectives on and new 

forms for OD have been suggested to maintain its position (Bushe & Marshak 2009; 

Marshak 2009; Oswik 2013; Werkman 2010). 

2.1.5 Strategic change in the core of the planned and managerial change 

‘Strategic change’ is widely discussed in the managerial literature and it can also be 

reviewed in connection to Lewin’s and Van de Ven’s & Poole’s production. ‘Planned 

change’ is based on Lewin’s three-step model of change from the 1950s and it is 

supported in research findings in the behavioral sciences (see Lewin 1947, 1951; 

Lippitt et al. 1958; Bennis et al 1961; Burnes 2004). It is still one of the key concepts 

in the context of organizational change. In refining the concept further, it has been 

suggested that at the core of planned change is ‘strategic change’, which is intentional 

in nature. Strategic change can simply be viewed as an intentional attempt to 
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implement actions that are considered vital for the long-term development and 

survival of an organization, and thus as an essential element of planned 

organizational change. (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015.) Defined in this way it can be 

seen to have connections to the teleological mode of change on the macro level 

described by Van de Ven & Poole’s (1995) constructs (see 3.2.1).  

In this connection, also the term ‘managerial change’ is used to refer to the kind 

of change where management is involved as an actor and decision-maker. So here it 

doesn’t refer to change in management but to the change by management.  

2.1.6 Placing change strategy (CS) on the map  

I discussed change strategy (CS) tentatively in the Introduction section. As CS is my 

main concern among these concepts, and as it is not yet given an unambiguous 

definition, it should be reconceptualized and added to the conceptual map. Within 

the map, CM and CS have been separated and CS is seen in the center of change 

implementation. It can also be argued that the CS should be seen as an organic 

element of change management. Planning of change and implementing the change 

are often seen to proceed as simultaneous and interdependent cycles (see e.g. 

expansive learning, Engeström 1994; also, action research as a method for change).  

In this connection, CS is taken out of the box of change to be reviewed separately 

to emphasize its importance and unique practical demands.  

In Chapter 5, the theoretical foundations of CS will be looked at in more detail, 

and the potential content dimensions of CS will be discussed for executing the review 

of the managerial decision-making on the change implementation challenges (in the 

empirical section of the thesis). 

2.2 Other change related concepts 

Among the numerous classifications of different types of change, Figure 6 illustrates 

constructs, which are often used synonymously without further consideration of 

their meaning or interrelations. In practice, we often speak about developing 

something or about development projects on something without underlining the 

behavioral changes required. The implementation of development projects would 

benefit from a more precise examination of the changes demanded. Also, the 

discussion on the relation of learning and change demands more attention. 

Innovativeness is perhaps the most sought-after feature in modern organizations, 
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and it’s expected in many development projects. Learning and innovation are linked 

in many practical challenges as well.  
 

 
Figure 6.  Change-related constructs 

In the Introduction, I already positioned myself with respect to change.  In Figure 6, 

I continue by setting out the change related constructs. First, I make the distinction 

between an unintentional, evolutionistic, ad hoc type of change, and intentional, 

managerial change. Even this preliminary distinction is not so unambiguous as 

unintentional change may produce intentional change when management reacts to 

emerging change impulses. The different three forms of intentional change are even 

more interrelated – for instance in development projects demand both learning and 

innovativeness. In the following section these three concepts are briefly discussed 

separately from a change implementation point of view, although in practice they 

may appear as tightly linked. 

2.2.1 Development 

On the macro level development can be seen as an evolutionistic change process: it 

is a progression of change events that unfold during the duration of an entity’s 

existence from the initiation of the entity to its end or termination (Van de Ven & 

Poole 1995). It can also be seen to relate to the teleology where people’s intentional 
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efforts are expected to develop the organization. From all the change-related 

constructs development is the most generic. There is a strong tradition concerning 

social and economic development on the macro and societal level. Economists have 

created most of the models on social and economic development. Economists 

specialize in quantifying their factors and building mathematical models whereas 

psychologists measure attitudes involved in development. Sociologists still have 

problems in quantifying important factors such as social structures, roles and status, 

and social and cultural institutions. (Ponsioen 1968.) All this was written in the 60s 

and is still true.     

In organizations, intentional change usually takes the form of different 

development projects. In most cases, changing something aims at progress – at 

attempting to develop something, to make something better. However, in 

organizational contexts we mostly speak about development projects, and do not 

underline that change in some respect is always needed. To relate to this with my 

thesis, I see that recognizing change in practical tasks, in development projects for 

instance, is the first condition for avoiding problems. Too often people’s reactions 

are caught in the act. Being more explicit about what kind of a change is expected 

would be a step closer to CS. 

In municipal practice, for instance, development encounters many challenges. 

‘Development’ is often associated with cost reduction or extra work in an already 

overloaded and stressful work situation and therefore change and development have 

negative connotations. Also experiences of previous development projects may have 

been frustrating. It is common that projects have been interrupted, for one reason 

or another, and they have just faded away in silence without any evaluation and 

common processing of the reasons. Different values and interests in development 

have perhaps led even to contradictions and conflicts, and these fears may be at work 

in the background as new projects are established. The main challenge is to turn the 

position of the employees so that is positive towards development. (Cf. Siltala 2004; 

Stenvall & Virtanen 2012.) From the process point of view this means first learning 

from the past.  This is what the step-theories mean by ‘unfreezing’ or ‘ending’. 

The capacity for development is a crucial factor in all organizations and it varies 

a lot. It is challenged by the increased workload in everyday work assignments as 

well as by the overflow of different projects in general. Also, the managers’ and 

middle managers’ position to development and the prevailing organizational culture 

in this respect are of great importance. (Stenvall & Virtanen 2012.) When 

development and accordingly, change are called for, the contextual, cultural and 

individual factors affecting the development capacity must be considered. The 
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overflow of development projects challenges the ‘development management’ or the 

project management. I have seen, in large organizations development projects to 

emerge without anybody having an idea of the situation as a whole – especially with 

respect to the capacity for development and employees’ energy. In this case, a 

‘change portfolio’ would help to collect together all the different projects and their 

organizational focuses and help to analyze their relation to the capacity for 

development. I am intended to test this in my interviews, as in my opinion making a 

change portfolio would represent a change strategic mind-set. 

Finally, and to take a practical view again, I have noticed that in many occasions 

development is seen as separate and associated with development projects only. For 

instance, when developing wellbeing at work, it is seen only in connection to 

established development projects where different actions for improving wellbeing 

are being produced, but at the same time in the ordinary work the workload is being 

increased without seeing its connections to wellbeing. (See Laine 2013.) This 

separateness and lack of a holistic and systemic view is one of the major challenges 

in development. 

2.2.2 Learning and reflectivity 

The learning–change -relation can be examined from several perspectives: 

(1) learning and change, (2) learning to change, (3) changing to learn and, (4) learning 

to learn of change. These perspectives are not independent but more or less 

overlapping, however, I hope that a separate discussion adds some new nuances.  

The first relation, learning and change, means that before we can change we must 

learn something new, and that learning and changing are tightly linked. As a matter 

of fact, most learning in organizational and working life context – planned and 

executed by Human Resource Development (HRD) function e.g. – is targeted at 

changing something, shaping behavior in some respect. The gap between what has 

been learnt on a cognitive level and what is turned into targeted behavior in practice 

is one of the main concerns. Often one of the reasons for not achieving the final 

targeted behavioral results is failing to fully accomplish the psychological process 

discussed above. So, learning does not necessarily equal change. Sometimes change 

is seen rationally as a training issue only: the training process is carefully planned but 

connections to change are forgotten. A holistic CS should cover both the expected 

learning and the implementation of the learnt.  

The contemporary ideas on learning focus on constructive learning theories (see 

e.g. Duffy 1993; Lonka 1997) where self-regulation, people’s own activity and 
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creativity in learning are favored. Also, the collective experiences in the learning 

process and shared visions of where the learning may lead us are crucial motivators 

in learning. In practice, however, we too often act behavioristically which leads to 

problems in learning but also in implementing the learnt. So, there seems to be a 

strong relation between the explicit or implicit learning philosophy and change. In 

addition to paying attention to the learning process, also the targeted learning 

content should be discussed and analyzed in CS. Setting concrete goals for cognitive 

and affective learning and for targeted behavior and skills should be part of CS 

formation. CS should involve both perspectives of learning: individual and 

organizational learning.  

Learning can also be seen in connection to growing when it also connects to life 

cycle theory that will be reviewed in the next chapter. In the start-up and growing 

stages, an organism (human being) absorbs new positively loaded qualities and learns 

new things. Life cycle encases also regressive qualitative changes, which mean 

adaptation in the maturation stage and sentiments of finiteness and finally 

termination as the last stage of the life cycle. In the growing stage the sentiments of 

finiteness may also be associated with one’s cognitive abilities such as possibilities 

and speed of learning. These sentiments of different kinds of finitenesses shape our 

self-image and self-regulated learning and define our relation to acting and also to 

change. (See e.g. Zimmerman 2002.) This means also changing to learn and should 

be discussed in CS formulation. 

  Learning to change means that individuals and organizations can learn 

capabilities vital for continuous change and that individuals and organizations can 

develop changing capabilities and skills, which give them a competitive advantage. 

In this turbulent world, this is one of the best guaranties for surviving. (Moingeon 

& Edmondson 1996.) Furthermore, it can be argued that effective and enduring 

change can be seen as the analogy to effective organizational learning. It means 

learning to change so that learning and absorbing new knowledge becomes a way of 

life in organizations. (Douglas & Wykowski 1999.)  

Learning to change refers strongly to the strategic paradigm shift from explaining 

superior performance of an organization (private or public) through structural and 

environmental features to building on organization-specific resources and 

competencies. This resource-based view (RBV) (see e.g. Amit & Schoemaker 1993; 

Barney 1991, 2001; Collis & Montgomery 1995; Prahalad & Hamel 1990) entails also 

the idea of changing capabilities as an essential strategic organizational quality.  

Changing to learn means, in addition to what was said above, that in some cases 

giving up something or learning off something (unfreezing by using Lewin’s concept) 
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is necessary before learning something new after which change is possible (Bridges 

1995). And finally, learning to learn of change means learning of the experiences 

associated with change implementation. In the everyday life of organizations, it is 

exceptional for the decision-makers to sit down and review what could be learned 

from a failed change implementation. Learning to learn follows the ideals of the 

learning organization and continuous and life-long learning. (See e.g. Senge 1990; 

Jones & Hendry 1992; Moingeon & Edmondson 1996; Rubenson 2006.) 

‘Learning to learn’ connects also to contemporary ideas on learning by reflection. 

Learning is closely related to such constructs as, reflection, critical reflection, critical 

self-reflection and transformative learning which all lead to questioning of our own 

meaning perspectives, interpretations and assumptions (e.g. Mesirow 1995).  As 

Stenvall and Virtanen (2007) argue, successful conduction of a change process is 

always based on critical reflection. This demands sharing the purpose of the change, 

realizing where we are in the process of the change and ability to critically question 

our own action (ibid.).  

2.2.3 Innovation 

Also, innovation and change are closely linked as adaptation and adoption of 

innovation are discussed. Innovativeness is perhaps one of the most desirable 

features of organizations today and innovation is said to be perhaps one of the most 

important factors in the economic competition (Pohlman 2005). In connection to 

innovation the well-known ‘management waves’ or paradigms are usually discussed. 

These are the ‘Scientific Management’, the ‘Human Relations’ and, the Structural 

Analysis’ or the ‘Contingency Approach’. Pohlman (2005, 5) added also the fourth 

paradigm: “It is that of global networking. The global network perspective is evolving as a 

systematic new order working as a mode of interpretation that determines what is considered rational, 

relevant and new”. The thing here is only to remind of the interactive relations between 

innovation (and change in our case) and the prevailing assumptions and management 

paradigms of people’s role as innovators or innovation recipients: how people are 

expected to behave affects how they actually behave. These paradigms have a major 

role in the change implementation process as well. 

Alasoini (2011) speaks for participative innovation activities which means that 

people should be able to participate in the change processes in a way that they can 

experience meaningfully. Participation creates sentiments of commitment and 

engagement to changes. Commitment refers to experiencing oneself as a subject of 

the change, not only object or recipient of the change. Also, Hakanen et al. (2008) 
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see work engagement and personal initiative being connected to organizational 

innovativeness. Luoma & Juuti (2013) see personnel management playing a major 

role in enhancing innovativeness.  

Rogers (2003) observes that the adoption of innovations by social systems occurs 

in five adoption waves. Innovators and Early Adopters are seen as leading the way, 

followed by the Early and Late Majority. The so-called Laggards are the last to 

embrace the new idea and practice. Classified in this way, innovativeness can be seen 

as a quality of an individual: however innovative the culture and the organization are, 

different individuals in this respect can always be found. From an innovation and 

change implementation point of view innovators and early adapters are good to be 

found in managerial positions. 
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3 THE KNOWLEDGE BASE OF A CHANGE AGENT 

– A LITERATURE REVIEW 

In Chapter 3, I first justify why and how I accomplish a literature review on the CM 

knowledge-base. It completes the scrutinizing of the logic of the thesis I started in 

the Introduction. Process theories and models of change seem to be the mainstream 

trend in the managerial literature, and I discuss it next. After that I will review the 

context and content dimensions of change. In practice, irrational and psychological 

factors seem to affect people’s behavior in change, perhaps even more than it is 

usually admitted. I will also review scientific arguments for this. Next, I focus on 

perhaps the most traditional aspects of change processes: participation and 

communication. In this chapter, also the evaluation of change, applying scientific 

methods in the implementation processes and some practical concerns on 

managerial change will be discussed. The list is long but it represents only a minor 

part of the CM knowledge – hopefully reaching some of the most essential aspects 

of it though. 

A practical remark: as change related issues are many and they pop up in different 

connections, the text contains numerous references to different sub-sections. They 

are not necessarily meant for cross-checking but to show the numerous connections 

between different factors. This is to demonstrate how challenging the formulation 

of a consistent theory on change implementation is.  

3.1 Review on the CM knowledge base – why and how?   

I argued above that a meta-analysis on CM would be useful. A meta-analysis would 

chart, for instance, what categories of CM-specific theoretical material there are, 

what are the relations between those categories, and how that knowledge should be 

exploited. A targeted meta-analysis and the comprehensive mapping of the CM 

knowledge base is out of the scope of this research. Although the CM knowledge 

base itself is impossible to fully pack and to put into fixed frames here, I need an 

‘approximation’ of it. My logic goes like this:  the successful and rational decision-

making on change implementation demands what I call change strategic thinking – 
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one essential part of that thinking is exploiting relevant knowledge (e.g. Simon 1982, 

1996; Elster 1989) – ‘relevant knowledge’ forms what I call the CM knowledge base 

– I need an approximation and compressed framework of this knowledge base for 

evaluating HR practitioners’ performance in change implementation. Accordingly, 

charting CM is instrumental in this thesis; it is not a target itself. I discussed this logic 

above in the Introduction in Table 1. 

I have referred many times to the abundance of theoretical material on CM. 

Accordingly, when charting the knowledge base of a ‘Change Agent’, it is very 

difficult or even impossible to limit the search beforehand to ‘relevant knowledge’, 

to decide what is relevant in a given context.  In practice, when meeting a change 

implementation challenge, a ‘rational manager’ searches for relevant and scientifically 

justified knowledge to contribute to his/her decision-making in that specific 

situation. In my search, I work likewise but on a general level: I try to rationalize 

what would be the most useful general research findings and theoretical material and 

aim my search in them. This approach leads to a presentation of different pieces of 

knowledge and fitting them into the big picture without critical review of their 

significance and relative importance. From the construct ‘theory’ perspective the 

knowledge itself is varied. The large amount of different aspects demands forming a 

big picture and compressing it into a more manageable form. I’ll work on that in 

Chapters 6 and 7. 

3.2 The process view on change: process theories  

Most research and writing on change seems to have taken a view of change as a 

transition or an event between two stages of ‘business as usual’. In contrast to this 

episodic idea of change, the process view discusses change as a continuous on-going 

process having its own process specific features, especially those of continuous 

learning. (E.g. Douglas & Wykowski 1999.) In contemporary management science, 

also the emergence of Business Process Reengineering (BPR) and Total Quality 

Management (TQM) among other trends, have affected to reviewing also change 

and development projects as processes (Grover & Malhotra 1997; Davenport 2005; 

Hall & Johnson 2009). So a ‘process view of change’ can mean regarding change as 

a continuous phenomenon or – when having an episodic view on change – looking 

at those episodes or events (change projects) as processes. Van de Ven & Poole 

(1995, 512) refer to a process theory “as an explanation of how and why an organizational 

entity changes and develops. This explanation should identify the generative mechanisms that cause 
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observed events to happen and the particular circumstances or contingencies behind these causal 

mechanisms.” This definition addresses ‘laws of nature’ or ‘generative mechanisms’ 

that make changes happen. 

We have process models on both the macro and micro level. I start by reviewing 

the most popular ideas of Van de Ven & Poole (1995) who see organizational change 

as a difference in form or state over time in an organizational entity. Then the 

tradition of Kurt Lewin will be briefly discussed by taking some examples of the 

numerous ‘step models’ based in principle on Lewin’s 3-step model. The work of 

this classic, although well-known and commonly reviewed, is a kind of corner stone 

for CS. 

3.2.1 Change processes on the macro level  

Based on a comprehensive computerized literature search across disciplines using 

change and development as keywords, Van de Ven and Poole formed four ideal-type 

theories for explaining processes of change. Those ideal-type theories are life cycle, 

evolution, dialectics, and teleology (Beech & Macintosh 2012; Van de Ven & Poole 

1995). The results of Van de Ven & Poole’s comprehensive research are introduced 

in a nutshell in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7.  Process theories of organizational development and change (Adapted from Van de Ven & 

Poole 1995) 

Van de Ven & Poole’s classic work, although it has been introduced in numerous 

connections, is relevant for CS purposes, and therefore it is introduced briefly here. 

The four theories on change, however, are too extensive to be explained in detail in 

this connection. Therefore, I select only those elements of the complete research 

that I believe are the most essential from a CS point of view. 

In Figure 7, the two dimensions of a unit (multiple – single) and mode of change 

(prescribed – constructive) classify the four theories in terms of their action and 

process. In each of the theories the process is viewed as a different cycle of change 

events, which is governed by a different ‘motor’ or generating mechanism. The 

motors operate on a different unit of analysis and they represent a different mode of 

change. (Van de Ven & Poole 1995.) 

Concerning the unit of change, change and developmental processes go on at 

many organizational levels: the change can be examined from the individual, group, 

organization and population perspectives. These perspectives can be classified into 

two groups based on whether only one or two or more organizational entities are 

examined. Evolution and dialectic operate by multiple entities. Evolution discusses 

change on the population level and has no effect on an individual. Dialectic demands 

always the thesis and the antithesis, that is, multiple entities. Life-cycle and teleology 
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operate by one entity only. Life-cycle explains change by using the rules or principles 

of the entity itself. Also, teleology demands only the goal setting of one entity to 

explain the development. (Van de Ven & Poole 1995.) 

The four motors can be distinguished also in terms of whether the sequence of 

change events is prescribed or whether the progression is constructed and emerges 

as the change process proceeds. A prescribed mode of change directs the 

development of entities in a pre-specified direction, whereas a constructive mode of 

change generates unprecedented, novel, discontinuous and, unpredictable forms. 

Life-cycle and evolutionary theories operate in a prescribed modality, while 

teleological and dialectical theories operate in a constructive modality. (Van de Ven 

& Poole 1995.) 

Managerial change, as reviewed earlier, builds on intentional change and so on 

teleology. However, at least two questions in relation to the other theories rise. 

Firstly, are there such prescribed modes of change that work for or against the 

intended change and so should be taken account in the planning of CS.  For instance, 

has every organization its own predestined life cycle that is impossible to get rid of. 

It is often claimed that a strong culture based on earlier success results in a situation 

where organizations are victims of their own success – this phenomenon is called 

the Icarus paradox (e.g. Miller 1992). The question is, are there these kinds of ‘laws 

of nature’ that should be recognized and taken into account with respect to building 

the CS. How to develop a CS that effectively resists the prescribed modes that are 

dysfunctional for the organization? 

Secondly, reviewing another prescriptive modality, dialectic, is it possible to 

identify such confronting powers that should be synthesized in CS.  Hampden-

Turner (1990, 2) picks this point up from another perspective: “[…] formal rationality 

cannot deal with the conflicts between different values”. In most cases, contradictory values 

are built in the everyday decision-making causing incoherence in terms of choosing 

between the options. From CS perspective is it’s not unusual to end up in a situation 

in which decisions made on the different dimensions of CS stand in opposition 

against each other. (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015). These confronting theses (using 

an analogy to dialectics) representing contradicting values could also be called 

dilemmas (Hampden-Turner 1970, 1990; Bianchini 1993; Hampden-Turner and 

Trompenaars 2000; Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 2002). In the dialectic 

theory, the confronting forces fight against each other until a synthesis is reached. 

Hampden-Turner (1970, 1990) calls this ‘battle’ the reconciliation process 

(Hampden-Turner 1970, 1990). With regard to the CS model under discussion this 

means seeing the reconciliation process as one of the most important processes that 
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should be worked on in CS construction. The dilemma theory contains many useful 

ideas from a CS perspective and it will be discussed in sub-chapter 5.5 in more detail. 

It seems, that concerning the managerial change, intentional and teleological 

modes have been dominating in the literature. Change management has been about 

managing the change. Recently, a discussion on how to ‘manage’ the emerging 

change has emerged. Different unpredictable incidents in the surroundings and 

organizational environment demand adaptation but also produce opportunities that 

should be benefitted. So, change management should also be about managing the 

unmanageable, being alert about what is going on in the environment and benefitting 

the momentum for change.  

To conclude, in practice we are balancing between tied and free circumstances of 

change, where we should be able to see the limitations and the ‘laws’ of the change, 

but at the same time the possibilities of our own intention and free will. Some of the 

‘laws’ may be myths and beliefs and conventional thinking that is based on superficial 

knowledge of change and should demand critical analysis for CS.  Managing change 

means recognizing the ‘laws of change’ or ‘orders’ that may also produce 

opportunities even if we cannot manage them. (Cf. Stenvall & Virtanen 2012 about 

the social and health care reform.) 

3.2.2 The heritage of Kurt Lewin: the step theories 

Kurt Lewin’s heritage is so well known and widely referred to that it is no use 

referring to it in detail in this connection. To summarize and simplify, Lewin’s 

contribution in conceptualizing the change can be found in the Planned Change and 

in its elements: in Field Theory, in Group Dynamics, in Action Research, and in the 

3-Step Model of the change process (Burnes 2004). The meaning of Lewin’s ideas 

today can be seen best as the numerous models of the change process in the 

management literature. Many of the contemporary models can be retrieved and 

reduced back to the Lewin’s 3-Step-Model. Some models seen in relation to Lewin’s 

original model are presented in Table 3. 

Most of the examples chosen are from 80s and 90s indicating a kind of boom in 

the step-model creation at that time but also many contemporary researchers and 

also CM-practitioners apply Lewin’s heritage in their thinking. The examples given 

in Table 3 are forced into Lewin’s three categories on subjective bases and the stages 

can surely be divided in some other way too. However, the examples represent the 

massive amount of different kinds of change process descriptions where many 

common features are easy to be found. Most of these kinds of models agree on 
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‘endings’: something has to be left behind before new beginnings can start. The 

‘moving’ phase described also as transition or implementation contains many 

concrete operations and many writers are ready to provide concrete instructions on 

how to proceed in that phase – Kotter (2002) for instance and Bridges (1995) on 

how to manage ‘the neutral zone’. 

The phases or steps described in Table 3 speak for themselves and they are not 

discussed in more detail here. From a CS point of view the step-theories or models 

can be seen as a kind of preliminary phase where the entire implementation process 

is broken into smaller pieces to be worked on further. It can also be argued that step-

theories may lead to a technocratic and ‘positivistic’ perspective of the change 

process, especially if the steps or stages are discussed without a thoughtful 

understanding of the psychological demands within each step.   

 
Table 3.  Examples of some step-models on change 

 

 

Lewin’s original ideas have attracted masses of followers, but they have also attracted 

strong criticism (e.g., Peters 1989; Kanter et al. 1992; Kotter 1996; Beer & Noria 

2000; Stace & Dunphy 2001) in light of the emphasis on the emergent nature of 

change as a non-linear, open, continuous, and non-predictable process involving 

continuous interactions with the changing environment (Orlikowski 1996; Weick & 
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Quinn 1999; Falconer 2002). Moreover, some social-constructionist trends in the 

discussion on organizational change as a discursive approach and change-as-

translation may have an effect on how ‘planned change’ is interpreted in 

organizations (Doolin et al. 2013; Preget 2013). Despite the criticism, Lewin’s ideas 

on planned change are also relevant in today’s world (Burnes 2004). As managerial 

change (see sub-chapter 3.8) is intentional and often also strategic in nature having 

its origin in top management’s initiatives, Lewin’s ideas are easy to adopt. 

Step theories were referred to above on the organizational level but seeing change 

to proceed by certain phases or step-wise has been applied on the individual level as 

well. For instance, the TTM model by Prochaska et al. (see e.g. Prochaska & 

DiClemente 1983, 1984; Prochaska et al. 1992) of changes in way of life (mainly 

rooted to addictive behavior and recovery processes) is one example. Also, models 

concerning individual reactions towards change, such as shock, hope, and adaption, 

have been presented (e.g. Stenvall 1999). 

To conclude, one way to make change processes visible and concrete is to identify 

their stages and episodes and consider what is typical for each of them. It is cutting 

the elephant into edible pieces. CS, as it was defined in the introduction, would 

benefit from conscious decisions on the steps of the implementation process. We 

are used to thinking of change execution through stages when we plan different 

actions by flow charts for example. We should also think and plan the psychological 

stages within the different actions that are needed in the implementation – this is the 

considered in sub-chapter 3.4.  

3.3 The context and content dimensions of change 

Pettigrew’s (1988) elements of managing strategic change are the context, the 

content, and the process of the strategic change. This body will be discussed as the 

theoretical foundations of CS are presented in sub-chapter 5.1. Here the contextual 

and content dimensions of change are reviewed briefly as they often work together. 

These views are important for framing this research. 

It is commonly accepted that different change contexts demand different kinds 

of CM and CL. Askenas & Francis (2000) e.g. call for ‘special leaders for special 

times’ referring to the notion that ‘integration managers’ are needed as companies 

face a merger and acquisition challenges. Mergers and acquisition are just one 

example of a demanding change context where a special kind of change leadership 

and management are required. In Table 4 some of the most common change stages 
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and challenges, often seen in relation to the life cycle or evolution stages of the 

organization, are introduced. Evolutional stages form contextual conditions under 

which the changes are implemented; at the same time, some of them are changes 

themselves, e.g. cost reduction or executing layoffs are major changes that would 

demand a proper CS. In Table 4 some ideas of what are typical challenges for the 

change in case have been added. This list of typical concerns and their references 

contains just a few examples of some researchers and is not comprehensive. 
 

Table 4.  Change stages and their typical challenges and concerns for CM and CL 

Change stage / context  Typical challenges and concerns for CM 

and CL  

References 

(examples) 

(1) “Business as usual”: no 

need for change perceived or 

stage of quiet evolution  

Getting people motivated for development 

and observing the weak signs of more 

radical change (revolution). 

Greiner 1998 

(2) Growth, expansion. 

 

Success (growth and expansion) makes 

the organization over-confident feeling that 

nothing should be changed. Unnecessary 

complexity should be avoided in an already 

chaotic environment, and principles of self-

organizing may better sustain change. 

Gino & Pisano 

2011 

Karp 2006 

(3) Downsizing; cost 

reduction; layoffs. 

To sustain motivation and a feeling of 

justice; to avoid violence of the 

psychological contract; to avoid 

polarization; to manage layoffs. 

Bernhardt & 

Mongrain 2010; 

Nathan & Neve 

2009; Skarlicki et 

al. 2008 

(4) Structural changes; 

mergers & acquisitions; in the 

public sector: transformation 

into municipal enterprises. 

Relating the structural changes to the 

strategy; keeping structural changes 

meaningful; managing the different 

organizational cultures. 

Ashkenas & 

Francis 2000; 

(5) Technological breaking 

(especially IT); large system 

reforms; logistic changes. 

New technology culture adoption. 

Developing and training of new 

competencies. 

Leidner & 

Kayworth 2006; 

Sampson & Fytros 

2008 

(6) Internationalization; 

colliding cultures; colliding 

organizational and industrial 

cultures. 

Managing the cultural adaptation. 

Managing the features of the industrial 

cultures. 

Hoffstede 2001; 

Lewis 1996, 2003 

(7)  

“Multi-layer change”, 

combination of many change 

contexts and challenges. 

To manage many kinds of change 

processes at the same time; coordination; 

to get the core messages through. 

Many organization 

cases introduced 

in research 

reports. 
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Based on the literature and on observations made in practice, seven additional 

contextually bound features or attributes are proposed in the following text, some 

of them were also referred to earlier. As it is difficult to totally separate the contextual 

issues and types of change because they often work interrelated, I consider them 

together. 

Firstly, Weick and Quinn (1999) conceived of organizational change as either 

episodic or continuous. Episodic change is infrequent, linear, intentional, and can be 

seen to contain the ‘Lewinian’ three basic phases discussed above. The episodic 

change can be long lasting (in some cases over years) and slow or, it may be supposed 

to be implemented in a very short time, to be quick. Greiner’s (1998) view on change 

suggests that evolutionary stages may last for even four to eight years, whereas the 

stage of revolution is much more intensive. It is obvious that different kinds of CM 

and CS are needed during these periods. 

Secondly, reviewing the organizational focus of the change; does it concern only 

a minor part of the organization or is it extensive. Small changes often occur over a 

series of gradual increments, or small steps, and these changes are often called 

incremental. Evolutionistic, gradual development is often followed by radical change 

(Greiner 1998), which may be, quicker as suggested above, but also more extensive 

in terms of organizational focus. How incremental vs. radical the change is, should 

be evaluated when proper CM and CS are planned. (Cf. Stenvall & Virtanen 2007.) 

Thirdly, with regard to intentional or teleological change vs. prescribed or reactive 

change, are there any options for changing – what are the degrees of freedom? For 

instance, in case of an acquisition decided by the board there are no other options 

for the amalgamating organizations but to adapt and change.  

Fourth, changes may differ with respect to their cultural risk and innovativeness. 

Culture risk, defined by Deal et al. (1982), means the difference between the desired 

change having its cultural features and the prevailing culture. The bigger the 

difference is and the more important the change is from a strategic perspective, the 

greater the culture risk is. The implementation of innovative changes may constitute 

a culture risk when greatly differing from the prevailing culture. 

The state of resources of the organization is a very important contextual factor. 

So, the fifth contextual dimension to be assessed is how such resources as time, 

employees’ energy and motivation and money, affect the change implementation. In 

the state of scarce resources, the reduction of costs can be a change target itself (see 

also table 4, point 3), but a lack of resources is also a contextual factor that has a 

major effect on implementing other kinds of changes.  
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The sixth factor raised here is the common view and sharing the visions of the 

change. In some cases, it is extremely difficult to reach a common understanding 

and approval of the change and this of course is most critical for the implementation 

and for selecting a suitable CS. Resistance to change is one of symptoms indicating 

contradicting values in relation to the change target (see e.g. Dent & Goldberg 1999; 

Ford et al. 2008). Resistance to change represents the ultimate negative end on the 

positive–negative dimension, which in turn is connected to change sentiments (see 

3.4.2) and to the construct of ‘readiness for change’ (see 3.4.3). Naturally, the content 

of change is the main factor affecting on emotional positioning and sharing of the 

change, however, employees’ overall emotional positioning reflecting the underlying 

culture can also be regarded as an important contextual factor. It constitutes the 

emotional circumstances under which the decisions on change implementation are 

to be taken.  

Finally, the organization’s culture and the institutional logic referred to above 

should be discussed as a change implementation-affecting contextual factor. Here, I 

take especially the view of organizational learning. Some organizations have learned 

to change and embodied capabilities to change as a part of their culture – some are 

used to living without changes that makes it difficult to adapt in turbulent situations. 

Organizations’ cultures are naturally industry-bound: manufacturing is quite a 

different environment than public administration and these industrial cultures shape 

the CS. There are many stereotypes of industrial cultures and being aware of the 

‘actual culture’ is a must for succeeding in CS. 

The features of change presented above are interrelated. For instance, the time 

horizon and the focus of change can be put together to form a matrix where the 

dimension ‘incremental–radical change’ is present.  The term radical change is 

equivocal as a change can be radical in many respects as implied above: a change can 

be radical with respect to its organizational focus, to its innovativeness and cultural 

risk, to its time horizon and hence, to the possibilities to manage the change. In 

Table 5, the matrix constructed by the two perspectives mentioned form a typology 

of four different types of change (Stenvall & Virtanen 2007, 25). 
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Table 5.  Typology of organizational change (Adopted from Stenvall & Virtanen 2007, 25) (TH= 
Time Horizon; OCF= Organizational Change Focus) 

 

 

The four emerging types of change explain themselves in the Table 5 and are well 

suited for the contextual categorizing of practical change. In addition to using the 

typology in describing the types of change, it can be used for CS purposes: we can 

intentionally choose whether to proceed by a ‘quantum jump’ (by a radical, ‘rational’ 

type of change) or step-wise (incrementally). Quinn (1980) combines these 

approaches arguing that both rational and incremental strategies are needed. The 

incremental mode entails continuous knowledge creation and use and critical 

reflection. This would be especially useful in complex change situations where 

managing the whole is too challenging. (Stenvall & Virtanen 2007.) However, when 

proceeding incrementally, maintaining the ‘big picture’ clear in the course of actions 

is demanding. From a point of view of employee involvement, incremental change 

may have some advantages by giving people more time to adjust to the change. This 

is part of the psychological process that was discussed before. On the other hand, 
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prolonging the timespan of the change implementation may also dilute the idea of 

the change, as employees do not see concrete results and experience success within 

a reasonable time. Having frequent checks during the process and manifesting quick 

success strengthens the implementation. (Cf. Bridges 1995.) 

To conclude, the typical change challenges in Table 4, the seven additional 

contextually bound dimensions mentioned above, and the classification of four types 

of change could be beneficial for assessing the contextual circumstances when 

implementing strategic change. Furthermore, when observing the change context, 

it’s always important to remember who is the observer. Interpretations of the 

situation by workers or trustees, foremen, specialists and management may differ a 

lot. That’s why also the interpreters’ perspective should be taken in account. 

For the evaluation of the change context in my case organizations, I have selected 

some potentially affecting factors from what was said above to frame the discussion. 

As I must take a very practical view on reviewing the contextual situation, I have 

constructed a simple tool, which I call the ‘Contextual Change Check (CCC)’. This 

tool is presented in Appendix 1. The discussion above would give the opportunity 

for the creation of a much more sophisticated tool for contextual charting and 

evaluation, but for the purposes of this research I must limit myself to a ‘plain 

version’.  

When looking at the contextual stages in Table 4, it is easy to see the connection 

between the contextual and content factors: certain qualitative changes are typical in 

certain contextual stage of the organization. For instance, in the stage of downsizing 

and cost-reduction, process re-engineering may be implemented or in the stage of 

system reform a new customer service model is introduced. In the phase of scarce 

resources concerning the universities and hospitals for example, the adoption of a 

new ‘efficiency orientation’ is targeted by implementing a management-by-results 

system (Kallio 2015). Contextual stages may give birth to a certain kind of change 

and the other way round, certain changes are to be implemented in certain contextual 

stages that limit or boost the implementation.  

3.4 The irrationality and psychology in change processes  

In the organizations of work life, it is common to see rational behavior and what 

people actually do contradicting. This is often to do with the psychology of change. 

In this sub-chapter, this irrationality and psychological factors affecting change will 

be reviewed. First I take up the construct of transition, which discusses the change 
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process from a psychological perspective. Then, I examine ideas of ‘change 

sentiments’ and ‘readiness for change’ to extend my view of the role of the 

psychological factors. Also, the culture of an organization may involve irrational 

features that affect change implementation. Conceptions of need of time in change 

are often based on the assumptions of the rational man. Earlier experiences in 

change shape our present attitude. Recurrence of psychological factors in different 

connections emphasizes their importance in change implementation. 

3.4.1 Transition as a condition for ‘real’ change 

Bridges (1995) makes a distinction between change (what is being changed) and 

transition (psychological change: what should psychologically changed before the 

change is fully absorbed and turned into behavioral practice). In Bridges’ own words 

(1995, 3): “It isn’t the changes that do you in, it’s transitions. Change is not same as transition. 

Change is situational: the new site, the new boss, the new team roles, the new policy. Transition is 

the psychological process people go through to come to terms with the new situation. Change is 

external, transition is internal”. In the 3-Step-Model of Kurt Lewin change begins by 

unfreezing. Bridges among others (see e.g. the change models in Table 3) employs 

the same idea by speaking of endings: change begins by endings, which means letting 

go of something, leaving the old situation behind.   

Emphasizing the psychological prerequisites for change tells about the 

mainstream trend of moving from the ‘rational world’ to take into account human 

behavior, which is often based on irrational factors such as values, personalities, 

emotions, empathy etc. Many of the step-models are managerialistic in nature 

supposing rational behavior when the sufficient arguments for why to change have 

been given. That is why managers are confused when they in applying these models 

seem to encounter problems. From a CS point of view this means especially focusing 

on how the change implementation process is affected by the ‘psychological and 

irrational factors’. I have adopted this ‘psychological process’ in change as one of my 

practical managerial processes, which will be discussed in sub-chapter 3.8.2. I will 

also check my informants’ perception of this issue in the interviews. 

3.4.2  Change sentiments and the role of personality 

The role of sentiments in change has been examined. Armenakis et al. (2007) 

introduced a change sentiment framework, which is based on the work of 
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organizational scientists over a period of the last six decades. They argue that (p. 276) 

“While profitability and related bottom-line results are important, criteria that can be assessed in 

the short term to gauge change recipients’ reactions to an organizational transformation may be 

preferred because they can produce richer and more descriptive information and reveal sentiments 

that presage later performance problems. Furthermore, these criteria not only can serve as markers 

for longer-term outcome criteria, they can also serve as objectives during planning and 

implementation”. These five sentiments are (1) discrepancy, (2) appropriateness, (3) 

efficacy, (4) principal support, and (5) valence. All these change related sentiments 

are comprehensively argued by literature references. The definitions of criteria and 

the contents of the five sentiments are presented in Table 6. 

 
Table 6.  Change Sentiment Framework (Armenakis et al. 2007, 282) (Modified) 

Sentiment Definitions of criteria / content 

Discrepancy (Is the 

change necessary?) 

 

 

The term used when describing a deviation in acceptable performance. 

The reported discrepancy or new/revised company objectives serve as 

justification for why some change was deemed necessary. One indication 

of discrepancy may be that people in an organization were not executing 

some desired action/function. One may ask, ‘was some organizational 

change needed?’ That is, does the respondent believe a change was 

necessary? It is possible that a respondent may not believe any change 

was necessary. 

Appropriateness (Are 

we doing the right 

thing?) 

The term used to describe whether or not the change that is proposed or 

implemented was the ‘right one’ for the situation faced by the 

organization. If it is appropriate, there may be some stated evidence that 

the change is having the desired effect on the organization. If the change 

is not appropriate, opinions may be offered that the change was not right 

for this organization. In other words, ‘is the specific change being 

introduced an appropriate reaction to the discrepancy?’ 

Efficacy (Do we 

believe in possibilities 

of succeeding in the 

implementation?) 

is defined as confidence in one’s ability to complete a task or accomplish 

a goal. An opinion may be offered such as ‘we will be successful in 

implementing the proposed or implemented changes.’ Also, for a change 

that has been implemented, evidence may be offered that people are 

successfully accomplishing their new jobs. In contrast, evidence may 

also be offered that the employees lack the skill-level to successfully 

perform in the new jobs. In an organizational change effort, the question 

to be answered is do I/we believe that I/we ‘can successfully implement 

the change?’ 

Principal support (Do 

our superiors 

demonstrate that they 

support the change?) 

is defined as the extent to which the top leaders, one’s immediate 

manager, and one’s respected peers demonstrate that they support the 

organizational change. Evidence may be offered that people have or 

have not bought in to the change. Leaders may or may not be ‘walking 

the talk.’ In other words, ‘who supports this change?’ 
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Valence (How do I/we 

benefit from the 

change?) 

refers to the perceived personal benefit (or personal loss) one may 

reasonably expect as a result of an organizational change. People may 

state that the changes benefit them or do not benefit them in some way, 

either extrinsically or intrinsically. The question that someone will likely 

ask during a change effort may be ‘what’s in it for me?’  

 

Armenakis et al. (2007) believe that these five sentiments, synthesized from across 

the change and innovation diffusion literature, are crucial to the ultimate success of 

any organizational change. When browsing the CM literature and when reflecting my 

own experiences in numerous changes, especially the last question in the list emerges: 

“how do I benefit from this change?” or in a frightening change situation “what is 

going to happen with me?”. It is only natural that personal motives guide our 

position to change but it is often forgotten as more ‘acceptable’ rationales are given 

when arguing for our position. Furthermore, it can be alleged that even the most 

important political decisions and even decisions having nation-wide consequences 

are often made by following personal interests and motives, which in turn are 

affected by sentiments. However, this argument is not ‘tested’ in this research but 

the ‘suspicion of real motives’ challenges the rationality of the decisions on change.   

Discussing these issues the construct of Emotional Intelligence, EI, emerged. EI 

relates to an individual’s competency in dealing with emotions and includes the 

ability to appraise and express emotion in the self, appraise and recognize emotion 

in others, use emotion to facilitate performance and, regulate emotion in the self (e.g. 

Law et al. 2004; Mayer et al. 2000). It was found in the study of a UK Government 

Executive Agency that dimensions of EI and cohesion interact to predict 

performance in the workplace during organizational change. This emphasizes the 

need for leaders to help develop the EI of their team in preparation for such 

challenging times as change (Neil et al. 2016). It is obvious that this cannot be 

achieved without the leader having EI skills him/her self. 

Among the many emotions concerning change the feeling of trust emerges. Trust 

is a complex multidimensional construct. In addition to its cognitive and behavioral 

dimensions affective trust is strongly based on emotions (Clark & Payne 1997; 

Cummings & Bromiley 1996; Mayer et al. 1995). In a meta-analysis on trust and 

leadership, Dirks and Ferrin (2002) report that transformational leadership and trust 

are closely connected. Leadership is challenged especially in the phase of change and 

the unknown and unpredictable features of change eminently test if the managers 

are trusted. As managers usually have the executive role in change, many emotions 

that emerge in change situations are focused at leadership behavior. That is why CL 

was discussed briefly in sub-section 2.1.3. CL mostly works on emotions and 
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sentiments. The leadership competences demanded in change are not often the core 

of the supervisors’ actual know-how and that is why fostering those competences 

should be prepared for in CS. Trust among employees can also be fostered by mutual 

learning in teams (Stenvall & Virtanen 2007). 

Trust is closely linked to sentiments or needs of safety, introduced by Maslow in 

his hierarchy of basic needs already in 1943. Being basic motivators of a man, issues 

concerning safety often actualize in change contexts. The sentiments of trust and 

safety are often formed over a long period of time by organizational and constructive 

learning but they can be threatened and ruined overnight. This may happen for 

instance together with changes in management, when a trusted and reliable manager 

is replaced by a new one whom we know nothing about. In implementing the change, 

however, many factors can help in maintaining safety. Leaving something of the old 

untouched, being clear and explicit by targets and by the process, by good 

communication etc. – the factors creating safety in the change are many. (See e.g. 

Bridges 1995; Stenvall & Virtanen 2007.) 

Personal motives, attitudes and orientation affect also the managers’ position to 

CS. It is easy to assume that personal features, such as cognitive and emotional 

orientation and skills, affect one’s perceptions on CS, especially in seeing the 

importance of getting ready for psychological reactions concerning change. Earlier 

in the introduction, a comment was made concerning the origin of attitudes towards 

CS: how much it is a matter of personal features and educational background of a 

manager and how much it is culturally and contextually affected. So, sentiments and 

emotional reactions and perceptions can be reviewed from both the change 

executors’ and the change recipients’ perspective. 

To conclude, in the title of this subchapter I referred to ‘psychological change’, 

which sums up the psychological perspectives of this research, especially 

emphasizing the role of psychological leadership in change. Syväjärvi et al. (2007) 

have taken this viewpoint up concerning especially complex change contexts, such 

as the current social and health care reform in Finland. In this research ‘psychological 

view’ summarizes the previous ideas of change leadership (CL; for the references see 

2.1.3), the psychological change process (‘transition’ by Bridges 1995) and the change 

sentiments above. This view emerges as well in many other connections in this 

research as psychology is involved everywhere in change and in leadership behavior. 

As Syväjärvi et al. state (2007, 3), “as humans are concerned, an extraordinary awareness 

should be put into management or leadership in order to secure a well-situated organizational 

change”. 
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3.4.3 Readiness for change 

Readiness for chance as a construct emerged in this thesis together with 

historicalness, which will be discussed in sub-chapter 3.4.6. Experiences of earlier 

change endeavors can be connected to more comprehensive construct ‘readiness for 

change’ as one affecting factor. Readiness as a construct is grounded in Lewin’s 

(1951) concept of unfreezing, which means people’s cognitive and affective 

capability to let go of the old and have faith in planned change (see e.g Armenakis et 

al. 1993; Holt & Vardman 2013)  

Readiness for change can be reviewed on both the individual and the 

organizational level. ‘Organizational readiness for change’ (ORC) “[…] refers to 

organizational members’ shared resolve to implement a change (change commitment) and shared 

belief in their collective capability to do so (change efficacy)” (Weiner 2009, 1). Organizational 

readiness is related to how much organizational members value the change and to 

how favorably employees appraise key determinants of implementation capability. 

Organizational readiness for change results in more effective implementation 

appearing as employees having more initiatives on change, exerting greater effort, 

exhibiting greater persistence, and displaying more cooperative behavior. (Weiner 

2009.) 

Armenakis et al. (1993) distinguish between readiness for change and resistance 

to change seeing readiness as the cognitive precursor for the behaviors of either 

resistance to, or support for, a change effort. Following this idea, readiness for 

change can be reviewed dimensionally, the opposite ends of ‘readiness dimension’ 

being a high level of readiness for change – a resistance to change. According to 

researchers (ibid.) readiness appears as organizational members’ beliefs, attitudes, 

and initiations favorable for targeted change.  

In enhancing readiness, especially the message for change is of great importance. 

The readiness message should clearly communicate the need for change, that is, the 

discrepancy between the desired end-state and the present state. The message should 

also communicate the individual and collective efficacy, which means people’s faith 

in ability to change. (Armenakis et al. 1993.) These issues of a clear message of 

change will also be discussed in connection to a change vision and sense-making (in 

sub-chapter 3.5.3). 

ORC is contextually bound, which means that activities for enhancing readiness 

should be fitted in the urgency of change and the position of people on the readiness 

dimension. Therefore, enhancing readiness demands also assessing and making the 

discrepancy to the end-state visible. Consequently, instruments for assessing ORC 
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have been developed. Assessments of the perceived discrepancy and efficacy of the 

target are employed when gauging the state of readiness. Many researchers provide 

evidence that readiness can be assessed through survey research methodology. 

Assessment methodologies can include the use of a questionnaire, interview, and 

observation methods. (Armenakis et al. 1993.) Also for instance Lehman et al. (2002) 

established a performance indicator having 18 domains included in the ORC and 

fulfilling psychometric demands in most areas. 

Having all these properties and conceptual connections, ORC is a very versatile 

construct, however, very useful in CS construction and analysis. It favors e.g. 

persuasive communication and active participation as influence strategies 

(Armenakis et al. 1993) – points that emerge in many other instances in this thesis. 

3.4.4 Organizational cultures and institutional logic 

An organization’s culture embodies all the ‘psychology’ and ‘irrationalism’ that is 

typical for the organization. Organizational culture and institutional logic are also 

very important practical concerns for managers in change challenges but they are 

also conceptually challenging. A culture is often seen as a pattern of shared basic 

assumptions that the group has learned as it solved its problems of external 

adaptation and internal integration, which has worked well. These ‘shared basic 

assumptions’ are taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and 

feel in relation to those problems. (See e.g. Schein 1988, 2004.) Institutional logic on 

the other hand can be defined as the socially constructed historical pattern of 

material practices, assumptions, values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals 

produce and reproduce their material substance, organize time and space, and 

produce meaning to their social reality (Thorton & Ocasio 1999) or to make it short 

“an institutional logic is the way a particular social world works” (Thornton & Ocasio 2008, 

101). As organization culture can also be defined as “how things are done around here” 

(Martin 2002, 3) many similarities in the constructs can be found. Kallio (2015) 

introduces professional institutional logic and competence based market logic as 

examples of competing logics, which present contradicting demands for employees 

and are also sources for change.  However, in this connection the thing is that 

organizations have their own specific culture and institutional logic-bound ways of 

reacting to change – a manager cannot be sure of being able to transfer an 

implementation process as such from one organization to another. 

Organizations have their affective culture as well, which defines how emotions 

are to be experienced, expressed and regulated (Alvesson 2002). Organizational 
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culture, organizational change, and emotions are related and work together. 

Organizational change can trigger emotions as organizational culture is filled with 

emotions. Therefore, cultural change is especially emotional. A change in culture can 

be a target itself but could also occur indirectly as a result of strategic, tactical or 

operational changes. An organization’s affective culture influences how these 

emotions are experienced and expressed – whether it is ‘permitted’ to express 

emotions or if it is even encouraged. (Smollan & Sayers 2009.) 

Working on cultural differences and aspects in CS planning is a part of the 

transition or the psychological process. Many of the cultural features of an 

organization are in that part of an iceberg that is beneath the water surface that is 

they are implicit and hidden. Preparing for them in CS would demand making the 

cultural features explicit and open for discussion – easier said than done. All in all, 

the view of organizational culture and institutional logic as highly emotionally loaded 

phenomena strengthens the role of CS as a tool for preparing also and especially for 

emotional challenges concerning change – preparing for the irrational as discussed 

above. 

3.4.5 Conception of time in change processes  

In practice, it seems that change projects are often provided with too little time 

according to the change targeted. I believe that this is based on the idea of a man as 

a rational actor: once an idea has been presented and carefully argued a rational actor 

adopts it. Also, ideas of cost-effectiveness may result in unrealistic time investments. 

Both of these points rise from practical observations when executing change 

projects. Often those projects are delayed as the planning phase stretches over its 

limits and less time is available for the implementation phase. Also ‘man as a rational 

actor’ (Pihlanto 2002) together with overlooking and underestimating the role of the 

psychological factors (‘psychological process’ or ‘transition’ above) may yield 

unrealistic time investments. And finally, economically hard times may result in 

saving also in time investments concerning change projects – which in turn may lead 

to extra costs in the form of poor quality of change outcomes. This is a practical 

example of a one-dimensional view on change referred to earlier.  

A literature review on “time AND change” yielded a lot of matches, however, 

when it was focused on ‘“time investment” AND “change process”’ no relevant 

articles were found. Some scattered observations could be made though. Time can 

be discussed from many perspectives. Dawson (2014, 285) e.g. discusses conceptions 

of time that underpin change theories and suggests “that the concepts of temporal 
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orientation, awareness and accommodation can be used to open up and reflect upon temporality in 

generating a wider debate and furthering discussions on the place of time in understanding processes 

of change in organizations”. This means theorizing on the construct of time itself and 

taking for most part a macro view in relation to change management. Leppit (2006) 

reports on poor planning of strategic change processes especially concerning the 

resources and methodology of change that can be extended also to the planning of 

time resources. 

Scarce investments in time, based on rationality assumptions and the 

underestimation of psychological factors in change, may lead in poor outcomes. 

However, tight timetables can also be seen to boost change. It is typical for a man 

to start acting at the last hour, and having a tight schedule for the change may provide 

the energy to begin. (Stenvall & Virtanen 2007.)   

The philosophical reasoning on time in relation with change would be extremely 

important but is out of the scope of this thesis. From a CS perspective, the 

signification of time can be reduced to targeted behavioral changes and seen in the 

light of possibilities to create these changes in working life. As ‘real behavioral 

changes’ are hard to achieve in general, a hasty work context and limited personnel 

and financial and different perceptions on employees as change adopters, make it 

even more difficult in workplaces. On the shop floor level, such contextual factors 

as shift work and ‘atypical working arrangements’, disturbances in production and 

problems in work relations have been found to be among the most important factors 

to take into account, when planning the time investments for development and 

change projects (Laine 2013). These challenges should be prepared for in CS. 

3.4.6 History of earlier changes and previous experiences 

Historicalness can be seen to be related to many theoretical discussions on change. 

For instance, complexity science and theory recognize the unique history of each 

organization to affect contemporary and future decisions. Based on this unique 

history, the organization has many options (paths) to choose between. However, 

when making these choices, the organization is tight (path dependent) to its historical 

experiences, experiences of change implementations for instance. (E.g. Adriani 2003; 

McCarthy & Gilles 2003; Mitleton-Kelly 2003.)  

In Finland, historicalness emerges from one the most prominent tradition of the 

Finnish work life studies, activity theory and developmental work research (see e.g. 

Engeström 1994; Engeström et al. 1996). The theme can also be seen in relation to 

temporality referred to in the previous sub-chapter – conceptions of past–present–
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future and their interrelations. In practical situations, for instance when starting a 

new development project, the significance of historicalness is easy to notice by 

observing the attitudes of the attendees: bad experiences and disappointments in the 

past in earlier projects reflect visibly to the present position to change. In contrast, 

positive past experience with change can foster organizational readiness (Armenakis 

& Harris 1993). This shows again how many things affecting change are tightly 

linked, such as readiness for change, temporality and history and experiences of 

earlier changes here.  

3.5 Participation and communication 

The role of participation in getting employees committed to change is a kind of self-

evident change factor. Similarly, everybody knows that people want to be informed 

about changes that concern them in one way or another. These issues will be 

discussed next and then communication is extended to consider also supporting the 

vision by sense-making. 

3.5.1 Participation 

There are different forms of organizational support contributing to employees’ 

position to change – participation is commonly regarded to be one of the most 

important ones. This truism, however, is strongly supported by important theories 

and empirical evidence. Since the famous and fundamental ‘Hawthorn Effect’ – 

working extra hard because of the feeling of participating in something new and 

special – the power of participation has been recognized (e.g. Douglas & Wykowski 

1999). The social exchange theory (e.g. Tajfel & Turner 1979) argues that employees 

are likely to react back in a positive way – for instance by actively engaging in change 

initiatives – when they feel that they are treated fairly (Gouldner 1960; Neves & 

Caetano 2009). One way of ‘treating employees fairly’ is to involve them in planning 

the change that concerns them. Moreover, participation in change implementation 

is likely to create psychological ownership of the change processes (e.g. Pierce et al. 

2004; Pierce & Jussila 2011; Van Dyne & Pierce 2004). There seems to be a reciprocal 

relation between participation and position to change: participation and involvement 

– when executed successfully – will create positive experiences about the change as 

employees feel a sense of belonging and integration. Positive experiences in turn will 
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then influence the overall cognitive position the individual has over the change 

(Bartunek & Moch 1994; Lau & Woodman 1995).  

Nurick (1985) reported of a three-year experiment on the quality of work life 

where a participatory change process was the central focus. According to the results 

of the experiment, participation is not only a moderately successful intervention, but 

as a concept it implies simultaneously paradoxical dimensions, such as tension–

stability, freedom–well managed boundaries, and attention to formal structures–

informal processes. These findings show that it is not only applying participation but 

also planning the forms for it and setting also the limits. Another example, Lines 

(2004) reported a strong positive connection between participation and achieving 

goals and organizational commitment and a strong negative connection to resistance 

to change. The examples selected from research articles form only a tiny sample of 

the huge number of matches made in a literature search (over 4500 matches in just 

one database) but they support the common view of the connection between 

participation and commitment to change. 

3.5.2 Communication 

When examining participation in change implementation, the role of communication 

and information sharing emerges. If the significance of participation in change 

processes is ‘common knowledge’ so is especially informing employees about the 

change. ‘Communication OR informing AND change’ as a search term in abstracts 

yielded more than 12 000 matches again in just one database. This indicates that the 

connections are widely acknowledged and arouse research interest as well. And yet, 

what people usually complain about concerning a change process is that they are not 

properly informed about it. Even without further evidence, it is obvious that 

communication should be planned and prepared for in CS. Leadership is more and 

more about communication, and new forms of communication emerge affecting 

leadership. Therefore, the rapid spreading of social media should be briefly discussed 

here. 

 Social media has an influence on social change and collective sensemaking (e.g. 

Oh et al. 2015), however, no research on “social media AND change management” 

could be found at present. It is easy to imagine that it is especially the change that 

challenges collective sensemaking in organizations and as social media is a fast-

growing factor it should be recognized. Often social media has been seen in 

connection to certain risks and crises, reputation risks for instance (Oravec 2012; 

Dennis 2013; Gruber et al. 2015), but its power should be recognized also in relation 
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to enhancing change in a positive way. Social media is a powerful way to connect 

people to one another for corporate benefit (Venters et al. 2012). That’s why it 

should be considered in CS as well. 

3.5.3 Supporting the vision by CS and sensemaking 

The significance and importance of a concrete vision in change is often brought up. 

Vision as a term connects strongly to the tradition of strategic management. In 

strategic management, the formation of a strategy and strategic implementation are 

based on vision and accordingly visions, missions, strategic recurrence and 

transformation, strategic learning and strategic leadership have become essential 

elements of contemporary strategic management (cf. Andersen 1987; Sanchez & 

Heene 1997; Mäkelin & Vuoria 2000; Snell et al. 2001; Vera & Crossan 2004).  In a 

strategic change process the activities executed during the first year could be 

compressed in four stages such as envisioning, signaling, re-visioning, and energizing 

(Gioia & Chittipeddi 1991) so the change process also starts by setting and 

processing on a vision. Accordingly, focusing on vision, CS should contribute to 

seize and internalize the essentials of the strategic vision in case. For working on this 

the constructs ‘sensemaking’ and ‘sensegiving’ are useful.  

According to Weick et al. (2005, 409) “Sensemaking involves turning circumstances into 

a situation that is comprehended explicitly in words and that serves as a springboard into action”. 

For top managers, sensemaking activities such as environmental scanning and issue 

interpretation are key tasks that significantly influence organizational decisions and 

strategic change (Maitlis 2005). In addition to CEO and TMT (top management 

team) the whole organization need to understand any intended change in a way that 

‘makes sense’. This means that it should fit into some interpretive scheme or system 

of meaning. This interpretive sensemaking is followed by dissemination to 

stakeholders by a process that could be labelled as sensegiving. It is first targeted to 

communicate that the existing interpretive scheme is no longer valid but a new 

revised scheme for interpretation is needed. (Gioia & Chittipeddi 1991.) 

The researchers (ibid.) understand the processes of sensemaking and sensegiving 

as a cycle that embodies corresponding periods of understanding and influencing 

respectively. Sensemaking phases deal primarily with understanding and sensegiving 

phases are those that concern attempts to influence the way that another party 

understands or makes sense. This cycle is illustrated by the researchers (ibid.) in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8.  The sequential and reciprocal cycle of sensemaking and sensegiving to expanding 

audiences (Adopted from Gioia & Chittipeddi 1991, 443. The illustration is based on a 
change effort in a large public university) 

From a CS perspective sensemaking and sensegiving processes are the most essential 

in order to reach a common consensus and understanding about the change. This is 

first worked on by forming a vision. In the formation of CS, both processes should 

be discussed. 
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3.6 Change as investments – evaluation of results 

3.6.1 Investments and costs 

Reviewing change in terms of investments and costs originates especially from the 

private sector and companies but along the new public management (NPM) (see e.g. 

Lähdesmäki 2003) it has spread to the public sector as well. It means making cost 

analysis and investment calculations also in connection with change and 

development processes. From a practical perspective, it is easy to argue that available 

resources – especially time and money – affect the investment in a change 

implementation process. Aiming at lean and cost-effective change processes together 

with ideas of man as a rational actor and underestimating the significance of time in 

processing the contradictions associated with change, may all result in poor 

outcomes and poor change quality. However, no research evidence of this relation 

could be found. 

Today cost analysis and investment calculations and return on investment (ROI) 

are expected also concerning projects of ‘intangible assets’ (e.g. Steenkamp & 

Kashyap 2010). Demanding exact numbers of changes that contain motivation, 

attitude and wellbeing components for instance may lead to the reductionism 

discussed above. Moreover, from a research point of view, concerning these ‘soft 

side’ factors, the many intervening factors make the measurement often impossible. 

However, there have been many attempts to change the immeasurable into 

something measurable. For instance, human resources accounting (HRA) (see e.g. 

Ganta & Geddam 2014) works on creating measures and practices in the HR area, 

which often connects to change also. 

When discussing concrete processes and tools the question of concrete and 

measurable goals inevitable rises. Since early ‘management by objectives’ (MBO) in 

the sixties–seventies (e.g. Drucker 1964, 1976; Humble 1979; Odiorne 1979) in the 

private sector and followed by NPM in the public sector, the numbers have become 

very important in management. There are many challenges and risks in applying 

‘management by numbers’ in hospital and university organizations for instance 

brought about by Kallio (2015).  If managerialism takes the lead it can also lead to 

reductionism, which means reducing complex data and elements to over-simple 

terms and losing sight of the totality (see e.g. Douglas & Wykowski 1999). At the 

same time, it may mean overemphasizing the role of numbers in managing the 

change for instance. As change often demands behavioral changes as well, exact 
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numbers in describing them may result in positivism without a proper understanding 

of the phenomena. 

What is then the relation of all of the above presented to CS? In spite of the many 

challenges and difficulties in measuring and making the change outcomes visible, it 

is worth trying. There is a lot of evidence (referred above as MBO) that setting 

concrete and measurable goals will improve performance. In CS, the possibilities of 

measurable goals must be reviewed and also a ‘measurement strategy’ should be 

established – to put it in a less formal way it means working on concrete measures 

concerning the change as well and expressing the outcome targets before the 

implementation. It is important to understand the meaning of concrete and 

measurable goals but at the same time to understand what the numbers mean exactly, 

but especially what they don’t. I’ve too often seen numbers to take the lead from 

human interpreters and form the ‘truth’ without true understanding.            

3.6.2 Evaluation of change processes 

Finally, and together with the previous theme, the last intuitive theme to be discussed 

here is the evaluation of change implementation. There is long tradition in evaluation 

research in education in evaluation of learning outcomes and quality (since e.g. 

Kirkpatrick 1975), however, in connection with change (projects) evaluation is not 

at all self-evident. The term often used in connection to change and development is 

effectiveness. The relation between the constructs ‘economy’, ‘efficiency’ and 

‘effectiveness’ is illustrated in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9.  The Three-E model of the Audit Commission (Raivola et al. 2000) 

The effectiveness refers simply to the degree of fulfilment of the set goals, however, 

many questions concerning the definition emerge. For instance, the project (change 

project, learning task) may produce other outcomes than those of planned, positive 

or negative, and the goals may be poorly defined and contradictive. So, in a 
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discussion of effectiveness the distinction between direct effects, outputs, and wider 

consequences, results, should be made. (Raivola et al. 2000.) I have earlier many 

times referred to a systems view on organization. Concerning change evaluation, it 

would mean taking into account especially the wider consequences, the effects of 

change on other sub-systems than those of the target system only. 

The CS should necessarily contain statements of the evaluation of effectiveness 

of the change project – pondering how the change outcomes become apparent, how 

they possibly appear in different subsystems of the organization, are there possible 

contradictive outputs other than was thought, what are the consequences in the short 

and long run, and finally, are there concrete measures for all of this. 

3.7 Scientific methods in change implementation 

3.7.1 Experimenting and piloting   

Experimenting and piloting can be seen as change strategies as such. Extensive 

changes often involve major risks and by narrowing the scope the changes can be 

made more manageable (see Table 5 above). Experimenting means trying out and 

implementing practices that differ from those used before and aiming at getting new 

information and ideas on the subject. Piloting, on the other hand, means trying 

something that has already been developed, making a ‘final experiment’ to make sure 

that the construct (product, service or procedure e.g.) really works in practice. 

Experimenting has strongly emerged especially in public administration where 

extensive system changes are being made. (Stenvall 2017.) 

Experimenting can be seen to be connected to learning and to the construct and 

ideal of the learning organization (see Senge 1990, 2014) but it can be seen as a means 

of change management as well (Stenvall 2017). As experimenting means endeavors 

for creating new ways of performing, it can also be seen as a process of innovation, 

which was discussed in sub-chapter 2.2.3. Finally, looking at the ways experimenting 

is often executed, it can be seen to have features of ‘research assisted development 

of working life’, developmental work research and action research, which mean 

involving systematic and scientific methods in the evaluation of experimenting and 

piloting. Those approaches will be discussed in the following.  
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3.7.2 Developmental work research and action research  

Developmental work research is inspired by the approaches that combine research 

and development and serve concrete practical tools for change. First, the construct 

of ‘research assisted development of working life’ (see e.g. Ramstadt & Alasoini 

2007) is a general term for endeavors to benefit research in development and change. 

These approaches benefit conceptual models in change and development, based on 

these models set research questions and ‘test’ hypothesis concerning the change 

processes. A hypothesis can live with and take new forms during the change 

processes and interventions and the models can be refined further by conclusions 

and critical reviewing (Ramstad & Alasoini 2007). These approaches take the change 

processes nearer to research and at the same time to measurement.  

Secondly, developmental work research, referred to also in the previous 

subsection, and its best-known practical tool ‘change laboratory’ (Engeström et al. 

1996) is a method, which employs people in change as essential producers of chance 

initiatives and hence engages and motivates employees in change. A change 

laboratory is a concrete method for working on a change target but at the same time 

it is a broader change strategy. It is based on some essential change strategic 

principles such as people participation, seeing change as an intentional development 

process with its temporal perspectives, reviewing work comprehensively and not 

only on sub-system level, and being based on the notions of re-mediation and dual 

stimulation, which apply principles from the cultural-historical theory of activity. It 

is also influenced by action research and Lewinian tradition (see subsection 3.2.2) in 

the back and it aims to create a model of continuous development. (Virkkunen et al. 

1999.) 

Both of these approaches have utilized action research in their process designs. 

Action research (AR) is a participatory, democratic process concerned with 

developing practical knowing. It aims at bringing together action and reflection, 

theory and practice (Reason & Bradbury 2001). It can also be seen as “[…] a set of 

self-consciously collaborative and democratic strategies for generating knowledge and designing action 

in which trained experts in social and other forms of research and local stakeholders work together” 

(Greenwood & Levin 2007, 1). An AR team consists of members (action researcher 

and ‘stakeholders’) who are seeking to improve the participants’ situation in some 

respect so as an approach it is very practical (Greenwood & Levin 2007). Among the 

action researchers the belief in the power of involving people is strong: “Provide people 

with the support and resources to do things in ways that will fit their own cultural context and their 

own lifestyles. The people, we knew, not the experts, should be the ones to determine the nature and 
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operation of the things that affected their lives” (Reason & Bradbury 2001, 14). Action 

research aims at adding shared knowledge but at the same time at exploiting that 

knowledge for improving different states of things in one way or another (Kuula 

1999). Action research is often referred to as a learning process for both the 

researchers (project facilitators) and the people themselves. This is the case especially 

when applying Participatory Action Research, (PAR), where learning can be seen 

even as the primary goal for the process (Elden & Levin, 1991). With regard to action 

research, the discussion of the role of the researcher is very important (Whyte 1991), 

however, it is out of the frames of this thesis. 

A typical change process benefitting these kinds of approaches begins by a 

diagnostic survey and measurement where the present state of the organization with 

respect to the change focus is reviewed. A change laboratory employs a construct 

‘mirror’, which indicates that survey data act like a mirror giving feedback of the 

present situation (Virkkunen at al. 1999). Measurement and aiming at concrete and 

measurable targets is a good thing in itself – it is a question of interpretation and 

‘understanding’ the results. 

With respect to all these ‘participation and employee centered’ approaches there 

is one big issue that should be raised: how should these approaches be applied in 

connection with the strategic change discussed earlier in many connections? 

Traditional, intentional and sequential strategic change, as referred to earlier, is top–

down in nature, meaning that the change initiatives come from the top management 

and are then implemented in the organization (by using participative procedures 

perhaps). The presented approaches ‘employ people in change as essential producers 

of chance initiatives’ (a statement above), however, strategic change initiatives are 

rarely produced and processed from the bottom–up. It is usually thought that the 

bottom–up direction can at its best produce innovative improvements on the shop 

floor level for the organization of work and the work methods for instance. The 

deluding of traditional strategic management by ideas of ‘strategy as a practice’ 

(Jarzabkowski 2005; Jarzabkowski et al. 2007), which emphasize the strategic 

meaning of everyday work – all what we do is strategic – doesn’t help much. The big 

issue of ‘how to involve people in strategic change’ remains. 

The approaches introduced above strengthen the idea of participation (see 3.5.1) 

as an essential ‘strategy’ from many perspectives. They also remind the CS planners 

of the importance of facts and analytical information concerning the different 

aspects of the implementation process. However, the big issue of the direction of 

the strategic change remains mainly uncovered and is to be solved in practice. 
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3.8 Managerial change: some practical concerns  

Managerial change was earlier described as change where the managers have a crucial 

role as decision-makers. This kind of change can be described as intentional and 

teleological in nature (see also 3.2.1). When reviewing managerial decision-making 

practices two important aspects emerge: firstly, how the origin of the change affects 

the role of the manager as a decision-maker, and secondly, how the different practical 

processes identified here as logistic, juridical and psychological are taken into 

account in the managerial decision-making. (For the psychological process, see also 

3.4.1 above.) These issues, emerging from organizational practice but also supported 

by observations in theory, will be discussed next.  

3.8.1 The origin of the change: emerging vs. planned top down change  

Figure 10 illustrates the different kinds of changes based on their origin – changes, 

which demand different kinds of orientation and managerial skills and competence 

and also different kinds of CSs.  

 

 
Figure 10.  Sources of managerial change and CS concerns 

Strategic top-down change concerns the entire organization or a major part of it. 

Strategic change may appear as changes in concepts of customer relations 

management, as major technological changes, as changes in brand identity, or as 

major structural changes for instance. As strategic initiatives are at the management’s 
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responsibility, strategic change is top-down in nature. However, together with 

moving to overall strategic management, more participative procedures have been 

employed. This has decreased the authoritarian nature of strategic top-down change. 

In large organizations, specialist functions are usually utilized and in some cases the 

delegation of strategic implementation to those functions may blur the strategic 

responsibilities. Also, using outside consultants may have led to implementation 

solutions that the personnel has experienced to be far from everyday life. 

From a change implementation perspective top-down change is very challenging 

and demands a carefully planned CS to get people involved. This concerns especially 

large organizations where there is a great distance between the top management and 

the personnel. Top-down as a change approach relies heavily on ‘transformational 

leader’s (about the concept, see e.g. Tichy & Devanna 1986; Kotter 1998; Eisenbach 

et al. 1999) ability to facilitate positive relationships between employees throughout 

the organization and to communicate the purpose and process of the change to 

stakeholders (Ryan et al. 2008). This makes the approach vulnerable as it is based so 

strongly on the individual features of the top management. As top managers 

themselves are rarely capable of assessing their own individual qualities in this 

respect, it is challenging for a change specialist (HR practitioner for example) to raise 

these issues. What has been said above concerns the traditional theories of 

organization and strategic management and these views have especially been 

questioned by theories relying on complexity science (cf. Juuti & Luoma 2009). 

However, as argued earlier, I have chosen this traditional world as its ideals seem to 

be still going strong. 

I have termed the other type of change as ‘work community change’ to underline 

its origin on the working group or team level. On this level, the work arrangements 

and methods e.g. can be decided and innovative initiatives of the team and its 

individuals can be utilized. Looking from the perspective of the entire organization 

this type of change is emergent. When in top-down change, the challenge is to get 

people motivated, it’s not the case concerning the emergent change – people have 

come up with their own ideas and of course they are motivated. The challenge is to 

get the rest of the organization motivated and to get the best practices distributed. 

 Another concern with this kind of a change approach is strategic: if all the change 

initiatives in the organization are emergent, how to make sure that the changes are 

in line with the selected strategy. One option to work on this is to have enough 

degrees of freedom in the strategic top down processes: to leave space for bottom 

up processing that would turn management’s vision into reality (cf. Ryan et al. 2008). 
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This would be an approach for ‘contextualizing’ a top down strategy and to feed the 

new innovative ideas of the employees into the process. 

In everyday management and leading the team these two kinds of change 

approaches meet. The team leader or supervisor is the key actor and mediator in top 

down change in delivering strategic messages and in processing on the ideas with the 

team. Concerning the ‘work community change’ the leader is both the initiator in 

empowering his/her team to innovate and the mediator in distributing the ideas to 

be used wider in the organization. Whether one or the other type of change is in 

question, the role of the team leader is crucial and should be included in the CS.  

3.8.2 Practical view of the managerial processes concerning change 

The three generic types of practical processes a manager is likely to face are illustrated 

in Figure 11.  
 

 
Figure 11.  Practical change processes and CS concerns 

Referring to Bridges (1996) above, change and psychological change (transition) 

should be kept conceptually separate. He (ibid.) referred to changes as situational 

changes: the new site, the new boss, the new team roles, and the new policy for 

instance. Logistic change process could be called ‘traditional change planning’ 

because rational planning of change actions is what we are used to see in planning 

change. This means the planning of such actions as timetables, resources, 

responsibilities, the recruitment of key personnel and training the change contents. 
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Traditionally this type of planning is carried out in the form of flow charts or 

matrices. Logistic process planning is an essential part of CS, especially concerning 

large organizations and wide changes, which are impossible to manage without a 

logistic plan. However, difficulties emerge if this is the only orientation to change. 

Normative process refers to all the work laws and collective agreements that 

regulate the working life and taking them account in change implementation. In 

Finland, the most important law to take into account in change connections is the 

act on Co-operation within Undertakings (‘YT-laki’, laki yhteistoiminnasta 

yrityksissä), which is decreed especially to increase cooperation between the 

employer and the employee in work life changes. It is necessary for the management 

to know these norms to a certain extent – it is impossible to manage them all – and 

to know when to turn to specialists. However, acting in accordance with the work 

life norms is not enough to implement change effectively; the ability to make 

circumspect decisions is also needed, which relates to the psychological process.  

Psychological change or transition was discussed earlier in chapter 3.4.1. 

However, it’s important to be reminded of the existence of the psychological process 

also in this connection, as there is a risk to see the importance of the rational and 

logistic processes only. A psychological process is commonly the type of change 

process that is not prepared and planned for. 

In addition to the three generic processes above, a more precise look at process 

structure should be taken as well. An intentional strategic change process is not 

commonly one single process only but it should be seen to consists of numerous 

sub-processes. The totality formed by the ‘main process’ and different sub-processes 

can also be seen as a social construction (Laine 2013). Constructive Research 

Approach, CRA, having its origin in business economics and accounting (e.g. Lukka 

2000; Lukka et al. 1993) defines constructions as entities, which are created and 

tested in order to solve problems or challenges. A change process can be regarded 

as a ‘managerial construction’ when it is planned to help management implement 

change and it can be tested as such.  Laine for instance (2013) tested a process 

construction for personnel wellbeing development purposes and made a distinction 

between four sub-processes such as the process of top management, the process of 

supervisors, the workshop process for the employees and the personal way of life 

process. Using these different processes, the roles for different actors can be planned 

in a concrete way. 

The view of different processes in change implementation is useful in realizing 

the different perspectives to change and in planning of different interventions and 

roles for actors. As such the process view is useful for CS construction. 
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4 THE ROLES AND COMPETENCIES OF HR AND 

OTHER ACTORS IN CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter, I first review some attempts to define HRM. Then I discuss the 

requirements of HR’s positioning in the organization and gaining valuation. Both are 

important for acting in change as well. Then I move on to review conceptions on 

HR’s roles, both general and change implementation-specific ones. I start this by 

reviewing the literature on HR as a change agent. I also review HR’s competence 

models and introduce how they are interpreted in this thesis. In this connection, I 

also briefly review some general ideas on ‘competency’ and the relation between the 

roles and competencies. Next, I summarize on the role of HR as a change agent. 

Being involved in change, especially in strategic change projects, means exercising 

power and being valued and respected. Moreover, there are often many competing 

functions in an organization, and it is often question about, which function takes the 

lead and employs the resources. Consequently, I examine the roles of other actors in 

change and finish the chapter by scrutinizing cooperation in change. 

4.1 HRM – prerequisites for operating in change 

4.1.1 What is HRM: definition attempts 

Human resource management (HRM) as a concept has evolved from personnel 

administration (PA) or personnel management (PM). The debate about the 

terminology has been abundant and does not lead to clear and ‘final’ distinctions 

between these terms. However, “treating employees as assets not costs, placing more emphasis 

on strategic fit and integration, placing more importance on the management of culture and the 

achievement of commitment; placing more emphasis on the line managers and expecting that human 

resource specialists will be business partners rather than just personnel administrators [...] are the 

main features which differ HRM from PM.” (Savaneviciene & Stankeviciute 2013, 240.) 

In practice, however, the both terms are often used as synonyms.   
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The strategic nature of HRM has been in the focus when discussing HR issues in 

recent years. The resource-based view (RBV) to strategic management in the early 

1990s (see e.g. Amit & Schoemaker 1993; Barney 1991, 2001; Collis & Montgomery 

1995; Hamel & Prahalad 1994; Prahalad & Hamel 1990) referred to above has also 

been the guiding paradigm for strategic HRM research. RBV has been directing 

greater attention to economic theory principles, profit-based managerial decision 

making and benefit–cost HRM determinants when taking over the concept of 

strategic HRM. (Kaufman 2015.) Recognizing the strategic meaning and importance 

of intangible assets and intellectual capital expands the idea of HRM as well (e.g. 

Edvinsson & Malone 1997). 

The resource-based view prompts organizations to review its relation to its own 

resources. An organization can strive for success by either exploiting its resource 

base effectively (exploitation) or by continuously extending and renewing its 

resources (exploration). Exploitation means the effective use of personnel as one 

essential factor of production – exploration means finding new opportunities by 

getting new competencies for instance. Of course, hybrid solutions should be 

developed as well. This thinking applies well to the discussion on human resources 

management. (Järlström & Luoma 2014.) 

In the public-sector organizations, in higher education (HE) for instance, HRM 

literature overlooks or only gives cursory recognition to the unique features of HE 

HRM (Mugabi et al. 2017). Some examples of HRM definitions in HE are presented 

in Table 7. 

 
Table 7.   Examples HRM definitions in HE (Mugabi et al. 2017) 

Definition Source 

(1) “An organizational function that deals with issues related to people 

such as compensation, hiring, performance management, organization 

development, safety, wellness, benefits, employee motivation, 

communication, administration, and training”. 

 

Convertino 2008, 5 

(2) “The strategic and coherent approach to the management of the 

people who individually and collectively contribute to the achievement of 

the organization’s objectives. It means employing people, developing 

their resources, utilizing, maintaining and compensating their services in 

tune with the individual, job and organizational requirements”.  

 

Kohont & Bergoč 

2010, 13 

(3) “A description of the functions associated with managing people in 

organizations”. 

Huxley & Hall,  

1996, 77 

(4) “That part of management which is concerned with the effective 

utilization of the human resource”. 

Crosthwaite & Warner, 

1995, 3 

(5) A process of managing people with the aim of achieving 

organizational goals. 

Kekäle 2015 
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The definitions (3) – (5) are made on a very general level adding very little to how 

the role of HRM is seen from the perspective of HR competence models discussed 

briefly above (in sub-chapter 1.4 e.g.). Accordingly, the role of a change agent is not 

discussed at all. In definitions (1) – (2) the viewpoint is very content-oriented listing 

separate actions and tasks in quite a traditional way. Even though ‘strategic approach’ 

has been mentioned, the general impression is very operative and hence not 

following the mainstream of the practice of the business side. Moreover, the 

definitions consider more personnel management as an overall mission and do not 

differentiate between the duties of HRM as a function and the HR duties of the line 

management. In this thesis, I examine HRM as a function even though I see 

managing human resources as an integrated whole. Focusing on HRM as a function 

makes it possible to review its position, valuation and roles; and also, the power 

dimension as in sub-chapter 4.2.  

4.1.2 Nature of HR and health care in large organizations: ‘islands of 

expertise’ 

Top management does not necessarily possess the best knowledge on change 

implementation especially from the behavioral sciences point of view. HRM and 

health care are organizations, which are supposed to have expertise in human beings, 

in employee behavior. In professional organizations or knowledge-intensive 

organizations, the core competence of the organization is in professionals or 

specialists. In ‘ordinary’ or non-professional organizations there are often specialists 

hired for special purposes and in large organizations they can form ‘islands of 

expertise’. (Kallio 2015.)  Human resources (HR) can be regarded as this kind of 

‘island’ where HR-professionals work and from where they consult the line 

organization. Being organized as separate and having a separate professional culture 

formed by a different educational background, different professional language and 

profession specific values may all be sources of communication and cooperation 

problems as well.  

The role of health care, often reviewed within HRM, may be even more 

ambivalent in these respects. Health care may be involved in implementing a change 

but at the same time be in charge of the wellbeing of the individuals. Health care is 

not usually connected to change as a change agent (a search yielded no matches) and 

consulted for planning the change – it is rather regarded as a function, which takes 
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care of the consequences when change has been implemented. These consequences 

may appear as people’s exhaustion when they are trying to survive from the workload 

that results from both the everyday work and the change strain.  However, the 

preventive role of health care is widely discussed in the Finnish practice (Manninen 

et al. 2007; Manninen 2009). This means for management e.g. benefitting from the 

knowledge of the state of the personnel wellbeing and of personnel ability and energy 

to react to change demands. 

4.2 The power, status and valuation of human resource 

management, HRM 

Pfeffer (1992, p. 30) has defined power as the “potential ability to influence behaviour, to 

change events, to overcome resistance and to get people to do things that they would not otherwise 

do”. HRM is generally assumed to have competence in these respects. There seems 

to be two general developments, however, that may deteriorate the HRM 

professional’s power base with regard to change. First, structural changes in HRM 

service production are being made by the outsourcing of noncore operational tasks 

(Stroh & Treehuboff 2003). This necessarily affects HRM’s strategic role as well. 

Second, partly due to cost cutting by reducing the personnel in non-line functions, 

by devolving and delegating the HRM activities to be executed by line managers 

(Kulik & Bainbridge, 2006). Both of these trends affect also HRM’s role in change 

implementation. Outsourcing takes the decisions further away from the 

organizational reality and may dilute the awareness of how the people feel about the 

change as its implementation proceeds. Line managers as change agents may increase 

the credibility of the change but, on the other hand, do they have enough energy and 

change competence beside their other demanding responsibilities? 

In the knowledge-intensive organizations, like publicly administered Finnish 

universities and hospitals, there is a threat of substance professionals losing their 

traditional power to professional managers, who are not members of the substance 

profession (Kallio 2015). Decision-making concerning change implementation may 

carry risks in both cases, by losing expertise concerning the substance area of the 

organization, and by not being an expert in change process issues. Here I concentrate 

on change expertise and examine especially the role of human resources (HR) 

function. The HRM and change are closely linked: in the literature search, more than 

100 relevant matches were easily found using only one database. Human Resource 

function is often consulted in case of change implementation but there are also many 
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examples emerging from practice, where HRM is totally forgotten in change 

implementation. The eternal desire of HRM specialists to be invited to the ‘strategic 

tables’ tells about frustration. For instance, at higher education institutions, HR 

departments faced difficulties when attempting to implement change. HR was still 

seen as a relatively ‘new’ function, which means that HR must first justify its position, 

worth and capability before attempting to gain the buy-in of academic departments 

to implement a culture change in their departments (Edgley-Pyshorn & Huisman 

2011).  

Developing HRM is sometimes said to be a good strategy to develop the entire 

organization (Morris 1996); developing HR competencies in change would so be a 

good change strategy. It is argued as well that since any change management activity 

is focused on people, HR professionals can play a significant role during 

organizational change (Ulrich 1996). The study of Maheshwari & Vohra (2015) 

suggests that HR practices undertaken in the area of culture, leadership, cross 

functional integration, training, communication and technology will positively 

influence employee perception reducing resistance and increasing commitment to 

change. Can HR add power by extending and deepening its competencies by 

overwhelming know-how in areas, which are not in a line managers’ expertise? 

Sheehan et al. (2014a) saw HR’s power base to be consisted of ‘power of resources’, 

of ‘power of processes’ and, of ‘power of meanings’. Power of resources means 

power through HR competence (e.g. competence, which is indispensable for the 

organization), power of processes means access to and influence by important 

processes (e.g. being a member of top management team or annual strategic process) 

and power of meaning means constructing a HR position by using symbols, rituals 

and language (‘corridor power’: the signal value of where you sit and whom you talk 

with in respect to the top management e.g.). It is argued that HR could benefit from 

building on these value bases. (Laine et al. 2017.) 

Finally, I take up valuation of HR as it sums the previous points. This is also 

connected to the narrative of HR as a profession. HR has often been seen to have 

suffered from self-doubt and a feeling of uncertainty of its valuation, especially 

compared to the business side where the ‘real and appreciated work’ is done. 

Becoming a profession and developing in the characteristics of a profession, such as 

possessing high education, having defined ethical codes and discipline, and building 

on a body of knowledge and research, would add valuation among HR’s clients. (Cf. 

Ulrich et al. 2013; Fanning 2011). This in turn would make it easier to adopt more 

strategic roles. That is why I am going to check with my informants how they see 

the valuation of HR in their organization before reviewing the adoption of HR roles.  
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4.3 Organization structure and managerial culture – major 

factors of HR position 

The overall organizational structure and the way that HR is organized are thought to 

strongly affect the strategic position of HR. There are three important perspectives:  

(1) How and where HR is organized and positioned with regard to the top 

management; for instance, which is the (top) management position under which HR 

is organized and is HR involved and invited in important management bodies such 

as the top management team.  

(2) Is HR organized ‘traditionally’ by forming a separate ‘HR department’ or 

function, which produces HR services; or is HR seen more as a set of HR 

competencies, which are fostered and spread out in the organization, in different 

processes or projects whenever HR know-how is needed. This perspective involves 

also devolving and delegating the HRM activities to be executed by line managers 

(Kulik & Bainbridge, 2006) as referred to above: HR is seen more as a competency, 

which is developed among line managers or other actors in change. This view on 

organizing HR makes it difficult to discuss the HR role models (by Ulrich e.g.) 

because the models assume that there is an organizational unit ‘HR’ which can be 

assessed by its actual role and position. This is an important point for this research 

as the case organizations are examined. 

(3) The third organizational perspective concerns the overall organization 

structure that HR is a part of.  This is an especially important perspective in 

examining the strategic role of HR. The strategy perspective reflects the relation and 

partnership between top management and HR, for instance, what is the role of HR 

in creating and implementing group, regional and business unit level strategies and 

how integrated HR strategies and development projects are initiated and 

implemented. A matrix for scrutinizing all of these relations is presented in Figure 

12 (Laine et al. 2017). 
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Figure 12.  Strategic HR roles in centralized and decentralized structures (Laine et al. 2017) 

The matrix is constructed more as a hypothesis of different strategic roles of HR and 

I specify the strategic roles by setting the following four questions: (1) What is the 

role of centralized HR in processing the group level strategy issues? Typically 

processes enhancing common values and sharing the corporate visions are 

contributed by HR. (2) What is the role of de-centralized HR in processing the group 

level strategy issues. Typically group level HR and decentralized (business level) HR 

work together in forming an implementation chain for contributing the strategy 

process. (3) What is the role of centralized HR in processing the business level 

strategy issues? Typically, the role is consultative, coordinative and lining the 

corporate personnel policy. This role demands good cooperation and coordination 

between the corporate and business HRs and may also be a source of confusion and 

competition of being a business partner with the business managers (Laine et al. 

2017). And finally (4), what is the role of decentralized HR in processing the business 

level strategy issues? This is the primary role for decentralized HR and demands 

good understanding of the business it is serving.  

There is very little research on the impact of centralized vs. decentralized HR on 

the strategic power of HR. We have hypothesized in another study (Laine et al. 2017) 

that being a part of the strategic implementation chain will add power for regional 
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HR whereas in case of weak group level strategic processes the regional HR is more 

on its own to earn a strategic position. This proposition is also tested in this research. 

We can also look at the structural issues as a means or a strategy of implementing 

HR policy with respect to what are the guiding principles concerning the general 

strategy of the group. In a situation of tight strategic control of the group 

organization, a centralized HR function may be preferred, whereas in case of loose 

overall strategic control a ‘business HR’ is a more probable option. ‘Business HR’ 

means placing HR resources in the business units while there is no or only minor 

centralized HR on the group level. This may result in a better business orientation 

in HR but difficulties in lining the concern lever HR principles. Also, the knowledge-

base of HR is more spread out and fragmented and mutual learning in HR is more 

difficult. In the case of a strong centralized HR on the group level, implementing a 

solid HR policy is easier but some of the business orientation may be lost. In practice, 

it can be argued that this initial setting is too black and white. The real-life solutions 

are more hybrid-like and it is also a question of the way of acting within the frames 

of the given structure. However, we should not forget the power of structure in 

shaping how people act. 

Business structure (centralized vs. decentralized) and HR structure (centralized 

vs. decentralized) put together in a matrix produces different orientations for HR 

strategy. In the world of centralized organization and centralized HR one HR 

strategy for the entire business is probable. Decentralized HR in a decentralized 

business organization produces a different HR strategy for each business. In a more 

hybrid-kind structure, a HR strategy for the both, each business and corporate as a 

whole, is demanded. (Ulrich & Dulebohn 2015.) 

The organization structure and the prevailing culture should be compatible. On 

the other hand, once established, a structure produces its own culture. We have 

argued in another study (Laine et al. 2017) that the managerial culture has a strong 

impact on how HR’s strategic position is formed. Organizational culture was briefly 

discussed in sub-chapter 3.4.4 in connection with psychological factors and 

irrationality in change. In the empiric section, the significance of the organization’s 

culture will be investigated with the informants. 
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4.4 Conceptions of HR’s role in change implementation 

4.4.1 HR as a change agent: a literature review 

The discussion on HR competence models emerged in the early 1990s mainly based 

on Boyatzis’s (1982, 1993) pioneering study of The Competent Manager. Since then 

there has been continuous discussion about the desire of more strategic roles for 

HR. It appears that everybody knows what HR should be (strategic and business 

partner etc.), but still HR is often stuck in its traditional administrative role (Laine et 

al. 2017). During the past 20 years, there has been a lot of research made around 

these HR competence models and roles (e.g. Ulrich et al. 1995; Ulrich 1996; 1997; 

Ulrich & Brockbank 2005; Payne 2010; Brockbank et al. 2012; Ulrich et al. 2013; 

Cohen 2015). New roles and competence demands such as ‘business partnering’ and 

‘strategic partnering’ have emerged (Ulrich et al. 1995; Ulrich 1997), however, the 

traditional roles such as ‘functional expertise’ or ‘delivery of clerical and 

administrative services’ seem to be the most common roles in many organizations 

(cf. Caldwell 2008; Lawier & Boudreau 2009). HR competence models have 

dominated the discussion on HR, however, intrinsic limitations have been reported 

of their effectiveness to create real partnership, and also the powerful influence of 

contextual factors has been pointed out (Caldwell 2008). 

In despite of the abundant discussion and research on HR roles, especially 

inspired by Ulrich and his research team, the research on HR as a change agent is 

rare in Finland: a search in the Finnish database Arto yielded no matches. The 

Finnish HR barometer has discussed HR roles, the role of a change agent among 

others (Viitala & Järlström 2014). A search using three essential databases 

(ABI/INFORM, Business Source Complete and Emerald) and ‘“change agent” 

AND HR OR HRM’ as the search term yielded only three relevant results (Alfes et 

al. 2010; Long et al. 2013; and Sunghoon & Seongmin 2011) when searching by titles. 

These all have been exploited and referred to later in this thesis. When extending the 

searches to abstracts altogether, 44 peer reviewed articles were found. After 

duplications and irrelevant articles had been removed, altogether 28 were left for 

further examination. 

The majority of the researches encouraged HR to adopt different roles or a 

different mix of roles for greater influence, effect and respect – the role of a change 

agent among other strategic roles for instance (e.g. Anson 2000; Arachchige & 

Weerasinghe 2012; Brown et al. 2016; Caldwell 2001; Cerdin & Peretti 2001; Galang 
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& Osman 2016; James 1997; Mohd & Shah 2008; Mohd et al. 2010; Mothersell et al. 

2008; Ulrich 1996). As the references show, this trend is multinational and reaches 

over different industries. There are also overall trends that enhance adopting more 

strategic HR roles. For instance, the results by Haines & Lafleur (2008) support 

relationships between the use of information technology and greater involvement in 

the strategic HR roles of business partner and change agent. 

Many of the articles discuss the role of HR with respect to the roles of the line 

management arguing that the change agent and strategic partner will have to be 

closely involved with their line management colleagues to perform the given role 

successfully (Holt and Brewster 2003; Mohd & Shah 2008; Sunghoon & Seongmin 

2011). It is not only HR practitioners who are striving to become a ‘change agent’: 

in Raub et al.’s (2006) study, unit level HR managers’ main desire was for a stronger 

involvement in the role of ‘change agent’. The division of HR responsibilities 

between HR specialists and line management seems to be an issue, where the balance 

is searched for continuously. A review by Hassan et al. (2015) showed that HR 

devolution to line managers may increase mutual understanding of HR issues: it will 

enhance line managers’ participation and responsibility to practice HR roles at the 

workplace. They (ibid.) argue further that line managers’ involvement in HR can 

increase the diversity in competencies among line managers. In practice, 

contradictive trends can also be seen as managers’ HR roles are cut down to give 

more space to their business duties (an observation from the interviews of this 

thesis). 

Although the more strategic roles are targeted, it still seems that HR is often 

occupied by its traditional and administrative roles (e.g. Arachchige & Weerasinghe 

2012). Administrative roles are generally regarded less favorable for enhancing 

change in organizations. For instance, when HR undertakes an administrative expert 

role, change is more likely to generate change cynicism, whereas if HR undertakes a 

strategic change agent role, change cynicism is less likely to arise. The results suggest 

that organizations need to think carefully about the effects of the roles of HR in 

change. (Brown et al. 2017.) According to my experiences related to this, 

administrative orientation in change may lead to giving rigid instructions without 

understanding the sensitive nature of the change. 

One direction of research examines how HR roles are related to HR’s 

effectiveness and organizational performance. The results by Mohd et al. (2010) 

indicated that the role of business partner positively related with HRM effectiveness, 

whilst ‘employee champion’ and ‘administrative expert’ did not relate to it. However, 

the conception of this relation is not at all clear. For instance, the role of ‘HR 
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innovator and integrator’ was seen to have the greatest impact on the result of the 

business in Finland (Viitala & Järlström 2014). Also, Ulrich and his research team 

have, for the past 25 years, conducted a global Human Resource Competence Study, 

which examines HR roles and competencies and how they affect the perceived 

effectiveness of HR professionals and business performance (Brockbank et al. 2012; 

Ulrich et al. 2013). This will be returned in many connections as Ulrich’s production 

constitutes the main frame of reference for this thesis. 

The research cited above seems to review HR’s relation to change on quite a 

general level. The conclusion seems to be quite obvious: for successful performance 

HR should strive for more strategic roles and position and for earning this HR 

should have competencies needed in the role of a change agent for instance. What I 

think we are missing, is the understanding of what HR practitioners themselves think 

about their roles, what is the practice in this respect. This is my argument for 

choosing HR practitioners’ subjective perspective as a basis for my research. 

4.4.2 Focusing on HR competence models 

The mainstream research has focused on identifying generic competences, however, 

‘situationalists’ view competences as a function of the context in which they are 

activated and argue that the importance and relevance of some competencies will 

vary in different contexts and situations (Lo et al. 2016; see Capaldo et al. 2006; Le 

Deist & Winterton 2005).   

’Change’ and ’change implementation’ are included in most of the contemporary 

HR competence models. Next I will go further into this by introducing two matrices. 

First, the data gathered from a study (Alfes et al. 2010) in two different public sector 

organizations suggest that HR practitioners’ role in the change management process 

can be classified along both process and content dimensions measured in terms of 

proactivity vs. reactivity (see also Talasmäki 2009) as illustrated in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13.  The functional roles of HRM during change (Adapted from Alfes et al. 2010) 

 Next, the HR roles in Figure 13 are explained and reviewed (partly by referring to 

Alfes et al.’s 2010 article but also by developing new content for the classification). 

Change Driver as a HR role is characterized by strength in both dimensions, 

meaning that HR professionals aim at actively contributing both to the content and 

to the process of the change. As the change process is more generic in nature it is 

easier for the HR practitioners to specialize themselves in understanding and 

managing the change process. Another thing is that the change process cannot be 

seen as separate of the content as I suggested in sub-chapter 3.3.  However, keeping 

in mind how much the change contents may vary in practice, being a ‘real Change 

Driver’ demands continuous learning and good cooperation with the substance 

owners.  

Conversely, a Responsive HR department would potentially be neither involved 

during the process of managing the change, nor in the deployment of HR 

interventions in support of change. A reactive role for HR in both respects is still 

quite common in organizations of a traditional industrial culture where HR is not 

expected to be active (‘business partner’ e.g.). In these cultures, it demands a lot of 

effort and long-span endurance to earn a position as an active change partner.  

An HR Focused department would be proactive in terms of new HR specific 

contents (such as new HR systems and tools e.g.) but largely reactive in supporting 
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the practical change processes. Finally, the Change Focused HR department would 

play an active role in supporting the change, but not engage in developing HR 

initiatives to help create and embed change. As suggested earlier, this role seems to 

be quite natural for HR as ‘human resources’ (as a function) should know something 

about human resources – especially how change should be processed in terms of 

human behavior. Being able to generate new change contents, as a real ‘Change 

Driver’ does, is a very demanding role for HR in most organizational cultures, and 

therefore being proactive in terms of the change process seems to be enough to gain 

a ‘dynamic HR image’ in most organizations. That is why this role is regarded here 

as the critical success factor for HR. 

The second matrix that should be taken up in this connection is Ulrich’s (1996) 

well-known multiple-role framework (Figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 14.  Ulrich’s multiple-role framework (adapted from Ulrich 1996) 

Classifying HR according to two focus dimensions (strategic – operational and 

process – people) yields in four roles of HR, each of them having its specific tasks 

and outcomes. From the change perspective, the role of a change agent is the most 

interesting. Ulrich was ahead of his time in seeing already 20 years ago the emerging 
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importance of HR in change management and in arguing that change management 

should be a key activity for HR professionals. (Ulrich 1996.)  

This reframing of HR’s role in change addresses Pettigrew et al.’s (2001) call for 

research into organizational change to take a holistic account of the critical issues of 

process and action (Siegal et al., 1996; Alfes et al. 2010). HR can act as ‘conformist’ 

or ‘deviant’ innovator or reformer either following the mainstream of the 

organization or fostering change, even radical change. HR may also have a role of 

organizational conscience within a broader ethical and moral framework derived 

from professional norms and expectations. (Alfes et al. 2010.) Both of these 

contradicting roles may also cause practical dilemmas or role conflicts. 

To have a brief look at the Finnish reality with regard to the roles of 

contemporary HR, I refer to the study of Viitala and Järlström (2014). They used the 

latest HR-typology by Ulrich et al. (2013; see also Brockbank et al. 2012) drawn from 

a comprehensive study of more than 20 000 respondents where the following six 

HR roles emerged (to see the more detailed descriptions of the roles, look at the next 

sub-chapter 4.4.3): ‘strategic actor (positioner)’, ‘credible actor (activist)’, ‘capability 

builder’, ‘change agent (champion)’, ‘HR innovator and integrator’, and ‘technology 

proponent’. Viitala and Järlström (2014) found that, with reference to the HR-role 

typology of Ulrich et al. (2013), the most popular role for HR among the Finnish 

HR-practitioners, managers and trustees (about 2500 respondents) was the role of 

‘HR innovator and integrator’ (27 % of the respondents). It was seen that the role 

has the greatest impact on the result of the business. The role demands such 

competencies as optimizing of human capital by manpower planning and analysis, 

development of capabilities, adjusting organizing and communication practices, 

improving productivity, and building of the managerial brand. (Viitala & Järlström 

2014.) 

With regard to the focus of this research it is important to notice that the role of 

‘change agent’ gained support from only about six percent of the respondents on 

average and was the least favored of the options. However, reviewed by the top and 

middle management, ‘Change Agent’ was seen as the second most important role 

for HR (15 %), whereas HR-practitioners themselves voted the role of ‘strategic 

actor’ as the second most important (19 %). This was interpreted to express the 

desire of HR to gain a strategic position and to have access to management teams 

and the natural orientation towards change of the managers. Looking from the 

perspective of the type of organization, the role ‘HR innovator and integrator’ was 

strongly favored by all other organizations, but by the municipal actors. This is 

surprising, as integrative activities will be needed in the municipal sector for surviving 
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in the ongoing change challenges. Perhaps just for this reason the role of ‘change 

agent’ gained the highest relational percentages (over 10 %) in the municipal sector. 

The role of ‘credible activist’ was regarded as more important by the public sector 

than by the private sector, but no explanation was given for this. (Viitala & Järlström 

2014.) All these are important observations from the perspective of this research and 

they will be exploited when my own findings will be interpreted. Ulrich et al.’s HR 

typology will be looked at in more detail next. 

4.4.3 HR competence models in this research: general discussion and 

choosing one model 

 

Some general notions 

The power, status and competences are tightly connected – it is hard to reach a 

valued status and position without acknowledged competence. On the other hand, 

it is hard to gain competence and develop in mastery of change for instance if you 

are not involved in the change processes and have a chance to learn of change; 

therefore, HR should have enough legitimate power and position, even based on 

other sources such as HR’s traditional specialty.  

I referred to the generic competence models above and already in the instruction 

(in sub-chapter 1.4; see also Figure 1). In this main-stream discussion on HR 

dominated by Ulrich and his colleagues, it seems to be common to discuss 

‘competence models’ not especially distinguishing between roles and competencies, 

not considering how they are interrelated. It seems that Ulrich does not especially 

problematize the construct of competence, however there is a lot of critical 

discussion around the concept. The critics say, that competence models can be seen 

to belong to the ‘tayloristic world’, where exact and predicted descriptions of 

competencies are often linked mechanically to job-descriptions and where they are 

seen to solve all emerging problems. This way of understanding competencies is seen 

to reflect positivistic and behavioristic assumptions. (Cf. Garavan & McGuire 2001.) 

Competencies can be seen as individual characteristics or characteristics of 

organizations (Garavan & McGuire 2001). When discussing individual abilities, 

Ulrich & Dulebohn (2015, 194) also speak about talent: Talent = Competence x 

Commitment x Contribution. In this connection, they (ibid.) argue that “competence 

means that individuals have the knowledge, skills, and values required for the jobs the organization 

has today as well as tomorrow”. So, competency demands commitment, possessing the 

right kind of values, orientation for the future, and having the feeling that they are 
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really contributing to the success of the organization. This creates motivation to put 

the competencies in action. 

 Furthermore, a conceptual review raises a variety of other concepts, such as 

skills, capabilities, qualifications, individual characteristics, know-how etc., which are 

hard to keep separate in a discussion. Generally, it is seen that there is the lack of a 

coherent definition and validity about competence and competency. It is said that 

“[…] competency models promote a conformist culture and give recognition to rather insular learning 

activities, limit more creative learning activities and ultimately reinforce organizational inequalities.” 

(Garavan & McGuire 2001, 159). Moreover, there are major national and cultural 

differences in perceiving the concepts even in Europe (Cf. Brockman et al. 2008). 

 
 Choosing my framework from general competence models 

Going deeper in this conceptual discussion would cause too much of a deviation in 

my thesis. In spite of all the confusion about the competence models I choose the 

practical way: I see here simply that executing certain HR roles demands certain 

know-how and capabilities (HR competencies). Ulrich et al. do not go in to deeply 

scrutinizing competencies either, as they state simply: “Competency refers to an 

individuals’ demonstrated knowledge, skills or abilities” (Ulrich et al. 1995, 474). Perhaps the 

most remarkable thing is that knowledge, skills or abilities must be demonstrated, 

that is, others should be able to interpret their existence by action in practice. This 

involves many important questions, which concern the nature and content of 

knowledge, skills and abilities as constructs but also what ‘demonstrating’ them 

demands.  Nonaka & Takeuchi introduced (1995) the idea of ‘tacit knowledge’, 

which affects how we see ‘demonstration’ of competencies. Tacit knowledge “consist 

of schemata, mental models, beliefs, and perceptions so ingrained that we take them for granted. The 

cognitive dimension of tacit knowledge reflects our image of reality (what is) and our vision of the 

future (what ought to be). Though they cannot be articulated very easily […]” (Nonaka & 

Takeuchi 1995, 8). This means that some of the competencies can be seen, but they 

are hard to communicate even for the professional him or herself. A competent 

performance can be seen but it may be difficult to understand and analyze its 

components.  

However, HR competencies are described. As Ulrich et al. (1995) suggest, we 

have two directions: either HR’s internal clients give their perception of the 

competencies or competencies are based on a empirically tested conceptual 

framework. Other actors as assessors of HR competencies are often used in so called 

360-degree evaluations, where different stakeholders give their opinion on 

competencies. The assessments are subjective but they form the picture from 
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different perspectives. Self-evaluations of competencies may involve well-known 

fallacies but individual assessments of other actors are not necessarily ‘right’ either.  

According to Ulrich (1995) the other option builds on a logic of what 

competencies are necessary for a certain purpose, as in Ulrich’s case, for adding value 

to business. To make it short: “HR professionals demonstrate competence when they help their 

firms compete” (Ulrich et al. 1995, 474).  Combining competence with competitiveness 

is by all means logical, however, evidencing which HR competencies really 

contribute to competitiveness is not so easy. Also, there are a lot of intervening 

variables making the evaluation complicated.  The researchers (ibid.) go further in 

defining three value-added domains, which are knowledge of business, delivery of 

HR, and management of change processes. Delivery of HR refers to HR’s functional 

competencies, competencies, which are HR’s own specialty and ‘traditional’ 

substance area. The approach takes up the importance of other than functional 

competencies for good and acknowledged performance. Based on literature and 

interviews, they (ibid.) then identified sets of competencies in each domain and in 

the refining process ended up with 67 competencies in total. In testing these 

competencies with over 12 000 informants, they found that the knowledge of 

business competencies explains 18,8 % of the overall performance of HR 

professionals; functional excellence 23,3 %; and management of change 41,2 %. 

(Ulrich et al. 1995.) 

Since then this approach has been extended to cover more than 20 000 

respondents and in round six of the Human Resource Competence Study (HRCS) 

in 2012, already 139 behavioral and knowledge-based competencies were used in the 

competence evaluations of HR professionals. In the research, six competence 

domains were identified. (Brockbank et al. 2012; Ulrich et al. 2013.) As Ulrich et al.’s 

research is the most comprehensive study on HR competencies, I ended up using 

their framework in my research. The six domains (i.e. statistical factors) of 

competencies are explained in more detail as follows (Brockbank et al. 2012; Ulrich 

et al. 2013; Laine et al. 2017). The descriptions are compressed from their original 

form. (For the original definitions, look at the references): 

Strategic Positioner. The role consists of understanding the business logic and 

underlying competitive dynamics of the market they serve, including customer, 

competitor, and supplier trends. They understand the visions and critical success 

factors of the future and participate in developing customer focused business 

strategies. 

Credible Activist. HR professionals who are perceived as ‘credible activists do what 

they say they will do’. They are capable of building personal trust and positive 
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chemistry with key stakeholders and are clear and confident in their communication. 

They can clearly see the importance of HR in driving business results. 

Capability Builder. An effective HR professional contributes to creating a strong 

organization by identifying and developing an organization’s capabilities. Capabilities 

are a part of the organization’s culture and involve such capabilities as innovation, 

speed, customer focus, efficiency, and the creation of meaning and purpose at work. 

HR professionals can help line managers create meaning so that the capability of the 

organization reflects the deeper values of the employees. 

Change Champion. Effective HR professionals are able to develop their 

organizations’ capacity for change. They are able to build the case for change based 

on market and business realities. They are able to overcome resistance to change by 

engaging key stakeholders. They are able to sustain change by ensuring the 

availability of necessary resources, including time, people, capital, and information, 

and by capturing the lessons of success and learnings from failure. 

Human Resource Innovator and integrator. HR professionals are able to integrate HR 

practices around a few but critical business issues. They are able to unify the different 

sub processes within HR departments to form an integrated whole, which strives 

towards the same goal. HR professionals ensure that the desired business results are 

clearly and precisely prioritized. They ensure that the necessary organizational 

capabilities and HR practices are powerfully conceptualized and operationalized and 

so help the collective HR practices to reach the ‘tipping point’ of impact on business 

results. 

Technology proponent. The upheaval of technology has a pronounced impact on the 

HR profession as well. For many years, HR professionals have applied technology 

and HR information systems to the basic HR work. In this round of HRCS a 

dramatic change was seen in the implications of technology for HR professionals as 

two new categories emerged. First, HR professionals are applying social-networking 

technology to help people stay connected with each other within the organization 

and with people and stakeholders outside the organizations (especially customers). 

Second, HR practitioners are seen to possess an increasing role in the management 

of information. The role involves both levering the information and knowledge into 

key decisions and ensuring that the decisions are clearly communicated. This 

emerging new competency will add to HR’s strategic importance. 

In the following, I make some general remarks on the six competence domains. 

First, they are descriptions of behaviors the HR professional should exhibit in 

successfully performing the role in question. This differs from perhaps a more 

common way of expressing competencies as lists of desirable behaviors. Many 
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specific attributes and competencies have been related to the role of change agent, 

such as communication skills, team-building abilities, setting of clearly defined goals, 

and influential skills (Buchanan & Boddy 1992), to be an expert in understanding 

business strategies and the ways to support their implementation (Lawler & 

Mohrman 2003). Features of a change agent have often been connected with such 

personal qualities as personal credibility (Ulrich & Eichinger 1998), interpersonal 

effectiveness, relationship orientation, tolerance for stress, change and ambiguity, 

creativity, and analytical approaches to problem solving (Selmer and Chiu 2004). The 

lists above indicate that in many cases the competencies are defined as combinations 

of demonstrated competent behavior and personality traits supporting the role in 

case. 

 Second, taking again a practical view, it might sometimes be difficult to 

differentiate between ‘Capability Builder’ and ‘Change Agent’. Building capabilities 

usually involves changes in people’s attitudes and target behaviors. On the other 

hand, acting as ‘Change Agent’ means ‘capturing the lessons of success and learnings 

from failure’ which connects to the developing of capabilities.  

Third, ‘Credible Activist’ discusses competencies differently compared with other 

descriptions: its emphasis is on capabilities mainly based on individual interaction 

for ‘building personal trust and “positive chemistry”’ and on being ‘clear and 

confident in their communication’, for instance. It can be argued that a credible and 

active action is needed in all the other competence domains as well.     

These six generic HR roles embody a vast amount of information on the roles 

and competencies. At the same time, they are descriptions of both HR roles and the 

competencies, which are necessary in performing in those roles. The descriptions are 

strongly based on global HR practice but they are brought to a very generic level. 

My idea is to relate them back to the (Finnish) HR practice by using these generic 

descriptions as the basis of my research. By doing so I will lose a lot of information 

hidden in all the original 139 competencies, however, this what often happens with 

these kinds of generic models. However well the construction process is argued 

scientifically, once published, the models are going to live their own lives in the 

minds of their users. ‘Change Agent’ for instance is such a generic and informative 

term that it is probable, when used, to create images that are not necessarily fully 

compatible with the original description. In my research, by using the six HR roles, 

I am in a way ‘testing’ how well they, in their present form, communicate with the 

respondents in my case organizations. My research interest is in ‘Change Agent’, but 

for relating it to other HR roles all the six should be reviewed. I’ll come back to the 
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role of a ‘Change Agent’ (‘Change Champion’) to discuss it in more detail in sub-

chapter 4.4.4.  

When looking at the competencies of contemporary HRM from a status and 

power gaining perspective two questions emerge: what are the generic, strategic 

competencies that HRM should have (for instance, in a given context, what is a 

relevant mix of the six strategic competencies discussed above); and what is at the 

core of the modern HRM’s own expertise and profession. HR should possess 

‘generic organizational competences’ to gain the power and status to be involved in 

strategic change processes but HR should also have its own functional expertise to 

have ‘resource power’ for building also on its own power base (cf. above Sheehan et 

al. 2014a). It is important to note that the six strategic roles above (Brockbank et al. 

2012; Ulrich et al. 2013) do not involve HR’s functional roles at all. Since the 

beginning in 1987, the longitudinal research has contained ‘HR delivery’ as an 

important competency domain of a HR professional, however, in rounds five and 

six it was left out. This reflects moving from operative and functional competencies 

to more strategic and generic competencies.  
 

My interpretation of HR roles 

My interpretation of the totality of HR roles and competencies is illustrated in Figure 

15. The illustration is based on generic HR competence models (referred above) but 

also on my interpretations of them, which is affected by practical observations. It 

still involves also the functional HR competencies as I believe that they are strongly 

involved in the Finnish HR practice. Figure 15 is explained from a practical 

perspective. 
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Figure 15.  Generic competence map for reviewing of HRM competences in changing contexts 

(Developed from Laine et al. 2016) 

In Figure 15, functional HR competences have been split in into two parts: 

‘Administrative HR competencies’ and ‘Developmental HR competencies’. 

Administrative HR concentrates on the ‘delivery of clerical and administrative 

services’ (e.g. Lawier & Boudreau 2009) whereas developmental HR is employed by 

HRD (Human resource development), recruitment, and wellbeing-related of issues. 

Charan (2014, p. 33) refers to this same idea in his statement on whether ‘it’s time to 

split HR’: “Most of them [chief human resource officers] are process-oriented generalists who have 

expertise in personnel benefits, compensation, and labor relations. [...] What they can’t do very well 

is relate HR to real-world business needs. [...] they have great difficulty analyzing why people – or 

whole parts of the organization – aren’t meeting the business’s performance goals.” When splitting 

HR, Charan calls the other half a HR-A (for administration, which would primarily 

manage compensation and benefits) and the other half a HR-LO (for leadership and 

organization, which would focus on improving the people capabilities of the 

business).  
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I have hypothesized in another study that assuming a strong administrative role 

makes it difficult for HR to gain a strategic position (Laine et al. 2016). Besides its 

own functional expertise, HR should have more generic competencies, in private 

business such as business acumen, which would mean understanding the logic of 

service production in the public sector. ‘Strategic competencies’ means identifying 

issues of strategic importance among all HR issues and competencies. This 

identification is ‘situational’, that is context specific: the relative importance of HR 

competencies is tied to the situation. (Cf. Lo et al. 2015.) For instance, identifying 

strategic HR issues is very much depending on from where you look at it: from the 

group level organization or from the unit level (Laine et al. 2016).  

 
 

One practical example of HR competencies 

In addition to the general perspective introduced above, also more practical views 

on HR competences can be developed. In Figure 16 I introduce a model that again 

sums up the HR competence elements discussed above, but construes the whole a 

bit differently. I see this useful, as I have often come across competence models 

which have originated from practice and still served as a functioning tool for 

competence development. Here the example adds a practical view to the more 

theoretical discussion on HR roles above. 
 

 

Figure 16.  HR competence map (a practical example) 
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I have used the competence map in Figure 16 in one financial company to form a 

basis for a more detailed processing of HR competence profiles. It means that each 

of the competencies was taken down into numerous sub competencies. The main 

competence area is termed as ‘customer competencies’ to emphasize the modern 

customer orientation that concerns also an organization’s internal customer 

relations. This demands HRM to build in-organization customer relationships and 

treat other members of the organization as clients by segmenting them according to 

their different needs. This Internal Customer Relationship Management (IntCRM) 

proposes that the organization must focus on the key dimensions of culture, 

relationships, and information flows to assess and improve its ability to deliver 

successful internal and external customer service. (Eichorn 2004.) Furthermore, a 

supportive culture encourages the development and nurturing of cross-functional 

relationships, critical to successful operations. “Proper leadership, culture, and existing 

relationships break through barriers to develop processes and systems for sharing and leveraging 

information.” (Eichorn 2004, 164–165.) This is one of the most important trends of 

today as contemporary challenges are so complicated that no function can solve 

them alone and the traditional borders break down. 

‘Product competence’ in Figure 16 refers to knowledge and understanding of the 

main ‘products’ of the organization (consumer or investment goods or services and 

their combinations; the fundamentals for the existence of the organization). 

Concerning not only this ‘product competence’ but also other ‘customer related 

competences’, a practical question should be asked: which are the focus competences 

in the present context and how deep should the know-how in these competences be 

(to create sustainable internal customer relationships)? For instance, how much 

‘business competence’ and knowledge should HRM have to be regarded as a credible 

business partner for the business management? This is one of the key issues for 

gaining a powerful status and position in the organization to be invited in the 

strategic change implementation processes discussed in the previous chapter. The 

same concerns the public organizations: without understanding the core of the 

substance mission of the organization it is impossible for HRM to gain a powerful 

position. The importance of the other competence areas in Figure 16 should be 

assessed in the same way. It is common, especially in large organizations, that 

employees, particularly specialists not working in the front line, may lose their touch 

from the basics and therefore competencies other than HR’s own competence area 

should be reviewed carefully. 

Which competencies within the own substance and competence area of HRM are 

the most important in the prevalent situation? It is vital to understand the 
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contextuality of HR competencies. Reviewed in relation to the different contextual 

stages of the organization introduced in Appendix 1 for instance, it is easy to see 

what a variety of different competencies are expected from HR in practice. From 

the perspective of this research it is assumed that process know-how in conducting 

change processes is one of core competences of modern HRM in the most contexts. 

This same conclusion was made in the previous sub-chapter in connection with 

Ulrich’s (1996) and Alfes et al.’s (2010) articles. On a general level and said in another 

way: where is the focus of HRM competences with regard to substance matter issues 

and process issues? 

There are also other competence areas, both specific and generic, in which HRM 

is supposed to have expertise and a concrete tool kit. In many change cases, 

especially knowledge on Competence Development (or Human Resource 

Development, HRD) and Management Development (MD) is required as well as 

knowledge in whatever management developments there are. Cultural change 

challenges may be successfully contributed by strategic human resource management 

(SHRM) (Molineux 2013). One of the latest emerging competence areas for HRM is 

wellbeing at work, which demands both content and process know-how (Laine 

2013). Most of the competence areas demand cooperation – with the health care 

organization in wellbeing issues e.g. – which makes cooperation and interaction skills 

(‘social factors’) the most essential competences of today (compare Figure 16). 

Description of Figure 16 is an example of how competencies can be construed 

in practice without any empirical background. However, many connections to Ulrich 

et al.’s HR competence models can be found.  

4.4.4 Summarizing on change agent  

To more specifically examine my research focus, the role of a change agent, I take it 

out of the context of the role typology of Ulrich et al. (2013). It is argued that “HR 

practitioners who are unable to function as change agents will inevitably create a barrier against their 

becoming a well-integrated strategic partner. Therefore, the role of change agent also mediates the 

relationship between certain HR competencies and organizational performance” (Long et al. 2013, 

2019). This same conclusion has been made in many other connections as well (see 

e.g. Ulrich 1996; Yeung et al. 1996; Legge 2005; Alfes et al. 2010; Brockbank et al. 

2012). Although ‘Change Agent’ was not ranked very high by the HR informants in 

the Finnish research mentioned above (Viitala & Järlström 2014), my conclusion is 

that change specific competences are inevitable for modern HR to earn its position 
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and to become involved in change implementation. HR should be able to make this 

competence explicit. 

I first present again its brief description (abbreviated from the original definition 

of Brockbank et al. 2012, 3–4; see also Ulrich at al. 2013, 463):  

Change Champion (Agent). Effective HR professionals are able to develop their 

organizations’ capacity for change. They are able to build the case for change based 

on market and business reality. They are able to overcome resistance to change by 

engaging key stakeholders. They are able to sustain change by ensuring the 

availability of necessary resources, including time, people, capital, and information, 

and by capturing the lessons of success and learnings from failure. 

 The HR role of change agent is referred to above as ‘Change Champion’. The 

first notion concerning the description is that the level of scrutinizing is on 

organizational change rather than on managing single change endeavors.  

‘Developing organizations’ capacity for change’ means continuous building of the 

prerequisites, such as readiness for change, competencies and culture, for change.  

Being ‘able to build the case for change based on market and business reality’ refers 

to a competency to develop change initiatives based on interpretations of the 

environment. As such, this is perhaps the most difficult of the demands as it overlaps 

with the traditional area of strategic analysis usually thought to belong to the top 

management and the strategic planning function. This demands a proactive mindset 

and independent interpretation of signals of the environment. ‘Overcoming 

resistance to change’ refers to managing the change process – or at least to one aspect 

of it. ‘Sustaining change’ and learning from change refer again to managing 

continuous change at the organizational level, developing a change culture and also 

to the ideals of a learning organization (e.g. Senge 1990). This emphasis on the 

organization makes the definition a bit abstract and difficult to internalize.  

The traditional description of change components – initiating change, 

implementing change, learning of change – is more concrete but it implies episodic 

and a ‘old-fashioned’ idea of change compared with more contemporary ideas of 

continuous change. However, in practice, I see the implementation of change, which 

involves all the traditions of examining the phases of change for instance, as an 

important and concrete responsibility of a change agent. ‘Continuous change’ is 

more a description of the state of an organization and it can be seen to involve 

numerous episodic changes – changes, which have their initiations and endings. 

Accordingly, I have constructed my idea of CS to support the change 

implementation process (concrete development projects for instance) where my 

emphasis of the change agents’ competencies is. This does not to say that initiating 
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change is not important for HR, vice versa. However, being a strategic analyst and 

producing strategic change initiatives based on sophisticated interpretations of 

‘market and business reality’ is so far from the prevailing situation and culture that I 

leave it out. However, I will check this restriction in the interviews.  

To conclude, there are two different kinds of fundamental HR competencies that 

should be discussed concerning a ‘Change Agent’: (1) competencies associated to 

change initiation, and (2) competencies associated to change implementation. 

‘Change Agent’ by Ulrich et al. emphasizes strategic change agency, which means 

being able to contribute to initiating and maintaining the process of change. The 

change type (2) can be seen less strategic in the sense that the change is seen to be 

initiated by strategic actors (top management) and implemented by other actors 

(HR/HRD). This distinction does not exclude the fact that implementing a certain 

change, which is strategic in nature, takes the implementers up to strategic level as 

well. In most cases, however, the actors of change are discussed as a whole seeing 

this combination as strategic, but the distinction made is important from a point of 

view of HR competency. 

For HRM, to be invited in and to consult the change implementation processes 

– especially the strategic ones – demands a legitimate and acknowledged status and 

power, which can only be reached by being able to create positive experiences in 

adding value in internal customer relationships. The conditions for this are, among 

many other things, good and relevant overall and HRM specific competencies and 

good personal cooperation and interaction skills. I believe that developing change 

specific competence by the creation of CS would also give more strategic credibility 

to HRM. 

4.5 Other actors and cooperation in change  

It is not HR alone that takes the responsibility of change implementation in 

organizations. In this sub-chapter, the different roles and practices in implementing 

change will be discussed on the general level. In case of the strategic change the role 

of the top management is of a special interest. Also, the roles of middle management 

and supervisors will be discussed as they are important actors in the employer-

initiated and -driven change processes. As participation is one of the most crucial 

demands for the implementation of the strategic change, the roles of employees and 

shop stewards will be discussed from this perspective. The strategy of using change 
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agents (a general term here) will be reviewed as well. Finally, I conclude this section 

by discussing the cooperation of different actors in change. 

4.5.1 Strategic change and the top management 

As the focus of this thesis is on the implementation of the strategic change the role 

of the top management becomes apparent. The role of the CEO (Chief Executive 

Officer) can be “portrayed, as someone who has primary responsibility for setting strategic 

directions and plans for the organization, as well as guiding actions that will realize those plans” 

(Gioia & Chittipeddy 1991, 433). Since this portrayal, the role of the CEO has 

become more blurred as modern strategic management calls for extensive 

participation and sharing of the strategic process. However, concerning the planning 

of the change (in our cases mostly teleological, intentional, proactive, strategic top-

down changes) change initiatives from the top management are assumed. Another 

thing is that modern strategic HR competence models see HR also as an active actor 

in change initiatives. Also, complexity based HRM involves ideas of HR practices as 

forces that shape the systemic entity of the organization (Luoma 2014). This may 

result in the re-distribution of the roles between top management and HR in strategic 

change initiation as well.  

Also in public organizations, the strategic role of the top management in 

innovating and preparing the strategic initiatives is crucial, however, the decision-

making process may differ a lot. In municipal strategy process for instance the role 

of the uppermost municipal officials was found to be dominating, whereas other 

personnel did not to in any major extent participate in the process. Nor did municipal 

executive boards have a substantial role in strategy formulation in the cases 

examined. (Rannisto 2005.)   

The role of the top management in change implementation can be reviewed from 

many perspectives: for instance, how the decision-making takes place (executive 

him/herself, how the top management team, TMT, is involved; how about the 

involvement of the change specialists in or outside the organization), how the 

decisions are positioned in relation to the process of change (planning – executing – 

evaluating the change), how the decisions are argued and rationalized and finally 

according to the focus of this thesis, is there any holistic and systemic view on the 

implementation applied, any CS? 

In the phase of execution and acting the top management members are 

demanded to be a vivid symbol of the change effort, serve a good example and 

express behavior that supports the change. It is common knowledge that the 
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participation of the top management in the development programs contributes to 

success and respectively, defaulting participations leads to poor results (e.g. see meta-

analysis of 18 studies, Rodgers et al. 1993). Broadly, the perceived support for the 

change among the rest of the organization is one of the most important guarantees 

for successful change. Armenakis et al. (2007) applied the construct ‘sentiment of 

principal support’ as one of the five sentiments referred to above. They defined it as 

the belief that change agent(s), organizational leaders, one’s immediate manager and 

one’s respected peers support the organizational change and are motivated to see it 

through to success. The sentiment of principal support was addressed in nearly half 

of the 42 articles, where the relative validity of the five sentiments was reviewed. On 

the opposite, support for change is undermined by the sentiment that leaders are not 

serious about fully supporting change implementation or by the thought that 

respected others do not support the change.  (Armenakis et al. 2007) 

 The top management is also demanded to follow and control the execution and 

implementation process and act as evaluators. Changes do not always work as 

intended: implementation difficulties arise, or the organization’s circumstances 

change, demanding also changes in the action plan. Therefore, periodic assessments 

of the progress and effectiveness of the implementation are needed so that remedial 

actions or midcourse corrections can be planned and executed. (Armenakis et al. 

2007.) 

To conclude from a practical perspective and having participated in numerous 

development and change projects: top management’s support means something 

more than giving a five-minute talk in the beginning of the project or having a 

presentation in an introductory video clip. The personnel are very good in realizing 

how committed the top management really is. On the other hand, in case of real 

commitment, the empowering significance of the top management can be incredibly 

high. 

4.5.2 Line managers or HR specialists as the main actors in change 

implementation?  

Line managers are important actors in change, however, I have chosen HR 

practitioners as informants and research objects in my research for reasons, which 

were mostly argued in the previous sub-chapters. I have argued above that one of 

the contemporary core competencies of HR practitioners is or should be change 

management: knowledge about change processes and change implementation and 
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also interactive competencies for delivering this knowledge, which means being able 

to influence and interact with the top management as well as all of the personnel. As 

argued above, most competence models of HR concentrate on HR’s role as a 

function and emphasize ‘strategic HR competencies’, which demand a totally new 

role for HR such as ‘business partner’, ‘strategic partner’ and ‘change champion’. I 

believe that focusing on developing CM specific competencies would be one of the 

keys for a new and more valued position for HR. 

I already referred above to the division of HR tasks in the organization. HRM 

responsibilities can be seen as divided to be executed by both a separate HRM 

organization and the line management. There appears to be an overall trend of 

devolving responsibility for HR practices to line managers. Also, partnership models 

involving HR specialists and line managers are developed and applied. It is argued 

that adequate support needs to be provided to line managers to enable them to 

effectively take on new HR responsibilities. (McGuire et al. 2008.) As said, trends in 

sharing HR work seem to fluctuate and during hard times and when down-sizing  

non-line functions, more HR work may land on to line managers (Kulik & 

Bainbridge 2006; Mugabi et al. 2017). This trend may also erode one essential source 

of power of HR or at least increase pressures for getting HR in close cooperation 

with the line management in strategic change implementation.  

Demanding CM competencies from the HR practitioners seems to be obvious 

and well-argued but expecting similar competencies from the middle and top 

management is not at all clear. Line managers have their line responsibilities with 

associated substantial competencies, which do not generally involve CM. The 

practical solution for this is usually training the management for implementing the 

change, especially in connection with certain change projects. This is where usually 

the process or implementation models are called for help – especially the models 

based on the ideas of Lewin, Bridges and Kotter as referred to in Chapter 3 (see also 

Stragalas 2010). Also, writing different handbooks or guidelines for managers for 

managing change in their organizations may be one option for consideration. The 

question is: what is the use of these kinds of instructions in practice, does change 

accommodate itself to the form of a manuscript where the lines are prescribed? This 

leads us to the more general question of exploitation of CM specific knowledge, 

which is also in the interests of this thesis and will be returned to in the empiric part.   

For considering the distribution of work in change implementation, from the CM 

competencies point of view, it is important to examine if HR has ‘superior 

knowledge and understanding’ of change compared with the line managers. If so, it 

would give a good starting point for calling HR for help in change challenges to form 
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a real partnership. To be recognized as a specialist in change would enhance 

establishing a legitimate and strategic position for HR. 

Middle managers and supervisors are involved in change as both subjects 

(executors of change) and objects (change recipients). This twofold role may cause 

contradictions and dilemmas. As change agents, line managers occupy a significant 

position in the organizational hierarchy and can directly affect the quality of the 

front-line. For instance, the commercialization of public services in line with the new 

public management (NPM) ads also pressures for furnishing line managers with HR 

responsibilities, also in case of change. This will greatly add to existing pressures of 

an excessive workload and it directs activities to short-term surviving. The increased 

responsibilities demand high-quality training programs for line managers to ensure 

that they feel confident in discharging their new HR and change responsibilities. 

(McGuire et al. 2008.) 

Analytical thinking in terms of change is inevitable for fostering change skills, and 

therefore it is important to examine what is the contemporary culture of HR in this 

respect. The rationality of the decision-making on change processes assisted by HR 

is my main concern in this research and using HR practitioners as informants reveals 

something about the prevailing HR culture at the same time. For instance, the way 

HR practitioners perceive the executed change processes tells at the same time about 

their competencies with regard to the ‘Change Champion’ and other targeted roles. 

From a HR development point of view, it may give some indications of how far 

from the goal and ideals HR is. 

Because of the framing of this research, notwithstanding the important role of 

the line management in change, I must concentrate on the roles of the separate HR 

function. Accordingly, professionals working in HR are my main informants, and at 

the same time they are research objects. This is quite a challenging research design 

and it will be discussed in Methodology, in Chapter 7.   

4.5.3 The role of the personnel and their representatives: resistance?  

Also and especially, the strategic change demands the involvement of the personnel. 

As most of the strategic change is traditionally implemented using a top-down 

approach it is very challenging to get the whole personnel committed and to share 

the strategic ideas of the top management. It is argued that a discussion on strategic 

change emphasizes the actions of the top-management while overlooking the vital 

role of other managers and especially the employees (Hambrick 2004; Balogun & 

Johnson 2004; Bartunek et al. 2006; Maitlis & Sonnenshein 2010).  
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Usually, when the role the employees concerning the change is discussed, the 

construct ‘resistance to change’ as a reaction to uncertainty emerges (e.g. Armenakis 

and Fredenberger 1997; Dent & Goldberg 1999; Ford et al. 2008; Gioia & 

Chittipeddi 1991; Gioia & Thomas 1996). However, more positive and more 

analytical ways of discussing the role of the personnel should be looked for (e.g. 

Dent & Goldberg 1999). For instance, there is evidence that in spite of many 

hardships of change some employees can construct surprisingly positive 

interpretations about it – aiming the research to find out what would be constructive 

for CS building also (see Sonnenshein & Dholakia 2012). Resistance to change can 

also be argued to be a result of failing in earlier change endeavors: it can lead to 

employee stress and cynicism and, consequently, reduce organizational commitment, 

motivation, job satisfaction, and organizational trust (Elias 2009). It is, therefore, 

important for organizations to manage the change process successfully and 

effectively (By 2005) – and again benefit a CS 

The employees’ position to change (e.g. ‘resistance’) can be associated with the 

construct raised earlier in subsection 3.5.3 – which is sensemaking. Sonnenshein & 

Dholakia (2012, 2) for their part connect sensemaking to the construct of 

meaningmaking that implies that, “individuals are more likely to positively adapt to major life 

changes by explaining those changes within a dominant world-view (understanding) and finding 

more benefits versus downsides to these changes (benefits finding)”. In applying this to strategic 

change the role of communication as a facilitator to meaningmaking and 

emphasizing aspects of the change process itself as a key factor in explaining 

employee engagement with strategic change emerge. (Sonnenshein & Dholakia 

2012). When discussing ‘resistance to change’ as employee aptitude the features of 

change process that work for employee engagement should be identified and 

strengthened by CS. As discussed above, participation contributes to change 

implementation in many respects and it may also reduce resistance, however, 

participation itself is not enough without the development of genuine meanings of 

change in the employees. There is research evidence that the development of 

common meanings can be promoted by certain operating models: for instance, by 

Meaning Making Change Adaptation Model (MCAM) psychological resources could 

be developed to promote the implementation of strategic change (Sonnenshein & 

Dholakia 2012).  

When facing difficulties in change implementation it is too easy to put the blame 

on the attitudes and personal features of the employees. The role of personal features 

and sentiments in change was referred to earlier in connection with change 

leadership, CL, and also concerning the adoption of innovation. Personal and 
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individual readiness and sentiments in connection to change and CS can be discussed 

from two perspectives: how the employees’ personal features and sentiments should 

be taken into account in the CS and on the other hand, how the personal features 

and sentiments of the CS builders affect the CS – what is taken account in CS. In 

sub-chapter 3.4.2, where the Change Sentiment Framework (Armenakis et al. 2007) 

was introduced, the role of sentiments representing the change recipients’ reactions 

to an organizational transformation were discussed. It is also easy to assume that 

personal features, such as cognitive and emotional orientation and skills, affect one’s 

perceptions on CS, especially in seeing the importance of getting ready for 

psychological reactions concerning change. Also, earlier in the introduction a 

comment was made concerning the origin of attitudes towards CS: how much it is a 

matter of personal features and e.g. educational background and how much it is 

culturally and contextually affected. So, sentiments and emotional reactions and 

perceptions can be reviewed from both the change executors’ and the change 

recipients’ perspective. 

The shop stewards as individuals have their own values, attitudes and sentiments 

but when they are examined as a group it can be argued that they have their own 

institutionalized values and attitudes that affect the change implementation. There is 

a myth that the steward will have a negative attitude toward the organization and 

accordingly toward the change initiated and managed by the employer.  However, a 

study by Thacker & Fields (2001; A sample of 851 US employees and 102 elected 

union stewards) provides evidence that the myth is not empirically grounded. The 

position of shop stewards in participating in change implementation is very much 

depending on national and organizational cultures and created industrial relations 

and trust, however, the main trend in employer–employee relations seems to be an 

attempt towards workplace partnership more than opposing parties. Even so there 

is also evidence that social partnership is a process that remains anchored in a 

relationship of both antagonism and accommodation between capital and labor 

(Rittay & Dunton 2009). 

The number of workplaces with a good and cooperative negotiation climate 

between senior management and shop stewards follows the economic situation and 

e.g. the rate of unemployment and hardships in general. From a CS perspective, the 

state of industrial relations and negotiation climate should be reviewed as a part of 

implementation planning. The shop stewards’ position toward the change 

implementation can have a remarkable effect in succeeding to get the employees 

involved. 
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4.5.4 Change agents 

Above, I have been discussing ‘change agent’ as a role for HR. When discussing the 

roles and responsibilities of different actors in change, selecting and assigning ‘real’ 

change agents to contribute to the implementation is often considered. There seems 

to be a need for extra energy and for new views for changing with regard to the line 

organization. In the readiness for a change creation process that was referred to 

above, the importance of change agents’ personal features such as credibility, 

trustworthiness, sincerity, and interpersonal and social skills are necessary. A change 

agent as a messenger should have a good reputation in these domains or conversely, 

if these attributes are unfavorable, the change agent’s ability to create readiness for 

change will be hampered. (Armenakis et al. 1993). 

In addition to the personal qualities of the change agent, also the organizational 

position is an important factor. Supervisors are often assigned change agents and 

also trained for that purpose. This position may also contain contradictions as 

discussed above in subsection 4.2. Also, other persons, often specialists, may be 

selected to be change agents, however, many threats are to be faced using this option 

as well, especially regarding credibility and trustworthiness and practical know-how 

on the shop-floor level. Selecting change agents vs. using the line organization for 

the implementation, is a change-strategic choice.  

A top-level general manager is often appointed as ‘change manager’ to act as a 

figurehead for the change, to give it credibility and the full concern it demands. The 

position is very demanding in terms of different competencies, such as self-control, 

the ability to interact mutually with employees, reactivity and proactivity, a show of 

devotion and good example and supporting and coaching the personnel. (Stenvall & 

Virtanen 2007.) Also, the aspect that a change manager is usually a specialist task 

without straight command of the line organization or own personnel resources, may 

create contradictions and confusions. 

Hiring an outside consultant for assisting in a change implementation process 

may be based on any of four basic reasons: the required expertise may not be 

available inside the organization, to reach impartiality and ‘objective perspective’ to 

the change, to get cost-effectiveness and efficiency concerning the process, and to 

have more resources and short-term additional management effort to contribute to 

the implementation (Brown 2000). Change agents or even change managers coming 

from outside the organization may often have some advantages – but they may carry 

some risks as well. Management consultants are often used to instigate change in the 

mental models of clients in search for new directions. The process begins often by 
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an analysis of the prevailing mental models. Moreover, the work of an outside 

consultant may include translating relevant management tools and models into 

application according to the client context and critical analyses of the change mission 

at hand. Consultants may meet a lack of trust and confidence among employees, as 

using outside consultants is often associated with efficiency pressures and employee 

reductions. Outside consulting needs to be done with empathy, subtly and discretely 

so as not do arouse resistance. (Retna 2016.)  

In addition to reviewing change agents as individuals, special organizational 

arrangements for change should be discussed. Besides the ordinary top management 

group, a special team of selected top-level managers for guiding the change is often 

appointed. This could be called as transition monitoring team (TrMT)4 for instance 

(Bridges 1995). The team may lead and coordinate the practical implementation or 

operate on a more general level, being responsible for guiding the general outlines, 

resourcing the change and resolving possible contradictions and problems (Stenvall 

& Virtanen 2007). 

To conclude, there is no unequivocal solution for selecting change agents and 

change managers and setting out special organizations for implementation. The only 

thing that is sure is that – in my mind – it should be considered as a part of CS. 

4.5.5 Cooperation in change 

I referred above to the notion that people exercise power in organizations by being 

involved in change processes and projects. That is why good cooperation in change 

is not always easy. This concerns especially non-line functions, which earn their 

position by contributing to the ‘real business’ and its development projects. One 

example: there is often a special function for strategic planning, and accordingly 

implementing organizational values is often its responsibility. However, it is hard to 

imagine that HR would not be interested in being involved in such a process that 

concerns the entire personnel in a very fundamental way and if it is not invited, 

problems are sure to arise. I have included this cooperation perspective, which also 

contains overlapping busy work around same HR issues in different organizations, 

to my interview, when I am asking HR people ‘which other functions in your 

organization are working on changes, which concern human resources?’. 

                                                        

 

4 I have added ’r’ in the abbreviation ’TMT’ originally used by Bridges as TMT often more 

commonly stands for Top Management Team.  
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I am convinced that one of the most essential change-strategic issues in 

implementing change is the cooperative power and energy which is created by people 

who are harnessed for implementation. It is crucial for having the best expertise to 

contribute to change, but at the same time it is important for getting the right people 

involved. ‘Shared elaboration’ or ‘joint development’ would perhaps be the right 

terms for describing this old idea in more modern words. We are used to talk about 

‘change executors’ and ‘change recipients’. In shared elaboration, these roles are 

joined together and the term itself is a fresher expression for the ‘participation’ that 

was discussed above (in sub-chapter 3.5.1).  
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5 CHANGE STRATEGY AND RATIONALITY OF 

DECISION-MAKING IN CHANGE  

CS was already briefly introduced and given a preliminary definition in the 

Introduction and in conceptual analysis it was positioned on a conceptual map. In 

this chapter, I concentrate on giving it a more explicit content and operational 

definition. That is needed for analyzing the interview data to examine the HR 

competencies in the role of the ‘Change Agent’. Then, as one basic assumption in 

this thesis is that an organization is systemic in nature, the systems view on 

organizations will be briefly reviewed. I believe that using CS in planning change 

implementation increases rationality in decision-making. This position will be 

discussed next. Finally, CS is also related to dilemma theory, which also discusses the 

rational elements in decision-making.    

5.1 The theoretical foundations of CS 

In the literature review the mainstream trend in the discussion on CSs seems to be 

giving fixed names to the strategies or to build a typology of CSs and then apply one 

CS at a time. The named strategies or typologies can be used in retrospect to review 

what kind of CS has been used or for planning the change implementation. My view 

(based on our article Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015) for this thesis is different: I am 

aiming at contributing to forming a generic and open model of CS – a model that 

helps to find an adequate CS for different contexts. Openness means that there is 

no fixed content or one single CS but a big amount of choices made on relevant 

dimensions of the change implementation in case to form a CS especially for that 

purpose.  

Although no pre-existing model or content description of CS could be found in 

the research literature, some hints of crucial points for change implementation can 

be identified. I call these ‘crucial points’ dimensions of CS indicating factors that are 

critically important for change implementation to succeed. In my view, CS 

dimensions as a practical tool guide the managerial decision-making to the most 

important choices concerning the change implementation. The challenge is to 
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identify these generic dimensions. For targeting the search of those dimensions the 

theoretical foundations of CS will be first discussed. 

Looking back at some long-standing uses of the concept of CS, some change 

strategies on the macro level (on the level of society) can be found. CS categories 

such as those emphasizing problem solving, social interaction and R & D and 

diffusion have been discussed (Owens & Steinhoff 1976). Chin & Benne (1970) 

classified the change strategies of an organization into three categories: empiric-

rational, normative-re-educational, and coercive strategies. Dahlin (1978) applied the 

construct of change strategy in the connection to educational change. He used 

categories such as coercive strategy (based on authority) vs. participative strategy. As 

he reviewed educational change on the societal level, he also examined how centrally 

vs. locally managed the change was. Niinistö (1980) used the construct of CS as he 

examined the conditions for and implementation of educational innovation 

concerning the school council reform. He adapted and used the CS categorizing of 

Dahlin (1978) and ended up with four categories of CSs – technocratic, autocratic, 

democratic and organic – and found features of technocracy and democracy in the 

change strategies of the school council reform. All in all, one emerging focus in the 

discussion of that time on change strategies seems to be on the evaluation of the role 

of people participation and democracy in change (see Saskin 1976). Another thing 

was that the change strategies were reviewed on the macro level only and they were 

not seen in relation to managerial decision-making. It looks like that since then the 

CS has been left in oblivion as a general concept and no sign of interest of executing 

meta-analysis on CS as a useful construct and develop it for managerial decision-

making purposes in practice can be found (here I refer to the literature review 

reported in the next chapter).  

Pettigrew’s (1988) classification of strategic change management was discussed in 

sub-chapter 3.3 His ideas serve as a good base for moving from strategic change to 

change strategy. According to Pettigrew (1988; see also Self et al. 2007) the 

management of strategic change consists of three important components: of the 

content of the chosen strategy, the management of the process of change and the 

context in which it occurs. The context can be reviewed as the ‘inner context’, which 

refers to cultural and structural aspects within the organization, and as the ‘outer 

context’, which refers to the environment in which the organization operates (see 

Figure 17).  

In addition to Pettigrew’s original elements the component ‘qualities of people’ 

has been added. It means that such human qualities as cognitive skills, personalities 

and emotions are involved in all the other elements. For instance, often the problems 
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in the change implementation, such as resistance to change, have been seen to 

depend of the qualities of the personnel and not so much as depending on how the 

change process is executed. Problems arising with regard to the change content may 

be seen resulting from that the people don’t understand or see the core or the idea 

of the change. And finally, the blame of poor success in implementation is put on 

people and on the quality of the inner context: teams, social climate, and organization 

culture. This reflects a kind of reductionism where all the problems in the change 

implementation may be seen depending on the properties of the personnel – not on 

the selected CS for instance. 

 

 
Figure 17.  Elements of the management of the strategic change (Adapted from Pettigrew 1988; 

developed further) 

When we are working on the CS we are especially considering the options of change 

implementation, which means that we are working on the process corner of the 

triangle. The ideas of Pettigrew indicate that the process is very much content- and 

context-bound and that in the planning of CS these linkages must be taken into 

consideration. Some contextual concerns emerging from organizational practice 

were introduced in sub-chapter 3.3. Bearing in mind the three components by 

Pettigrew above, the complexity of each of them will increase the practical challenges 

to CS. The more complex the content of the change is, the more difficult it is to 

form a concrete vision of it – a concrete vision is one of the central conditions for 

successful implementation (see e.g. Kotter 1996; Bridges 1995). The more complex 

the contextual situation is, the more we have factors drawing to different or opposite 

directions causing organizational disintegration. Complexity as an overall penetrating 

factor may cause overwhelming demands for the CS (Figure 18). The suggested 
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relation is not empirically tested but it would serve an interesting subject for further 

research. Moreover, the recent trends emphasize the role of individual experience 

and interpretation in constructing his or her own reality, which makes the situation 

even more complex and unpredictable. (Cf. Juuti & Luoma 2009.) 

 

  
Figure 18.  The impact of complexity to CS (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015) 

In the public sector, for surviving in the complex environment, the organizations are 

demanded to have the ability to act intelligently (Virtanen et al. 2013). Sometimes 

the term ‘chaotic change’ is used to describe the contemporary conditions in many 

public organizations as dilemmas caused by conflicting values and multiple opinions 

and a variety of stakeholders are the norm (Karp & Helgö 2008). The term chaotic 

is borrowed from the complexity sciences. “Chaotic change means changes in an 

organization, when the external and internal complexity and uncertainty is too high to predict or 

control the future development by management of the organization” (Karp & Helgö 2008). The 

concept of complexity rose up also in the literature review and it will be also 

discussed in the next sub-chapter where I will more exactly review the managerial 

literature on CS. Of special interest is if some meta-research on the concept CS itself 

can be found. 

CS can also be discussed in the light of the concept ‘strategy’. In a business 

context, it is common to ask ‘what is your strategy?’ Consequently, in the context of 
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change one should more often ask ‘what is your change strategy?’ (Laine & 

Kuoppakangas 2015.) There is myriad number of definitions on ‘strategy’ 

emphasizing different aspects or components of the construct. To take a practical 

and decision-making view on business strategy it can be said to comprise a set of 

decisions taken for retaining and strengthening the position of an organization 

(company, public organization) in a competitive situation (see e.g. Laurila 2007). The 

definition comprises conscious decision-making on certain strategic options and 

entering a unique set of decisions in relation to the strategic objectives. The set of 

decisions is unique in the meaning that only one set can be chosen at a time given 

that the outcomes of possible other mixes of decisions are not known. The aim is 

also for it to be unique in the sense that it is a better set of decisions than the one of 

competitors. ‘Strategic change’ on the other hand refers to change that is strategic in 

nature i.e. to change that contributes to achieving the strategic targets of an 

organization. 

Applying this thinking on strategy to CS leads to the definition that was 

introduced in the instruction: “Change strategy (CS) comprises a unique set of 

decisions and choices on various dimensions (means or principles) crucial for 

implementing the change”. As in the strategy, this definition involves a certain 

unique set or mix of decisions, which is supposed to best contribute to achieving the 

targets of the change. It is unique also in the sense that only one mix of means or 

principles can be chosen at a time – we never know the possible results of the other 

combinations. ‘On various dimensions’ refers to crucial points of the 

implementation representing the means of the change.  

The rationality concerning decision-making on CS will be discussed in sub-

chapter 5.4. To form the big picture of CS, the both, the content and the rationality 

view of CS are presented as CS formulation process in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19.  CS formulation process 

Next I elaborate on Figure 19 briefly (the numbers refer to the Figure). The change 

content (1) and the change implementation process (2) are generally perceived, but 

what stands in the middle, the decision-making process on the means of 

implementation (3), is quite seldom examined. The agreed change content can be 

linked with numerous means of implementation. In an ideal situation these means 

and knowledge about the implementation process are reviewed in relation with the 

targeted outcome and contextual factors. In the decision-making process, a relevant 

mix of means and principles is selected.  

To be a ‘genuine CS’ the following criteria should be fulfilled: (1) one should have 

a change mind-set, which means recognizing changes also in ordinary projects; the 

decisions should be based on conscious consideration between the options; (2) the 

selection of means should be based on ‘real knowledge’ (the epistemological 

conditions are not discussed here) and exploitation of expertise; (3) a systems view 

should be applied (see details in subchapter 5.2); and (4) the contextual factors 

should be taken into account. Rationality in this process can be reviewed as is 

indicated in the illustration. ‘Rational decision’ is based on real knowledge on the 

change implementation process, which is relevant with regard to the goals of the 

change and change context created by the organizational and environmental factors. 

Rational decision-making in change implementation by using change strategic 

thinking and principles is supposed to increase the quality of change implementation 
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processes. CS as a construct, its four criteria and its supposed beneficial effects are 

based on rational reasoning only, however, its ingredients are generally regarded as 

actions of the rational man. Even so, in science also self-evidences should be tested. 

Also, the significance and practical meaning of CS should be empirically tested. 

Meanwhile I rely on its rational arguments and use it for my purposes in competence 

evaluation. 

Finally, one important aspect in relation to CS should be discussed: are we 

planning a CS for a special purpose, for a specific change, or do we construct a CS 

for fostering and developing our organization for better performing in future 

changes. The former approach helps us to survive in a single change challenge – the 

latter helps us to build a sustainable change culture according to the principles of a 

learning organization (e.g. Senge 1990). This perspective to the purpose of CS can 

also be seen in the light of fostering organizational readiness for change (Armenakis 

& Harris 1993), which was discussed in sub-chapter 3.4.3. 

5.2 CS and a systems view on organizations 

Systems thinking, referred to above as one essential criterion for decision-making in 

CS, can be seen as a consequence and critique of reductionism, which generates 

knowledge and understanding of phenomena by breaking them down into their 

constituent parts (e.g. Douglas & Wygowski 1999). With systems thinking I believe 

the world is systemic in nature, which means that “[…] phenomena are understood to be 

an emergent property of an interrelated whole” (Flood 2010, 269). 

 The systems view has been applied already in the 60s–70s when organizations 

were examined by employing such ideas as machine analogies, the construct of open 

systems and the self-guidance of the organizations (e.g. Griffiths 1964; Andrew & 

Moir 1970; Kuhn 1974; Gharajedaghi 1999). Systems can typically be considered as 

a group of objects or entities that are in relation to each other thereby forming a 

totality (Lazlo 1972). This applied in social systems means that “The social world […] 

comprises many interrelated social systems. A systems approach […] entails qualitative and/or 

quantitative modelling of these social systems. Models are then employed as research tools to describe 

or explain a social phenomenon, or as decision-making tools that predict events and suggest actions 

to take today to achieve improvement some time later” (Flood 2010, 270). In an organizational 

context, this means identifying the interacting sub-systems, such as technology, 

structure, task, and people, and understanding the nature of the relations (see e.g. 

Owens & Steinhoff, 1976).  
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The change and consequently the CS can be seen as systemic in nature. 

Considering this from a CS point of view means taking account the 

contradictive/contributory powers of the sub-systems in respect to the targets of the 

change: different organizational systems may work for or against the planned change. 

For instance, when structural chances are being made, the change may encounter 

severe problems by the social system and the non-formal organization as people 

don’t want to let go of their old social network (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015). 

  As to managerial decision-making, my point is that too often the decisions are 

based on the consideration of one system only. Each change within an organization 

reflects not just the system it is focused on, but also the larger system of the whole 

organization. It also reflects the smaller systems within each person and everybody 

involved in the situation. Most change initiatives operate on collective and external 

dimensions of systems. (Karp 2006.) This interactive nature of an organization as a 

system is often forgotten. For instance, if the economic implications of a decision 

(concerning economic system) are considered without paying attention to the 

management and leadership system (motivation of the employees e.g.) we may 

encounter problems in the implementation. This idea converges to a discussion on 

sociomateriality, which means seeing different systems (technology and social system 

for instance) more as tightly linked hybrids than as separate but inter-related systems 

(e.g. Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014; Jarzabkowski & Pinch 2013; Orlikowski & Scott 

2008).  A systems view on change means seeing the big picture, the power and 

direction of the effects of sub-systems to one-another and thereby to the targets of 

the change and to building CS on a systems basis. Also, the positive and change 

contributing effects should be noticed. The desirable action (behavioral system) can 

be supported by changes in the rewarding (management) system – examples are 

many. 

5.3 A literature review on CS in the managerial context 

I suggested in the previous chapter that the construct of CS is mostly forgotten in 

the managerial practice. Hence, it is difficult to relate to the contribution of CS to 

any current mainstream conceptual debates or conversations on the subject. 

However, many hints for successful as well as for unsuccessful strategies for change 

implementation can be found in the literature. In this sub-chapter, this literature is 

discussed. 
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As the construct of CS is as yet not established especially for managerial use, a 

special interest was to ask if some meta research on the construct exists.  ‘Change 

strategy’ was first searched in the Finnish article database Arto using the term 

‘muutosstrategia’. The search yielded only two matches and neither of them was a 

peer-reviewed article. It seems that in the Finnish research CS has not gained much 

of interest.  

For finding out how the concept CS is discussed in the international scientific 

literature, a literature review was accomplished. The search sentence ‘“change 

strategy” OR “strategy of change” OR “strategy for change”’ was employed. The 

search was limited to peer-reviewed research articles and article titles. It was 

presumed that limiting the search to titles would guarantee that CS as a concept is in 

the focus of the article. In case of no matches the abstracts were also checked in the 

search. In Table 8 the databases as well the results of the searches are presented. 

 
Table 8.  Literature review on change strategy 

Database 

Matches on “change 

strategy” OR “strategy 

of change” OR 

“strategy for change” 

ERIC 25 

Education Research Complete 18 

Academic Search Premier (EBSCO) 47 

PsycArticles - 

Social Sciences Citation Index (Web of 

Science) 
83 

ABI/INFORM Complete (filters used) 40 

Business Source Complete (EBSCO) 41 

Emerald Journals (Emerald) 13 

Sociological Abstracts 11 

ScienceDirect 15 

SocINDEX With Full Text 4 

JSTOR 31 

PsycINFO 29 

TOTAL                        

Duplications not being removed 
357 

 

The Table 8 shows that in terms of the number of articles quite many discussing CS 

could be found, however, when reviewed from conceptual and meta research 

perspective only a few had a theoretical focus contributing to CS as an idea. Most of 

the articles concerning CS reported some kind of a ‘change strategy’ that had been 
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employed in a change project; scientific articles seem to focus on more specific 

change strategies such as ‘the strategy for climate change’, ‘empowerment as a change 

strategy’, ‘goal setting as a change strategy for health behavior’, and ‘consulting: a 

strategy for change’ to give only a few examples. 

As a meta-analysis on the concept itself was looked for, after reviewing the article 

contents, only two articles were taken into further consideration. The ideas of the 

articles contributing to this thesis are introduced next. 

5.3.1 Learning-driven and other change strategies  

Pries-Heje & Johansen (2015) examined how change strategies were selected. The 

ISO standard on process improvement includes a core activity called ‘identify the 

overall change strategy’, which includes selecting a change strategy among the many 

available. The researchers formed 10 distinctly different change strategies and 

phrased their research question as which ones are chosen in practice? The selected 

CSs are explained in Table 9.  
 

 

Table 9.  An overview of the 10 organizational change strategies. (Adapted from Pries-Heje & 
Johansen 2015, 575) 

Change strategy Approach definition Conditions 

Commanding 

 

Change is driven and dictated by 

(top) management. Management 

takes on the roles as owner, 

sponsor, and change agents. 

Where formal structures needs 

change. Where change is needed 

fast. 

Employee- 

driven 

 

Change is driven from the bottom of 

the organizational hierarchy when 

needs for change arise among 

employees. 

Where the need for change arises 

among the employees. Where there 

is no need for a standardized 

approach and the result is more 

important than the process. Where 

there is an open management style 

that will allow change to arise from 

the bottom. 

Exploration 

 

Change is driven by the need for 

flexibility and agility or a need to 

explore new markets, technology, 

or customer groups. 

Where dynamic and complex 

surroundings make it important to 

explore. 
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Learning-driven 

 

Change is driven by a focus on 

organizational learning, individual 

learning, and what creates new 

attitudes and behaviour. 

Where there is a need for change in 

attitudes and/or behaviour. Where 

the organization is talented in 

learning. Where relationships 

between means and goals are 

unclear. 

Metrics-driven 

 

Change is driven by metrics and 

measurements. 

Where there are relatively stable 

surroundings so measurements 

from the past can be used to decide 

the future. Where the result of 

change is measurable. 

Optionality Change is driven by the motivation 

and need of the individual. It is to a 

large degree optional whether the 

individual takes the innovation into 

use. 

Where the target group is very 

diverse and has large individual 

differences. Where individuals that 

should (could) change are highly 

educated, very knowledgeable, and 

self-aware. 

Production-

organized 

Change is driven by the need for 

optimization and/or cost reduction. 

Where you have relatively stable 

surroundings. Where you have 

many homogeneous resources and 

workflows. 

Reengineering Change is driven by fundamentally 

rethinking and redesigning business 

processes to achieve dramatic 

improvements in critical, 

contemporary measures of 

performance, such as cost, quality, 

service, and speed. 

Where a need exists for major 

change. For example, when an 

organization has ground to a halt.  

Where nothing new happens. 

Where decisions are made but not 

carried out. Where a crisis is 

eminent. 

Socializing Change in organizational 

capabilities is driven by working 

with social relationships. Diffusion 

of innovations happens through 

personal contacts rather than 

through plans and dictates. 

Where organizational skills and 

capabilities need to be developed. 

Where no unhealthy power 

struggles occur (so people can 

talk). Where employees who can be 

exemplars are available. 

 

Specialist-driven Change is driven by specialists, 

professional, technical, or domain 

knowledge. Examples are method 

or architecture function. 

Where work has vast complexity 

and variety so there really is a need 

for special knowledge. Where there 

is access to necessary specialists, 

eventually by in-sourcing them. 

 

Having reviewed the choices in 129 organizations they concluded that the most often 

recommended organizational change strategy is optionality followed by three other 

strategies: specialist-driven, production-organized, and learning-driven. The 10 
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different CSs in Table 9 are based on literature (the references can be found in the 

original article) but the selection of the strategies is not rationalized in the article. 

The empirical results of the popularity of the different strategies do not express 

anything about their relevance or efficiency with regard to the success of the change 

implementation. Moreover, the review and use of one fixed CS at a time seems to 

be a limited view – according to the idea of this thesis a good CS may contain 

ingredients of many strategies. However, the list of different strategies in Table 9 is 

useful for the purposes of this thesis: it can be used in examining the actual strategies 

of the informants in the case organizations.  

I especially pick up the ‘learning driven’ change strategy as it fits my pre-

expectations of how organizations often approach changes. More generally, 

management development (MD) is commonly used when strategic messages are 

delivered in the organization and when strategic changes are being implemented. 

Accordingly, MD can be perceived self-evidently as a means of developing 

management but at the same time as a means of enhancing strategic endeavors. As I 

called for a systems approach to change and CS, using MD for strategic 

implementation purposes benefits from differentiating ‘traditional MD’ from a 

systems approach to MD. A systems approach to MD involves seeing real business 

and MD as unified; accepts not foreseeable outcomes of the process; favors 

pluralistic views of reality and diversity; is flexible in terms of the target group and 

audience of the development and includes the top-management in the learning 

process. (Luoma 2006a, 114.) So, if a learning-driven change strategy is applied, it is 

important to consider whether a traditional or a systems view-based MD should be 

applied. I strongly believe in the systems view in this respect.  

5.3.2 McKechnie and complexity 

I used earlier the concept of complexity which seems to be a relevant construct with 

regard to change. In his article, already in 1976 McKechnie stated that “[…] it would 

be useful to assess a given organizational change on a scale of complexity: where incongruence is 

extreme the change can be considered complex, and where there is little significant incongruence the 

change can be assessed as simple. Complexity becomes an intervening variable affecting the 

relationship between the change strategy employed and the degree of success with which the change is 

implemented.” (McKechnie 1976, 162.) McKechnie introduced eight dimensions, 

which seem to be valid even today, especially with regard to content of the change 

but also to the complexity of the context as it was discussed earlier. Briefly, the 

complexity of change is characterized by degrees of dispersal, specialization, 
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radicalness, equivocality, required reorientation, novelty, divisiveness and 

forcefulness (McKechnie 1976). In relation to these qualities McKechnie forms 

propositions, which contain important implications to CS as follows.  

− In case of dispersal the change strategy should be designed to cope with 

needs for additional interpersonal contact and an elaboration of established 

communication channels. 

− In case of change of a high degree of specialization, the change strategy 

will need to accommodate problems of trust as well as mutual 

comprehension. 

− In case of a radical change, the change strategy will need to incorporate an 

adequate degree of detailed forecasting. 

− In case of equivocality, the change strategy will demand self-confidence 

and cohesion among the initiators and trust on the part of the passive 

performers. 

− In case of required re-orientation, the change strategy will need to create 

conditions facilitating analytical rigor and shared beliefs and values among 

those directly involved. 

− In case of novelty, the change strategy must encourage the free acceptance 

of ideas. 

− In case of divisiveness, the change strategy must make provision for 

withdrawal, by some or all concerned, from previously stated positions. 

− In case of forcefulness, the change strategy must recognize the need for a 

reordering of existing priorities by some or all of those involved. 

  

Again, these complexity dimensions are useful in identifying the CS dimensions and 

developing the idea further. Each of McKechnie’s qualities can be regarded as 

dimensional. With regard to radicalness, for instance, the degree of radicalness of the 

change is estimated – not only whether or not it is radical. (Laine & Kuoppakangas 

2015). The relevance of complexity for formulating CS can be seen easily. 

Complexity is a complex construct itself and as complexity seems to be growing 

in organizations and in their surroundings, it has gained popularity as a science as 

well (e.g. Stacey 1996). Modern complex organizations involve complex changes 

which in turn demand developing change specific decision-making. Complexity 

thinking underlines the meaning of individuals’ interactions in and interpretation of 

change. This takes up what I call the meaning of irrational. This contains a kind of 

paradox that I have referred to already in the Introduction: we accept the conception 

of people’s irrationality and meaning of people’s own interpretations but we still try 
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to execute rational implementation processes. CS means also preparing for the 

irrational in change. By referring to systems theory and complexity thinking, CS 

accepts the irrationality and encourages at least to be conscious about these elements 

in change as you cannot manage the unmanageable. I continue this reviewing of 

irrationality in the next sub-chapters from a decision-making point of view and after 

that from a dilemma-theory perspective.  

5.4 Decision-making on CS: bounded rationality 

Rationality in decision-making is a popular subject of many researchers of public 

management. In public administration, the decision-makers are supposed to be 

rational although it seems to be mission impossible for many reasons (Hyyryläinen 

2012). In the private sector the rationality is often examined in connection to 

instrumental economical rationality (e.g. Elster 1989). Here in this thesis, I examine 

rationality in decision-making when implementing change. I am especially interested 

in to what extent the decisions are based on benefitting the wide knowledge-base of 

CM.  

In concordance with teleological change theories, strategic choice theorists (e.g. 

Child 1972; Smith & Berg 1987) as well as some ‘management gurus’ (e.g. Kotter 

1995, 1996; Kanter et al. 1992) argue that managers have ultimate control of their 

organizations. This view relies on managers as rational actors in change. (Cf. Graetz 

& Smith 2010.) Likewise making decisions on dimensions and means of a CS could 

be regarded as a rational consideration between different options exploiting available 

information and calculating different probabilities of risks and advantages. However, 

the rationality was questioned already in the previous sub-chapter where the 

contradicting values behind ‘rational appearing’ decisions were discussed. The 

irrationality with regard to change emerges generally as the role of emotions is 

discussed – so also later in this research. As Elster (1996, 1386) argues, “Emotions are 

a neglected topic. […] all human satisfaction comes in the form of emotional experiences. […] 

economists have totally neglected the most important aspect of their subject matter”. This is in line 

with my views on change specific decision-making as well. Here I discuss the 

rationality of decision-making concerning change from two perspectives: the general 

idea of man as a rational actor and what rationality means in decision-making on CS. 
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5.4.1 Rationality in decision-making in general 

Rationality has concerned people through the ages. The main frontline has been the 

one between economical and sociological views on rationality. Economical 

rationality is seen as instrumental for fulfilling one’s desires whereas sociological 

rationality is guided by social norms (Elster 1989). The mainstream research in 

economics is based on an assumption of man as an economic-rational actor, homo 

economicus. ‘Bounded rationality’ (Simon 1982, 1996) refers to the insufficient 

knowledge and limited ability of a decision-maker to process information of possible 

options. Bounded rationality can be argued to self-evidently imply that an actor is 

satisfied to make the decisions without getting all the possible information under 

uncertain circumstances because it would be impossible or simply too expensive 

(Pihlanto 2002). 

Decision-making of a rational actor is guided by his/her own desires, perceptions 

of what is beneficial for him/her, but also by perceptions of what is beneficial for 

his/her organization. The decisions are based on information prior to decision-

making but acquiring the information may prove to be selective, too arduous or too 

expensive in terms of time and money. (Cf. Elster 1996, 2010.) In addition to scarce 

information (both in getting and in processing) the rationality is challenged by social 

norms. Elster (1996, 99) defines “social norms by the feature that they are not outcome-orient. 

[…] Rationality is essentially conditional and future-oriented. Social norms are either unconditional 

or, if conditional, are not future-oriented. For norms to be social, they must be shared by other people 

and partly sustained by their approval and disapproval. They are also sustained by the feelings of 

embarrassment, anxiety, guilt and shame that a person suffers at the prospect of violating them.” 

In general, however, taking the socio-constructivist view, it would be natural to argue 

that some actions are rational while others are norm-guided and socially constructed: 

actions typically are influenced both by rationality and by norms. (Cf. Elster 1996) 

Referring to Elster, Paronen (2015, 36) states that rationality demands 

considering if the preferences and beliefs on which the decisions are based on are 

rational themselves, if the choices are based on relevant knowledge, if they are 

autonomously and without force constructed and if the preferences are not 

depending on the options left outside.  Moreover, the preferences should be morally 

and ethically acceptable. Perspectives for reviewing the rationality of a decision are 

many. However, the organizational and strategic focus of this research guides to ask 

how rationality based on an individual’s desires and rationality based on an 

organization’s interests can be connected. 
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In addition to ‘rational decision-making’, an assumption of rationality is built into 

many management models and practices. Assumptions of the change process to 

proceed in pre-defined sequential steps and to be linear and as such to be totally 

manageable, is based on an unrealistic view of man as a rational actor. (Cf. Stenvall 

& Virtanen 2007.)   

5.4.2 Rationality in CS construction 

Constructing a CS and relying on one in decision-making implies believing in the 

rationality of decision-makers. Being an analytical and systemic approach in charting 

all the points that should be taken account in decision-making, CS construction may 

serve as a tool for rational thinking but it does not guarantee that this will happen. 

However, I think that a ‘rational tool’ could add objectivity to decision-making. 

Moreover, it is easier to be rational in deciding on the means for accomplishing the 

desires than selecting the direction or change target itself as this process is strongly 

based on values. This important distinction is illustrated in Figure 20. The elements 

in Figure 20 are taken from Elster’s (1996, 1391) illustration of rational choice theory 

but a completely new content and order for the elements have been developed (so 

the writer is fully responsible for the illustration). 

 

 
Figure 20.  Rationality in decision-making on CS (elements and some ideas adopted of Elster 1996, 

1391) 

Firstly, change initiatives (“desires”) may arise from outside of the decision-maker 

but in a managerial context – as referred to above – “managers have ultimate control 

of their organizations” or at least are the main actors in breeding the change 
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initiatives. However, the circle with arrowheads describes the interaction and 

iteration in searching the relevant change content and shaping the initiative. 

Secondly, the first decision to be taken in the process concerns the content (of 

change in my case) and is based or affected by the information on the change target 

(“beliefs” of the properties of the final change outcome) – true or false, sufficient or 

insufficient, etc. The information of the target is already there by the initiation phase 

but additional and more accurate information can be acquired during the process. 

Similarly, there should be information available concerning possibilities (means, CS) 

for accomplishing the targeted outcome and this information should be exploited 

already in the phases of initiation and deciding on the content issues. The circle with 

arrowheads again describes the iterative nature in decision-making between these 

two kinds of decisions (on the content and on the process).  

Looking at the illustration from the point of view of rationality it can be argued 

that it is easier to be ‘rational’ when deciding on the means (CS) than when deciding 

on the content and direction. Once the content has been decided – however well it 

meets the desires of an individual or the organization – it is only logical and natural 

to try to objectively find the best means for achieving the target, to be rational in 

that. All in all, the illustration describes the complexity of decision-making when the 

irrational elements are added in the process. For instance, it can be argued that even 

the decisions on the content and the process (CS) have been discussed as separate, 

the rationality of the content (how people perceive it) affects the implementation 

process. This perspective associates rationality to sensemaking and sensegiving, 

which was discussed in sub-chapter 3.5.3.   

Another thing, the different rationalities associated to process and content issues 

may work together or separately. This means that regardless of that the decisions on 

change itself (content) may prove to be irrationally reviewed ex post facto, the 

decisions on CS can be reviewed as rational in the sense that the irrational outcome 

was well accomplished. And finally, from a CS point of view, the most important 

thing is that the decision-maker is aware of his/her own motives and their rationality 

as well as of the implications of rationality or irrationality concerning the change 

content and process. 

5.5 Dilemma perspective on CS 

For constructing CS, it is extremely important to understand the value-based nature 

of an intentional change process and the potential emergence of contradicting values 
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in the implementation. We face contradictions in everyday decision-making in 

organizations when different values cause incoherence in choosing between the 

options that constitute the decision. We distinguish between two kinds of dilemmas: 

those associated with alternatives in practical decision-making and which can be 

called practical dilemmas and the opposite of ‘pure dilemmas’, which are insoluble. 

Practical dilemmas can be solved and they can add value by a process that is called 

reconciliation. This idea is absorbed from eastern philosophies, which endeavor to 

find harmony and see contradictions to be an enriching power. (Hampden-Turner 

1990; Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars 2000; Kangaslahti 2007.) 

To elucidate reconciliation between dilemmas, Hampden-Turner (1990) applied 

a matrix with x- and y-axes representing the opposing values (see Figure 21). The 

objective of the reconciliation is to reach synergy by working on the opposing values. 

In the matrix, the synergy is gained in the upper right corner. A compromise – 

familiar as an outcome of practical decision-making – is placed in the middle of the 

matrix. A compromise is often seen as a decision which nobody is happy with and 

where no synergy is achieved.  

 

 
Figure 21.   Opposing value dimensions and reconciliation process (adapted from Hampden-Turner 

1990) 

The reconciliation process is illustrated as a spiral, which stands for the continuous 

learning curve in search of balance and synthesis. We are continuously looking for 

better ways of performing and doing things and no solution is permanent. The idea 

of reconciliation matrix can also be applied differently by seeing the positioning on 
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the x- and y-axes as representing the optimal value or quality combination in the 

prevailing situation (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015) (Figure 22).  

 

 
Figure 22.  Reconciliation for an optimum mix of opposing values, fictive example (Developed from 

Laine & Kuoppakangas (2015)).  

For instance, let’s take an example about the debate of the government policy on 

recovering the Finnish economy by using either a cost-cutting or a reviving strategy 

and assume that it is not an either or issue but that there is a theoretical optimal mix 

of both two strategies. So, given cost-reduction and reviving as representing 

opposing values, the positions reached in the reconciliation process stand for the 

optimal cost-reduction in relation to the level of reviving. Typically, many of these 

value-based factors may appear alone in the shape of a turned U-curve: ‘too much 

of a good thing’ (e.g. cost-reduction in our case) may turn the implications towards 

a negative direction (by decreasing the consumer demand e.g.) (see e.g. Le et al. 

2011). 

The decision-makers want to give an image of themselves as rational actors, so 

also the description of reconciliation often relates to ‘rational-appearing’ decision 

making. However, going deeper into the dilemma theory, I distinguish between 

conscious decision-making and the dilemmas associated with it, and unconscious or 

hidden positioning in relation to dilemma continuums affecting the explicated 

decisions. This type of ‘reconciliation’ may contain prejudices or stereotypes and also 

guidance by our own interests. So, behind this rational-appearing consideration we 

may recognize implicit or hidden interests affecting the reconciliation. The 
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positioning of the informants should be interpreted by how they express themselves 

in relation to the values under discussion. Positions estimated in this way may be 

found to be more related to hidden values than to explicated decision making. (Laine 

& Rinne 2015.) 

Hampden-Turner’s idea of reconciliation (1990) presumes a dimensional look at 

the values. We are not making ‘either/or’ judgements but ‘both/and’, meaning that 

we are including ‘some amount’ of both qualities in our decision. The question is 

‘how much’; what is the optimal mix in the prevailing context? (Laine & Rinne 2015.) 

This view is well-suited for decision-making on CS. Most of the decisions in working 

life should be reconciliated by bearing in mind the systemic nature of an organization 

(‘everything affects everything’) and the hidden values behind the decisions – all of 

this makes the decision process more dimensional than on–off in nature. 

To conclude, I list some principles of the dilemma theory contributing to CS 

formulation: 

1. Organizational decision-making is based on values – on both explicit and 

hidden. In many cases the values are opposing or contradicting and they 

create dilemmas. Practical dilemmas can be solved and contradicting views 

can also add some positivity to the synthesis (by using the dialectic view of 

Hegel). 

2. Organizational decision-making is dimensional by nature; in most cases, 

we target the finding of a ‘both/and’ solution and value-adding harmony 

by combining the values. 

3. The process in which we search for harmony and the optimal mix of values 

– the reconciliation process – should be seen as a continuous learning 

process, which takes us towards better decisions. 

4. I distinguish between explicit and implicit rationalizing of the decisions. In 

striving for understanding the formal decision making it is important to be 

able to identify the hidden value- and interest-based positioning. The 

reconciliation process should be seen as three-dimensional, with factors 

other than the values under consideration affecting decision-making.  

The purpose of a comprehensive CS is to identify and crystallize the contradictive 

powers in a change mission and also to reveal the ‘real motives’ that drive the 

decision-makers. CS should contribute to a better understanding of the change 

implementation from the dilemma perspective.
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6 CONCLUSIONS FOR THE EVALUATION OF HR 

AS A CHANGE AGENT AND HR’S CHANGE 

SPECIFIC COMPETENCIES 

In this chapter, the theoretical and practical observations made in the previous 

chapters will be drawn together. For applying framework analysis (see Chapter 7) in 

the data analysis, rough frameworks of the CM knowledge base and CS are needed 

for ‘testing’ if these dimensions emerge from the interviews and how the 

interviewees see and value the prescribed dimensions. The ingredients for the testing 

emerge from both theoretical and practical sources not forming a solid and coherent 

base but giving a structure for analyzing the decision-making process concerning 

change implementation.  

6.1 What CS dimensions should be expected – items for the 

methodology  

The conceptual and practical discussions as well as the literature review reveal how 

complicated change is and how numerous the aspects and points that should be 

regarded in CS are. Although preparing for all of the possible factors concerning 

change implementation is mission impossible, the planning of CS feels even more 

important now that the complexity of change implementation is being exposed. In 

Table 10 there are altogether 30 categories or themes presented for relating to the 

interview data. The categories serve also as a kind of idea bank of ingredients that 

could be benefitted from in constructing the ‘final’ generic model of CS, its 

knowledge base. The categories are gathered from all the material presented in the 

chapters above and contain both research findings and ideas based on ‘own 

observations and reasoning’ (expression in Table 10). I have made some references 

but the table is not a result of a systematic literature review but a looser combination 

of the ideas that have emerged. Table 10 contains a lot of information that is 

‘common knowledge’. In a way that seems to be the core challenge of change 

implementation – many of the things that should be prepared for are self-evident 
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and perhaps this is exactly why they are often forgotten. The data is collected and 

presented in the table roughly in the order of their appearance in the previous text 

without a strict consideration of their importance and interrelations. There are many 

categories that speak about or contain the same idea but the overlaps have not been 

removed as they might however contain some new nuances of the phenomenon and 

when recurring frequently, their importance is emphasized.  

    
Table 10.  Categories and ingredients for CS evaluation and construction 

Category for competence reviewing / to be planned and 

prepared for in CS / Key word 

Reference (if any) 

(1) Change management – change leadership (CL) reciprocal 

relationship and especially the role and significance of 

leadership in change. (For CS: planning for the CL roles also.) 

 

Key: Change Leadership 

 

E.g. By et al. 2016; Gill 2003; 

Higgs and Rowland 2005, 

2009; Neil et al. 2016; Rich et 

al. 2016. 

(2) The interventions and methods used for developing 

cooperation and mutual interaction and relationships in teams 

and social structure in change processes. (For CS: benefitting 

the OD tradition.) 

 

Key: Change interventions 

  

Bushe & Marshak 2009; 

Marshak 2009; Oswik 2013; 

Werkman 2010. 

(3) Motors or drivers of change; possible prescribed modes of 

change that work for or against the intended change. (For CS:  

how to avoid the Icarus paradox? Benefitting the macro models 

of change.) 

 

Key: Macro models (‘laws of change’) 

 

Van de Ven & Poole 1995; 

Beech & Macintosh 2012; 

Miller 1992. 

(4) Steps or sections in the change implementation processes 

and their typical features and qualities to be taken account. (For 

CS: Benefitting the Lewinian tradition.) 

 

Key: Phases / steps of change implementation process 

 

Lewin 1947; Bridges 1995; 

Levy & Merry 1986; Kotter 

2007; Tichy & Devanna 1986. 
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(5) Seeing development projects from change perspective. Being 

able to identify the demanded changes. Identifying the 

development capacity (For CS: for development projects, setting 

concrete goals and planning for behavioral changes for instance. 

Evaluation of capacity for development and affecting contextual, 

cultural and individual factors.) 

 

Key: Development projects 

  

 

Stenvall & Virtanen 2012. 

Own observations and 

reasoning. 

(6) Learning prerequisites for change; seeing how learning and 

change are connected. (For CS: benefitting for instance the 

theories of constructive learning and learning organization and 

life-long learning. How the targeted cognitive, affective and 

behavioral skills are accomplished?) 

 

Key: Learning in change 

 

E.g. Duffy 1993; Lonka 1997; 

Zimmerman 2002; Moingeon & 

Edmondson 1996; Senge 

1990; Jones & Hendry 1992; 

Rubenson 2006. 

 

(7) The relation of innovation and change; benefitting the 

chances of innovation in change processes. (For CS: how 

innovativeness in both the personnel and management is 

benefitted? Change is always a chance to create something new 

– how is this taken advantage of in CS?) 

 

Key: Innovation and change 

  

Alasoini 2011; Juuti & Luoma 

2013; Pohlman 2005; Rogers 

2003. 

(8) Change in different change contexts. (For CS: how the CS 

should be adjusted to the prevailing context and change stage 

and for instance to the total workload and strain of the 

employees? See the explanations concerning Table 3 and the 

Appendix 1 concerning ‘contextual change check, CCC’ and 

change typology.) 

 

Key: Contexts 

 

Askenas & Francis 2000; see 

references in Table 2; own 

observations and reasoning. 

 

(9) Radical vs. incremental change. (For CS: analyzing the 

nature of the change choosing the basic orientation in this 

respect; identifying and perceiving the risks of radical change.) 

 

Key: Basic orientation: radical vs. incremental 

 

Trice & Beyer 2005; Quinn 

1980; Stenvall & Virtanen 

2007. 
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(10) Understanding the essentials of the process of 

accomplishing psychological changes (transition) within a 

change process. (For CS: preparing for transition in the 

implementation process.) 

 

Key: Transition (psychological change) 

 

Bridges 1986. 

(11) ‘Emotions in change’: significance of sentiments and 

emotions in change, e.g. sentiment of trust (For CS: how 

sentiments’ and emotions’ roles are prepared for and ‘managed’ 

in the change implementation? Benefitting from the five change 

sentiment framework. (See also point 1 about CL and point 10 

about transition.) 

 

Key: Emotions 

 

Armenakis et al. 2007; Law et 

al. 2004; Mayer et al. 2000; 

Clark & Payne 1997; 

Cummings & Bromiley 1996; 

Mayer et al. 1995. 

(12) Organizational readiness for change, ORC. (For CS: how to 

assess the change commitment and change efficacy for CS and 

make programs for enhancing ORC; also, dealing with 

resistance to change: see also point 25.) 

 

Key: Readiness for change  

 

Armenakis et al. 1993; 

Lehman et al. 2002; Weiner 

2009. 

(13) Organization culture specific themes. (For CS: how to 

prepare for different organization cultures affecting 

implementation; how to also take into account the different 

national cultures in change?) 

 

Key: Cultures 

 

Schein 1988, 2004; Thornton 

& Ocasio 2008; Martin 2002; 

Alvesson 2002; Smollan & 

Sayers 2009. 

(14) Significance of time concerning the change process. (For 

CS: how to estimate and calculate the time investment in the 

implementation process in relation to targeted outcomes?) 

 

Key: Time 

 

Own observations and 

reasoning; Dawson 2014; 

Laine 2013; Leppit 2006. 

(15) Historicalness of the implementation process. (For CS: how 

earlier experiences (positive/negative) of change and 

implementation processes are taken into consideration in CS?) 

 

Key: Historicalness 

 

Adriani 2003; McCarthy & 

Gilles 2003; Mitleton-Kelly 

2003; Engeström 1994; 

Engeström et al. 1996; 

Virkkunen et al. 1999. 
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(16) Participation and communication; continuous and proper 

informing about the change. (For CS: how to use participation as 

a means to create involvement in implementation. How to 

guarantee continuous and proper informing about the change as 

well as mutual communication. How to manage image et al. risks 

associated with change and how to exploit new opportunities, 

social media e.g., in change implementation.) 

 

Key: Participation / communication; informing 

 

Gouldner 1960; Neves & 

Caetano 2009; Bartunek & 

Moch 1994; Lau & Woodman 

1995; Lines 2004; Venters et 

al. 2012. 

(17) Vision of the change and sensemaking. (For CS: How the 

basic elements of strategic management and business reality 

are applied in constructing CSs. This means especially creating 

a concrete vision of change. How the sensemaking and 

sensegiving processes concerning the change are considered in 

CS?) 

 

Key: Vision and strategic management interconnections 

 

All the plentiful literature and 

research on strategic 

management, e.g.: Weick et al. 

2005; Gioia & Chittipeddi 

1991; Sveiby 1992; Luoma 

2005; Maitlis 2005; Ulrich et al. 

1995. 

(18) Setting measurable objectives to change implementation, 

‘change management by objectives’; change investments and 

cost measurement. (For CS: how to develop relevant diagnostic 

and follow-up measures for the change process. How to 

calculate the change investments and cost–benefit analysis to 

relate to the change targets?) 

 

Key: Objectives and measurement  

Drucker 1964, 1976; Humble 

1979; Odiorne 1979; Tapinos 

et al. 2011. 

(19) Evaluation of effectiveness of learning and learning of the 

change. (For CS: how the evaluation of both the change process 

and the final outcomes are considered in CS? What activities for 

evaluation are included? How learning from the change is 

guaranteed?) 

 

Key: Evaluation 

 

Kirkpatrick 1975; Raivola 

2000. 

(20) Experimenting and piloting (For CS: When to choose an 

experimenting or piloting phase before more extensive 

implementation?) 

 

Key: Experimenting and piloting 

Stenvall 2017. 
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(21) Developmental work research and action research; 

benefiting the interaction of change and research. (For CS: How 

to benefit from the interaction between change and research and 

the ideas of developmental work research?) 

 

Key: Action research (research-type approach) 

 

Ramstadt & Alasoini 2007; 

Engeström et al. 1996; Reason 

& Bradbury 2001; Elden & 

Levin 1991; Kuula 1999; 

Virkkunen et al. 1999. 

(22) Seeing the difference between the top-down and bottom-up 

approaches in the implementation of strategic change as well as 

the roles of leaders and supervisors in the execution. (For CS: 

discussing and considering the T-D and B-U approaches and 

their combinations and different roles demanded from the 

supervisors and management; see also point 21.) 

 

Key: Approaches (T-D/B-U) 

 

Plentiful managerial writing on 

CM; Own observations and 

reasoning. 

(23) Creating logistic change plans and taking also into account 

the normative demands (legislation e.g.) (For CS: How to plan 

for the logistic, normative and psychological processes of 

change implementation?) 

 

Key: Practical processes (logistic, normative, psychological; sub-

processes) 

 

Own observations and 

reasoning.  (See also point 5.) 

 

 

(24) Change processes as social and managerial constructions 

consisting of numerous sub-processes. (For CS: taking into 

account the process approach and the process structure as a 

social and managerial construct.) 

 

Key: Managerial constructs 

 

Lukka 2000; Lukka et al. 1991; 

Laine 2013. 

(25) The roles and assignments of different actors in change 

implementation: top management; middle management; 

supervisors; different specialists in and outside the organization; 

assigning change agents. 

The role of the employees and their representatives (shop 

stewards). Overcoming the ‘resistance to change’. 

Managing and consulting the change process with regard to 

outside consultants vs. own management and own experts. 

(For CS: how to plan and agree on different roles for different 

actors in the implementation process?) 

 

Key: Executing roles (all of the stake holders) 

 

Own observations and 

reasoning; 

Armenakis and Freden-berger 

1997; Armenakis et al. 1993; 

Dent & Goldberg 1999; Ford et 

al. 2008; Gioia & Chittipeddi 

1991; Gioia & Thomas 1996; 

Rittay & Dunton 2009; Thacker 

& Fields 2001. 
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(26) Expertise on change implementation in different actors. (For 

CS: how the change specific expertise in different actors as well 

as in organizations is identified and fostered?) 

 

Key: Change expertise  

 

Own observations and 

reasoning 

(27) The complexity of change and complicated change 

contents. (For CS: how the complex change contents and 

change situations are fitted for not making too complex CSs? 

What can be learned from McKechnie’s eight complexity 

dimensions?) 

 

Key: Complexity 

 

Pettigrew 1988; Self et al. 

2007; Karp & Helgö 2008; 

Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015; 

Luoma 2006a; McKechnie 

1976.  

(28) Organization as a systemic entity where different systems 

affect each other. (For CS: how the systems view on an 

organization is applied in CS thinking?) 

 

Key: Systemic entity (organization), systems view 

 

Griffiths 1964; Andrew & Moir 

1970; Kuhn 1974; 

Gharajedaghi 1999; Owens & 

Steinhoff, 1976; Karp 2006; 

Luoma 2006a. 

(29) Referring to an existing and emerging change strategy. (For 

CS: what can be learned from the existing and ‘ready-made’ and 

possibly applied to CSs: see e.g. the ten CSs in Table 4.) 

 

Key: Change strategy (experiences, applications) 

 

Pries-Heje & Johansen 2015. 

(30) Identification of value-based dilemmas in the change 

processes and reconciliating (working on) these dilemmas. (For 

CS: benefitting the dilemma theory.) 

 

Key: Dilemmas (in the change processes) 

  

Hampden-Turner 1990; 

Hampden-Turner & 

Trompenaars 2000; Laine & 

Rinne 2015; Laine & 

Kuoppakangas 2015. 

 

When charting the theoretical data and practical observations altogether 30 points 

emerged, and this is just the beginning: the discovered categories open up into 

numerous details and practical actions that need to be considered when 

implementing change implementation. This all is far too much to form a practical 

tool for managers. This seems to be the dilemma of managerial books in general: 

features of and perspectives about a management issue are so many that the totality 

seems impossible to manage. On the other hand, compressing the information to a 

comprehensible form may simplify the phenomenon too much.  However, in the 

analysis of the interview data these ingredients listed above in Table 10 act as 
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theoretical milestones, which are reviewed in the light of the interviewees’ comments 

as they are classified.  

Some of the categories in Table 10 are too specific and too theoretically 

formulated to be found in the interview material as such, but most of them are 

assumed to be suitable for categorizing the data. For compressing the data and 

simplifying the big picture a bit, the keywords are also presented in Table 10. In the 

analysis of my interview data, I work on the knowledge-based categories of Table 

10. I aim to refine them further to form a tool for the classification of my material 

in terms of exploiting the CM knowledge base. I believe that the categories help in 

the first phase of the framework analysis: ‘categorizing and orienting to the interview 

data’.  

As mentioned in the introduction to Chapter 3, my reasoning on the CM 

knowledge has had two main objectives. First, to form a knowledge-base and 

framework for evaluating HR practitioners’ change specific competencies and, 

second, to make explicit at least one part of the vast amount of existing research-

based knowledge on CM. The outline shows how demanding CM is from a point of 

view of managerial competence. 

To conclude this reasoning on constructs and reviewing of research findings, a 

compressed illustration of the factors affecting the CS is presented in Figure 23. The 

information discussed in the earlier chapters is encapsulated in five main factors, 

which are 1) the conceptions of change itself consisting of qualities that describe a 

certain change challenge, 2) featuring elements of change implementation, 3) 

predominating contextual factors, under which the decisions on implementation are 

taken, 4) change leadership, which discusses the ‘soft side’ of the implementation, 

and the management issues such as 5) the applied strategic management and its basic 

elements: vision and action plans and the entire management system and its everyday 

implications.  
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Figure 23.  An illustration of factors affecting the CS formation and rational decision-making on 

change implementation 

The five boxes in Figure 23 are positioned on a circle with bipolar arrows indicating 

the complex relations between all of the five categories of constructs and actions. 

Altogether they form the conceptual and practical environment where decisions on 

CS are taken. Human beings having their knowledge and competences but also their 

preconceptions, attitudes and emotions, make their choices between different 

options of change dimensions (see the definition on CS, sub-chapter 1.5) and are 

very probable to encounter different dilemmas as well.  

It can also be argued that decision-making, which is now in the focus in the center 

of the illustration, is a part of the change process – as it actually is. Presenting it 

sequentially and separate from implementation is made for making the distinction 

for this research focus only. It is obvious as well that change leadership and ‘dealing 

with the irrational’ are built in the implementation process in real life but showing 

them separate in this conceptual illustration indicates their relative importance. 

Change leadership is a means for change implementation, especially if it is a 

purposefully made one, but at the same time it is a contextual factor, a feature of the 
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prevailing organizational (leadership) culture, which may also give limits for the 

implementation.  

One more remark concerning Figure 23: it is not a framework for executing the 

evaluation of HR’s knowledge-specific competencies in the empiric phase – it is too 

complicated for that. The illustration is a visual wrap-up of the 30 points presented 

in Table 10. In Chapter 7 I work on transforming the 30 knowledge categories into 

classification criteria that are concrete enough to be used in the evaluation. However, 

keeping in mind the original purpose of this research and to relate back to the 

research questions: the illustration of ‘factors affecting the CS formation’ (Figure 23) 

is seen as a representation of the CS knowledge base and to reflect the competencies 

associated to change implementation and to the successful acting in the role of a 

‘Change Agent’. Figure 23 contains ingredients contributing to the formation of a 

CS model. The same ingredients are included in the classification criteria in sub-

chapter 7.4.2, but there they are presented in a form that is better suited to be used 

in an evaluation. 

The summary in Table 10 and its visual wrap-up in Figure 23 can be seen as a 

kind of sample of the CM knowledge-base, though not based on a systematic review. 

Refining the search and looking for relations between the categories would be a step 

towards a CM meta theory.  

One reminder still of how this connects to HR as a ‘change agent’: to be a real 

‘change agent’ a HR practitioner should continuously look for the relevant 

knowledge for contributing to the change and not to limit him/herself to 

predetermined conceptions or customary habits. 

I am now moving into the field to see how consciously decisions concerning 

change implementation are taken and how valid the created big picture of the 

situation is.
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7 METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, the methodology as well as conducting the empiric section of the 

research will be discussed. Methodological choices concerning the literature review 

and theoretical reasoning were discussed in the earlier chapters and a research 

philosophical and methodological overview was conducted in the Instruction in sub-

chapter 1.7 as well. Here I first continue elaborating on research philosophy and 

methodological choices. When presenting how the research is conducted, I especially 

concentrate on introducing how HR competencies are evaluated. I have ended up 

with a multiple-method approach and it demands elaboration. I here also present my 

application of the framework analysis to be used in the data analysis. Finally, I work 

on the CM knowledge base to compress my 30 CM knowledge-base categories 

(presented in Table 10) into a more manageable form.  

7.1 The research philosophy and the methodological choices 

I discussed some issues of the philosophy of science already in the Introduction 

concerning the whole thesis. Here I concentrate more on rationalizing the choices 

made for executing the empiric section.  

Listening to the interviewees’ subjective descriptions and making my own 

subjective interpretations of them with respect to subjectively constructed 

frameworks (by Ulrich), makes this qualitative study triple subjective. The source of 

data is ‘socially constructed knowledge’, which means here that the comments and 

descriptions of the informants are strongly affected by their colleagues and 

profession, by their superiors and subordinates and the social community as a whole. 

Moreover, the answers and comments are surely affected by what the informants 

think is socially desirable in the given situation and would give a good image of them 

as a manager or HR specialist. In data collection, constructing the reality by 

managerial and theoretical constructs used by the researcher in the framework of the 

research would transfer the researcher’s reality to that of the informants. It would be 

too easy and too attempting for the interviewees to form an idealistic picture of the 

change implementation process by using terms learnt from management books. That 
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is why it is important for the interviewer to introduce the themes by avoiding 

managerial clichés and bandwagoning managerial terms, which would lead to the 

informants to use such language only, without any connection to reality. 

Qualitative research approaches aim at a holistic understanding of phenomena 

and are concerned with the interpretation and understanding of data, which are 

sensitive to the social and cultural context. Case studies are chosen as research 

strategies for multiple reasons. An extensive case study, my main choice, focuses on 

the case organizations comprehensively, not only on individuals, and aims at testing 

or extending prior theory or at building new one. (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008.) My 

concern is on testing the main-stream thinking on HR role models and adding 

concrete and pragmatic perspectives to theory building. Within a case study, this is 

best done by choosing a qualitative approach which gives people more space to 

speak using their own voice. HR practitioners’ decision-making in change appears as 

observable actions – for instance, how the change process is actually implemented – 

but also as decision-makers’ thoughts and internal rationales that I have access to 

only through their own stories, which need understanding and interpretation. I 

believe that the informants’ realities are strongly socially affected and products of 

social and cognitive processes and that each of my interviewees has his or her own 

one-of-a-kind reality. The challenge for me as a researcher is to reach the different 

realities of the informants. I believe that this is best done by working with case 

studies on the basis of interpretivism or constructionism, which means choosing 

hermeneutics and phenomenology as the philosophical foundation of the research. 

(Cf. Berger & Luckmann 1966.) 

There are also other aspects that affect reliability of my research. To repeat and 

refresh my aim of the research, I am for one part examining the change 

implementation competencies by which the decisions on change implementation are 

taken: how consciously the people involved consider different options and how they 

rationalize their decisions. The ‘consciousness’ is an arduous issue to be reviewed. 

Rationalizing itself is a psychological process where people try to give ex post facto 

rational arguments to decisions that they have taken and favored to the detriment of 

other possible options (cf. Jarcho et al. 2011). That makes it possible for people to 

exclude possible options afterwards and describe the decision-making situation as 

simpler and more rational than it was.  

Building on this reasoning, in this thesis the so-called framework analysis (Lacey 

& Luff 2007), which stands in the middle of a deductive and inductive approach and 

nearer to abductive logic, has been selected. In applying framework analysis, the 

coding framework is developed both from a priori issues and from emerging issues 
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after familiarization of the review data. This thematic framework should be 

developed and refined during subsequent stages. (Lacey & Luff 2007.) The literature 

reviews and theories on CM, on HR competence models, and on the CS referred to 

above provide a priori data to be tested in the interviews, however, the emerging 

themes are considered as well. In addition to using the emerged and theory-based 

categories for relating the collected data to the theory of CM and CS, a kind of GT 

approach is used as well when listening to the change stories of the informants. 

However, it is hard to predict how much emerging information there will actually be 

and how all-embracing the formed framework is. 

7.2 Data collection 

7.2.1 The case organizations and their impact on the research 

perspectives and the selection of the informants  

As explained in the introduction, the review of the theory was carried out based on 

a general and accordingly on a private-sector-focused view of CM. In the empiric 

phase I focus on change-related decision-making in both the public and private 

sector, especially on decisions focusing on behavioral changes. Although there might 

be some differences between the organizational cultures of the private and the public 

sectors, the same organizational and institutional theory applies to both.  

My case organizations consist of one large public organization in social services 

and one large private organization in retail business. For confidentiality reasons, I 

cannot give much information about the organizations. In general terms, they are 

both large organizations consisting of thousands of employees, both have a long 

history and a more or less bureaucratic culture and established institutional logic. 

However, major changes have been implemented in both in recent years. Both 

organizations are striving at a more dynamic culture and at developing their customer 

service concepts. The organizations were selected for the study based on a 

consideration of their suitability, for instance in terms of the structure of their HR 

functions. Also, the fact that they were willing to participate affected the selection. I 

discuss the sufficiency of these two case organizations from a point of view of 

saturation of the data and transferability of the conclusion in Chapter 9 (Conclusions 

and discussion). 
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In reviewing the differences between the sectors and organizations from my 

research point of view, I discuss especially three contextual issues: first, what are the 

major contemporary challenges and trends concerning organizational change; 

second, are there differentiating features in the strategic decision-making process; 

and third, are there differences in the way HR is organized and resourced, which 

might affect the adoption of HRs roles.  

The two case organizations selected to the research shaped the perspectives and 

specified the research questions. In the negotiations with the organizations before 

the actual research process, it turned out that the change context in terms of the 

process of change was quite different and that it was affected by certain 

differentiating structural and cultural features. It led me to consider how HRM is 

positioned in what I call the ‘strategic implementation chain’, which is described in 

Figure 24. I have positioned my informants (expressed by numbers in brackets) in 

the chart. 
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Figure 24.   Change implementation chain in the two case organizations, HR perspective. (The 

number of interviewees is presented in brackets; C=Centralized organization, ‘head office’; 
F=’Field organization’; M=Manager; HR=HR practitioner) 

This scrutinizing (based on Figure 24) continues the discussion started in 4.3, where 

the role of how HR is organized was brought up. There are four aspects, which 

should be considered with regard to the differences between the two case 

organizations in the implementation chain (see numbering 1–4 in Figure 24). Firstly, 

examining how the strategic changes are initiated by the top management and what 

is the relationship between the top management, head office HR and other actors in 

strategic change, is extremely important. These connections are difficult to describe 

in an organization chart but the role of different strategic actors was brought up in 

the interviews.  
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Secondly, how the strategic changes are processed within the head office HRs, 

for instance, are some HR practitioners’ roles ‘more strategic’ than others’? This issue 

was discussed in the interviews when especially the role of the chief HR officer in 

the head office was examined. This is the question of a strategic or change mediator 

role within the HRM organization.  

Thirdly, what is the decision-making process on the regional level and how the 

strategic lining from the corporate level penetrates the regional layer: for instance, 

which regional actors like HR and others are involved; which things, ideas and 

decisions are guided by the head office HR and which are not; how the ideas of the 

regional HR or management are coordinated with the ideas of the head office etc.  

And finally, what is the role of the change recipients in the change process. This 

perspective appears as a change strategic issue, for instance, in how participation in 

change is arranged. Within the frames on this research the recipients could not be 

interviewed. Also, the role of specialists outside the organization (mainly 

consultants) is very important, and in many cases the change process is left in their 

hands. However, using outside consultants as informants for this research must be 

left out of the scope of this research, but their role will be discussed in the interviews 

of the HR practitioners. Accordingly, to what was said above, the standpoint to 

strategic change is very ‘HR-subjective’: the picture of HR’s role in change is mostly 

drawn by HR itself. This framing is challenging for obtaining a realistic picture of 

HR’s roles and competencies. 

The implementation chain can be seen to describe the different parties and 

especially HR in the change implementation process. When reviewing it from a top-

down flow perspective, it is a kind of ideal type of change that is not necessarily 

realized as such in the actual change implementation. When I examine the two 

change stories (change cases) in sub-chapter 8.4.5, I will see what is the actual flow 

in those cases.  

The idea of the implementation chain affected the selection of the informants. 

At a first glance, the implementation chains in Figure 24 look very similar, however, 

the greatest difference concerns the way how HR is organized on the regional level. 

In the public case organization, there is no regional HR but the local managers are 

responsible also for the HR issues. In practice, this has engendered a kind of hidden 

HR organization where some employees assist the local manager in HR issues and 

have practical HR tasks among their other duties. In the case organization 

representing the private sector, there are strong and independent regions with local 

HRMs, which are also quite independent with regard to the head office HR. 

Accordingly, the public case organization looks much more straight forward and 
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follows a traditional concern structure, whereas in the private case the head office 

HR’s strategy is more ‘selling by telling’. On the public side, the lack of a regional 

HR affects potentially the positioning and roles of HR – how, is to be seen in the 

interviews. 

7.2.2 The informants 

From the head offices of the two case organizations, I selected all of the HR 

practitioners I could get to be interviewed (the chief HR officer of the private case 

organization refused). From the regional organizations three regions from the private 

(out of 20) and two from the public organization (out of 5) were selected. The 

regional units were not randomly picked as on a representative basis but more as 

examples and also for practical reasons. As both case organizations were nationwide, 

there might be cultural and other differences, however, based on conversations with 

the contact persons in the organizations, no dramatic differences were assumed. 

(Only the biggest units around the capital were thought to have unique cultural and 

size-based features.) 

The group of informants consists of HR practitioners (HR directors, managers 

and specialists) and some line managers in top management positions in the public 

organization, where there was no regional HR. There are 30 informants all together. 

The groups are introduced in Table 11 and Table 12 by presenting the job titles and 

positions of the informants in the head office or field organization.  
 

Table 11.  The group of informants, the private case organization 

 Job title 

 The head office organization: 

1 Director, employee relations 

2 Specialist, compensation 

3 Director, wellbeing at work 

4 Personnel manager  

5 Director, HRD 

 The regional organization: 

(Org 1) 

6 Personnel director 

7 HR specialist 

8 HR specialist 
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9 Manager, Human resources 

10 Service manager  

 (Org 2) 

11 Personnel manager 

12 HR specialist 

13 HR specialist 

 (Org 3) 

14 Personnel director 

15 Manager, wellbeing at work 

 

 

Table 12.  The group of informants, the public case organization 

 HR practitioners in the head office: 

1 HR director 

2 Manager, personnel planning 

3 Manager, employee relations 

4 Senior specialist, management 

5 Specialist, resources and analysis  

6 Specialist, work ability 

7 Specialist, wellbeing at work 

8 Training manager 

9 Medical doctor, work health 

 Informants other than HR: 

10 Manager, strategic planning 

11 Specialist, strategic planning 

12 Director, central administration 

13 Director, district administration 

14 Director, district administration 

15 Change Director 

 

As emphasized above, the large majority of the informants was HR practitioners or 

people having at least some kind of a HR responsibility. Accordingly, the conception 

of the HR roles and competencies (cf. the RQs in the sub-chapter 1.6) is formed by 

the HR informants. Comparing HR’s own idea with the perception of HR’s clients 

would have been very interesting but a completely different research topic. However, 

having some informants outside HR in the public case organization makes it possible 

to get some hints of that relationship as well. 

The formal educational background of the informants is one of the individual 

factors that might have an effect on how they perceive the change. Generally 

speaking, it can be assumed that people’s formal education, which contains a lot of 
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information about their basic orientation, giftedness and motivation, is also a major 

factor in the formation of the HR role. As my informants were either HR managers 

and specialists or line managers (in the public case organization), a master’s degree 

was assumed, however more specified information was looked for to understand 

possible differences in the orientation. The formal education is presented in Table 

13. 

 
Table 13.  The basic education of the informants 

Organization At least a Master’s 

degree 

Other Total 

Private case, Pr  

’Head office’ 

’Field’ 

 

5 

5 

 

- 

5 

 

5 

10 

Public case, Pu 

HR unit 

Other 

 

8 

6 

 

1 

- 

 

9 

6 

Total 24 6 30 

 

The expectation proved to be true as 24 out of 30 informants had at least a master’s 

degree so the educational level was high. Most of the ‘non-academics’ were HR 

specialists in the field organization of the private sector, which reflects more the 

operative nature of these tasks, but also the job circulation, as many of the 

informants in the private sector had proceeded to HR from the business side, where 

an academic status was not expected. 

There is no single academic faculty or major subject or discipline that aims to 

examine and discuss purely change, but change as a phenomenon is multi-scientific 

by nature. However, many behavioral and social sciences such as psychology, 

sociology, education, and management and organization contribute to the 

understanding of change. No one of the informants had consciously orientated 

themselves, in the phase of their formal education, to understand change and to 

construct their curricula for this purpose. Moreover, most of them seem to have 

drifted into HR positions, so it is no wonder that the formal education did not 

necessarily support them in their current jobs, especially with what comes to change. 

Generally speaking, it seems that HR positions are rarely ones that are intentionally 

targeted when planning for a carrier as opposed to occupations such a doctor, a 

lawyer, or engineer. HR is not yet a firm profession. The role of the formal education 

in forming CM competencies will be returned to in sub-chapter 8.4.4. 
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7.3 The semi-structured interviews and conducting the research 

7.3.1 Semi-structured interviews 

For collecting data in the interviews the Semi-Structured Depth Interview, SSDI was 

applied. In this kind of an interview the questions are thematic in nature and open 

enough to raise new points and to keep the conversation on-going. These kinds of 

questions are open-ended, conversational-style questions and they allow the 

respondents to structure their responses as they prefer, and use their own words and 

expressions. (Wengraf 2001.) 

The emerging new points in the interview may be challenging for the researcher 

and demand improvising according to the emerging themes (Wengraf 2001). Having 

knowledge on the substance under discussion helps, whereas in a case where the 

interviewer does not fully understand the core of the answer, it is difficult for the 

interviewer to continue the interaction by asking completing questions (Wengraf 

2001). On the other hand, knowing ‘too much’ of the substance may make it difficult 

for the interviewer to let the respondents express their own ideas. In this case, I 

myself as a researcher had a longstanding experience working also with top 

management and with management teams and I was familiar with (business) strategic 

language and expressions. Having worked in management positions in HR had made 

the position and challenges of HR familiar as well. 

The introductions to the themes of the interview as well as the questions 

following the research questions (RQs) are introduced in Appendix 2a, 2b. As the 

method applied was a semi-structured interview, the questions were not to be 

presented as such but according to and following the flow of the conversation. So, 

the separate questions in the interview manuscript (see Appendix 2a, 2b) express 

more the area and focus of the conversation than the precise verbal formulation. In 

the following I introduce how I proceeded in the interview and in collecting the data 

and how I operationalized the research questions. Describing the conduction of the 

data collection in detail is part of the process that adds to the trustworthiness of the 

research.  
 

Review of the change contexts 

The interview began by a short introduction of the research as a whole. A written 

piece of information had been sent to the informants by their boss. Before 

proceeding to the research themes, the background information was collected and 

this data was also used in the analysis. The contextual situation in both case 
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organizations was discussed with the contact persons of the research organizations 

and checked with one informant of the private sector (so it was not discussed with 

all of the informants). This was done by the help of the ‘Contextual Change Check’ 

form presented in Appendix 1. Also, the state of the personnel’s work wellbeing was 

checked with the informants in the interviews as an important contextual factor. 
 

General valuation and strategic position of HR 

General valuation and strategic position of HR are critical conditions for the role of 

‘Change Agent’. Valuation and strategic positioning are delicate issues for discussion. 

That is why I decided to interpret how job titles and job descriptions reflected 

valuation and position. This information was collected in the interviews. For 

instance, I asked about a possible membership in TMT. Then, I approached 

valuation by direct questions in the interviews as well and formed the emerged 

categories of valuation. 
 

Using structured frameworks 

The first RQ-theme discussed ‘what are the actual HR roles in the case organizations 

seen in the light of generic HR competence models and the ideal of a ‘Change 

Agent’?’. The questions set for this RQ in the interviews were mainly verbal 

introductions, but also structured questionnaires were used in order to relate the 

informants’ perceptions with the selected competence models. The HR informants’ 

perceptions of their role as a ‘Change Agent’ – the main focus of the research – was 

taken up by the frameworks, which all contained a ‘Change Agent’ as one essential 

strategic role. Positioning themselves with regard to this role in the frameworks, 

offered a good chance for a profound discussion on the role as well. The use of the 

frameworks is explained in more detail in connection with portraying the results. 

Using structured frameworks in this qualitative research made the research strategy 

more versatile. It resulted in quantitative outlines as well. As a difference to 

traditional survey questions, I see that conversations about the subject when filling 

in the frameworks added to the validity of the positions: people understood what 

they were doing. 
 

Evaluation of change specific competencies and contextual and individual factors 

The second theme examined ‘what are the actual change specific competencies of 

HR practitioners seen in the light of a Change Strategy (CS), and if HR is able to 

differentiate itself with regard to superior know-how in change implementation 

compared with other actors in the organization?’ Also, these are very delicate themes 

as the competencies of HR practitioners were mainly evaluated by themselves. 
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Professional ability is a fundamental factor for every specialist, also for the ones in 

HR. As I could not identify a commonly accepted operationalization of HR 

competencies I used both direct and indirect ways of collecting the data as follows:  

Firstly, in my interviews, I asked the informants to evaluate their own knowledge 

and competencies on change compared to their client’s change know-how: do they 

see that they have a superior understanding of change compared to their clients, the 

line management for instance?  

Secondly, I asked my informants to evaluate if they have used a systems view in 

their approach to change. I explained what I meant by a ‘systems view’. In my 

framework, this would reflect a change strategic approach which in turn would tell 

something about competence in change.  

Thirdly, I also asked them to describe, which things they see as the most 

important factors in change implementation. ‘Important factors’ were also searched 

for throughout all of the material as is described later.  

Fourthly, I thought that the exploitation of a CM theory base would reflect 

change competencies and so I also asked about that. This relates to Ulrich et al.’s 

(1995) definition arguing that the competencies exhibited in the management of 

change are knowledge of change processes, skills as ‘change agents’, and abilities to 

deliver change. The last two seem to me a bit overlapping and are both based on 

knowledge on change processes, that is, ‘change agents’ and ‘delivery of change’ 

benefit from relevant knowledge concerning change processes.  

Fifthly, I evaluated the CM competencies also indirectly by two implementation 

cases or change stories: how the implementation and execution of the cases reflect 

change competency. I’ll explain this procedure in more detail when presenting the 

results. 

Because I ended up with rather varied ways to approach the HR competencies in 

my research, I shed more light on my ideas in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25.  Operationalization of HR’s competence evaluation 

There are altogether five ways of constructing understanding on change-specific 

competencies in my research. The numbers in brackets refer to sub-chapters when 

introducing the results. All the data was collected in interviews. Sectors 3 and 5 in 

Figure 25 exploit the compressed CM competence categories (CMCC, see 7.4.2 for 

the concept). For analyzing the rest of the sectors there were no ready-made 

structures for categorizing the data but I could find some emerging categories (see 

Chapter 8). In sectors 1, 2 and 4 I approached the competencies by direct questions; 

in sectors 3 and 5 I interpreted the answers from a point of view of change 

competencies.   

Finally, in the interviews, I discuss ‘which contextual and individual factors can 

be identified to affect both developing change specific competencies and adopting 

the role of a change agent?’ As underlined above, other than HR’s functional 

competencies, ‘general’ or ‘business competencies’, are commonly regarded as 

conditions for adopting more strategic roles, the role of a ‘Change Agent’ for 

instance.  
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Conducting the interviews 

The interviews proceeded following the structure and flow presented in Appendix 

2. The relations between the research questions and the interview themes are shown 

in the appendix. One challenge for managing the conversations and data collection 

was that the themes appeared in the conversation in a different order than for which 

the researcher had prepared. This is why, after each theme and finally in the end, the 

researcher made sure that each of the research questions was properly discussed. The 

interviews were conducted during the spring of 2017 by the researcher face-to-face. 

The interviews started in the private sector and the first three interviews acted as 

pilots and minor changes were made to the interview structure. The interviews lasted 

one hour and thirty minutes on average and ranged from 57 minutes to little more 

than two hours. All of the interviews were recorded with the approval of the 

informants. The transcription procedure is explained in sub-chapter 7.4.1.  

7.3.2 Strategy for reaching confidentiality in the interviews 

A major challenge for this exploratory and qualitative research was to get the 

interviewees to open up and to avoid conventional management jargon and not to 

play the role of a ‘professional HR specialist’ more than they really were. Also, the 

aspect that the informants were put into ‘an academic context’ obviously created 

some tension in some interviewees. A researcher may follow the academic tradition 

of an objective, ‘cool’ outsider, or work closer to the informant applying ideas from 

the tradition that is familiar from participatory action research (Elden & Levin 1991), 

where the researcher is involved in the process. This approach involves also some 

ethnographic features. Here, in data collection, having a HR background myself, I 

adopted a method where I was partly involved in the process. This meant e.g. that 

when I used certain frameworks to chart the situation, I was in a way on the ‘same 

side with the informant’ in studying whether the frameworks were suited to describe 

the situation. In my mind, this way of approaching the HR roles made it easier for 

the informant also to be critical about the framework if he/she felt that it did not 

suite to frame the situation. When using a structured way of asking questions, this 

approach differentiates my method from the conventional surveys where the 

informants give their answers not necessarily having a chance to react to the 

framework itself. The frameworks were questioned all the time in my interviews. 

For the reasons above, I tried to create a collegial mood in the conversations. I 

felt this was quite easy, as I am quite familiar with the HR practice. That is why I also 
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allowed some conversation outside the ‘official agenda’ (the interview themes) 

according to the interests of the interviewees. I felt that by this I managed to get the 

informants relaxed and motivated in the interview. I also explained, in the interactive 

conversation, my own experiences of change implementation processes, not only 

positive or successful ones, by which I hoped to create an atmosphere of an open 

and mutual discussion. I also felt that the informants were inspired by the theme 

‘HR as a change agent’ and were happy to be have the chance to discuss their 

everyday challenges from a different perspective. All in all, I feel that the informants, 

although suspicious and reserved in the beginning, became relaxed by the interview 

and were happy with the conversation.  

7.4 The data analysis 

7.4.1 Applying of the framework analysis 

When applying the framework analysis, the following four key stages can be made 

use of (Lacey & Luff 2007, 14): 

1. Familiarization: complete or partial transcription and reading of the data. 

2. Identifying a thematic framework: this is the initial coding framework, 

which is developed both from a priori issues and from emerging issues 

from the familiarization stage. This thematic framework should be 

developed and refined during subsequent stages. 

3. Indexing or coding: the process of applying the thematic framework to the 

data, using numerical or textual codes to identify specific pieces of data 

which correspond to differing themes  

4. Charting: using headings from the thematic framework to create charts of 

your data so that you can easily read across the whole dataset. Charts can 

be either thematic for each theme across all respondents (cases) or by case, 

for each respondent across all themes. 

With respect to the key stages of the ‘orthodox’ framework analysis, the following 

stages were employed in the thesis. 

1. As part of the conversation was meant for ‘socializing’ and creating a 

favorable atmosphere, only the relevant parts of the conversation were 

transcribed. The transcription process was done by the researcher himself 

and it yielded some 330 written pages of qualitative interview data. All the 
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recordings were listened to repeatedly in the process and the transcripts 

were read through several times to identify the most relevant contents. This 

phase familiarized the researcher thoroughly with the material. 

2. The interviews were analyzed using the HR competence model by Ulrich 

et al. (2013) as the main thematic structure – for all HR roles but especially 

for the change agent. The CM knowledge base was used as a criteria in 

competence evaluations. When reviewing the change strategic orientation 

of the informants the comments were related to the five criteria of CS 

introduced in sub-chapter 5.1. No indexing or coding was used as the 

amount of emerging data was few. 

3. The classification expressed by keywords in Table 10 (knowledge base of 

CM) was compressed and refined further. This procedure is explained in 

the next sub-chapter. Also, the more structured parts of the semi-

structured interviews (the ‘tested’ frameworks) yielded data that could be 

used as such without further classification. The data distribution in the 

matrixes was interpreted as such without statistical testing because of the 

small numbers of the informants when sectioning the data. For the same 

reason, no systematic comparison between the two case organizations was 

made, however some observations tempted to compare comments.      

4. The final analysis of the collected data was made both directly and 

indirectly by relating the informants’ comments with the thematic 

structures and with criteria formed by the competence models’ 

descriptions. The main content area of applying the created classification 

framework (‘CM knowledge base’) was the evaluation of CM competencies 

in the interviews on ‘important things’ and on the ‘change stories’. 

In Chapter 9, I will discuss the emerged challenges in the evaluation of both HR 

roles and competencies and relating them to the theory based criteria. I will also 

evaluate the HR competence models’ suitability for describing the HR practice in my 

case organizations.    

7.4.2 Constructing of the final framework and conducting the analysis 

As discussed already in the sub-chapter 7.1, in grounded theory (GT) -type of 

research (e.g. Glaser & Straus 1967; Glaser 1978) the classification and theory are 

grounded in and emerge from the data and the researcher shall not to get acquainted 

with constructs deducted from earlier theories. Reading and becoming familiar with 

the subject matter issues beforehand is said to hinder developing new ideas with 
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respect to building a new theory. The framework analysis (Richie & Spencer 1994; 

Lacey & Luff 2007) in turn, utilizes the existing knowledge and the classification is 

drawn from the theory and ‘tested’ against the data, however, chances for emerging 

data not fitting in the framework are left out as well. In the first phase of the analysis, 

familiarization with and the transcription of the data, the relation of the theory-based 

knowledge categories (presented in Tables 10 and 14) to my interview material began 

to emerge. As cited above by Lacey & Luff (2007, 14) “the thematic framework should be 

developed and refined during subsequent stages” and so I refined and compressed the 30 

knowledge categories to better suit the classification of my data. I proceeded in two 

stages: first, some of the theory-based categories were too theoretical to emerge as 

such in the discussions that were focused on the HR practice, and consequently these 

were identified and included in more concrete categories.  Second, I concentrated 

on finding categories that contained subject matter that could be put together and 

transformed into a new category. When combining the categories and forming new 

ones, the first-round interpretations of interviews were exploited. This is where, for 

the first time, a dialogue formed between the CM theory and my data. As the 

categories are not totally exclusive some factors might appear in two categories. The 

results of this process are presented in Table 14. 

 
Table 14.  Transforming the knowledge categories into classification criteria 

Original knowledge category (numbers and 

key words from Table 10) 

Refined category for data classification (name and 

explanation) 

 

(5) Development projects; (28) Systemic 

entity 

(1) Change mind-set and orientation 

Seeing different actions and development projects 

from a change perspective and being prepared to 

use different CSs if necessary. Understanding the 

systemic nature of change. (See also category 10.) 

 

(1) Change leadership 

 

(2) Change leadership 

Understanding the meaning of personal leadership 

at different managerial levels (top management, 

middle management, foremen) and implying actions 

to get managers motivated and adopting relevant 

roles in change. Especially the concrete and 

symbolic role of the top management. 
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(2) Change interventions; (3) Macro 

models of change; (4) Phases / steps; (6) 

Learning; (7) Innovation; (9) Radical vs. 

incremental change; (14) Time; (15) 

Historicalness; (20) Experimenting and 

piloting; (21) Action research (22) Top-

Down/Bottom-Up; (23) Logistic plans; (24) 

Processes as managerial constructs; (25) 

Executing roles; (26) Expertise; (27) 

Complexity; (28) Systems view 

(3) Change content and process planning and 

process design 

Planning of change processes and exploiting 

relevant knowledge in process design. Adjusting 

change contents and process for realistic 

implementation (demands involvement in goal 

setting and content planning). (The original 

knowledge categories can be used in the evaluation 

of the relevance of the process plans.) 

(10) Transition (psychological change); 

(11) Emotions; (12) Readiness for change 

(13) Cultures; (23) Planning of 

psychological process; (26) Overcoming 

the resistance to change; (27) Complexity; 

(30) Dilemmas 

(4) Psychology in change and dealing with the 

irrational 

Understanding the meaning of psychological factors 

in change and planning of psychological process as 

well; preparing for resistance to change.  

 

(17) Vision and strategic management 

interconnections; sense-making  

(5) Connections to strategic management, vision 

and to the overall management system 

Understanding the strategic connections of change 

to strategic management and to an overall 

management system; being able to incorporate 

change in those systems. Connecting a vision of 

change to an overall strategy. 

 

(8) Contexts; (27) Complexity 

(6) Contexts 

Understanding the meaning of different change 

contexts and taking into account different situations 

and complexity in planning of implementation 

processes. 

 

(16) Participation 

(7) Participation 

Understanding the meaning of participation and 

being able to involve employees in all 

organizational levels using different methods. 

 

(16) Communication, informing; 

(17) Sense-making 

(8) Communication, informing 

Understanding the meaning of timely informing of 

change and sympathetic communication in change. 

Being able to develop relevant methods for 

informing and communicating. 

 

(18) Objectives and measurement; (19) 

Evaluation 

(9) Measurement and evaluation 

Understanding the meaning of setting measurable 

objectives in change and the meaning of 

continuous follow up and evaluation and learning 

from change. Being able to develop concrete 

measures and execute follow up systems. 
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(29) Change strategy (existing CSs) 

(10) Change strategy 

Understanding the idea and meaning of systemic 

and comprehensive CS in the planning of change. 

Being able to exploit ready-made CSs and to 

construct CSs for special change processes. 

Fulfilling the criterions of CS: (1) adopting a change 

mind-set and orientation (2) conscious selection of 

means of change implementation, (3) exploiting 

relevant knowledge in planning, (4) having a 

comprehensive ‘systems view’ or ‘big picture’ about 

the change, and (5) taking into account the 

contextual demands and complexity in 

implementation. 

 

Emerging new categories and issues to be 

taken into account in CS planning 

There were only few emerged categories and they 

will be discussed when reporting the results of the 

interviews. 

 

Later in this thesis, I refer to the construction in Table 14 as ‘CM competence 

categories’ (CMCC). It embodies the compressed CM knowledge categories but it 

also contains a CS-type of approach to change implementation as a competence.  

In the refining process, I managed to compress the 30 categories into 10. I am 

not implying that the identified categories are the only right and most relevant ones 

in the evaluation of change implementation. However, as I have pointed out above, 

we lack a meta theory on CM and this is therefore my subjective choice, yet based 

on CM literature. The challenge in transforming the knowledge categories into 

classification criterions was that nearly all CM knowledge can be seen in connection 

with the new category 3, ‘change process planning and design’; the CM knowledge 

is realized in what is taken into account in the planning of change implementation. 

However, other issues discussed separately from planning can be argued to have a 

particularly major importance in implementation. My re-conceptualized concept CS 

also accumulates the relevant knowledge of change implementation and is closely 

related to category 3 (planning of the process), however, it also constitutes an 

‘implementation philosophy’ and a more comprehensive view and should therefore 

be kept separate, as its own category.  

The outcome of the process described above was meant for answering especially 

my RQ 2, where the competencies of HR practitioners will be examined by the help 

of exploiting the CM knowledge base. The ten categories in Table 14 are the theory 

based answers to my interview question ‘Which are the most important factors for 
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implementing change successfully?’. As said, also other emerging points were 

expected. 

As each of the informants represented his/her own speciality, some differing 

views were added to most of the interviews. Accordingly, the conversations 

proceeded a bit differently as new perspectives emerged affecting the flow of the 

interview. So, comparisons between the most important themes across the entire 

data would have been difficult without checking that they were discussed. That is 

why I made a list of the themes that should be included in the comparison. These 

categories are presented in Table 15. (See also the themes of the semi-structured 

interview, Appendix 2). So, the data of my research was formed of common and 

comparable information and of more or less individual comments. Individual 

comments, allowing them to emerge in the conversations, were important as they 

added new information to the whole, from the informants own area of specialty. 

 
Table 15.  Categories checked with all informants 

Main category Sub-category 

(1) Background job title, job description, history; educational 

background 

(2) HR roles valuation; strategicness, position; positioning on 

the HR frameworks (HR typologies); role of a 

change agent 

(3) Competencies informants’ own evaluation of competencies, 

differentiation and CM-knowledge exploitation; 

‘change stories’ (only two cases were selected for 

a more detailed analysis) 

(4) Affecting factors contextual factors, cultures; individual factors 

 

In the analysis, the conclusions were made based on what the interviewees explicitly 

said and no interpretation was made based on non-verbal communication such as 

gestures, tones of voice, hesitation, and pausing etc. Also, the transcript did not 

include information about non-verbal communication. This is argued by the choice 

of the ‘sympathetic researcher strategy’ that I explained above. By creating a trustful 

and confidential atmosphere I believe I reached reliable interpretations better than 

by trying to understand vague weak signals. I understand the reliability risks of 

getting close to the informant and I discuss their significance in the conclusions. 

The idea of the summary of CM competence categories (CMCC) in Table 10 was 

to serve ideas for the development and construction of a generic CS structure. At 

the same time, Table 10 was meant to accumulate pre-understanding for analyzing 
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the comments of the interviewees when evaluating their orientation to what is 

important in managing change. In the analysis, I checked if and how the themes in 

their compressed form (Table 14) appeared in the interview data: which themes were 

found and how some themes were possibly repeated. In this kind of data analysis, 

the frequency in which particular themes or concepts show up is important because 

a concept or a theme earns its position by being repeatedly mentioned (e.g. Corbin 

& Straus 1990). As the same structure was used at different points of the analysis, I 

could not avoid some overlap in presenting the results, but based on the previous 

comment, I thought it was not only a bad thing.  

This methodological choice was based on the assumption that HR professionals 

are able and willing to share stories of executed change processes. It was assumed 

that a competent and rational HR change agent would plan for strategic changes and 

in this planning, would benefit from theoretical knowledge of CM. In practice, this 

assumption faced some challenges, which I will return to when presenting the results.
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8 HR AS A CHANGE AGENT: THE CHANGE 

SPECIFIC HR ROLES AND COMPETENCIES OF 

HR PRACTITIONERS  

In this chapter, the results of the qualitative analyses of the semi-structured 

interviews will be presented and discussed. To crystallize how the results are 

introduced in this chapter, Figure 26 is drawn. 

 

 
Figure 26.  Presenting of the results and the methods and frameworks  
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By presenting also the methodological connections, the figure underlines also the 

dual-approach of the research, which means both using frameworks for the analysis 

and letting the emerging data give starting points for the formation of a new theory 

by semi-structured and open interview questions.  

Before going into the search for answers to the explicit research questions, I 

scrutinize issues of change contexts and HR’s valuation and strategic role (in sections 

8.1– 8.2.) quite thoroughly. I see these issues as very important and to greatly affect 

the adoption of HR’s role. 

8.1 The change contexts in the case organizations 

I examine next the change contexts from three perspectives: first I make a rough 

general contextual analysis. Then I look more closely at the situation from the 

standpoint of change load and employee wellbeing. Finally, I examine the state of 

HR itself as HR’s developmental level constitutes a major factor for adopting 

different roles (Cf. Järlström & Luoma 2014).  

8.1.1 General evaluation  

I have quite a comprehensive view on organizational context; in principle, it involves 

both the history of change, which has an influence on the present change culture, 

and the actual circumstances that are framing and affecting decision-making on 

change. Here, I concentrate on the analysis of the actual factors. More specifically 

the contextual factors will be related to change in sub-chapter 8.5.  

The foundation of the contextual analysis of change was discussed in sub-chapter 

3.3. To limit the amount of data, the contextual evaluation was made only based on 

the views of the two contact persons of the case organizations. They were thought 

to have enough strategic vision for the evaluation. However, in the private sector the 

evaluation was also verified with one strategic actor from the head office, as the chief 

HR officer could not be reached for the interview. Contextual issues emerged in the 

interviews as well, but there no framework was used.  

For a discussion on the change context, a plain framework was constructed. The 

framework (‘Contextual Change Check, CCC’) is presented in Appendix 1 where 

also the results of the evaluations concerning both case organizations are indicated. 

Understanding the change context and taking it into consideration when planning 

change implementation should be seen as an essential part of the formation of CS. 
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So, obtaining a picture of the contextual situation with regard to change was one 

target; seeing if the change context is referred to in the interviews expressing CS-

type of thinking was another. 

Generally speaking, the circumstances for change looked good in both 

organizations. In the case of the private sector, the situation in terms of resources 

and economic situation was regarded as good on the corporate level, however, the 

competition in the market was considered to be ‘hard’. The situation was seen to 

vary a lot between different regional units and businesses; however, certain change 

projects were implemented (or ‘marketed’ to be implemented) concerning the whole 

group regardless of the differences in the contextual situation. This might pose 

challenges in some of the units. I had two regional units as ‘field cases’ and in one 

the interviewees brought up the situation of a hard local competition and   challenges 

in profitability; however, I could not see this affecting the answers.   

In the public sector, the situation in terms of resources was regarded to be good 

as well. ‘Competition in the market’ was transferred into ‘employer image’ as it better 

indicates the competition in the workforce market for instance. Due to some 

hardships in customer service, the public-sector case experienced some decline in 

the image of the employer. ‘Strategic positioning’ of the private sector was regarded 

as strong. In the public sector, it was replaced by ‘participation in the societal 

development’ or ‘societal influence’ and also this was regarded as fairly good. The 

competencies and know-how of the personnel with respect to the strategic goals 

were found good or fairly good in both organizations. In the same way, the 

engagement and motivation of the personnel was regarded as good. All in all, the 

conditions for change implementation looked good – when evaluated in general 

terms. 

8.1.2 Wellbeing contexts: controlling change load 

Although the conditions for change implementation looked broadly good, the 

question of the amount of changes with respect to the wellbeing and energy of 

employees emerged. As it can be seen in Appendix 1, the amount of changes was 

plentiful in the both organizations. Change projects had been initiated on both the 

centralized (head office) and on the de-centralized (field) level, and this may create 

an excessive work load for the employees, especially as these sources of change 

(organizational units that were initiating the change) did not necessarily coordinate 

separate implementation projects. A rational CS demands the planning of change by 
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taking into account the total strain caused by different change projects on the other 

hand, and endurance and carrying capacity of the employees on the other. 

When I went deeper in the discussion of changes related to people’s capacity, a 

more nuanced picture was revealed, for instance: (Of the legends of the informants, 

see Appendix 4; R=researcher.) 
PuO5: The last two years have been a very confusing time as we had this major organizational 

reform and at the same time were planning [major changes in customer service] so there are two such 

things that should have been considered from the point of view of the field because it demanded 

totally new positioning in the work. We had people internally recruited to jobs that were not 

strongly in their area of expertise and at the same time a new world was built […] so I say that at 

times it has been even immoderate for the personnel.  

When major changes are faced in an organization where people are not used to 

changes, uncertainty and insecurity grow: 
PuO5: […] what comes to strain, is that it involves that [our organization] has traditionally 

been a very safe place to work. We have not had layoffs and we are busy in working on many 

things, but at the same time talk about the change in the environment is experienced as threatening 

[…] for instance outsourcing […] 

A rational CS demands recognizing the total load of these change and development 

projects and adjusting the changes according to that. This was reviewed by asking if 

there is a prioritized portfolio of strategic changes providing information about the 

‘development load’ to the top-management for decision-making in change 

implementation. In the private sector this was not the case, whereas in the public 

side the need for this kind of a portfolio was acknowledged, but it was still under 

consideration.  

[R: Do you have a kind of portfolio for following up employees’ load in development 

projects?] 

PrH1: No […] The boss is responsible for the work load of his/her own team […] The 

follow up is done in the management meetings of the business chains […].  

 PuO1: We are just on the road to thinking about that [the portfolio of change load] and 

especially the personnel’s carrying capacity of change […] It varies from person to person 

[…] The management system is in a key position for us in the sense that each boss has a 

very heavy workload and responsibility […] in how well he/she is able to support the 

wellbeing of the employees […].  

Both case organizations emphasized the responsibility of the bosses for the total 

workload of the employees; however, the public-sector case was clearly more 

oriented for developing a system for centralized responsibility is this respect. The 

underlined responsibility of the bosses for the workload control feels immoderate in 

situations where the ‘command line’ feeds changes one after another and expects 

execution without hesitation; a single foreman is quite forceless under the 
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organizational pressure. It is important to notice that no one of the HR informants 

expressed that HR should take a controlling role in sizing the load and strain caused 

by changes and development projects. According to the comments of the public 

side, it seems that this kind of thinking is more familiar for the strategic planning 

body than for HR. I think that this (looking after the employees’ wellbeing in change) 

is one of the most important tasks for a ‘Change Agent’ as leaving this out and being 

greedy for too many changes at a time may risk the implementation of all projects. 

In the both organizations, wellbeing at work was regularly assessed using in-house 

measures. It would have been tempting to use these results as a baseline with the 

interviews. However, the information was so badly comparable that I decided to 

leave it out.  

Relating one’s own actions in the change implementation process with the 

organizational and environmental context is change strategic in nature. I’ll come back 

to this issue as I review the stories of implemented changes and examine the role of 

contextual factors in HR role adoption. 

8.1.3 The state of HR as a contextual factor for contributing to change 

The evaluation of HR’s developmental stage was not originally listed in my research 

interests. However, during my journey I noticed that it would be good to consider 

how it as a general contextual factor affected adopting change specific roles. As I 

had not included such a theme in my interviews I must content myself to the images 

which were born during the visits to the organizations. 

For my scrutinizing, I apply the framework by Järlström & Luoma (2014; see also 

Luoma 2006b, 2009). The staircase of the framework connects with the strategic 

development of HRM and it involves the following steps or levels: the ‘primitive’ 

level, the basic level, the developing level, and the advanced level. Generally taken, 

both of the HRs seem to have reached the developing level, which means that there 

are many connections between the strategic management and HRM. The practical 

HRM processes support strategic goals and the management is involved in HRM. 

Also, the system based HR tools are on a quite high level, especially on the public 

side where there is strong tradition of developing processes and combining HRM 

tools into a HRM system. However, the orientation seems to be more towards a 

discussion on separate systems and their best practices than on building a systemic 

entity and the internal fit between different systems. To conclude, in both 

organizations, there is still a long way to go to reach the advanced level of strategic 
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HRM, which would demand being able to create a competitive advantage by means 

of HRM. (cf. Järlström & Luoma 2014; Luoma 2014.) 

Often in large organizations, the higher positions on the developmental staircase 

of HRM can be reached because more resources are directed to HRM – mostly 

because the large size demands more systematic actions and managing of processes. 

As this was also the case in my organizations, good possibilities for lining strategic 

and HRM processes can be seen. Accordingly, this constitutes a good ground for 

lining the strategic change processes as well so that HR would play a major role in 

them. This is an important contextual observation as I am examining HR’s role in 

(mostly) strategic change. So, whether HR acts as a change agent or not is not a 

consequence of my organizations being remarkably different from other developed 

large organizations with regard to HRs’ developmental stage. As said, I have no more 

evidence for this than my own experience and evaluation but still I am quite 

confident with my judgement.   

8.2 General valuation and strategic positioning of HR 

I suggested in the introduction that HR cannot adopt a real role of a change agent 

without having a strategic and developmental orientation and without being 

strategically valued – at least to some extent. To be seen as a specialist in strategic 

change demands more general strategic competence as well. I started the interviews 

by asking questions about the interviewees’ job titles and job descriptions. I first 

analyze this data for determining interviewees’ HR focus area and strategic position. 

8.2.1 HR’s strategic position and valuation interpreted via job titles and 

organizational positioning  

The job titles of the informants were presented in Tables 12 and 13 above. The job 

titles were translated from Finnish into English but the translations are not ‘official’ 

because English is not used as company language in either of the organizations. 

Some job titles are informative in expressing something about the HR content area 

– some are more generic. The job titles also say something about the strategic 

valuation of HR. In Table 16, the job titles have been grouped into three groups: 

‘the directors’, ‘the managers’, and ‘the specialists’. 
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Table 16.  The job titles of the informants (HeO=Head office, Fi=Field organization, HR=HR function, 
Other= Other than HR)  

Private Public 

Job title HeO Fi HR Other 

Director (Head of…) 3 2 1 4 

Manager 1 4 3 1 

Specialist 1 4 5 1 

Total 5 10 9 6 

 Grand total          15                  15 

 

In the head office of the private organization most of the interviewees were 

‘directors’, which emphasizes their strategic position. In spite of persistent attempts 

I was not able to interview the chief HR director (the HR team leader on the 

company level in the private sector) so the strategic hierarchy remained a bit vague, 

however, I had the impression that all of the HR practitioners in the private 

organization had a more independent and a more strategic role than their colleagues 

in the public sector.  

In the field organization of the private sector most of HR practitioners were 

‘specialists’, however, in two of the regional areas there a HR director had been 

appointed. In one regional area, the HR team leader was ‘only’ a HR manager, 

however, she was seemingly holding a position of strategic importance as well 

(participating in the top management team e.g.). In HR, in the public organization, 

there was only one ‘director’, whereas most of the interviewees, other than HR, were 

‘directors’. The HR director was not a member of the top management team (TMT) 

but a member of the extended management team together with directors of other 

service organizations. In the private sector, the head office HR practitioners all 

except one (who was organized in one of the businesses) held specialized positions. 

HR practitioners in the field had also their own specialized HR content areas, but 

they also acted as HR generalists. Comparing the two case organizations’ HR titles 

(within HR) shows that the private sector seems to be ‘more strategic’ in terms of 

the titles (although this might also be a feature of the private business culture). This 

is in line with the observations on the conversations on the job descriptions, however 

there were great individual differences in this respect and understanding the ‘true 

strategicness’ of the jobs was very challenging in most of the cases. 

In the both organizations, the leaders of the HR teams had very important roles 

as mediators of strategic issues and all the informants recognized and understood 

this role. Although this observation of the chief HR officer as a strategic mediator 

looks to be self-evident in a hierarchical organization, it raises the question of the 
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diversity of the strategicness HR organizations. The strategicness of HR cannot be 

discussed as a whole – like the competence models usually do – but as being divided 

within HR in manifold forms and it should be reviewed by each individual. The HR 

team leader usually has the formal strategic position and responsibility from TMT to 

HR and vice versa, and so his/her role (and personal performance in that role) is 

crucial from a strategic perspective. However, also HR team members may adopt a 

strategic position based on their personal properties and interests. I’ll come back to 

that later (in sub-chapter 8.6) when I discuss the effects of personal features and 

interests on HR role formation.  

The change in HR titles and TMT-membership seem to reflect the developmental 

stage of the management culture.  

PrF11: I have been working for eleven years in the company. First I was appointed as HR 

manager but a couple of years later as HR director and as a member of TMT. I was the 

first HR director in the company [means regional organization; now there are more of them] 

[R: being appointed as HR director says something about valuation…?]  

PrF11: Yes, but being a member of TMT says even more about that [valuation]. 

PrF21: When I first got to TMT I was seen as a secretary […] Now, I can even say 

something and I am taken seriously […]. 

Also, the organizational positioning of HR practitioners may imply something about 

the strategic valuation and organizational culture. One concrete manifestation of this 

is the membership in the TMT as discussed above. The other sign of the strategic 

positioning of HR is how it is organized, for instance, if it is organized close to the 

core business and its powerful actors or if it is organized as a part of a separate 

service organization, e.g. financial department as the case often is. In both case 

organizations, the chief HR officer was two steps away from the CEO. In the 

regional organizations of the private sector case, the chief HR officer was organized 

to answer directly to the regional CEO. In case of large organizations these 

organizational positions are quite typical and as such give good opportunities for 

acting strategically. 

Strategic positioning must be earned and in a strong traditional and administrative 

culture, like in my public-sector case organization, it is demanding for HR 

practitioners to move in a more strategic direction (see more about managerial 

cultures, sub-chapter 8.5). According to the signals and interpretations discussed 

above, the public-sector organization was somewhat behind in strategic acting but 

not so far that it would make it impossible for the organization. 
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8.2.2 What is ‘strategic’ in HR: difficulties in interpreting the job descriptions  

In the text above ‘strategicness’ was interpreted mainly by job titles and 

organizational positioning, so it mainly reflects an outside view on the matter. A 

more practical and also subjective picture can be formed by reviewing the job 

descriptions. However, many challenges emerge. Strategicness itself as a construct is 

almost impossible to take over. The idea of strategicness on the general level has 

evolved from a very exclusive and secret ‘drawer strategy’ of the top management to 

a management tool open to everybody.  

Human resource issues are not self-evidently seen strategic in managerial practice 

although their importance is celebrated in annual reports. Sometimes only those 

issues that are discussed in the frames of the formal strategy process are regarded as 

strategic and issues of strategic importance emerging from the everyday work are 

forgotten. The dominance of the macro level orientation to strategy has resulted in 

losing sight of the human being. In the beginning of 2000 a research trend called 

‘strategy as practice’ has diverged from the macro level and strategy process-focused 

research to review all actions and practices that may have strategic meaning. 

(Johnson et al. 2003; Johnson et al. 2007; Jarzabkowski 2005; Jarzabkowski et al. 

2007; Whittington 2003). This trend may also relieve assessing the strategic 

importance of everyday HR issues. (Laine et al. 2017.) 

Looking at one’s own perception of the strategicness of his/her job is a very 

delicate issue for discussion. First, strategicness by definition is something that is 

important and valuable, so having strategic duties in one’s job affects the feeling of 

personal valuation, self-esteem and dignity. Accordingly, there is a subjective 

tendency to see strategicness there where others don’t see it. Another thing is that 

strategicness is very context-bound and when reviewed by written job-descriptions 

or by one’s own verbal descriptions, may lead to misinterpretations; the same kind 

of doing may mean different things in different contexts. Also, the position of the 

HR job in the head office or in the field may have an effect on the experience of 

strategicness: the head office jobs are often regarded as more strategic when 

discussed from job titles’ perspective as discussed above.  

For the reasons described above it was very difficult to predict the interviewee’s 

perception of his/her job’s strategicness by reviewing the written or verbal job-

descriptions. For instance, after a discussion about the job-description of an 

informant, I had formed my subjective image of the strategicness of the job, 

however, in the next phase of the interview, where structured frameworks were used, 

the informant might position the job completely differently.  
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In spite of the challenges described above some rough lines can be drawn using 

Ulrich et al.’s role definitions as criteria. The following attributes have been taken 

from role definitions to be used here to reflect both strategicness and ‘change agency’ 

(see sub-chapter 4.4): 

− They understand the visions and critical success factors of the future and 

participate in developing customer focused business strategies. 

− They can clearly see the importance of HR in driving business results. 

− They are able to develop their organizations’ capacity for change. 

− They are able to build the case for change based on market and business 

realities. 

The selected attributes reflect business-mindedness, understanding of business 

fundamentals, pro-activeness, and the ability to link business and HR. Using these 

attributes and interpretations as criteria I ended up to choose the following HR 

positions to meet the best criteria: 

− Heads of HR in the three regional units of the private case 

− Service manager of one business line of one regional unit of the private 

case 

− Head of HRD of the private case 

All of the five chosen positions were from the private case and four of them were 

from the field organization. Moreover, all of the four regional cases were members 

of TMT. The HRD professional had a longstanding business background and was 

strongly involved in important strategic projects. In the public sector, many of the 

informants had also strategic responsibilities in their jobs but they seem not to have 

gained a close connection with the top management and they also lacked a proactive 

attitude. Among nearly all of the informants, there was a lot of strategic talk and 

rhetoric, which means knowing the basic concepts and being able to assess the 

strategicness of one’s own job and HR’s action. However, the non-strategic ranked 

informants’ own perspective to strategy was generally narrower representing the 

informants’ functional specialties. As I underlined above, this interpretation is more 

an impression drawn from discussions on what HR people actually did. However, 

the interpretation implies that being a member in TMT and working in the field 

organization improves chances for strategic position. It also implies that it is not the 

TMT membership alone that gives the strategic position but one should be 

competent in business and have initiatives and be proactive to earn a genuine 

strategic position.      
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8.2.3 Valuation of HR according to the interviews 

Job titles and organizational positioning are implicit cultural signs and symbols of 

giving value to HRM. I also wanted to review the valuation by how the HR 

practitioners themselves felt about it. In the interviews, concerning the first theme 

‘HR roles’, I started the discussion by asking for instance    

“how HR is valued and respected in your own organization? How do you see the valuation 

from different perspectives: the top management, the managers, and the personnel; the head 

office vs. the field organization?”  

Being valued by the top management is usually thought to express strategic valuation 

and positioning; however, in another research (Laine et al. 2017) we found that HR 

can also be valued by the top management in its administrative and traditional role 

and executing its functional competencies. This is the area, in which the top 

management usually feels uncomfortable and needs help of specialists, whereas 

human resources specific help in business and strategic issues is not so easy to 

recognize. The personnel, especially the employees in the field and the managers and 

the supervisors, usually appreciate the help of HR in practical personnel issues and 

problems, but the role of HR can also be seen as involving contradictions and role 

tensions. Hammonds (2005) suggests that HRM is too strongly aligned with the 

needs of individual employees, whereas Kochan (2007) and Brown et al. (2009) argue 

that HRM’s role in strategic management undermines employees’ trust. (See Sheehan 

et al. 2014.) In many organizations HRM is involved in the execution of personnel 

reductions and lay-offs (so called yt-procedures), and that may have a crucial impact 

on the relations between HRM and the employees and also affects the valuation of 

HR. (About the lay-offs, see e.g. Bernhard & Mongrain 2010.) As stated in the 

contextual analysis above, in both of the case organizations, the employee relation 

culture between the employer and the employees was good, partly because of no 

dramatic lay-offs. 

The membership in TMT was discussed above in connection to organizational 

positioning. TMT membership seems to be one of the most important factors in 

many meanings as here it pops up in relation to the feeling of valuation. 

PrF21: I was included in TMT first as a secretary, I was allowed to talk anyway, but of 

course as I was a woman I wrote things down […] Now, it has changed so that I am taken 

seriously and what I say is reacted to in the same way as to something someone else might 

say. 
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PuHR2: […] if HR had been acknowledged as a member in TMT it would have 

increased the valuation automatically […] it [not being a member in TMT] reflects to the 

outside that HR has had more a supportive than a strategic role […] 

The comments of the interviewees on the valuation of HR were classified according 

to the emerged categories. The categories and examples of contents are presented in 

Tables 17 and 18. 

 
Table 17.   Emerged categories of HR valuation, Private sector case (Pr) (PrH/PrF=several 

comments; PrHindex/PrFindex=individual comment) 

Emerged category of 

valuation 

Examples of category content / affecting factors Org./ 

individual 

General valuation of 

HR 

Mostly from good to excellent (different evaluations by 

many interviewees). 

Varies by focus groups. 

Valuation has increased.  

Big change going on in connecting HR closer to the 

business. Valuation is seen in recruiting high level HR 

professionals also from outside of the company to regional 

HR director posts. 

Varies by regional units. 

There is valuation but cooperation is not at the level it 

should be 

 

PrF 

 

PrH/PrF 

PrH/PrF 

PrH5 

 

 

 

PrH1 

PrF12 

 

Valuation of HR by 

delivering 

administrational HR 

services to managers 

and supervisors 

 

Mostly good – highly appreciated. 

Providing personal help to single foremen in HR issues and 

‘HR firework’. 

HR provides higher level HR services (services that 

demand superior HR competence and know-how) to 

foremen. 

Valuation by developing HR tools for foremen (no direct 

contacts). 

 

PrF 

PrF11 

 

PrH2 

 

PrH1 

Valuation of HR by the 

top management; 

strategic valuation 

The formal valuation comes from participation in TMT 

Valuation increases as HR takes more business oriented 

responsibilities 

  

PrF11 

 

PrF14 

Valuation of a specific 

HR theme / substance 

area 

 

Wellbeing at work is not so valued and developed 

[compared to the informant’s earlier experiences in another 

company] 

PrH3 
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Contradictions affecting 

HR valuation 

Valuation is violated as independent regions act against 

centralized HR instructions. 

The business management may steamroll HR’s opinion 

and so show non-valuation. 

The biggest gap between the head office and the field [the 

informant ever experienced]. 

Valuation could be better; different contradictions, e.g. 

values vs. business goals, have impact on valuation.  

 

PrH 

 

PrF11 

 

PrH3 

 

PrF13 

 

The same categories that were found in the private sector case organization were 

also found in the analysis of the public case organization. 

 
Table 18.  Emerged categories of HR valuation, Public sector case (Pr) (PuHR/PuO=several 

comments; PuHRindex/PuOindex=individual comment) 

Emerged category of 

valuation 

Examples of category content / affecting factors Org./ 

individual 

General valuation of HR Valuation could be better; valuation should be earned by 

good performance 

We are not very much valued; HR is connected to 

regulation and pedantic instructions 

We have had a ‘culture of rules and instructions’ that 

decreases valuation 

 

PuHR2 

 

PuHR5 

 

PuO5 

Valuation of HR by 

delivering 

administrational HR 

services to managers 

and supervisors 

 

HR has been able to give punctual guidance and support 

to managers.  

Managers and supervisors appreciate HR; most of my 

work is to give instructions and services to foremen 

The field values HR a lot as the everyday work is very 

much based on HR routines and HR services are well 

organized 

Delivering juridical HR services and taking care of the 

employment relationship are on a high level. 

 

PuHR4 

 

PuHR3 

 

 

 

PuHR8 
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Valuation of HR by the 

top management; 

strategic valuation 

The chief HR officer should be a member of TMT. 

Forming of a strategic HR has potentially increased HR’s 

strategic valuation 

Some managers may wish for more strategic courage from 

HRM. A new HR organization is not yet established. (The 

new HR organization was formed for gaining a more 

established strategic position) 

I have the feeling that the top management does not value 

HR 

Earlier HR was more seen as a support function; now HR’s 

organizational position has changed (by the HR 

organization reform) 

Strategic cooperation with HR is not functioning properly 

   

PuHR2 

PuHR5 

 

 

 

PuHR4 

 

 

 

PuHR3 

 

PuO1 

PuO2 

Valuation of a specific 

HR theme / substance 

area 

 

HRD function is highly valued 

Valuation has deteriorated because of failing in some 

crucial missions (resource planning, contributing to 

wellbeing at work) 

HRD is performing excellently 

 

PuHR2 

PuO6 

Contradictions and 

obscurities affecting HR 

valuation 

The splitting of HR into strategic and administrative HR 

(latest HR organization reform) increases confusion among 

the clients  

The current HR structure does not support the 

development of HRs role; cooperation between the two 

HRs does not function properly 

The top management thinks that the instructions of HR are 

not for them 

We have a role of a stalker and a pettifogger 

HR is too much concentrated on cooperation with the 

personnel representative forgetting the foremen and the 

employees 

 

PuHR7/ 

PuHR6 

 

 

PuHR7 

PuO1 

 

PuO2 

 

PuHR3 

PuHR5 

PuO6 

 

As emphasized above, valuation must be earned, but it is culturally bound and 

reflects the prevailing organizational culture and values as well. Valuation should also 

be seen in the light of the HR roles: good performance in traditional administrative 

and functional roles meets the expectations of the organization, especially those of 

the managers, and creates a balance and a status quo, which makes it difficult for 

HRM to adopt new, more strategic HR roles (cf. Laine et al. 2017). As the chief HR 

officer of the public case organization stated “our organization has the kind of HRM it 

deserves, HRM that fits in the management culture”. This describes well the reciprocal 

relationship between the organization and HRM. The statement is surely true but at 
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the same time it implies that HRM has adapted to the surrounding organization 

without any idea of how to change and develop it. HRM does not see itself as a 

changing force.  

In the case organizations, the traditional functional competence of HR was 

generally highly appreciated, however, there were signals indicating a transition phase 

for HRM moving to more strategic roles. This seems to be mostly due to the 

participation and good performance of the chief HR officers in TMT work. This 

may also create opportunities for the rest of the HRM to build more strategic roles 

and thereby to earn also strategic valuation. 

Comparing the two case organizations, the public organization is clearly ‘more 

traditional’ in the sense that it is more administrative and normative oriented. This 

reflects the traditional bureaucratic and institutional culture that is featured by strict 

instructions and control systems. Accordingly, HR’s role is more administrative and 

also HR’s clients expect clear centralized instructions and guidance whereas the 

private sector case, especially the field organization, is more independent and 

business oriented. However, this concerns mainly the regional chief HR officers and 

their interaction with the business management (in TMTs for instance) while the rest 

of the HR organization is acting in more traditional roles. In both case organizations, 

also in the public sector, HRM seems to be well aware of the common desire and 

trend of HR to achieve strategic valuation and has absorbed the same idea. Both 

HRM organizations are clearly in the phase of moving into a more strategic direction.  

The organizational and managerial cultures are clearly differentiating factors 

between the two cases. There were also major differences in the HR organization 

structure. The public case organization had no regional HRM, which had resulted in 

building up a kind of hidden HR structure, where HR responsibilities had been 

addressed to some non-HR employees, mostly to be executed part-time. This was 

not apt for increasing the valuation to HR duties, as mostly the tasks involved 

carrying out the most necessary HR routines. This solution does not promote an 

image on HRM as a strategic actor. Also, not being able to go next door for help 

from regional HR has strengthened the culture of strict instructions by the 

centralized HR. Another affecting feature in the public-sector case was the HR 

organization reform, which had created contradictions within HRM and obscurity in 

the clients. The aim of the HR reform was to gain a more established strategic 

position for the ‘strategic HR’, whereas the ‘service HR’ could concentrate on 

producing HR services. However, many of the informants saw deficiencies in the 

strategic position and valuation of HR. I’ll come back for the other reasons other 

than organization reform later. 
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In both organizations, contradictions could also be found, which affected the 

clients’ valuation. Especially the role of a controller of obeying the norms of the 

work life was regarded as restrictive by the foremen and the management in some 

cases. Also, the fact that especially the top management might exclude themselves 

from HR’s instructions was experienced as irritating and as not giving valuation. 

Also, failing in some crucial missions, as in personnel resource planning in the public 

case, may deteriorate valuation dramatically.  

One interesting point in the valuation of HR is whether it is based on professional 

valuation of HR’s actual contribution to the core business of the organization 

(‘earned valuation’) or whether its basis is the given power and organizational 

positioning. This distinction was clearly seen in the stories of the public sector. 

PuHR5: I have seen two different stages in the history. When I first came [to the 

organization some 15 years ago] HR had quite a tight grip of the management, it was much 

more assertive, now it has changed in some way […] might have something to do with the 

changes in the top management or the interpersonal relationships or…? Anyway, the 

position was stronger [than the position in recent years] Now that we have formed the 

strategic staff [means the organization reform where the strategic HR and service HR were 

formed] perhaps the status has slightly [increased]. We have had different stages. 

It seems that in a bureaucratic culture, in my public case organization, HR’s position 

was earlier more based on the legitimate power given to it. During the years, the 

administrative culture has decreased and this eroded HR’s powerbase. As the 

interviewee remarks, also the changes in the top executives and personal ‘likings’ and 

relationships may dramatically change the powerbase. The new position of HR in 

the public case is more demanding: HR is given a new position, which enables 

strategic functioning, however, this is not self-evident and the new position must be 

earned (as many of the informants emphasized).            

To conclude, in both case organizations, HR experienced valuation in its 

traditional and administrational role, but this valuation does not support adopting 

more strategic roles, the role of a change agent for instance. From the perspective of 

this research, it is remarkable that no one of the interviewees took up ‘change specific 

competencies’ or ‘acting as a change agent’ as a source of valuation, whereas good 

performance in the ‘functional competencies’ (e.g. Ulrich et al. 1995) were 

acknowledged by the interviewees themselves. Also, the ‘outside evaluators’ in the 

public sector appreciated HR’s administrative and functional competencies but did 

not mention anything about CM competencies. Now, I move on to examine the HR 

roles more carefully by benefitting from some of the acknowledged frameworks in 

the analysis.   
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8.2.4 HR’s orientation positioned in a structured framework 

The content issues and strategicness of HRM in the case organizations was also 

discussed by using structured frameworks. In the interviews, the idea of seeing HR 

as split into administrative and developmental HR (as presented in 4.4) was first 

discussed and ‘tested’. Then I continued by mapping the actual duties of the 

informants from a strategic vs. operative perspective. For making these themes 

concrete, I used in the interviews a structured framework presented in Appendix 3a. 

In the positioning, I used a five-point scale in both dimensions. In the ‘HR content 

orientation scale’ number 1 represented a pure administrational orientation and 

number 5 a pure developmental orientation; in the ‘strategic orientation scale’ 

number 1 represented a pure operative orientation and number 5 a pure strategic 

orientation. If requested, the informants were also allowed to position themselves 

between the given options. In Figure 27 I have combined the two dimensions 

together to form a matrix for describing the general role orientation of the HR 

practitioners. The numeric values of the positioning are presented in Appendix 4. 
 

 
Figure 27.   The general role orientation of HR practitioners (Private sector HR, n=15; Public sector 

HR, n=8; Public sector non-HR, n=6)  

All the informants from the private sector were HR practitioners. As the 

organization of the public-sector case did not have a decentralized HR organization 

(‘HR field organization’) the group of informants was completed by managers and 
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specialists, by the ‘non-HR informants’, who were primarily HR’s customers but had 

also HR responsibilities alongside their other duties. Concerning the public 

organization, these informants acted also as mirrors reflecting the outside view to 

the HR organization’s positioning. However, I did not include this perspective to my 

research questions because extending this view (perspective of evaluators outside 

HRM) reliably to both case organizations would have expanded my research too 

much.  

Figure 27 shows that the positioning of HR practitioners varies a lot on the both 

dimensions. It is partly due to the variety in the job descriptions of the HR specialists: 

in a team of HR practitioners, some are specialized in producing more 

administrational HR services, especially services in labor code and agreements and 

solutions to everyday employee relation problems – ‘HR firework’. However, 

especially in the private sector, also in a specialized team, the HR practitioners acted 

occasionally as HR generalists by producing services to meet the emerging needs of 

the clients. Although the HR practitioners themselves felt that they are mostly valued 

by their administrational competencies (see the previous sub-chapter) they were 

quick to see the strategic importance for their work. The interviewees obviously 

wanted to emphasize the strategic and developmental features of their job as moving 

to that direction is their desire as it is a common desire of HR practitioners in general 

as well; however, to position themselves on the strategicness scale drew them in an 

ambivalent situation as the reality was less strategic. 

PuHR2: [The citation is from the situation where the informant chose her position on the 

strategicness scale, Appendix 3a] In our strategic HR unit we are doing terrible much of 

this [points at the administrative end of the continuum of the scale], which does not at all 

belong here and we should be managing more of these things [points at the developmental end 

on the same continuum] […] I would think that competence management and wellbeing 

management are the most essential things in my job and nevertheless I must spend a lot of 

time in here [describes the administrative parts in her job] […] however, I would position 

my role here [choses the centremost point on the scale]. 

Strategic positioning is also, in addition to one’s own perception of the strategic 

significance of one’s job, connected with the formal HR organization: the chief HR 

officers in both organizations and in both the head office and the field organization, 

had strategic connections with the top management and acted as mediator of the 

strategic issues in both directions. Direct contact between HR team members and 

the top management were rare with the exception of one HR specialist who was 

positioned and organized within the business structure in the private case 

organization. The mediating strategic role of the HR team leader is very important 
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for the strategic involvement of the entire HR team. Having a permanent 

membership in TMT seems again to be the key factor in gaining strategic influence 

for HR. 

[R: How are the strategic initiatives from the top management delivered to HR?]  

PrH1: The personnel director sits [in TMT, top management team], it is very important 

[…] She takes care that it [a strategic initiative from the top management] goes into the 

normal [HR] management system.  

[R: how about the strategic initiatives from HR to TMT?]  

PrH1: [The personnel director] takes it up in the TMT […].  

PrF31: I [HR director] have the strongest strategic role […] the roles of the other HR 

actors are more tactical […] 

The lack of strategicness in one’s own role, being partly due to one’s formal 

organizational position, can also be seen as hampering the utilization of HR 

resources. 

PuHR5: They [the strategic initiatives] flow by our personnel director […] but I sometimes 

feel that they don’t flow sufficiently to us [the HR team members] as we have understanding 

and competence that could be utilized more […]. 

As Figure 27 indicates, the majority of HR practitioners in the both case 

organizations positioned themselves to or near to the upper right square 2 of the 

matrix that was named as ‘Developmental-strategic’. Both informants positioning 

themselves as ‘Administrative-strategic’ (one in the private and one in the public 

sector) were high-level specialists in employee relations and also regarded themselves 

as strategic actors, which is self-evident in the organizations, which are highly 

dependent on treating their personnel according to the labor code and agreements. 

Two informants positioned themselves as ‘Administrative-operative’. One was 

working in a clearly operative and assisting position; the other was a bit skeptical of 

his practical chances to move towards more strategic responsibilities and felt that 

HR is in a way forced into its administrative role.  

PrF13: […] we would like to be a strategic partner but I think that our company is not 

in the state where we could be a strategic partner as we need to everyday support for the 

foremen […] According to my view the business management wants HR to stay in a certain 

role […] the management is not ready to admit that they would not need everyday help […] 

[they want] that the foreman gets the operative help as soon and as well as possible to be 

able to concentrate on his/her own leadership and management. 

The example shows how sensitive the positioning is with respect to emotional 

reactions, for instance to experiences of frustration with regard to one’s own 
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expectations concerning the chances one has to have an influence on more strategic 

issues. 

As mentioned above the six non-HR informants in the public case organization 

positioned the formal HR on the dimensions as well and gave in a way an ‘outside’ 

assessment of the positioning of HR in their organization. All of them rated HR in 

box 3 ‘Administrative-operational’. This is a symptom of the general image of HR’s 

position and stands in contradiction to HR’s own positioning. This observation, 

though not tested widely by the non-HR organization in this research, is in line with 

our earlier observations in another study (Laine et al. 2017). 

Finally, I collect some of the observations of the previous sub-chapters: 

− A comparison of the two case organizations’ HR titles shows that the 

private sector seems to be ‘more strategic’ in terms of the titles (although 

this might also be a feature of the private business culture). Moreover, most 

of the jobs meeting the Ulrich’s criteria of strategicness were found in the 

field organization of the private sector. 

− It was very difficult to predict the interviewee’s perception of his/her job’s 

strategicness by reviewing the written or verbal job-descriptions. 

− TMT membership seems to be one of the most important factors to 

indicate valuation. 

− HR experienced valuation in its traditional and administrational role, but 

this valuation does not support adopting more strategic roles, the role of a 

change agent for instance.  

− Others than HR specialists in the public sector appreciated HR’s 

administrative and functional competencies but did not mention anything 

about CM competencies. 

− The majority of HR practitioners in both case organizations positioned 

themselves to or near to position of ‘developmental-strategic’ 

− All except HR specialists in the public sector saw HR as ‘administrative-

operational’ whereas the specialists themselves as more ‘developmental-

strategic’. This is a sign of the general image of HR’s position seen from 

the outside and stands in contradiction to HR’s own positioning. 
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8.3 HR roles seen in the light of the generic competence 

models 

Above HR’s position was evaluated by my informants, first in interviews and then 

by rating the positions on two dimensions. Now that I move to scrutinize the HR 

roles, I first work on three common structured competence models and then 

concentrate on the role of a change agent. Finally, I evaluate the usability of 

competence models for describing the HR practice. 

8.3.1 The three generic HR competence models framing this research 

I used three generic competence models in this research for relating the informants’ 

views with the more general ideas of HR roles: the model of Ulrich (1996), the model 

of Storey (1992) and the model of Ulrich et al. (2013). (The Finnish versions are 

presented in Appendix 3b–d.) Ulrich’s multiple-role framework combined the 

strategic vs. operative and process vs. people dimensions to form a matrix. The 

informants were asked to position themselves by ordering the given options from 1 

to 4 (number 1 for describing the best fitting actual role; number 4 for describing 

the least fitting role) using the matrices.  (I did not get the ratings from all of the 

interviewees; see the n figures.) The question was not only the positioning with 

respect to the roles formed by the frameworks but also the conversations around the 

different HR roles inspired by the competence models. First, the positionings of the 

informants in Ulrich’s (1996) matrix is presented in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28.  The positionings of the informants in Ulrich’s (1996) multiple-role framework (mean of the 

ratings / SD / order; Pr=private case organization, n=12; Pu=public  case organization, 
n=10) 

The first observation is that the order ratings were very evenly distributed, especially 

in the public sector. This ‘evenness’ reflects probably at least partly the difficulty to 

see the described HR roles to correspond to ones of every-day HR work in practice. 

I will review this difficulty concerning all of the used frameworks together at the end 

of this section. ‘Strategic Partner’ gained the most of first-ratings and was regarded 

the best describing role in average in both of the organizations but the differences 

were minor. ‘Change Agent’ was rated as the second most fitting role in the private 

sector whereas in the public sector all of the three roles were rated the same on 

average. The role of ‘Employee Champion’ was the worst fitting role and its idea was 

a bit difficult to see, as all HR practitioners regarded themselves as representatives 

of the employer5. This is one role where HR’s positioning is contradictory, as 

especially HR’s role in enhancing employee wellbeing is strengthening.  The standard 

deviations (SDs) within the case organizations have been presented in each of the 

cells. The highest SD concerning the administrative HR role in the public sector 

reflects the division of HR work and specializing in different roles. As I emphasized 

                                                        

 

5 It is of course possible to take a role of an ‘Employee Champion’ and still be a representative of the 

employer. It is a question of promoting the organization’s best by keeping the employees 

(employees’ wellbeing and health etc.) in focus. This perspective was discussed before the 

interviewees took their final position with respect to the options of the framework.  
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when arguing for the used method, at least equally important to the ratings, were the 

discussions around the frameworks.  

The second applied framework (Storey 1992) combined strategic vs. operative 

and reactive vs. proactive dimensions. The positionings are presented in Figure 29. 

 
Figure 29.  The positionings of the informants in Storey’s (1992) multiple-role framework (mean of the 

ratings / SD / order; Pr=private case organization, n=12; Pu=public  case organization, 
=10) 

The best describing role was ‘HR advisor’ in the private case and ‘change maker’ in 

the public case although the differences within and between the organizations were 

again extremely small. When Storey first launched his model (1992) he did not find 

many HR functions that would have acted as ‘change maker’ but ten years later 

Caldwell found that the role had increased in popularity being the second in a study 

of 98 organizations (Jolkkonen & Järlström 2014). That may have resulted from the 

increased discussion of change in general. I argued also in the Instruction that lately 

this discussion has ceased as new areas of interest have emerged. 

The least ‘popular’ role in both organizations was ‘servant’, which means a HR 

actor who reactively waits to perform operative HR services. It is easy to see that 

this role does not fulfil the professional expectations of an ambiguous HR 

practitioner. On the contrary, the role of a ‘change maker’ is very demanding in 

calling for proactive strategic functioning and being prioritized, it may also involve 

unrealistic dreams of the interviewees. Again, these roles reflect the informants’ job 

descriptions: for instance, in administrative HR job, it is easier to end up in situations 

where the company policies must be kept an eye on (the role of a controller). 
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The last competence model used in the interviews was the latest one of Ulrich et 

al. (2013). It was experienced by the interviewees to be the most difficult to fill in as 

it emphasized the strategic nature of the competencies. The strategicness became 

apparent in the explanations of the model (see sub-chapter 4.4 for the explanations; 

for the more compact Finnish translations, see Appendix 3d). Also, the fact that 

there were six roles to be evaluated and ranked, made the task more difficult. The 

results of the evaluations are presented in Table 19. In addition to the evaluation of 

the actual roles, also the interviewees’ ideas of future development were discussed. 

These discussions were more speculative in nature and all the roles were not 

discussed if the interviewee felt it difficult. However, based on this incomplete 

information, the future orders can be presented to give an idea of the results of the 

conversations. 

 
Table 19.  The positionings of the informants in the Ulrich et al. competency framework (Mean of the 

ratings / SD / order; Pr n=14; Pu n=10; see sub-chapter 4.4 for the role explanations) 

 

 

‘Credible activist’ was regarded to be the strongest actual role in both organizations. 

As commented above, the role is a bit different role in its emphasis on reliability and 

personal trust. Looking at the descriptions it can be seen as ‘less strategic’ as well, as 

it focuses more on interaction-type issues. This strengthens the idea of both of the 

HRs still as administrative actors benefitting from their functional competencies. As 

a future role, it was regarded as the fifth, meaning a not so important future emphasis 

indicating a drive to develop towards a more strategic direction. ‘Strategic partner’ 

was rated higher above (see e.g. Figure 27) but the definition of a ‘strategic 
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positioner’ was here more demanding as HR professionals are required “to understand 

the visions and critical success factors of the future and participate in developing customer focused 

business strategies” (Ulrich et al. 2013). As most of the interviewees were not members 

in TMTs, it is only natural that they did not feel that they were participating in 

strategy development. So being an actor in the formal strategy process is one source 

of feeling strategic, performing strategic level tasks is another.  

The private case organization rated ‘change champion’ (change agent) as the 

second best describing an actual strategic role, whereas the public side saw it as the 

fourth. As ‘change agent’ is my main interest, I discus it a separately in the next 

section. ‘Human resource innovator and integrator’ was a bit of a difficult role to 

grasp as the description of the role was somewhat abstract: e.g. “[…] they are able to 

unify the different sub processes within HR departments to form an integrated whole […] HR 

professionals ensure that desired business results are clearly and precisely prioritized. They ensure 

that the necessary organization capabilities and HR practices are powerfully conceptualized and 

operationalized […]” (Ulrich et al. 2013). However, this role was regarded by the 

private side to be the most important direction of the future development of HR 

roles. The public sector regarded ‘change champion’ as the most common future HR 

role. This is against my speculation above of the future development of a ‘change 

agent’, however, it may result from the context in the case organization where big 

changes were taking place at the time of the interviews. Another thing was that the 

focus of the research may have brought attention to and raised interest in the change 

specific HR role. 

8.3.2 The role of a change agent in focus 

All of the models above contain the role of a change agent, termed somewhat 

differently, but anyway. As discussed in sub-chapter 4.4, I chose Ulrich et al.’s (2013) 

description of a ‘Change Agent’ as a base for my analysis. The role, as it was 

described above, is very demanding and it was not recognizable in the conversations 

with the informants. It also contains many of the essentials mentioned in Table 10 

(Categories and ingredients for CS evaluation and construction): e.g., change agents 

are able to connect their change know-how with the business reality and strategic 

issues, they know how to engage people with change, they know how to operate with 

scarce resources in change, and they are able to learn from implemented changes – 

all of which are important observations in the literature analysis for constructing CS 

Using the description as a criterion of a ‘Change Agent’, none of the informants 

could be identified as such. It was obvious that the informants, even when having a 
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developmental orientation and developmental job description, did not identify and 

describe themselves by using change agent specific terms, such as a ‘developing 

organizations’ capacity for change’ or ‘building case for change based on market and 

business reality’ etc. (see description in sub-chapter 3.5). As I discussed in sub-

chapter 4.4, I was ready to lower the bar from the ‘strategic change analyst’ and 

‘strategic change initiator’ to a more realistic and concrete ‘specialist in strategic 

implementation’. Having done that, I still could not find a ‘Change Agent’.  

Again, coming back to the competence models as frameworks for understanding 

HR roles, it seems, based on conversations in connection with the ratings, that the 

positions taken with respect to ‘change agent’ were not very strong and reliable. 

However, the ratings in the private sector concerning the ‘Change Agent’ seemed 

very consistent whereas the ratings of the public sector varied more (Table 20). 

 
Table 20.  The order ratings of change specific HR roles (the orders are based on average ratings, 

see Figures 28 and 29 and Table 19) 

 

 

The positions were taken in different frameworks and this might have affected the 

ratings, however, the organizations were in the same situation in this respect. The 

different change specific roles are difficult to keep separate and here they are 

discussed synonymously. In the private sector case, ‘Change Agent’ (etc.) was 

estimated relatively high (second) whereas in the public sector the estimates were 

much more inconsistent and varied from the first to the fourth. With respect to 

change, both organizations were in a rather turbulent situation, so change contexts 

do not apparently explain the observed difference. It looks that when evaluated by 

frameworks, ‘Change Agent’ seems to be a quite compatible role but when evaluated 

by discussions and using the role descriptions of Ulrich et al. as criteria, ‘change 

agency’ is difficult to see. I’ll come back to this phenomenon in the evaluation of the 

thesis.   
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 When I was approaching the interviewees’ perception of their own role as a 

‘change agent’, I first asked how they perceived their work challenges; did they see 

them mostly as change tasks or just as ‘development projects’ or ‘ordinary 

assignments’ without proper connection to change and especially to the theory of 

CM. This ‘change mind-set’ and becoming aware of phenomena as changes is the 

first step of perceiving oneself as a change agent. I will return to the issue. 

To put the interviewees’ position to change in one sentence, people characterized 

their position as “I have not thought about it” (meaning seeing projects or 

assignments as change processes).  This implies that moving towards a more change 

strategic orientation would involve a mind-set, a paradigm of seeing development 

projects from a change point of view.  

8.3.3 Evaluation of the competence models as tools for explaining HR 

practice and summary of HR roles 

Although the reliability of the methods is discussed at the end of the thesis as usual, 

I will make a few comments on the use of the competence models already here. The 

competence models (by Ulrich et al.) used in the interviews were perhaps the most 

common ones and represent well the general mainstream of similar models. A lot of 

research has been done based on the frameworks. By and large, the interviewees 

found the models difficult in describing their HR practice and they had difficulties 

in keeping the different roles separate.  

PuHR1: [in rating by framework 1] […] perhaps I could think here [considering 

positioning for a long time] this is my stream of thought […] [in rating the framework 4] 

this stream of thought again […]  

R: The frameworks work better on the strategic level but as we go to a more operative level 

it is difficult for people to identify themselves as actors in these? […]  

PuHR1: It surely is so, and adding the development of one’s own work makes it even more 

complicated. 

PrF13: The most difficult thing [in evaluation the roles of HR] is to distinguish between 

what describes my own situation just now and how I would like the things to be.  

In the evaluation, it was hard to distinguish between present roles, especially, as the 

interviewees suggest, when adding the perspective ‘how HR should be’; it was hard 

to keep different perspectives separate. The matrix of the possible evaluation 

perspectives, when using the frameworks, is presented in Figure 30.  
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Figure 30.  The possible perspectives in the evaluation of HR’ roles in the competence frameworks 

Following the matrix in figure 30, the main thing was to evaluate the informant’s 

own perception of his/her present HR role or combination of roles presented in the 

matrixes 1–4, however, a discussion of positioning of the whole HR was encouraged 

as well. In the public sector, there were six informants other than HR and their views 

were examined for baselining. HR’s view on others’ view on HR’s present role was 

also discussed. Moreover, it was important to distinguish between ‘what HR is’ and 

‘what HR should be’. In practice, it is very challenging to keep all these perspectives 

separate and to make sure that the informant understands what he/she is rating. 

However, I believe that making these options explicit increased the validity of the 

interview. 

Ratings were found easier when they were made by HR practitioners in more 

strategic positions. It was also easier in a specialized HR structure, e.g. for HR 

specialist working in HRD it was easier to find the role combination. The more 

generalist the HR practitioner was, the more difficult the positioning was. These two 

observations were more impressions than exact arguments. In spite of all of the 

difficulties, the frameworks offered a good platform for a discussion on different 

HR roles and their combinations. The ratings were obviously based more on the 

interviewees’ own feelings and subjective orientations in their jobs, than on an exact 

evaluation of how things are. When following the pondering and speculation, which 

was also done aloud, it was easy to see how labile the decisions in some cases were. 

Also, the fact how the ratings varied between two raters possessing similar-looking 

roles as looked at from outside, confirmed the argument of difficulties in using the 
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frameworks in a reliable way6. As said, however, I believe that by adding the 

conversation in the ratings I could increase the reliability so that the overview was 

good enough.  

Finally, some conclusive observations collected from the previous sub-chapters: 

− The order ratings of the HR roles were very evenly distributed in the 

matrixes, especially in the public sector. This ‘evenness’ reflects at least 

partly the difficulty to see the described HR roles in practice to correspond 

to ones of every-day HR work. This was confirmed in the evaluation of the 

competence models as tools for explaining HR practice. 

− Accordingly, the positions taken were not very strong 

− The positions were more based on images of the roles formed in the 

interview situation than on the original content descriptions. The content 

descriptions were too complicated for a quick perception. 

It seems that when evaluated by frameworks, ‘Change Agent’ is a reasonably 

compatible role, especially in the private sector, but when evaluated by discussions 

and using the role descriptions of Ulrich et al. as criteria, ‘change agency’ was difficult 

to see. 

8.4 CM competencies of HR  

In most competence models the HR roles and competencies are usually discussed 

together, however, I am inclined to review them also as separate but interrelated as 

proposed in Figure 1 in the Introduction. It is quite obvious that performing 

successfully in the role of a change agent demands certain know-how and 

capabilities. However, it seems that ‘Change Agent’ remains vague in terms of 

knowledge on change processes – what is the knowledge a ‘Change Agent’ should 

connect with; what are the philosophical fundamentals and critical orientations 

towards change specific knowledge that suggest a ‘real change professional’; what 

are the methods of acquiring that knowledge; and how is the relevance of the 

knowledge evaluated? As answers to these questions are mostly lacking, I will use 

the constructions drafted in this thesis.  

                                                        

 

6 I used the same frameworks in a review panel where the validity of my observations was discussed 

with experienced HR specialists. The reviewers also commented on the frameworks and regarded 

them difficult and ambiguous as well. (See sub-chapter 9.3.5.) 
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Evaluating change specific competencies would demand a careful operational 

defining of these competencies and hence a differently focused research design. 

Here, when discussing the methods, I introduced my five ways of operationalizing 

CM competencies in this research (see Figure 25). Now I present my observations 

using that structure. 

8.4.1 CM competencies:  HR vs. its clients  

I was first interested to examine how the HR professionals themselves evaluated 

their knowledge on change compared with the knowledge of their clients, especially 

top management and foremen. To be invited in change projects as a specialist in 

change processes would demand differentiating in change know-how and possessing 

recognized knowledge on change. Of course, this question should have been aimed 

directly at HR’s clients but due to my research design this was possible only with six 

other than HR informants in the public organization. I thought that to be regarded 

as a change specialist meant that at least HR professionals themselves believed in 

having a superior understanding in change implementation. Referring to expressions 

by Ulrich et al. (1995) above, HR should believe in having “skills as change agents”, 

and in “abilities to deliver change” superior to the management. I approached the 

issue with the following introduction: “Do you see that you and widely HR have a better 

and deeper understanding of CM than the business management and foremen? Is HR able to profile 

itself in competence on CM? In what issues? Does the line organization ask HR for help in change 

projects?”  The HR competencies came up in the interviews as shown in Table 21. 

 
Table 21.  Positioning of HR in CM competence (PrH= private sector, head office; PrF=private sector 

field; PuHR=public sector HR; PuO=public sector, other than HR 

Organization Superior knowledge 

in CM 

Recognizes need 

for development 

Not better / no role 

/ no position 

PrH 2 - 3 

PrF 6 2 2 

Pr total 8 2 5 

PuHR 4 1 4 

PuO 3 1 2 

Pu total 7 2 6 

Grand total 15 4 11 
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As is shown in Table 21, three categories of orientation towards one’s own capability 

in change were formed. The first category was formed of those who regarded 

themselves, if not as ‘change champions’, as ‘change contributors’ so having 

beneficial and superior knowledge or experience on change. Half of the interviewees 

could be placed in this category. Categorizing was not based on individual 

positioning only as I asked them also to think that HR as a whole comprises all of 

the resources within HR. Seven informants out of fifteen (two from the private and 

five from the public side) brought up the role of HRD in possessing CM 

competencies. 

PrH4: […] the business idea [of our HRD organization] is to produce added value to 

business […] it is the body that our organization uses [to create change] when it has 

discovered what should be accomplished […] It has the tools, competencies, and resources 

[…] and the curves of change for how to handle things […]   

PuHR8: […] our added value comes from methods of implementing change, it has created 

a bonus for us and trust [in HRD] has increased. We are innovative in searching for 

solutions for how this issue should be taken care of […] 

It seems that in a specialized HRM organization, the consulting and development of 

change process issues, what CM is all about, are ‘outsourced’ internally to the HRD 

organization; many of the informants, when asked about their competence in CM, 

referred to HRD as an organization where the know-how of the implementation 

methods is. The other thing is that these issues are often re-channeled from HRD 

to an outside consultant or mutual cooperation is formed around it. I have referred 

to this phenomenon already above: it is common to outsource especially the process 

part of the change; the content issues are developed within the organization by its 

own specialists. Also, based on all of the competence models introduced above, it 

can be argued that to foster CM competence in all specialists of HR, the mind-set 

towards change should be transformed. 

The strong role of HRD is very interesting from my thesis point of view. As the 

traditional role of HRD is training, this orientation reflects more of an ‘educative’ 

than a ‘consulting’ strategy in change. The following citations describe well the 

educative approach to change: 

PuO6: [in need of support in change] I will call [our training manager], from there I will 

get the help. Our training services work well, they answer our requests, they plan trainings 

with us […] 

PuO4: […] our training services are good and through them we can get training and other 

[…] 
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The informants PuO6 and PuO4 above are both internal regional clients of HR in 

the public case organization, but I believe that their view depicts widely the 

orientation in the both organizations as well; the discussions in the private case 

organization reflected the same ‘educative strategy’ in using HRD’s services for 

advancing change. From the whole HR’s perspective, this is not merely a good thing; 

it raises at least two critical standpoints. (1) It indicates that HR, its specialists, were 

not seen to have a consultative role in change, not as change agents in their own 

areas of specialties. Moreover, it prompts to assume that HR is subject matter or 

content oriented, which implies a traditional and administrative HR culture reviewed 

as a whole; many exceptions could be found, however. This is not a surprise keeping 

in mind the previous discussion on HR roles. (2) HRD emphasis indicates also a 

kind of mechanical approach to change, separating the intervention methods from 

the whole process. Based on theories on HR roles, a more comprehensive and 

holistic orientation of a change agent should be demanded; a change agent should 

be able to build the case for change based on the market and business reality (Ulrich 

et al. 2013), which means not only managing the use of certain intervention methods 

but managing the whole process from transforming the environmental change 

signals into change goals to the evaluation of the whole process. Having this kind of 

holistic orientation, each of the HR practitioners could be a change agent, not only 

those who are specialists in some specific change interventions. 

The informants who answered that they felt superior to line management in CM, 

were asked also to name what it was that especially differentiated them from the line 

management. Particularly issues concerning the ‘psychological process’ or ‘change 

sentiments’ mentioned above (Armenakis et al. 2007; Bridges 1995) were brought up 

but also things such as having a ‘helicopter perspective’ and skills in project 

management were discussed. I will return to the discussion on the meaning of these 

kinds of factors.  

The meaning of the organization culture emerged, concerning conditions of 

exploiting HR’s change specific capability (although only by two informants out of 

fifteen). It is not enough to have the competencies of a change agent; the HR 

specialist should also be heard. 

PrF13: I think that we would have a lot of know-how just in this [implementing of change], 

but it is another thing if they want to benefit from it. Generally, it goes through the hard way 

as we have tried to say something, yet it’s the management that makes the decisions the way 

they want and then we are sometimes forced to return and what we said should have been 

taken into account […] It’s still an authoritarian management culture that is prevailing 

here […] 
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Of course, it is sometimes difficult to see whether this ‘not being heard’ problem 

could be avoided by more effective interaction and communication skills. A HR 

practitioner should be able to credibly communicate his/her potential in 

contribution to change, however, in situation of rigid HR roles it may be 

overwhelming.   

The HR practitioners who believed in their competence in CM, relied more on 

their experience or personal features than on theoretical know-how. No one brought 

up the contribution of their formal education to managing change. This and the role 

of personal factors will be discussed further in sub-chapter 8.6.  

Another set of ideas or category of orientation in relation to CM competencies 

was formed by those who saw the need for development in their change capabilities 

(regardless of their other positions). In my mind this is a fruitful mind-set as it is 

impossible to manage the fragmentary knowledge on change, however, today 

knowledge is easily available if you only have the right attitude. This kind of 

orientation is also good for avoiding the mechanical use of certain tools or models. 

On the contrary, it helps to develop tailor-made solutions for emerging change 

challenges and is hence process-oriented. Only four of the interviewees were seen to 

explicitly represent this orientation, two examples: 

PrF22: I am sure that we have the will, if we don’t have the competence we will get it. It 

depends so much on the case […] 

PuHR8: […] we should have the knowledge of what is wanted and then build on that, it 

is our goal, […] and search for the solutions […] 

In the third category, I placed those who saw that they don’t have any superior know-

how in change compared with their internal clients. I have argued that HR should 

make conscious endeavors for getting and exploiting knowledge of CM. Real change 

agents should understand the value of theoretical knowledge of change processes 

and also to be able to benefit from that knowledge. Accordingly, the first 

precondition for a change agent is that you want to be one. Working in HR does not 

guarantee that a HR specialist sees it necessary to adopt that role: 

PrH1: I don’t see that I have to be a change agent […] Cases that are related to change 

are channelled to [unit that produces HRD-services]. I don’t want to profile myself as a 

specialist in change. 

This statement was strongly due to informant’s specialized position in employee 

relations, however, it can be questioned as well. Is it really so that having mostly 

juridical and normative issues at your account makes you free of managing and 

understanding of change? On the contrary, it could also be argued that managing 
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employee relations well, would demand benefitting CM. It is not only knowing the 

norms but it is also about understanding people’s reactions. 

Also, reasons other than one’s own will not to be superior in CM compared to 

line management were brought up. Two informants mentioned that in the line 

management includes individuals who are interested in change issues and have 

developed their own understanding so that they are ‘hard to beat in CM’. This 

observation emphasizes the crucial role of individual orientation and motivation in 

change that is one essential perspective in this thesis as well (see 8.6).  Again, the 

meaning of contextual factors emerged: 

PuHR4: […] we have not had chances to act in that way [as a change agent] and so we 

have not been able to foster those capabilities […] 

It is easy to agree on the informant’s position. Participating in change projects is the 

main means in learning of change implementation; the informants themselves 

emphasized this (and not so much learning from CM theories). If you are never 

called in and trusted in change, how can you develop into a change agent? The same 

paradox is met in many occasions.  

One final comment on HR’s possibilities to differentiate itself from line 

management, a descriptive one: 

R: […] is it hard for HR to differentiate by know-how in CM? 

PuHR5: Yes […] I haven’t thought about it but I’m sure it is the fact […] It’s no area 

of HR’s specialities […] in HR there are a lot of people with different backgrounds […] 

In most cases people in HR do not see CM as one of their professional areas, instead 

they are more oriented along their functional expertise, employee relations or 

recruitment for instance. 

To conclude, comparing competences in the way I made my informants do, raises 

many questions. In sub-chapter 4.4, I referred to Ulrich in that competencies must 

be demonstrated and to Nonaka & Takeuchi in that competencies can also be hidden 

and unconscious. It can be argued that HR may have demonstrated change specific 

know-how that is recognized by HR’s customers. This was not the case with the 

exception of HRD. It can also be argued that HR may have change specific know-

how even if they don’t recognize it. In this case, it should be asked: what is the result 

of not seeing and believing in your own know-how in this respect in HR? – anyway 

it is not strengthening for developing into a ‘Change Agent’.     
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8.4.2 HR practitioners’ systems view on change 

One of my criteria for expressing a change strategic orientation in planning change 

was if a systems view (e.g. Kuhn 1974; Gharajedaghi 1999) had been applied. I 

introduced this theme by “How about the systems view (explained): are the decisions based on 

holistic consideration?”. There were two standpoints: if that kind of orientation had 

actually been applied; and how the informants saw this kind of approach, did they 

see any point in it? The theme did not come up with all the informants, however, 

important points related to a systems view emerged, for instance, when I asked how 

comprehensively change is managed… 

PrH2: […] everything is not smartly in control. When we change something, it may worsen 

things elsewhere […] partial optimization is a good word […] If we give people incentives 

only for having satisfied customers, everything else may be neglected, so we would have lots of 

satisfied customers but the bottom line is negative. 

A holistic view involves also seeing employees’ workload comprehensively and not 

only from the perspective of different project owners. 

R: Often changes come from different sources and accumulate. Does this sound familiar to 

you? 

PrH4: Yes, it does, [for this reason] we sometimes think that we should just be and do 

nothing […] 

Also, when describing their experiences of changes, which they had been 

implementing, the informants often described failures in reaching a comprehensive 

view: they had seen the need for more holistic preparing and consideration, but for 

one reason or the other (mostly lack of time was blamed) the importance had been 

forgotten. Also, the organization culture can be seen as a barrier to a more 

comprehensive approach to change. 

PuHR5: Many things have been taken apart […] if we had thought about the 

consequences in a more comprehensive way […] but there are always the traditional models 

and earlier projects, we learn from them that this is our way of doing things […] 

For a competent HR specialist, successful change implementation does not 

necessarily demand knowing about systems thinking, but it demands being aware of 

the importance of comprehensive consideration and preparation. 
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8.4.3 HR practitioners’ perceptions on CM: what is important in change 

implementation  

The idea of the next phase in the interviews was to concentrate on things the 

interviewees regarded important in change implementation. This was the indirect 

way of examining the HR specialists’ expertise and competence in change as the 

themes brought up were thought to express their professional orientation in change. 

This discussion was first introduced by ‘what, to your mind, are the most important 

factors for successful change implementation? However, I soon noticed that putting 

the question in this way leads to the listing of general factors, which are based more 

on memorizing than internalizing the real meaning of the factors, so I gave up on 

asking directly.  Instead, I began searching for factors that would reveal the 

informants’ real orientation and competence. I examined this through all the 

interview data, not including the two change stories, which are reviewed separately. 

‘Important factors’ were mentioned especially when the interviewees appraised 

change related operations in their organizations or talked about their own 

experiences in the execution of change projects.  The ‘important factors’ identified 

as reactions to my direct introduction and also across all of the data, were related 

with the compressed categories of the CS knowledge base presented in Table 13 

above. I examined especially two things: how the data is distributed in different 

categories, and can these positions be seen to reflect CM competencies and to form 

some kind of change strategies. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 22. 

As the flow of the conversations proceeded differently (not including the structured 

questions and frameworks), the data are not comparable between individuals and the 

two organizations and so the data is presented as a whole. Accordingly, the picture 

formed is rough and imprecise but good enough for my charting purposes and for 

generating ideas on CM competencies. 

 
Table 22.  Classification of ‘important factors’ in change implementation 

CM competence 

category, CMCC 

(for more exact 

information, see 

Table 10) 

Distribution 

of factors % 

of all 

comments 

(n=117) 

Content examples, comments; additional defining of the CS 

category 

(1) 

Mind-set and 

orientation 

2,6 We should be able to develop the mind-set where everything 

is change and that it should be taken into account as a 

framework. [PrF11] 
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(2) 

Change  

leadership; 

top management 

and other 

managerial roles 

and support 

7,7 Engaging of the management should have earned more 

consideration when seen afterwards. [PrF12] 

That the CEO agrees and is committed […] and then the rest 

of the TMT […] it’s harping but it demands the genuine 

commitment of the management. [PrF21] 

The top management should very strongly come out and 

support the change […] they must be unanimous […] 

[PuHR6] 

(3) 

Change content and 

process planning 

12,0 First it is preparation, that we could be able to see even 

beforehand what kinds of reactions will come, how we can 

help in that […] [PrF15] 

[…] that you should also think a little of the process as well 

[…] [PrH4] 

(4) 

Psychology  

in change 

16,2 From all the three processes (explained in the text) the 

psychological process should be taken into account the most. 

[Nearly all the informants that took their position] An example: 

The psychological process is the most challenging, perhaps 

the other processes are taken care of more automatically […] 

[PrF12] 

(5) 

Goals and  

strategic 

management 

connections 

7,7 Then I see that setting goals is […] important […] Making 

goals concrete and that all see them as parallel. [PrF14] 

Development is based on our strategy […] in that sense I am 

happy that developing is strategy-based […] [PuO6]  

(6) 

Contexts in  

change 

1,7 Economically hard times affect everything. The harder the 

situation is the more HR is repossessed […] the more HR 

shrinks, it is totally contradictory and I don’t understand it. 

[PrF13]  

(7) 

Participation  

and 

engagement 

19,6 Involving people who are going to live in that change, perhaps 

even those who are opposing the change the most, not only 

via management. [PrF11] 

(8) 

Communication, 

interaction and 

informing 

 

13,7 It is communication […] that should be thought of from the 

beginning […] enough and about things that you are able to 

inform, you never can inform too much. [PrH1] 

We should be able to inform so [well] that understanding is 

accomplished. [PrH5] 

(9) 

Measurement and 

evaluation; 

accounting 

 

2,6 

 

You should account for the profitability of the change project. 

[PrF11] 
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(10) 

Change strategy 

(CS) 

 

 

- 

No change strategies [fulfilling the criteria presented in the 

text] were brought up by the interviewees: 

In our industry, we just start doing something […] you just do 

and think that what is it this time […] [PrF12] 

 

(11)  

Emerging 

categories:  

- Training of 

management 

  

 - Piloting  

 

 

- Early reaction 

to problems    

 

Total 

 

 

 

12,8 

 

 

2,6 

 

 

0,8 

 

 

100 

 

 

 

 

[…] we had a psychologist who trained our managers for 

applying the model [implementing the change] [PrF12] 

 

[…] nowadays we are more open to an experimenting culture, 

that we are braver in going on doing something and if it 

doesn’t work we turn back […] [PrH2]  

 

 

Next I will comment on ‘important factors’ in the order of their frequency in the 

material. I will also mention some additional comments of the interviewees. To refer 

to the categories in Table 22, the number of the category is also presented. 

In the discussions, ‘participation’ (7) was, unsurprisingly, the most commonly 

mentioned factor, however it does not guarantee that it is applied or it is applied 

early enough or it is applied by having enough degrees of freedom to avoid a sense 

on manipulation.  

Among important things, also the role of ‘psychology in change’ (4) emerges. 

This was partly because I asked most of the informants about the three practical 

processes, presented in sub-chapter 3.8.2. This provoked discussion on 

psychological issues and served as a structured way for discussion. In the interviews, 

the three processes were first introduced and described. The theme was introduced 

in the following way: “In implementation of change, the following three processes can be found: 

the juridical, logistic and psychological processes. In your organization, which of the processes should 

demand development the most? In what sense?  Give some examples and arguments.”     

The reactions to this theme were very unanimous: the great majority of the 

informants saw that the psychological process was the one that needed development 

the most. They understood easily the idea of the three processes. The theme gave 

good opportunities for discussion on the psychology of change, especially as I 

continued by asking what things should be considered in managing the psychological 

process. 
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PrH1: Here it is early engagement; that people feel that they are involved and have an 

influence on the change. That is perhaps the most important aspect; the other thing is that 

one has time, that the change is experienced as necessary and important, it comes surely 

through engagement […]  

The next frequent factor was ‘communication, information and interaction’ (8). As 

a matter of fact, it was generally discussed together with ‘participation’, especially 

when interaction was emphasized: participation was often seen as a means to create 

genuine interaction. However, clear signs of a priority of a ‘selling by telling’ strategy, 

which means making the change more or less ready by the management and 

specialists and then rationalizing it to the employees, could be seen. 

PrH5: We should be able to inform so [well] that understanding [of the employees] is 

accomplished.  

This orientation is confirmed by the next frequent and emerging factor ‘training of 

management’ (11). This means that the bosses are trained to deliver the message to 

their employees, so again, the strategy here is more informative than participative.  

‘Change process planning’ (3) was the largest category in terms of theoretical 

items (see Table 13), so it was a bit surprising that it did not gain more comments. 

Some comments connected change processes to a project-based way of operating, 

especially on the public side, where there was a strong tradition of working with 

projects and executing system projects in the area of ICT.  

PuO4: […] changes have usually been carried out as projects, they proceed in their own 

way [according to the ‘project manual’] […]  

This is a good thing from a preparation and logistics planning point of view but it 

does not guarantee that the psychological process will be planned as well.  

PuO5: […] we know how to plan […] but in our times it doesn’t mean that I make the 

plan and you do what I tell you […] if we listened to our internal and external clients, we 

would probably better see the weak points in the flow-charts.  

As I have underlined many times, I see process planning strongly connected with 

competencies in change. The following citation, made by a recognized professional 

in HRD confirms my point. 

R: […] who has generic know-how and ownership in change processes in your organization 

PuHR8: To be honest, I don’t recognize anybody outside of our own unit [HRD] […] it 

may be that I don’t see far enough, but a kind of change in substance can be seen elsewhere, 

that we must change this and that […] but thinking about the process, I haven’t heard 

much of that […]  

This comment can be seen in connection with many aspects discussed in this thesis 

above (HRD as having know-how in CM and seeing the meaning of change 
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processes, not only the substance issues, for instance). Careful planning of all the 

processes of change and having a change mind-set are conditions of a change 

strategic orientation. 

‘Change leadership’ (2) and ‘strategic connections’ including also strategic goals 

and visions (5) emerged next. They can also be seen as an important combination 

where strategic actors, top management, work towards creating concrete and 

comprehensible visions for change and give their full support, not only by speaking 

for the change but also by giving an example through actions. As ‘important factors’ 

they are very conventional and we are used to hearing them whenever HR 

practitioners speak about their experiences of change, unfortunately often when 

describing failures. Also in my cases, such stories were told: top management did not 

listen to the proposals of HR for participative implementation in an organization 

reform pleading for a lack of time, for instance (PuHR8). 

Although not having wider research based evidence, but according to my own 

experiences and observations made in this research, I argue that HR’s tendency to 

connect change with strategy has increased. This may be partly because of the 

overflow of change; HR is longing for less and more focused and systematic change. 

Another thing is, as I argued above, that strategicness increases valuation and power 

and accordingly strategicness was appreciated by HR practitioners throughout the 

material. 

Here are still some comments on things that were a bit of a surprise for me; 

‘measurement and evaluation’ (9) and ‘contexts in change’ (6) did not show up as 

especially remarkable factors in the interviews. Measurement, to be more precise 

performance measurement, means establishing strategic performance objectives, 

operationalizing them into measurable components, and collecting and reporting 

data on those performance measures. As accountability in general seems to have 

increased, I expected that both careful evaluation and measurement and linking 

change to economic context, would have increased as well. (See e.g. Mulvaney et al. 

2006.) 

 Also, the meaning of contexts for change implementation gained surprisingly 

little attention. By this I mean especially the effects of economically ‘hard times’ that 

we have seen in the Finnish economy during the last few years. However, the rough 

contextual analysis carried out above (see Appendix 1) revealed that my case 

organizations had generally speaking managed economically well and this was seen 

in the interviews as well; none of the interviewees saw that the lack of resources had 

dramatically affected HR’s activities. However, on the regional level of the private 
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business, when meeting economic challenges, critical comments with regard to the 

decisions of the management emerged (see also Table 22). 

PrF13: We do not stand outside the market economy, we must make profit […] When 

tough times come, the investments in training are frozen although we have world full of 

examples that it is the wrong place to save money.  

‘Change agents’ are expected to know how to operate with scarce resources in 

change (Ulrich et al. 2013), which might mean how to adapt in that kind of a 

situation. However, change agents should also be expected to raise critical points 

with respect to functioning in a situation of scarce resources, as my informant did in 

his comment above. Sometimes this means seeing the effects in the long run and 

applying a systemic approach as discussed in sub-chapter 8.4.2. 

The meaning of contextual factors appeared mostly as a discussion on 

organizational structure and its effects on HR and its possibilities to act in change. 

These issues will be examined in its own chapter later on.  

Piloting, although included in the framework in ‘change process planning’ (3) is 

discussed here as an ‘emerging factor’ (11). This is because I see it as a new and more 

flexible orientation towards change and it can also be seen as a change strategy as 

such (see also Stenvall 2017). As a hopefully growing trend it deserves more 

recognition, however, in the discussions with the interviewees it did not play a major 

role. 

Finally, the ‘mind-set and orientation’ towards change (1), which means 

recognizing change in projects and every-day activities and being alert with respect 

to change, is for me one of the most important conditions for a change agent. This 

point was brought up by three of the informants only, but was discussed with almost 

all. In the discussions people often woke up to consider things from a change point 

of view although their first reaction was that they had not thought about it in that 

way. 

R: Do you think your activities stem from a change point of view or do you just start doing? 

PrH4: I am so much of a ‘just do it’ type. I am not so good at ‘let’s make a project and 

change’ […] I might have a diffuse plan but as you live it you are more agile to make 

corrections […] 

PrF11: Do we think that this is a change, not for sure, at least we do not use that word 

[…] as collisions happen we notice that, aha, this is a big change for the other party. […] 

Above all, we should develop the mind-set that everything is change and that it [change] 

should be taken into account as a framework. 

At the end of the discussions on ‘important factors’, I presented the idea of CS. 

When asked, the informants themselves could not identify that they had used any 
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change strategy (fulfilling all of the criteria presented above). However, as the 

concept and idea was explained, some of the informants saw it as a useful idea.  Two 

examples: 

R: […] we are quite far away from creating a change strategy…? 

PrF11: Yes, at least we are. I like this thinking, I would like to see the frame within which 

we operate. 

PrF14: […] if we had thought of it [changes] that way [‘CS way’] probably the result 

would have been better […] 

Although genuine and conscious CSs could not be identified, based on the 

classification in Table 22 and completing discussions, some kinds of hidden 

strategies could be seen. I referred above to the ‘selling by telling’ strategy: training 

and informing put together can be seen to form what I have called here an ‘educative 

strategy’ (see also Table 8, ‘learning driven strategy’; Pries-Heje & Johansen 2015).  

This means a certain contradiction between participation, which is generally seen 

important in principle, and informing that is often the actual orientation. Some signs 

of what Chin & Benne (1976) called a ‘coercive strategy’ were also identified. 

PrF13: […] if we have the legal right to manage and give orders we mangle it [change] 

logistically through and don’t think what would be the best way to carry it out. We will 

reach the finishing line but we don’t think about how to get there in the most effective way. 

I return now to my original idea of estimating HR practitioners’ CM competencies 

through the comments on ‘important factors’. As said, this indirect way of 

approaching competence evaluation needs a lot of interpretation and is demanding 

and vulnerable in terms of scientific reasoning. It was important to see, which things 

were brought up as important factors, but it was equally important to see, which 

factors (in my framework) were left for little attention. In the following outline, I 

present how I see the emerged and not-emerged important factors and CM 

competencies being related. I discuss CM competencies in the frames of CS and so 

here, before concluding on important factors, I will remind the reader of my criteria 

of CS: conscious selection of the means of change implementation; relevant 

scientifically argued knowledge base; systems view, holistic approach and; 

contextuality. Now my conclusions: 

1. It became apparent in most interviews that recognizing change, the change 

mind-set, in every-day responsibilities was not rooted among HR 

practitioners, and accordingly, a conscious selection of the means of 

implementation was rare. This challenges the ‘conscious selection’ criterion 

of the CS and at the same time conscious orientation towards a ‘change 

agent’. 
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2. Exploitation of relevant knowledge was not particularly manifested as an 

important factor. A discussion on the planning of change processes did not 

imply the application of scientific knowledge on change interventions with 

exception of interviewees from HRD.  

3. None of the informants brought up, in a systematic and comprehensive 

way, factors that are important conditions for change implementation. 

Only single factors popped up in the interviews but the importance of 

attempts to grasp the changes systematically were not generally brought up. 

4. Contextuality was mostly brought up with respect to the organizational 

structure but a wider analysis was lacking. 

5. No CS fulfilling my criteria could be identified. 

These conclusions together with my previous observations, for instance on HR 

practitioners’ own perception of their CM competencies, do not indicate a strong 

orientation towards competencies of a change agent. However, more evidence is 

searched for in the next two sub-chapters.  

8.4.4 Exploitation of CM theory 

Exploitation of CM theory is discussed here as a competence issue. To make it 

simple, the theory base of change can be formed by formal education, by training in 

work life and by self-study. Three informants in the private sector and five 

informants in the public sector had studied such subjects as part of their formal 

education that could be assumed to potentially contribute to the understanding of 

change. The most general change specific subject among the interviewees was, a bit 

surprisingly, education, five informants. Only two informants had studied 

‘management and organization’, which has perhaps the best match with change and 

CM theory, as part of their education. 

As discussed above when introducing the informants, they had more or less 

drifted to HR positions and none of them had consciously looked for theoretical 

competence in change management. Most of them had a masters’ degree, but 

regardless of what they had studied it was obvious that their formal education did 

not contribute to acting as a change agent. 

R: Can you benefit from your university studies in your present job in managing change? 

PrF21: Not in one single way […] 

R: I have the feeling that people think rather little about their work problems through 

theories…? 
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PrF12: I can assure you that not at all, for you as a scientist it must be nice to hear about 

a position like this […] 

As exceptions, two of the informants mentioned that they had applied CM models 

in their studies, (the other quite recently; he even remembered having used the step 

model by Kotter) and the thought that they can benefit from those frameworks. 

However, the general conclusion was that either basic education or in-service 

training contributed much to solving change specific problems. However, it can also 

be argued that an academic degree, regardless of its substance area, produces 

cognitive transferable skills, which contribute to systematic, critical and 

comprehensive thinking, also in planning change, but I will not speculate on this. 

One interviewee had noticed that top management to attended management 

seminars. 

PrF13: […] when the folks come back from management seminars, the ideas are preserved 

only for a while that […] 

Unfortunately, according to my experience, this is quite a common way to see the 

effectivity of in-service training, also concerning CM. The same kind of attitude is 

suited for exploiting internal manuals as well. Made for different managerial 

purposes, the manuals usually embody the organization’s interpretation of the theory 

in question (CM for instance) and also include practical guide-lines for acting.   In 

the private case organization, a manual for executing change had been made targeted 

for managers. I asked the ‘father’ of the manual about it. 

PrH5: Yes, we made such booklet for improving managers’ capabilities in minor projects 

[…] 

R: Were they in active use or were they left on the bookshelf? 

PrH5: It varies a lot, perhaps the biggest benefit comes more from that it is a concrete thing 

together with training than that it would as such help in the implementation of change […] 

I don’t really believe in these cookbooks, that in them you could find a cure for every disease.  

As the ‘father’s’ view on the manual was not more optimistic than this, it is easy to 

imagine how the potential users might have thought about it. Even most of the 

interviewed HR specialists did not remember that there was a manual made.   

As discussed above, HRD seems to have absorbed especially theories of change 

interventions. However, CM theory is much more than that; for instance, 

interventions cover only a minor part of the ‘theory’ of the list in Table 10. One part 

of theory exploitation, especially concerning change interventions, seems to be 

applying one narrow commercialized and branded framework at a time, often 

offered by outside consultants; however, I cannot speculate more on this as it was 

not discussed in the interviews. On a general level, I can argue that one of HRD’s 
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competencies should be enhancing criticalness in choosing the partners and ideas 

that they represent. 

According to my ideas on CS, the selection of the means of change 

implementation should be based on a relevant and scientifically justified knowledge 

on change. Following my logic, a competent HR practitioner, as a change agent, 

should apply change strategic thinking. As to the interviews, CM is mostly used by 

HRD, however, providing training in CM theories is another thing than applying 

them. Now it seems that not even HR itself uses scientific knowledge on CM. 

Considering what was said above, is it news? For sure not. I think that most 

practitioners working in HR recognize this phenomenon. Even so, we have an 

enormous industry around managerial performance including CM, leaning on 

‘scientifically argued knowledge and research results’. I argue that a change strategic 

orientation could contribute to the exploitation of relevant knowledge in change 

implementation. I’ll return to this in my final conclusions.  

8.4.5 Evaluation of CM competencies by change stories 

Above I examined CM competencies and exploitation of knowledge of change by 

the informants’ own perception and then indirectly by evaluating their theory- and 

practice-based view on CM. In this chapter, the rationale and knowledge base of the 

decisions on change will be examined indirectly by using the concept of CS as a 

criterion in the evaluation of selected two change stories (cases). It was presumed 

that the HR specialists are not familiar with the idea of CS but that they make 

unconscious choices concerning change implementation that could be seen in 

relation to CS. However, rational behavior is likely to be manifested.  

I first had the idea of using several changes or development projects where most 

of the HR practitioners had played a role, as change stories for the evaluation of 

change strategic thinking. However, most of the informants had, due to their 

specialized HR role and administrative emphasis, only a very restricted view or no 

idea at all of the strategic change processes, and accordingly I could not find change 

stories, which all or most of the informants could share. Accordingly, the selected 

‘change strategies’ and planning of the projects concerned only a few of my 

informants and so the picture drawn of the projects does not reflect the ideas of all 

of the interviewees.  

In the both organizations, there was a management and leadership development 

project ongoing. Both of these projects fulfil my desire for a demanding, qualitative, 

and strategic change. Including them in analysis provided opportunities for the 
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comparison of applied change strategies. I will first describe the two changes in 

general terms to give an overall impression of the change challenges. 

For describing the changes, the concepts presented in Table 5 (Typology of 

organizational change, Stenvall & Virtanen 2007) were used to construct a new 

framework for analysis. Dimensions ‘narrow focus – extensive focus’ and ‘quick 

change – slow change’ were transformed from a dichotomic into a dimensional form. 

The third dimension, ‘culture risk’, was added, which made my ‘model’ three-

dimensional. Culture risk by Deal et al. (1982) combines two dimensions, ‘cultural 

compatibility’ and ‘strategic importance’. The idea is that the more strategically 

important the change is and the more far away it is from the prevailing culture, the 

bigger the culture risk. Using ‘culture risk’ (CR) with the original concepts I can form 

a framework, which involves how comprehensive the change is (OCF, 

Organizational Change focus), how quickly it is meant to be implemented (TH, Time 

Horizon) and how difficult it is in terms of organizational culture (CR, Culture Risk). 

However, this thinking is here meant more to create a ‘mental model’ for discussion 

on changes than a tool for exact evaluation. The idea is presented in Figure 31. The 

general description of the two changes (management development projects) is 

presented in Table 23. Also, the more general contextual situation where the changes 

take place, is described by the CCC in Appendix 1. 
 

 

 
Figure 31.  Model and concepts for analyzing a change project 
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General description of the management development cases involves the concepts 

from Figure 31 but some additional perspectives have been added as well. 

 
Table 23.  General description of two changes 

Organization 

/change 

Change content / 

strategic connections 
Type of change / risks 

Change process 

design; HR 

contribution 

 

Private case: 

Management 

and leadership 

development: 

“Management 

promises” / 

“coaching 

leadership” 

Changes in the 

leadership styles of the 

managers and foremen 

on all the managerial 

levels in all regional and 

business units. Creating 

a ‘group management 

and leadership brand’ 

and group level 

principles and policies 

for management and 

leadership. Different 

applications in different 

regional units. 

Strategic connection:  

tight, (embodied in 

strategic development 

programs) 

Practical strategic 

management 

guidance: loose; 

independent regional 

units 

Change strategy: 

educative; voluntary 

participation  

Organizational Change 

Focus (OCF): medium 

in terms of the whole 

organization but 

extensive in terms of 

managerial positions. 

Time horizon (TH): 

medium quick/slow 

based on voluntary 

proceeding. 

Culture risk (CR): 

estimated as medium; 

combines old and new 

management and 

leadership behavior 

Special risk in adjusting 

and coordinating the 

group level and unit 

level projects. (The 

centralized project 

was/will be adjusted with 

regional projects) 

Initiative: 

Initiated on the 

regional level as 

single developments. 

Taken over, expanded 

and processed by the 

group level HR mostly 

by HRD director.  

Planning: The 

process and the 

model planning by the 

group level HR mostly 

by HRD director in 

close cooperation with 

the regional 

management and HR 

functions and assisted 

by outside 

consultant(s). 

Execution: 

Practical execution by 

own HRD unit. 

Outside consultant(s) 

exploited. 

Piloting by some 

regional units. 
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Public case: 

Management 

and leadership 

development: 

“Coaching 

leadership” / 

“professional 

leadership” 

 

 

Changes in the 

leadership styles of the 

managers and foremen 

on all the managerial 

levels in all regional and 

business units. Started 

in ‘coaching leadership’ 

and developed into 

‘professional leadership’ 

 

Strategic connection: 

tight 

(embodied in strategic 

development programs) 

Practical strategic 

management guidance: 

medium tight (affected 

by previous culture of 

more independent 

regional units) 

Change strategy: 

educative; voluntary 

participation 

 

 

Organizational Change 

Focus (OCF): medium 

in terms of the whole 

organization but 

extensive in terms of 

managerial positions. 

Time horizon (TH): 

medium quick/slow 

based on voluntary 

proceeding. 

Culture risk (CR): 

estimated as medium–

big; greater difference to 

prevailing culture than in 

private case.  

Special risk in meeting 

the challenges of the old 

‘administrative culture’  

 

Initiative: 

Initiated and 

processed by line 

organization and 

some regional units; 

later take-over mostly 

by HRD  

Planning: The 

process and the 

model planning by the 

group level HR, 

mostly by HRD 

manager in close 

cooperation with the 

regional management 

and assisted by 

outside consultant(s). 

Execution: 

Practical execution by 

own HRD unit. 

Outside consultant 

exploited. 

Piloting by some 

regional units. 

 

  

At a first glance the projects look very similar, however, major differences exist as 

well. Starting with the major similarities, first, both development projects have, in 

terms of change content, a strong strategic connection being built in the strategic 

action plans. This makes their position acknowledged and gives them the strategic 

power for execution. Second, the both have evolved from regional and line-

management-initiated and -owned projects to head office guided and HR (HRD) 

owned projects. The take-over by HR and central administration has raised the 

changes on the strategic level. Also, the implementation is in the hands of HRD. 

Third, perhaps due to the previous point, both projects were executed using an 

‘educative strategy’, which means training of the target group. Finally, fourth, the 

good results from both trainings have tempted comprehensive participation. 

The major differences are associated with the strategic structure of the case 

organizations. In the private sector, due to the loose strategic guidance of the central 

organization, the project must be ‘sold’ to the regional organization and there is a lot 

of variation in terms of the local applications of the project. In the public sector the 
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strategic guidance is tighter allowing in principle more streamlined implementation, 

however, based on the previous culture of more independent regional units, remains 

of the old culture hamper the execution. Moreover, the more administrative culture 

stands in opposition to a more free and coaching management style creating 

challenges in implementation.   

To expand the formed picture, the selected two change project examples were 

related to CS categories as presented in Table 24. HR’s role will be discussed after 

the table in more detail. Tables 23 and 24 contain some overlapping information but 

when presented in different frameworks I believe the common content contributes 

to the big picture. 

 
Table 24.  Evaluation of two changes from CS point of view  

CM competence 

category, CMCC 

(for more exact 

information, see 

Table 10) 

 

Private case: 

“Management promises” / 

“Coaching leadership” 

Public case: 

“professional leadership” 

(1) 

Mind-set and 

orientation 

 

No strong mind-set towards seeing 

the project as a change. 

‘Traditional’ educative approach 

(see point 11 as well)   

 

No strong mind-set towards seeing 

the project as a change. ‘Traditional’ 

educative approach (see point 11 as 

well) 

 

(2) 

Change leadership; 

top management 

roles 

No conscious use of top 

management individuals as 

figureheads of the process on the 

corporate level. Top management 

contribution on the regional level 

according to the local application 

of a development program. The 

regional projects were seen 

strongly as their own projects and 

not as head office projects. 

Accordingly, the role of regional 

top management was stronger. 

 

One TMT member managed the 

steering group. In practice, more of 

HR’s (HRD’s) own project without 

practical involvement of TMT 

members. No conscious use of top 

management individuals as 

figureheads of the process. 
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(3) 

Change content and 

process planning 

Different views of the project 

initiation depending on whom is 

asked. 

Head office HR: 

The process-based planning of the 

training made by HRD and an 

outside consultant. No more 

comprehensive change process 

planning. Exploiting regional 

projects. 

Regional HR: 

Own planning of own projects with 

own consultants > extended by 

head office HR 

 

Different views of the project 

initiation depending on whom is 

asked. 

Experiments as a line management 

project in one region and then 

extended to a HRD-owned project 

covering the whole organization. 

Evolved through sequential stages: 

top place to work > professional 

leadership > coaching leadership. 

No more comprehensive change 

process planning. 

(4) 

Psychology in 

change 

Taken into account in the 

intervention methods in training but 

not in the frames of the whole 

process (psychological effects in 

the whole organization) 

Taken into account in the 

intervention methods in training but 

not in the frames of the whole 

process (psychological effects in the 

whole organization) 

(5) 

Strategic 

management 

connection 

When extended from a regional to 

a corporate level project: 

Strong strategic management 

connection in terms of change 

content. Embodying the project in 

a strategic action plan. 

  

When extended from a regional to a 

corporate level project: 

Strong strategic management 

connection in terms of change 

content. Embodying the project in a 

strategic action plan. 

(6) 

Contexts in change 

Not taken into account especially 

centrally. Degrees of freedom in 

the implementation process 

allowing contextuality on the 

regional level. Own contents on 

the regional level as well. 

 

Not taken into account especially 

centrally. More of a fixed process 

once extended to the corporate 

level.  

(7) 

Participation 

Participation on different 

managerial levels above the target 

group. The target group itself was 

not heard. 

Participation in the program: 

Voluntary, ongoing.  

Participation in the planning: 

Participation of the target group 

managers and supervisors: 

comprehensive participation started 

by 25 workshops; followed by 5 

‘theme days’ for one hundred each; 

commenting in learning cafés.  

Participation in the program: 

Voluntary though comprehensive 
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(8) 

Communication, 

informing 

 

Informing the target group and 

their bosses about the training 

process. Agreeing on execution by 

each region.  

Informing of the target group 

managers and supervisors (n=600) 

in ‘theme days’ 

(9) 

Measurement and 

evaluation 

Follow up by personnel 

barometers (on the general level). 

No direct measures included in 

training. 

Follow up by personnel barometers 

(on the general level). HR 

suggested a 270-degree evaluation 

systems but did not manage to get it 

approved. (Later approved.) 

(10) 

Change strategy 

(CS) 

 

No CS in the sense introduced in 

this thesis. 

 

No CS in the sense introduced in 

this thesis. 

Emerging categories: 

(11) 

Training of 

management for 

implementation 

 

 

‘Educative strategy’ was identified 

in the interviews 

 

 

‘Educative strategy’ was identified in 

the interviews 

 

 

The analysis related to CMC-categories and a knowledge-base confirm the 

conception of traditional ‘training processes’ without any clear orientation towards 

seeing the processes more comprehensively. The two projects were quite similar in 

the way they were initiated, taken over by HRD, planned and evaluated. They also 

confirm the above proposed position of HRD as the main resource of change 

implementation. On the level of the head office, in both cases, the HRs had managed 

to feed and sell the projects to the top management and the board and had thereby 

upgraded them to strategic projects, which implies professional valuation. 

R: Did the group level TMT invent the idea or did you feed it…? 

PrH5: We fed it there and it was the HR director who sits in the TMT who fed it […] 

then the mandate was created [by the board] that we could start doing it and after that in 

the HR management team, where also I sit, we started to work on it […] [tells about 

workshopping with regional executives] now that the process is ready the ball is our [HRD]’s 

court, which starts the implementation. 

In both of the cases the master plan and obtaining approval were separated from 

operative implementation by HRD. Having examined the applied methods of the 

training processes, I perceived them participative and interactive and as such modern 

and professional. In that sense, the HRDs were competent without a doubt. 

However, considering again the more comprehensive CS perspective and expanding 

the reviewing to concern the whole HR, the competencies defined above as desirable 

for a change agent were not exhibited.  Another more comprehensive view is the 

one taken up by Luoma (2006a) above: from an MD point of view the trainings 
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reflected quite traditional approaches to MD and few signs of a systems approach to 

MD could be recognized. 

Though speaking about the same projects, they appeared different when seeing 

them from different perspectives. What was described above considered the projects 

seen from the head office perspective. In the private sector, when discussing the 

projects on the regional level, strong ownership of the project of the regional unit 

was exhibited. Unless asked, the informants did not bring up the role of the head 

office at all. 

R: You carried out a project of this management development? 

PrF11: Yes, we did, it is [our own] CEO’s project […] An outside consultant first 

interviewed our CEO an myself […] 

R: [Has the head office given some kind of initiative for this…] 

PRF21: No, not in a single way, they have been participating in some of our development 

meetings and they are interested in how we implement this and how we succeed so they [the 

head office HR] are there for making notes […] 

In the private sector, this implies a culture where independent regional units easily 

take the initiative in starting projects which then are extended and partly taken over 

and also transformed into corporate level strategic projects by head office HR. In 

the public sector, similar processes can be seen as (formerly very independent) 

regional units still take initiatives in starting projects, which are then transformed 

into projects that concern the whole organization. 

R: How has this management development project been initiated […]? 

PuO4: […] It started as performance management and the training services [HRD] was 

not involved in it originally […] we [one regional unit] had some people who started […] 

they were trained as observers and trainers […] it was started outside HR […] then HR 

took over and called it a ‘coaching leadership’ project.  

As many of the different development projects have been given birth by regional 

units, the ways of planning them have also been manifold. For instance, in the private 

sector, although ‘the field’ has been listened as planning the processes, the target 

group itself did not participate, whereas in the public sector the target group had a 

chance to contribute to the program when so called theme days were executed.  

The training was/is executed on a ‘voluntary basis’, which means that 

organizations and individuals can decide on participation according to their own 

interest and perception. This makes the participation non-strategic as it does not 

guarantee that all the managers who would need the training participate. For 

instance, a comment on this, from the public sector. 
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PuHR1: You can comment that it [the participation in the programme] should have started 

from top down […] Now I have the feeling that the most eager bosses have internalized this 

… the top management and partly the middle managers are only halfway in that […] 

A change strategic approach to participating in the program would mean taking into 

account how it affects the implementation of the entire process and assigning the 

procedure accordingly. A voluntary basis is seldom the best way from this point of 

view. 

Concerning the two management development projects, which are in the focus 

here, they had their initial phases in the regional organizations. Listening to the 

informants, especially on the private side, concerning these ‘initial phases’, gives the 

impression that their implementation is more ‘business-minded’. When they are 

taken over by the centralized HR they are upgraded to  strategic projects on the 

corporate level. In this case there might, however, be a risk that they at the same 

time transform into more educative projects and loose some of their original 

business-mindedness. On the other hand, management development (MD), which 

this kind of a change strategy involves, when executed effectively, is an important 

tool for developing strategic awareness in the management. Luoma (2005) for 

instance discovered that among Finnish managers the perceived effectiveness of MD 

and the level of strategic awareness were highly inter-related. Naturally, this demands 

that MD’s linkage with strategic management must be close and living. As discussed 

above, applying a systems view to MD contributes to better strategic results (Luoma 

2006a). 

I started my scrutinizing on the two change stories or cases in order to find out 

something about the change specific competencies of HR practitioners. However, 

based on the informants’ descriptions, the discussion was first more directed towards 

contextual factors. By this I mean initiating and implementing the projects from the 

perspective of either the field or head office. This observation supports my view of 

the importance of the organization structure raised in sub-chapter 4.3. In Figure 12 

the box ‘HR role22’ (‘initiating and implementing strategic HR projects on the 

regional level’) brings up the issue discussed here: what is the role of regional HR 

(concerns the private sector here) in initiating group level strategic projects and 

coordinating them in the group level strategy. Now it seems that this coordination is 

the concern of the head office only. Even though it is based on organization 

structure, I would like to see this issue as a competency issue as well. Seeing the big 

picture and perceiving one’s own role as sitting on two chairs at the same time 

(corporate and region) is an essential change strategic competency of a HR 

professional. 
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Another general observation concerning change stories relates to HR roles. The 

competence models of Ulrich et al. discuss HR roles as features of HR as a whole. 

In practice, examined by my two cases, the possible role of a change agent was mainly 

connected with two jobs in HR only, the head of HR and the head of HRD. In my 

interviews, there were many informants within HR who hardly knew about the major 

management development project I was examining. This does not mean that the 

others would not benefit from a change agent orientation in their more everyday 

projects, however, concerning the major strategic changes there is a clear division of 

work.   

To conclude, the introduction of the development projects hints to strategically 

important but traditionally executed projects, which have evolved from an individual 

scheme into more comprehensive projects. The way I approach change strategic 

planning would have meant analyzing the projects as changes using some kind of a 

comprehensive and systemic framework, for instance like the one in Figure 31. I 

must admit that expecting such a theoretical approach may feel oversized but even 

though no signs of such analytic thinking could be found in the change stories, I see 

that the HRs in both case organizations lack change strategic competencies. 

8.4.6 Other than CM competencies enabling strategic partnership 

It is not only CM competencies and the contribution to the change implementation 

process that enable strategic partnership; also, many other more general 

competencies and personal features are demanded. These were discussed above in 

sub-chapter 4.4. Here I examine these competencies based on interviews. Again, the 

picture is mainly formed by the interviewees themselves, only six informants out of 

HR in the public organization give some baselining. 

In Figure 16 I introduced the idea of ‘customer competencies’, referring to all of 

the competencies necessary for serving HR’s internal customers. By ‘product 

competencies’ and ‘business competencies’ for instance, I referred to an 

understanding of the core of what the organization is producing, products or services 

or their combinations. I raised the question about which are the focus competences 

in the present context of the organization and how deep should the know-how of a 

HR practitioner in these competences be to create sustainable internal customer 

relationships? For instance, how much understanding of the core of the 
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organization’s functioning, ‘business competence’7, should HR have to be regarded 

as a credible business partner for the business management? And how this 

competence affects HR’s valuation and position? 

In my interviews, I asked for instance: “Does HR have enough understanding of the core 

activity of your organization?”. Pros and cons emerged. Especially in the regional 

organization of the private case most of the HR practitioners had joined HR after 

first working in line or business positions. 

PrF12: Many in our HR have a business background and it helps that you understand 

the everyday functioning and that you understand the language; in this business it [the ability 

to get along with the line workers] is not stuck to that [meaning that they have enough 

business know how to understand and communicate with the line organization] 

The citation above represents the general view in the both organizations, however, 

different perceptions within HR emerged as well. 

PuHR5: I sometimes feel that we don’t have [enough understanding in business], we live 

here in our own bubble and don’t see the reality. I sometimes feel that people working with 

the organization’s core activities live in a different era, […] they go more along with the 

times and we just don’t follow […] 

When taking the outside view on HR’s general competencies some critical points 

emerged as well. 

PuO4: They are there [in the head office] quite far away from the operative level employees 

and processes, […] I have noticed that they know the organization in some way, but they 

don’t understand the deepest essence of what we are doing […] 

Especially in the public side, where there was a strong tradition of executing of 

different projects, a rational project-way of operating was favored. Although it is 

common to use projects to implement change and the need for project management 

skills are mentioned in practice, the change management literature does not 

specifically identify a need for project or program managers (Crawford & Nahmias 

2010).  

 Drawing conclusions on the ‘general competencies’ of HR is a bit difficult as it 

is very much individual- and context-bound. However, concerning both 

organizations, my general judgement would be that HR people are fairly well 

informed about the business issues and also motivated to learn more if needed. 

Based on the interviews I don’t believe that poor business competencies are what 

                                                        

 

7 In the public case organization, also the concept ’business’ was used to describe their core 

activities. 
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mainly hamper the forming of strategic roles in HR. This argument is supported by 

our previous observations in a study in the private sector (Laine et al. 2017).   

8.4.7 Summary on CM competencies of HR 

I evaluated HR’s competencies from altogether five perspectives: (1) HR’s CM 

competencies compared to their clients’ competencies (direct own evaluation); (2) 

applying of a systems view in planning change (direct own evaluation); (3) evaluation 

by ‘important factors’ (indirect evaluation); (4) exploitation of CM theory (direct own 

evaluation); (5) evaluation of CSs in two change (development) projects (indirect 

evaluation). Additionally, an evaluation of ‘other than HR’s functional competencies 

(own evaluation) was conducted. Although I had many perspectives in my 

evaluation, I still think that a reliable picture was difficult to obtain. I approached 

HR competencies from my ‘CS-theory’ point of view, where especially a 

comprehensive and systems view and exploitation of CM theories and knowledge 

were emphasized. I asked the informants about this; here is an example. 

R: You mentioned that you have here an impulsive organization culture. If we think of this 

project [an example under discussion], was it planned in a change strategic way [the concept 

CS is explained]? 

PrF11: Using just those words, very little, very little this far, yes […] 

R: Quite often decisions are taken without a systemic perspective? 

PrF11: Yes, we have found that the way of doing things, how the bosses’ act should be 

changed, but we have not taken the time for considering how the bosses will react to it […] 

Summing up the five standpoints above I end up with the following deductions. 

− A major part of the HR practitioners did not see themselves as possessors 

of superior know-how in CM. The HR people were not used to seeing 

themselves as change agents, and accordingly, had not especially tried to 

improve and foster such know-how. 

− Neither their formal nor work life education supported acting in change 

challenges. The exploitation of theories on CM was rare. 

− Generally, they lacked a change mind-set and orientation towards a 

systemic and comprehensive way to perceive change challenges. 

− The centralized HRDs were obviously competent in planning change 

interventions in an educative way, however,  

− A more consultative and comprehensive role in the sense of Ulrich et al. 

(2013) was easier to identify in the regional level projects, which were 

contributed by the local head of HR. Especially in the private sector the 
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regional projects were implemented together with the regional top 

management. 

− In the interviews, an orientation towards a change strategic thinking could 

not be found 

− The HR practitioners were generally regarded competent in their 

functional areas and in most cases also competent enough in business 

understanding, however, a special know-how in change did not support 

their acting as a change agent.  

8.5 Contextual factors affecting the adoption of the role of a 

change agent  

My argument above was that HR cannot adopt a role of a change agent without 

being strategically valued and being a member in teams and projects that are of 

strategic importance. According to my pre-assumptions, contextual factors affect 

strongly HR’s role adoption and valuation. This pre-assumption was based, among 

other things, on our previous research on the strategic role of HR (Laine et al. 2017) 

where especially the role of the organization’s culture emerged. The role of 

contextual factors was already discussed above as a part of the CS knowledge base, 

mostly from the perspective of the economic situation, so I’ll make some additional 

comments on organizational structure and organization culture to expand the 

contextual view. 

Due to the structure of this thesis same issues emerge at different points of the 

data. I already argued in the Methodology that a theme earns its position by being 

repeatedly mentioned in the material (e.g. Corbin & Straus 1990). So also here; the 

membership of the HR executive in TMT was mentioned as a good thing (if he or 

she was included in the team) and as a not so favorable thing (if he or she wasn’t a 

members). Above, it was brought up as a factor reflecting HR’s valuation. Especially 

in the public case, where the HR executive was not a member of TMT, it was 

generally regarded as a major important contextual factor. 

PuHR2: My view and desire for the organization reform was that the HR director would 

be a member in TMT. This is how I think it should be, it would be crucial […] why the 

HR director could not be there as we think that we are a service organization of course, but 

our work is knowledge based. It is conclusively central that HR’s visions would be included 

right from the beginning […] 
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Not having a permanent membership in TMT in the public sector reflects a 

traditional and administrative culture. HR becoming more strategic is a growing 

trend in Finland; already in 2008, in 82 percent of the companies that had a HR 

function, the HR executive was a member of the TMT and in 66 percent HR 

management participated in the planning of the company’s strategy (Järlström & 

Luoma 2014). Knowing this, it is easy to understand the frustration of HR people in 

the public case organization. The fact that the top management had not appointed 

the HR executive in TMT may imply something about how the top management 

appreciates the personnel in general, but it may also imply something about the 

relation between the HR executive and the top management in this particular case. 

Another contextual aspect concerning the organization structure was if HR was 

centralized or if there were regional or business HRs. In the private case, there was 

only one business HR, so not much can be said about it in general, however, the 

experiences fit the pre-assumption: the closer HR is to the core of the business the 

easier it is for HR to gain a strategic position: 

R: What is the best way to organize HR: the centralized or decentralized way? [question 

to a HR specialist in business HR] 

PuF15: The way how we are here in the business, absolutely. When we breath the same air 

we understand each other much better. […] but would it be only the business, I see that 

there should be some centralized […]. Now that I have been working in both [centralized 

and decentralized HR] and how I feel that my work is appreciated here […] I can get into 

those things, I hear and understand, I hear arguments why things are done as they are […] 

In the public sector, there was no regional HR but a hidden structure of some 

specialists taking care of mainly administrative HR issues part-time. As speculated 

above in connection to HR’s valuation, this did not add to HR’s strategic power, 

rather vice versa. From the point of HR’s role formation, both ways to organize HR 

have their pros and cons and it seems that the balance is continuously looked for, 

and at the same time some hybrid forms are piloted as well. 

Coming back to the special features of the private case organization, there were 

very independent regional units and weak strategic guidance of the centralized 

administration. This was reflected also to HR emphasizing the selling of ideas and 

projects; each of the regional units decided independently whether to buy or not to 

buy. Some of the private side informants sitting in the head office saw this as a 

challenging feature of the organization affecting their work. 

R: You should be able to sell everything? 

PrH4: Yes indeed, everything is sold and in addition to that they [the regional units] have 

done it already twice before we go there […] I find this the most critical feature in my work 
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[…] we have a very strong culture here, everybody should be able to invent things all by him 

or herself, they are very independent […]  

The role of the organization’s culture was brought up here by many other 

interviewees as well. In principle, the organization culture could and should be seen 

as a strengthening factor for HR’s strategicness; the significance of employees has 

been increasing, and accordingly, the role of the HRM function should be 

acknowledged. It would be beneficial for the top management of the organizations 

to invite HR into strategic teams and projects to learn and to foster strategic know-

how, in change management for instance. The practice does not provide evidence of 

this kind of a culture. 

R: Does the line management support the adoption of a different role for HR? Do they [top 

management] encourage joining strategic change projects or are they happy with HR taking 

care of its traditional tasks? 

PrF23: […] I would see it as quite dilute from my perspective that I would been asked 

from the TMT to contribute to something […] I don’t see […] 

As it seems that the top management is does not very actively invite HR to join 

strategic activities, some informants speculated on why. 

R: Why do you think HR has not reached a strategic position? 

PuHR4: This is about power […] power and the will to influence things, who is liable for 

this. I believe that this is what it is all about here […] we are weighed down strongly by our 

past […] I know also that there are questions concerning certain individuals. 

These kinds of things are usually discussed in the corridors and are very seldom they 

brought up officially. As the top management holds the strategic power, it is only 

natural that they are not very eager to give it away. This concerns one of the eternal 

challenges in management, delegation, here especially strategic delegation (see e.g. 

Sengul et al. 2012). 

Of course, it is not only the top management who is to blame for the strategic 

culture. Looking at the situation from a non-HR perspective, the focus was turned 

to HR itself, but critical comments emerged also from inside HR. 

PuO5: I believe that in the organization there is a full readiness for open discussion […] 

It is HR that should come down from its stand. 

R: Why is it that HR has not been able to adopt more strategic ways of acting? 

PuHR5: It’s orientation towards safety, we don’t dare to step into those strategic boots.   

Culture is a diverse quality of an organization and HR itself as a change agent should 

be able to affect its own position by changing its ways of acting as well. Some of the 

informants took up ‘courage’ as a feature of individuals but also of the entire HR. I 

think this is especially true when adopting more strategic roles and being involved in 
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change. An organization’s culture reflects its history comprehensively, but it is also 

seen in single incidents, where courage is needed and to benefit the situation. One 

crucial incident was in the public case when the organization reform was planned 

and implemented. HR was an actor in that change. 

PuHR4: I participated in those teams when the organization reform was planned, but I 

think that HR’s role was too modest […] some funny things happened there, which could 

have been avoided if HR had been at the core […] but the situation varied all the time. 

Here, it’s time for us to look into the mirror. 

It should of course be asked if the reason for HR not being able to successfully 

promote its own organizational position is in the organization culture, or has HR, by 

its own earlier performance, created a situation where it is difficult to benefit from 

windows of opportunities.    

 Also, more practical reasons for the non-strategicness of HR came up. 

R: As HR has not reached a strategic position, what do you think it is about? Is it about 

know-how, people or what? 

PuHR3: Perhaps it is about all those factors and then one mundane thing, which is that 

your working day is of a certain length, and as you can see, here it begins as a string of 

meetings, with little time to be creative […] you should have time to think and have 

conversations 

In our previous research (Laine et al. 2017) the same reason for not trying to take 

more strategic responsibilities emerged: HR is so busy in taking care of its everyday 

and traditional duties that it has no time and energy to apply for more strategic tasks.  

The strategic culture was also discussed above when the organizations were 

introduced so I will not speculate more on that. I end this sub-chapter by 

summarizing some observations on contextual issues. Although based on 

observations in this research they are presented as assumptions that need more 

evidence for generalizability. 

− HR’s membership in TMT is one of the most essential things in forming a 

strategic role for HR. How the membership affects the strategic roles of 

other HR practitioners is greatly dependent on what kind of a role as a 

mediator the head of HR absorbs. 

− How HR is organized in terms of centralized vs. decentralized HR affects 

HR’s possibilities to adopt a strategic role. The assumption is that the 

closer HR is organized to the ‘business’ the easier it is to reach a strategic 

position. However, being organized in a decentralized way has also other 

effects not so favorable for HR (loosing flexible use of resources and 

synergistic effects of working in a HR team for instance). 
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− In a situation of weak strategic guidance of the centralized administration, 

more competencies in selling ideas are demanded from HR. This means 

also that the local HRs cannot lean on the strategic power in 

implementation of organization-wide projects (see also Laine et al. 2017). 

− An organization’s culture is a major thing affecting HR in adopting more 

strategic roles. The top management is not very active and eager to invite 

HR to sit at ‘strategic tables’ and join projects to give HR a chance to 

contribute, and also a chance to learn how to be strategic. Intentional and 

active fostering of strategic capabilities in HR would show that top 

management has internalized the resource based view of strategic 

management. 

− Also, there might be some reasons for HR not to striving for a more 

strategic position, such as lack of courage, poor communication and 

marketing skills and practical reasons such as being heavily loaded by the 

administrational HR work.  

 

Organizational culture is a major factor in forming HR’s strategic position and the 

role of a change agent. Individuals are part of the culture and they are shaping the 

culture as well. In the interviews, I asked how much HR’s role depends on HR 

individuals, especially on the head of HR. “99 percent” was one answer and many 

other informants experienced it in the same way. This leads me to the next theme. 

8.6  The role of individual factors and personal orientation  

The role of individual factors in adopting roles in HR was a sensitive issue to be 

discussed in the interviews. Features of personality can also be seen as competence 

issues; however, I will discuss them more broadly here as general conditions for the 

successful functioning in the role of a change agent.  

What was said above regarding the evaluation of CM competencies applies to the 

assessment of personality as well; to be able to reliably assess the meaning of 

personality in adopting the role of a change agent would demand its own empirical 

study and operational definitions. I am again here limiting myself to the informants’ 

own subjective perceptions. I soon noticed that asking direct questions about 

personality traits favorable for a change agent resulted in long lists of conventional 

qualities, however, having decided to use this charting research strategy I must 

content myself to review these. From the long lists of desirable traits of a change 
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agent I simply selected a few I think are the most relevant and commonly shared 

among the informants. 

Most of the informants’ perceptions contained ‘interaction skills’ in one form or 

another. Naturally, good interaction was expected from the internal clients as well. 

PrF13: […] it is good interaction that is needed. We do not have the answers to all 

questions and by no means can we manage the change without the help of the business side. 

It is vice versa also: the business side is not able to manage the change without HR’s help; 

both sides agree that together we can do it. 

PrH1: […] the kind of specialist who gets along with others, different people; knows the 

rules of interaction and is able to get people enthusiastic; is credible and sells his or her ideas 

[…] 

The second interviewee above refers to selling skills and related to that, being 

credible and being able to motivate people; these qualities emerged at other points 

of the interviews as well. This emphasized how things are executed today, not by 

‘coercive power’ (as referred to above) but by selling and motivating. As brought up 

above, in the private case this was emphasized because of the structure of the 

organization, where the strategic guidance was weak and demanded selling skills 

from centralized HR. 

The informants’ comments above can also be related to the ideas of Ulrich et al. 

(1995, 484–485). They include interaction-type properties such as “establishes trust 

and credibility in relating to others” and “builds supportive relationships with others”, 

among some other rather general personal qualities in CM. Also, the later 

competence model by Ulrich et al. (2013) and the six roles used in this thesis above, 

contain several hints of what kinds of personality traits should be expected. A 

‘credible activist’ for instance builds personal trust by business know-how, but is also 

credible because of keeping promises and because of good personal relationships 

and good communication skills.   

I have emphasized applying a systemic approach to change in many connections. 

Here, without my introduction to the theme, many informants brought up the 

meaning of a holistic approach, seeing things from a ‘helicopter perspective’, as an 

important quality of a change agent.  

PrF11: You must be able to perceive things in pervasive way, see the forest for the trees […] 

you must be able to see and understand consequences […] 

Having an orientation towards a comprehensive and holistic understanding is one 

condition to more strategic thinking and thereby to understanding of the role of a 

change agent. It can be assumed that the ‘administrative HR’ allures those with more 

a concrete orientation and those willing to go into details whereas ‘developmental 
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HR’ allures those interested in ‘big pictures’. Examining this in an empiric setting 

would give interesting information of this relation.  

As in any work, the favorable features of a HR employee can be reverted to the 

‘common good qualities’ such as trustworthiness, good interaction skills, high work 

ethic etc. Trying to understand what the interviewees regarded as features demanded 

especially from a change agent, I would mention ‘seeing big pictures’, being brave 

and creative in presenting new ideas, and being persistent in implementing them. 

These conclusions might involve my own interpretation more than the data allows, 

but I don’t see much of a risk in that as all these observations should be empirically 

tested anyway.  

8.7 Cooperation with other actors in change 

In this sub-chapter, the focus is on strategic cooperation; how strategic projects 

involving change are initiated, which organizations are involved and how 

implementation decisions are being made with regard to many-sided participation. 

This cooperation issue is a major contextual factor and it involves both organization 

structure and culture. The HR membership in TMT has been discussed above in 

many connections and again here its role must be emphasized, however, other 

perspectives of cooperation are discussed here. As the challenge of coordinating 

many actors in change seems to be more typical for my public case organization, the 

focus of the discussion is there. 

The main function assisting the top management and being in charge of the 

strategic process is usually corporate planning or a strategic planning function. 

Strategic planning is usually a specialist organization assisting the top management 

by preparing strategic issues and the implementation of the strategic round. This 

usually involves defining the strategic goals, which for their part involve such things 

as visions and strategic values. In total, strategic management traditionally contains 

making environmental and other analysis, defining critical success factors (CSFs), 

and making strategic action plans (e.g. Ansoff 1965; Kamensky 2000). All of these 

tasks very probably to have connections with HR issues, so good cooperation with 

the strategic planning function and HR should be expected. I asked about the 

strategic cooperation between the strategic planning and HR: is it functioning? 

PrH4: I see that here those things happen in good cooperation, I don’t see them being mixed 

too much […] 
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In the public sector case the situation was more complicated as the organization was 

in the middle of a transformation. A major organization reform had been made quite 

recently and with respect to that also the position and tasks of the strategic planning 

function had been changed. Four change directors had been appointed. The area of 

one of them was ‘work and organization culture’, which to me looks to be very near 

to HR’s interests. This specific change director was meant to work in close 

connection to a strategic planning function. All of this made people in HR worried 

as they interpreted the functions as potentially overlapping. 

PuHR1: I see all these change directors as a difficult matter […] a different function is 

built […] a confusion has been created and it’s sure to affect the feeling in HR. 

According to my experience this is quite a common situation in organizations; 

functions are experienced to compete from strategic tasks and projects. I have seen 

‘change directors’ being appointed in demanding transformations (such as mergers 

and acquisitions; today also in major municipal organizations for the so called Sote-

reform for instance). Appointing change directors in my public case organization 

signals paying special attention to the need of strategic change. However, as HR’s 

position with respect to these change directors had not been defined, it also signals 

that HR is not strongly seen as a strategic actor in change. 

As a change agent, HR itself is also living in change and is also an object in change. 

As above with respect to change directors, HR was also concerned about the 

consequences of the organizational reform on a more general level. 

PuHR7: The core processes have, however, supported the reform well, but if we talked 

about HR strategy, is it […] good things have been accomplished, but have they been linked 

together in strategic sense? This organization reform has been one challenge […] this 

contemporary structure does not support the cooperation enough […] 

It has been often said that there should be a match between strategy, structure, and 

culture. Changes in the structure should support the strategy and fit in the prevailing 

culture without being overly risky (see Deal et al. 1982). In the public-sector case, 

these risks had been recognized to some extent, but as the concern of the HR people 

indicates they had not been fully solved. 

The line organization is also a major actor in change and in some cases may act 

‘too independently’ producing overlapping services with respect to HR. One such 

typical such a thing might have been buying a management development program 

from a local consultant, not fitting into the organization-wide HR policy. In both of 

my case organizations the regional units had lost of their historical independence, 

also in this respect, and nowadays acting too separately was generally not seen as a 

problem. 
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Acting successfully as a change agent demands establishing good cooperation 

relations with especially the strategic actors but also with all other specialist units. 

Organization reforms are crucial also for ‘change agents’ to guarantee good 

conditions for future activities.  
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, first, the RQs will be answered. Then, based on my data, my main 

meta construct, CS, will be discussed in summarizing weather I could find signs of 

applying a change strategic mind-set among HR practitioners. I see this as a basic 

orientation for adopting the role of a change agent. Then, both the theoretical and 

the practical contributions of the thesis will be discussed. A practical perspective 

involves also ideas for a generic application of CS. Finally, after an evaluation of the 

thesis, some suggestions for future research on ‘HR as a change agent’ will be made.   

9.1 Summarizing the results 

9.1.1 HR as a change agent: answering the RQs 

Some minor summaries have been already made as part of the previous sections, 

however, I summarize the results here by answering the original RQs. The general 

purpose of the thesis was to contribute to the understanding of the role and competencies of 

contemporary HR in implementing change. The first RQ discussed what are the actual HR 

roles in the case organizations seen in the light of generic HR competence models and the ideal of a 

‘Change Agent’?  

I did not go directly into reviewing the HR roles, but I assumed that to adopt the 

role of a change agent, one should have strategic valuation. Strategic valuation was 

reviewed especially via job titles and organizational positioning and subjective 

evaluations of the interviewees. As a result, I argued that, conversely to how the 

competence models usually deal with the issue, the strategicness of HR cannot be 

discussed as a whole; a more accurate picture of strategicness can be formed if it is 

reviewed by each HR individual. The strategic power of HR is usually mediated by 

the head of HR who usually has the formal strategic position through membership 

in TMT. Consequently, his or her performance and communication in both 

directions – to TMT and to the HR team – is important for the strategic positioning 

of the entire HR. TMT membership together with an actual role of head of HR seem to be the 
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most crucial factors in forming HR’s strategic position and valuation. TMT membership forms 

a platform for mutual (top management – HR) learning through which HR’s position 

is shaped. 

In both case organizations, HR experienced valuation in its traditional and 

administrational roles, however, this didn’t help HR to adopt more strategic roles, 

the role of a change agent for instance. It was remarkable that none of the 

interviewees brought up ‘change specific competencies’ or ‘acting as a change agent’ 

as a source of valuation. Moreover, also the ‘outside evaluators’ in the public sector 

appreciated HR’s administrative and functional competencies but did not mention 

anything about HR’s CM competencies. 

Next I evaluated HR’s strategic valuation by using one structured framework. I 

discovered that although the HR practitioners themselves felt that they are mostly 

valued by their administrational competencies, they were inclined to believe in their 

strategic importance. The interviewees obviously wanted to emphasize the strategic 

and developmental features of their job as moving into that direction is their desire 

in the same way it is a common desire of HR practitioners as well. Opposite to HR’s 

own assessment, in the public sector, the ‘other than HR informants’ saw HR more 

as ‘administrative-operational’. The same kind of difference in evaluations was found 

in another study (Laine et al. 2017) as well. 
The first conclusion in general terms is that HR was mostly valuated in its traditional and 

administrational role. Accordingly, strategic valuation did not offer particularly beneficial 

opportunities for HR to develop as a change agent.  

Next I examined HR roles in the light of generic competence models. I used three 

models for relating the informants’ views with the more general ideas of HR roles: 

the model of Ulrich (1996), the model of Storey (1992) and the model of Ulrich et 

al. (2013). The role of a ‘change agent’ (‘change champion’, ‘change maker’) was 

discussed in all the models. In the assessments in the frameworks, the role of a 

‘change agent’ was estimated to be quite compatible in the private sector but the 

estimates were more inconsistent on the public side. However, in the discussions, 

the role as it was defined by Ulrich el al. (2013), was to be found very demanding 

and it was not recognizable in the conversations with the informants. It was obvious 

that the informants, even when having the developmental orientation and 

developmental job description, did not identify and describe themselves by using 

‘Change Agent’ specific terms, such a “developing organizations’ capacity for 

change” or “building the case for change based on market and business reality” etc. 

(descriptions by Ulrich et al. 2013). Above I made the distinction between change 

initiation and sustaining change on the one hand and implementing change projects 

on the other. The HRs were clearly more implementers than initiators. In practice, 
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HR practitioners carry different roles at the same time and the focus within that 

mixture of roles may vary in different situations. However, the responsibility to act 

as a change agent as well should be consciously recognized by HR practitioners 

themselves.  

My second conclusion is that when related to the description of a ‘Change Agent’, none of 

the informants could be identified as such. Generally, the informants had not thought about 

their responsibilities and tasks from change perspective, and accordingly, did not think of 

themselves as change agents. With respect to change, they were more practical implementers 

than strategic initiators. 

My second and third RQs examined the actual change specific competencies of HR 

practitioners seen in the light of Change Strategy (CS), and is HR able to differentiate 

itself with regard to superior know-how in change implementation compared with 

other actors in the organization?   

The HR competencies were very challenging to examine and within the frames 

of this charting thesis I was obliged to employ multiple approaches for 

‘operationalizing’ HR competencies. I asked the informants to compare their 

knowledge on CM to their clients’ understanding; I examined if HR specialists had 

applied a comprehensive way (‘systems thinking’) in approaching change challenges; 

I examined how they perceived ‘important factors in change’; I asked about 

exploiting CM theories in practical change projects; I examined how two change 

cases imply CS-type of thinking; and finally, I asked about the significance of ‘other 

than HR competencies’ in adopting the role of a change agent. I chose change 

strategy, CS, as my meta-concept to indicate competent and rational decision-making 

concerning change issues. By this multiple-approach I approximated change strategic 

and competent behavior. Based on a rationalization on these six approaches 

presented above (sub-chapter 8.4.7) I draw my third conclusions. 

Generally, HR practitioners saw their competencies through their own functional areas, 

which means that the traditional administrational competencies were emphasized. Half of 

the informants perceived themselves as not having superior know-how in change 

implementation compared to their internal clients. The exploitation of CM knowledge was 

rare. Knowledge and special know-how supporting a ‘change agent’ were for the most part 

found in HRDs, however, they were more concentrated on change interventions than 

consulting the whole change process. 

The aim of my fourth RQ was to examine, which contextual and individual factors 

can be identified to affect both developing change specific competencies and 

adopting the role of a ‘Change Agent’? The change contexts were described on the 

general level (using a structured framework, Appendix 1) as the case organizations 
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were introduced. At the same time this description formed a general view of the 

change circumstances, especially in terms of resources: economic situation, human 

resources, and time. Issues concerning organization structure were found to be 

strongly related to adopting HR roles. The membership of HR in TMT emerged also 

here, as well as an issue of how HR is organized with respect to centralized vs. 

decentralized organization. The organization culture was found to be ‘not so 

supportive’ for adopting more strategic roles as HR was not encouraged or invited 

to join strategic projects. Especially concerning the public case organization, the 

organization reform had created a situation, which was interpreted by HR to be 

unclear and creating competition between strategic HR projects and development. 

A more precise summary on contextual factors was presented in sub-chapter 8.5. 

When examining the individual factors, I was obliged again to limit myself to the 

informants’ own subjective assessments. Individual factors were commonly found 

as perhaps the most crucial thing in adopting strategic and change specific roles and 

competencies. They were seen to affect both the individual and the whole HR level. 

The personality, professional orientation, and capabilities of head of HR affect his 

or her own position (in TMT for instance) and credibility and through this the 

positioning of the whole HR. His or her management style, interaction skills, and 

capabilities to deliver strategic information and delegate are major factors in forming 

the strategic position of the HR team members. This same concerns also HR’s team 

members; their strategic and change specific position is largely built on their personal 

orientation and capabilities. Of the many individual features that the informants 

brought up, I already presented my own interpretation: ‘seeing big pictures’, being 

brave and creative in presenting new ideas, and being persistent in implementing 

them, can be argued to be features of a change agent. My fourth conclusion is as 

follows. 

The organization structure, culture, and individual qualities are major factors in forming 

HR roles and in fostering of HR competencies. In spite of numerous similarities in my two 

case organizations, they were both unique with respect to these features and perspectives – 

structures, cultures, and individuals.  

  Finally, I present the conclusions of my conclusions.  

In my two case organizations, HR, when reviewed as a whole, could not be seen to act in a 

role of a ‘change agent’. However, HR was seen to move towards a more strategic direction, 

which will create opportunities to act as a ‘change agent’. On the other hand, HR had not 

adopted a change strategic orientation (as it was defined in this thesis), which may impede 

developing into a genuine change agent. 
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If I compare my five pre-assumptions (introduced in the introduction in sub-chapter 

1.6), made based on my experiences and observations in practice, with the 

observations of my research, it is easy to see that they for the most part hold true. 

So why waste so much effort in examining something that is self-evident? In my 

mind that is just the thing: now I can argue for my practical observations with respect 

to theory-based models also based on my data. Usually other things concerning 

management theories are taken as self-evident as well – the HR role of a ‘change 

agent’ is just one example. My observations show that, in the examined Finnish 

practice, the HR competence models, usually taken for granted, give a good platform 

for discussion and assessment of HR but are quite far from the HR reality. My research 

challenges the main-stream picture that is conveyed by the generic competence models in this respect. 

On a general level, that is my first contribution to the discussions on HR and change.     

Next I will look more closely at change strategic thinking, which according to my 

arguments accumulates both the exploitation of relevant knowledge on CM and 

rational decision-making on change implementation. 

9.1.2 Conclusions concerning applying of change strategic thinking 

My summary of the ingredients of CS (‘scientific knowledge of change 

implementation’) in chapter 7, although not being an all-embracing list of affecting 

factors, gave some additional ideas of things to be taken into account in change 

implementation. Using my definition of CS and the adjustments made above as well 

as the list of CS ingredients in Table 10 as criteria of applying a CS-type of thinking, 

the following conclusions of HR’s CS competencies, based on my data, can be 

drawn: 

1. No or only minor signs of CS-type of thinking among HR practitioners could be found. 

The informants recognized the principles and the idea of CS quite easily. 

They also saw CS ‘as a good idea’ but their typical reaction was “I have not 

thought about it in that way”. They also regarded the mind-set of ‘seeing 

actions as changes’ as a good idea and as the first step on the way of making 

a CS. This observation connected with change specific competencies in 

HR is very important: as the top management for instance is used to 

discussing the business strategy and they are familiar with those concepts, 

HR might earn professional valuation when taking up change 

implementation issues from a change strategic perspective. “What is our 

change strategy in this [whatever change] …?” should become a commonly 

shared question when discussing development or change projects. 
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2. CS, according my definition, was connected with a system view and 

comprehensive way of perceiving things, with a ‘helicopter perspective’. 

This was also brought up by the informants and some of them saw that 

this particular aspect might differentiate HR practitioners from their 

clients. Comprehensive consideration of the consequences of actions taken 

involves also seeing the potential side effects of the indented actions. 

3. For me, the most challenging thing in change strategic thinking is 

exploitation of relevant CM knowledge. In the case organizations, there was a 

huge gap between the overwhelming amount of CM information and poor 

exploitation of that knowledge. Self-imposed reviewing of that knowledge 

in a change challenge and making one’s own judgements about it, relevant 

for the contextual situation, was rare. According to observations in my 

interviews but also based on my own experience, benefitting from CM 

frameworks is usually inspired by an outside consultant, and this often 

leads to use of some commercialized and constricted product. An 

impression was conveyed from the interviews that the informants’ position 

to CM knowledge with respect to its applicability was either dismissive or 

overly optimistic. 

On a general level, a change strategic framework and thinking is my second contribution to the 

discussion of HR’s roles in change. Next I move on to more precisely look at thr 

theoretical and practical contributions of my thesis.  

9.2 Theoretical and practical contributions  

The thesis contributes to two areas in the academic literature: firstly, to the theory 

on HR roles and competencies and especially to the theory of HR’s role concerning 

organizational change; secondly, to the theory on CM and especially to the theory of 

change implementation in organizational and managerial contexts, by employing the 

concept CS. This involves also developing the construct of CS. Next, both 

perspectives will be discussed. 

9.2.1 Theoretical contributions to CM and HRM 

This research contributes to contemporary theory of CM and also to theory of HRM 

and especially to theories of HR role and competence models. Figure 23 and Tables 

10 and 14 above sum up some essential ingredients of the CS knowledge-base. The 
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formed big picture contributes to the charting of the fragmentary field of CM. CM 

is not a theory in itself but a general term for numerous different things that can be 

connected with it. And those things really are numerous: for instance, a search just 

in one data base (ABI/INFORM) using the term ‘“change management” OR CM’ 

yielded more than one hundred thousand matches. Moreover, there is no generally 

accepted definition of change management (see sub-chapter 2.1.2). In this jumble, 

every attempt to contribute to theory building should be welcomed.  

The summary in Table 10 involves several important theoretical connections 

between change management and generic theories of change.  Change management 

is about intentional change and connects with teleology in Van de Ven & Poole’s 

(1995) typology. Modern CM connects also with many historically significant schools 

such as Lewinian tradition and also with the tradition of OD not to mention all of 

the connections to theories of learning and innovation as well all the theories of 

human behavior in such wide areas as emotions and motivation. And finally, my 

summary involves theories of human behavior in groups and theories of 

organizations, especially of organization cultures. In addition to the OD tradition, 

there is a lot of theory formation of different methods and tools, though overlapping 

with many perspectives above. The 30 points raised in Table 10 represent, if not 

extensively but as an example, different theory perspectives, frameworks and 

methods concerning CM. This overview contributes to the understanding of the 

great variety of approaches in change implementation, but especially to the great 

need of constructing a meta theory for CM. It also encourages multi-scientific 

research and crossing the borders between traditional sciences.  

To the theory on HRM function and personnel management the thesis 

contributes from two perspectives: it ‘tests’ the usability of the HR competence 

models and the role of a change agent by describing and interpreting the Finnish HR 

practice; it also contributes to an understanding of the meaning of HR’s strategicness 

and the preconditions of its development. 

It is common to use HR competence models (for references, see Chapter 3) as a 

basis for research on HR roles. However, in the Finnish context the research of HR 

roles seems to be rare.  The mainstream of the overall HR research discusses HR’s 

role and competence models based on the ‘Michigan school’ (the work of Dave 

Ulrich and his research team) on quite a general level and takes as a given that the 

defined HR roles exist in real life. This thesis absorbed a more practical and 

subjective view building on HR practitioners own stories of what they are really 

doing in practice and how they perceive their work. Based on interviews, I can argue 

that none of the informants had thought about their work from a change agent point 
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of view nor had they perceived themselves as ‘change agents’. This observation 

stands in contradiction with the general theory approach. The generalizability of this 

observation is discussed later. 

To conclude, with respect to HR competence models, the thesis contributes to 

an understanding of the preconditions under which the different HR roles can be 

absorbed. Based on my observations, I would highlight such factors as how HR is 

organized and has it been invited to TMT and other strategic bodies, what is the 

managerial culture, what are HR’s resources and own qualities such as energy and 

wellbeing, different competencies, and motivational factors; and many other factors 

discussed in more detail above. My thesis shows, even based on two cases only, that 

the introduced HR competence models are more like the ideal-types by Weber 

(2011): though their creation is based on empirical data they are after all conceptual 

constructions which are not found in reality as such. However, their significance is 

in that they serve a foundation for a discussion on what HR is and where it should 

go. Ulrich et al. (2013) go even beyond just identifying HR roles as they examine 

how they affect both the perceived personal effectiveness of HR specialist and 

business performance. I have, however, left these very important perspectives out 

of my thesis as they would have added too many divisive lines to the research.   

Finally, I would like to bring up one thing, which in my mind is of major 

importance: consciousness in HR and also consciousness concerning HR. This 

means how conscious HR is of its actual role (with respect to other roles); how 

consciously HR strives for more strategic roles, which enable adopting the role of a 

change agent for instance; how consciously HR is developing itself to foster 

competencies that are needed in those roles; and how consciously the top 

management develops HR as a strategic resource of the organization? These 

perspectives presented in this paragraph hopefully contribute to re-orientating the 

theoretical discussion of HR roles.     

9.2.2 Refining ideas for CS and its contribution to change implementation 

As explained above in many parts of the text, one of my main ideas in this thesis was 

to accumulate the rational knowledge of the implementation of strategic change in 

the construct ‘change strategy’ (CS). My argument was that rational decision making 

in change should involve features that could be recognized as change strategic 

thinking. Accordingly, also in HR, adopting a genuine role of a ‘change agent’ would 

demand applying such thinking. This is why I examined in my thesis if I could find 

even sprouts of CS-type of thinking. I presumed that the informants are not familiar 
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with CS as a concept, however, a general concept ‘strategy’ associated with change 

would make it easy for the informants to see what the concept is about. In the 

discussions, this proved to be true.  

Much of how I see CS has already been said, and in the next outlining there are 

many overlapping points with the previous text, however, as the CS concept is new 

in the sense I use it, I want to underline the main principles. Above, I defined CS as 

follows: “Change strategy (CS) comprises a unique set of decisions and choices on various 

dimensions (means or principles) crucial for implementing the change”. Based on the discussions 

with the informants I make the following adjustments (see also Figure 19 above): 

1. CS is more of a mind-set, a paradigm of seeing development projects but 

also many everyday actions as changes or containing features of change. 

This mind-set makes one alert with regard to a proper strategy for 

implementation. The mind-set also directs one to critically review the 

implemented changes for learning for future implementations. 

2. CS is more about seeing changes as processes: seeing of course the content 

issues (what is being changed) but not forgetting the process (how the 

change should be implemented and processed). 

3. Related to the previous point, CS is not only about methods of change 

implementation, change interventions. CS is a holistic orientation and 

approach involving the entire process of changing something. It begins by 

reviewing the roles in change initiation and ends in considering learning 

from change and transferring the knowledge to the next change. 

4. CS involves the conscious exploitation of the scientific knowledge of CM. 

To be rational, decision-making on change should be based on ‘real 

knowledge’ and not on how we believe things are.  The worst thing of 

course is that it is not based on conscious consideration at all. ‘Being based 

on real knowledge’ does not demand of HR practitioner to manage all of 

the relevant CM knowledge; referring to point 1 above, it demands the 

mind-set for searching for the relevant knowledge.  

5. CS demands a comprehensive and systems view of the implementation, 

seeing which things are interrelated and understanding the big pictures.  

6. CS means taking into account the contextuality in change implementation. 

The same frameworks and tools are not applicable in all contexts.  

7. CS is not a rigid description of the process or a cookbook-type of 

description of ‘how to make changes’ but an idea how to construct an 

implementation process that fits in the actual context.  
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Above in sub-chapter 5.5, the perspective of dilemma theory was introduced. Now 

that I have my data from the two case organizations, I refine my ideas of CS also 

with respect to dilemma theory (Hampden-Turner, 1990; Hampden-Turner & 

Trompenaars, 2000). The planning of CS in described in Figure 32. 

 

 
Figure 32.  Planning of CS (adopted and developed from Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015) 

Figure 32 depicts the three components of change implementation referred to above: 

the change content, the change context and the change process (indicated as CS). 

Then there is the reconciliation element, which means jointing and adapting all of 

the elements of the whole and also reconciling the targets of the change with all the 

other elements so that the change is realistic. The reconciliation process involves also 

a search for harmony and balance of values. I have argued above that organizational 

decision-making is often dimensional by nature. Accordingly, all three components 

are seen here as dimensionally constructed, which means first identifying the most 

essential dimensions describing these entities and then positioning on those 

dimensions. In another study, we have referred to the matters on which the decisions 
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should be taken as dimensions of CS, because most of them are not ‘either-or 

decisions’ but are rather ‘in-what-amount decisions’. (Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015.) 

What the dimensions more specifically are, should be examined by further 

research. An example of contextual dimensions was introduced in Appendix 1 as the 

contextual analysis for this thesis. MacKechnie’s (1978) dimensions introduced 

above concerned the change itself and they may also give hints for a search for 

relevant dimensions. As said, CS itself can also be seen dimensionally – at least some 

parts of it such as time and other resources invested and the amount of participation 

for instance. (See also Laine & Kuoppakangas 2015.) 

As not much of a change strategic type of thinking could be identified in my two 

cases, I could not get many new ideas for how to refine the CS analysis further. 

However, I still believe that CS could be developed into a more concrete tool for the 

planning of implementation of change. I have emphasized several times that we lack 

a meta theory of CM. I see CS as a kind of piece of meta-theory in its endeavor to 

review, how theory should benefit change management.  

9.2.3 Practical contribution of the thesis: generic principles  

Many of the theoretical contributions of my thesis are practical contributions as well. 

For instance, building a more conscious attitude for change in HR would mean 

applying a development program for that. Following to my own ideas, that kind of 

a process should be seen as a change process (and not only as an ‘educative process’) 

and what kind of a change strategy should be constructed? As a matter of fact, this 

kind of process was implemented in Deutsche Bank, which managed to achieve a 

change of direction in its HR function. They managed to build HR into a more 

strategic partner for the business and turned every HR professional into a change 

agent. (Svoboda & Schroder 2001.) 

Also CS, though it was discussed as a theoretical issue above in 9.2.2, can be 

developed into a practical tool as well. The business world is full of different 

frameworks, and some of them may lead through mechanical use without proper 

consideration. More than a fully constructed model, I would see CS to be developed 

into an open structure containing certain change strategic principles and to be 

constructed in each contextually determined situation (see also Laine & 

Kuoppakangas 2015). 

HR’s position in the organization was discussed above as a theoretical issue. Its 

implications to ‘real life’ seem quite obvious: HR should aim for a membership in 

TMT. Moreover, HR should establish a good relationship with other strategic actors, 
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particularly with the strategic planning function, and ensure its presence in the 

strategic planning process. According to the results from the interviews, it seems that 

that a strategic position is easier to achieve in a decentralized or regional organization 

where HR is closer, also physically, to the business. This concerned particularly the 

private business case where the business strategies are realized on the business unit 

level and the group level operates with a portfolio strategy. On the other hand, 

resources in the ‘business HRs’ are often scarce, which generates pressure towards 

‘all-round HRs’, where it is difficult to specialize and find time for strategic tasks. So, 

the situation is a bit contradictive in this respect. 

The results suggest that the role of the head of HR is crucial from many 

perspectives. He or she has the role of a strategic mediator, so it is of great 

importance how this role is executed. If the head of HR succeeds in this role there 

is a good flow of strategic information in both directions, which also fosters strategic 

competence within the HR team. Again, the role of individual qualities among HR 

must be underlined. Particularly the properties of the head of HR, such as strategic 

orientation and leadership skills, determine greatly how HR’s position is formed. Of 

course, the qualities of each team member in HR are important as well. Accordingly, 

great emphasis should be put on selecting the criteria when recruiting HR specialists. 

To conclude, and just to bring up one thing that was discussed in the previous 

paragraphs, I would like to underline the importance of strategic cooperation and 

fostering of strategicness in HR: 

The top management should see the strategic importance of HR in modern organizations. This 

means conscious fostering of strategicness in HR. HR, on the other hand, should be motivated and 

enthusiastic in developing its strategic capabilities and be brave in taking initiatives and being 

proactive. HR should also be able to develop strategies for how to act in a situation where the top 

management does not see HR’s strategic importance.  

In my interviews, I could not recognize an ideal world where it would be easy for 

HR to act according to ideal-type role models. In an incomplete world, HR should 

be able to develop a change strategy for itself for surviving and building for future 

success.  

I have emphasized above that fostering HR is a strategy itself. HR practices shape 

the systemic entity of an organization and contribute to the emergence of the new 

progression. In formation of the HR-practices the roles of the top (business) 

management and the top HR management are of great importance. (Luoma 2014.) 

This concerns also the HR practices that are associated with change.    
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9.3 Evaluation of the thesis 

Reducing my RQs, I had three major challenges in examining my case organizations: 

identifying the HR roles, identifying the HR competencies, and identifying how they 

are interrelated. Each of the challenges had its specific features. Next I will discuss 

and evaluate my thesis from these perspectives. I’ll summarize this by a general 

evaluation of the thesis. Finally, for obtaining a more comprehensive view of HR’s 

roles with regard to my findings, I’ll report on a review discussion with three outside 

HR professionals. 

9.3.1 Challenges in identifying the HR roles 

In identifying the HR roles, especially the role of a ‘change agent’, I hypothesized 

that general valuation and respect as well as positioning in the organization would 

reflect the conditions for role adoption. I hypothesized further that by analyzing job 

titles and job descriptions I would find out something about general and strategic 

valuation. Interpretation of job titles was seen to reflect the organizational culture. 

Differences in this respect could be found between the two organizations, however, 

it was difficult to see if it also reflected differences in valuation. Valuation was also 

discussed in the interviews indirectly when discussing the job descriptions and 

directly when I asked about valuation and respect. Discussing what people actually 

do gives more realistic starting points to the evaluation of strategicness of HR’s 

duties than formal job descriptions. Discussing the feeling of being valued and 

respected is highly subjective and it involves the ordinary sources of incorrect 

interpretations of the interview method. 

The roles were next discussed by the help of structured frameworks. First, an 

administrative vs. developmental position and strategic vs. operative position were 

discussed using the scales. Compared to similar kinds of questions in an ordinary 

survey research, the conversations around the theme when positioning on the 

dimensions, obviously increased the reliability of the choices. 

Next, the HR roles were examined using the three matrixes (Ulrich, Storey and 

Ulrich et al.; see the Appendixes 3b-d). In sub-chapter 8.3.3 I already evaluated the 

usability of the competence models in describing HR’s actual roles and HR practice. 

Using acknowledged frameworks offered a common and scientifically justified base 

for assessments; completing it by discussions increased the reliability of people’s 

positioning in the matrixes. However, the following remark should be made. 
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I should elucidate the relation of subjective assessments of the informants and 

the theoretical criteria given mostly by Ulrich and his associates. This concerns both 

the assessment of roles and competencies: the subjective assessments by the 

informants were based on their own images of the roles created by the discussion 

and handouts in the interviews. Although containing the original information, in the 

assessment situation, it was hard to internalize the description in quite a short time.  

Conversely, the interpretations by the researcher of the interview data when 

indirectly approaching roles and competencies were based on descriptions of Ulrich 

et al. as they were analyzed in more detail. As I referred to above, such terms as 

‘change agent’, once introduced, are going to live their own lives in the minds of 

their users. When positioning in the frameworks, I believe that they were more based 

on these images than on original ‘formal descriptions’. 

9.3.2 Challenges in identifying HR competencies 

I applied altogether five different approaches8 to examine HR competencies. 

Identifying HR competencies was difficult for several reasons. Broadly, evaluation 

of competencies is a challenging question and in principal it demands careful 

operational defining. In this charting research, I could not concentrate on that and I 

had to compromise. More specifically, as CM competencies as such have been left 

operationally undefined, I had no baseline which to relate my observations. By 

accumulating a fragmented theory of CM, I constructed a knowledge base for seeing 

if the informants had applied some kind of knowledge based change strategy in their 

planning and decision-making on specific change projects. Being able to identify 

these strategies and comparing them, I thought I could also draw some conclusions 

about the competencies behind these strategies. In applying this approach two 

perspectives emerged.  

First, I thought to use the constructed knowledgebase (in its compressed form) 

for examining the change stories, which I assumed to reflect CSs. However, the 

strategic and more comprehensive change stories concerned only a few HR 

practitioners and the ‘stories’ of the rest were so operative and narrow that no CS 

could be identified. I ended up selecting one major strategic development project 

                                                        

 

8 (1) Own evaluation of own vs. clients’ CM know-how; (2) discussion about systems view; (3) 

‘important factors’; (4) exploitation of CM knowledge; (5) two change stories; and additionally, 

discussion about general competencies. (See sub-chapter 8.4.) 
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from both of the organizations. In a further examination, they proved to be very 

similar in terms of principles of implementation and did not offer much for a 

comparison. The interviews did not offer information for a detailed comparison 

either. As presented above in the previous chapter, no sophisticated CSs were found 

for comparison. Accordingly, the interpretations about the competencies in the 

planning of the development processes were made based on quite general 

information of the projects. However, as the projects reflected strongly quite a 

traditional ‘educative strategy’ or ‘learning-driven strategy’ (Pries-Heje & Johansen 

2015) it was easy to make the conclusion as it was: the applied CS in both of the 

cases was ‘educative’ where the competencies were shown in the methods of the 

interventions of the training, but no wider change strategic competencies were 

exhibited. I regard this as a reasonably reliable conclusion. 

Second, other approaches to evaluate the competencies of the HR practitioners 

were more direct meaning asking about the informants’ own views on different 

things, for instance the ones based on my criteria of CS: systems view, theory 

exploitation and general competencies. This kind of data collection involves the 

traditional challenges and sources of uncertainty discussed in the Methodology, 

Chapter 7. The subjective evaluation of one’s own competence sounds difficult, 

however, when evaluating their own CM know-how compared with their clients’ 

competencies in change, HR practitioners approached the situation in very 

transparent way (and mostly concluded that there is no difference, which was not 

necessarily expected). Another thing is, as I referred to above, that when comparing 

CM know-how, the informants used their own image of what ‘CM know-how’ is and 

not the descriptions of Ulrich et al.’s models. I felt that using these descriptions as 

criteria of competencies would have made the situation too complicated. Generally, 

concerning the subjective evaluations, based on the created confidential and collegial 

atmosphere, I believe that the positions were reliable. 

In addition to approaching CM competencies by the five ways described above, 

the discussions, when positioning on the three role frameworks, reflected 

competencies as well. As Ulrich et al. (1995) argue, the descriptions of the roles are 

based on extensive empirical data and are as such descriptions of competencies. 

However, as reported above, my informants had difficulties in identifying themselves 

in the descriptions partly based on the generic and strategic nature of the 

descriptions. That is my argument for using also other indirect and direct ways in the 

evaluations. 
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9.3.3 Challenges in reviewing the relations between the factors 

The evaluation of the relations between HR roles and competencies as well as the 

effect of the contextual and individual factors on both were also examined by asking 

directly. The challenge was that there are numerous factors affecting the adoption of 

roles in HR at the same time, and it may have been difficult even for the informants 

to distinguish between them. Some contextual factors may be so hidden and built-in 

into the organization that living in the context makes people blind. For instance, 

HR’s instructive or educative role might be so firmly embodied in the organizational 

culture that it is difficult for HR to see that there are other kinds of models for acting 

as well. 

From a theoretical and conceptual point of view, distinguishing between roles 

and competencies was difficult. The ‘Change Agent’ was reviewed as a HR role 

involving certain competencies more or less as a whole. In this I followed Ulrich et 

al.’s practice. They (ibid.) see their role descriptions to be descriptions of 

competencies at the same time. For me this did not cause any problems as I used 

Ulrich et al.’s descriptions as such and separate from my own operationalizations.    

Generally, my own subjective perception was that people were open-minded in 

their deliberating of organizational and managerial issues and they also brought up 

and considered critical aspects openly. The individual qualities were the most 

difficult to discuss but also these emerged and they were processed openly. This 

indicates that the interviews were executed in a trustful atmosphere.  

9.3.4 General evaluation of the thesis 

For examining my research object and to answer to my research questions, I selected 

a research strategy where I combined features of deductive and inductive research, 

qualitative and quantitative research, and where I used multiple methods by which I 

approached method triangulation. In research on HR roles, there is a tradition of 

using deductive logic, surveys and quantitative analysis (see the work of Ulrich et al. 

for instance). What I think was mainly missing, was an interpretative and 

hermeneutic approach in order to get closer to the HR practitioners’ own world, 

perceptions and intuitions. So, I chose my ‘mixed method and philosophy’ -

approach. Still holding onto my preliminary idea to get closer to HR practitioners, I 

could have chosen a more grounded theory (GT)-type of strategy as well. That would 

have meant giving up all of my pre-understanding and theoretical frameworks on 

CM and HR roles and working on emerging data only. Of course, it would have been 
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possible to relate the emerging data with the prevailing conceptions and models (by 

Ulrich et al. for instance), however it would have demanded more interpretation. I 

believe that using a GT-approach, I would have been able to get even closer to HR’s 

real essence. However, as HR competence models seem to form the platform for 

contemporary discussion on HR, I wanted to take a different view on that. It meant 

taking the HR competence models as a given and this had an influence on my 

research strategy. 

Eriksson & Kovalainen (2008, 2) argue that in qualitative research “you should not 

evaluate your research only at the end of the project, but do so continuously during the entire research 

process.” The research process of a qualitative study differs from a traditional 

quantitative one. The process is often less rigid and fixed which means that issues 

emerging from the data may affect the research process and demand re-orientation 

in many phases. Accordingly, also evaluation should be done along the way. I have 

added evaluative comments concerning my research design and its limitations as well 

as concerning some methods I used, at least when the process did not proceed as I 

expected. 

    Combining a semi-structured interview (which was actually less structured than 

it appears in the appendix) and framework analysis, where certain categories based 

on theory are fixed beforehand, as my main approaches, was challenging. The semi-

structured form of the interviews had effects on how different things emerged in the 

conversations. I followed the interview structure roughly to guarantee that I could 

compare certain important positions. On the other hand, had I stuck rigidly to a pre-

formed structure, I would have lost important information. So, I was balancing 

between these two approaches. I believe that I could combine the approaches 

successfully so that I reached both a structured positioning on certain issues and 

allowed the informants’ own views to emerge. 

Another major challenge that I have referred to in my thesis was that I could not 

exploit emerging change stories in my analysis as much as I had hoped. I wanted to 

combine the more deduction-based CM and HR theory ‘testing’9 and induction-

based story-telling (change stories). As I explained above I ended up using only two 

very similar cases on leadership development, because these were the changes where 

HR (HRD) had had a major effect and contribution. Other realized changes were 

quite small and they concerned only a few people. However, the fact that they were 

not perceived as changes and that no CSs were applied, confirmed the assumption 

                                                        

 

9 ’Testing’ means here how well the well-known CM and HR theories apply to describe the reality of 

the case contexts 
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of HR as not acting as a ‘Change Agent’. The analyzed two major changes did not 

add much to the big picture – an ‘educative’ CS was applied and HRD acted as an 

implementing body. The changes should have been reviewed more carefully, but 

within a given time this was not possible. I also asked for more detailed completing 

information afterwards, but managed only partially to get it. However, I believe that 

the observations, as they were made in Table 23, were reliable enough. 

My research approach meant also balancing between an intensive and extensive 

case study. Intensive case studies have features of ethnographic research and strive 

for understanding the case. Extensive case studies see cases as instruments of 

exploring specific phenomena from a theory perspective and producing observations 

for testing them in wider contexts or against another theory. (Eriksson & Kovalainen 

2008.) As I explained in sub-chapter 7.1, my main choice was an extensive case study 

as I focused on testing the usability of HR competence models. The case-study 

approach in this research can also be regarded as instrumental, because by selected 

cases I could increase the understanding of the phenomenon in focus (cf. Stake 

2000).   

Large organizations with versatile and professional HR resources were well suited 

for testing the models. As I had two independent case organizations from different 

industries I could call my research a multiple-case-study, however, as there were no 

more than two cases, features of a classic or single-case-study can be found as well. 

I was focused on understanding how certain theoretical assumptions appear in 

certain contexts but I was also interested to understand what the practices are 

without the guidance of any theoretical pre-understanding. In addition to these two 

standpoints – theory in practice and practice itself – I had as the third stand point, 

my own perception of practice formed by my experience in similar positions as my 

informants. Having experienced similar organizational cultures made me a kind of 

ethnographic researcher who, when conducting the interviews, was living with the 

informants. This obviously increased the possibilities for subjective interpretations 

of the informants, however in writing my report, I have tried to be explicit in which 

are my subjective interpretations of the data, and what are my own experience of my 

own history. I see that having the aforementioned three standpoints at the same time, 

increased the trustworthiness of my research as the observations could be reviewed 

and compered in the two cases and they could also be related to theory and other 

research as well as with my own experience. (See Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008.) 

The trustworthiness in a qualitative and case-study-type of approach means 

transparency of the entire research process (see e.g. Silverman 2010). I have tried to 

be as explicit as possible in explaining my research process from setting the research 
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questions and collecting the data to the analysis and conclusions. Constructing the 

classification criteria by a literature analysis on CM and also a literature analysis on 

HR competence models, and also a systematic literature analysis on my main concept 

CS, have been explained in the theory sections of the research. The critical point was 

interpreting my data against the formed categories and previous research findings 

and this phase was by no means easy. But by the help of knowing the HR practice 

quite well, I believe I managed in that. However, ending up with the same kinds of 

interpretations of the data by another researcher would demand an experienced 

interpreter as well. Some suggested connections are not very firmly argued but I have 

also explicated the uncertainty in those cases. I see that due to the explorative nature 

of the research, most of the observations need more evidence collected by a more 

focused research designs and by different research strategies. 

Some signs of striving for triangulation can also be recognized in my thesis; I 

refer especially to the triangulation of methods which involves the use of several 

methods or techniques in order to improve validation. More precisely, I mean 

triangulation within the method, which means using different ways of asking when 

processing a particular thing. For instance, when I was examining one aspect of 

competencies, exploiting relevant scientific knowledge, I asked the informants about 

that knowledge (‘important factors’) and I also evaluated the change stories in order 

to find signs of exploiting that information. I also used both structured frameworks 

and less structured conversations in the discussion of a research question. (See e.g. 

Denzin 1978; Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008.) In the evaluations, I often approached 

the issue in a direct and an indirect way. Direct asking gave the informants a chance 

to scrutinize and elaborate on the issue him of herself. I think this was necessary as 

most of the subjects were not black or white and demanded consideration. Indirect 

asking, using detours to reach the same goal, gave me a chance to interpret the 

practice from a more general and theoretical perspective.  

The analytical generalizability refers to how congruent the results are when 

compared with previous research (Yin 2003). Though I could not find a similar 

setting of research questions nor research designs, I could not find, in my literature 

searches, contradictive observations to my basic approach either.  

In my two case organizations, all invited representatives of the target group, 

except for one of the HR practitioners from the head office level, participated in the 

study. From the regional organizations, I selected three regions from the private (out 

of 20) and two from the public organization (out of 5). When selecting the regional 

units, I had conversations with the contact persons of the organizations, and they 

assumed that no dramatic differences between the regions exist in terms of HR’s 
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role. In the interviews, I noticed differences in HRs’ orientations between the regions 

but they were mostly dependent on individual and contextual factors. I assume that 

increasing the number of informants from the field would have brought new 

nuances of ‘contextual and individual factors’. As going deeper in that area was not 

the purpose of my research, I decided to limit myself in that number of regions. 

Otherwise I think that my research data was well saturated within the organizations. 

 Related to the generalizability, transferability means considering if the 

conclusions are valid in other industries and contexts as well. (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen 2008). From that point of view, when considering if I should increase 

the number of organizations in my research for obtaining more valid information, I 

decided to stick to the two for the following reasons. First, my research was a case 

study and adding one or two more (which would have been possible from a practical 

point of view), would still leave the data to only concern the selected organizations. 

Second, although there were differences, due to contextual factors, between my two 

industries, the similarity of general observations (HR not acting as a ‘change agent’, 

no change strategic type of approach, for instance) increases the trustworthiness of 

my conclusions. Third, as I argued above, my own overall view of the results was 

that they are true within certain contextual limits. Therefore, I wanted to test my 

arguments with some HR professionals from other industries. That is why I 

organized a review discussion on the subject. This was my strategy to increase the 

trustworthiness and transferability of my conclusions. The review discussion 

supported my conclusions and it is reported in the next sub-chapter.   

9.3.5 Review discussion 

As this qualitative approach does not offer chances for statistical generalizations, I 

anyway wanted to discuss the relevance of my observations concerning other 

industries. For that purpose, I invited (by Henry ry, Henkilöstöjohdon ryhmä) five 

HR practitioners from different industries to discuss my results and relate them with 

other contexts. I only managed to get three expert reviewers to join the discussions, 

however, they all had wide experience, in addition to their present organization (two 

from public services and one from a consultancy business), from working in different 

HR positions in different organizations. The review discussion lasted two and a half 

an hour and was executed in a motivated atmosphere. The same frameworks as in 

the actual interviews were used and also these discussions were recorded and 

transcripted. The agenda for the discussions is presented in Appendix 5. 
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The review discussion was started by filling in the frameworks and after that 

commenting on those positionings according to the agenda (Appendix 5). As part of 

the discussions I presented how my informants had generally answered and the 

transferability was considered in that connection. The general conclusion of the 

discussion was that there is great variation in different sized organizations in different 

industries and accordingly in HRs in terms of resources, roles, HR cultures and ways 

of acting. The size of the organization was seen as a major affecting factor in the 

forming of HR roles, as large organizations have more specialized HR practitioners 

and structure. However, the main findings of this research (see sub-chapter 9.1), 

reviewed on the general level, were found to be true, logical and relating to general 

HR practice. Next I will present some comments of the review discussion. 

First, as I also assumed, based on my research, that strategicness was seen as a 

major condition for HR to adopt the role of a change agent. However, HR was not 

seen as ‘strategic’ as it should be, but as moving into that direction.  

Rev2: HR as a strategic partner is in my scale on the left side [‘not at all strategic’] as 

experienced by the top management; it has a long way to go. 

One of the reviewers brought up especially the strategic role of HR in municipal 

organizations as she had a longstanding experience of consulting large cities, for 

instance. 

Rev1: When I look at my customer organizations, I feel that in municipal organizations 

the role of HR has not been fully unwrapped and discussed […] HR is there more operative 

and administrative mostly because of many sectors and many labour agreements. Operative 

HR functioning is more demanding. 

This is a very important remark as it is difficult to reach an overall ‘strategic unity’ in 

a large city for instance, simply because of the multi-sector nature of the 

organization. In a matrix-type of municipal organization, which is attempted in many 

cities, the interests of the city and its different sectors may be contradictive (cf. 

Pakarinen 2017). Accordingly, HR faces many contradictive practical challenges and 

it is harder to build a strong strategic position for HR as well. 

All the reviewers agreed with the research in that HR is not seen to possess 

overwhelming know-how in change compared to its clients’ change know-how, but 

it was also agreed that HR should have the attitude of wanting to foster those 

capabilities. This emphasizes ‘willingness to develop oneself’ as one of the key 

qualities of a HR specialist – not necessarily possessing all the theoretical knowledge 

of CM. This same view emerged in my research. 

As in my research, scientific and research knowledge on change was seen as not 

typically exploited by HR. One of the reviewers (Rev3) pointed out that whenever 
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there is a need for applying theory-based methods for instance, a consultant is 

employed. All agreed that this may lead to a restricted and narrow use of CM theory. 

The HR practitioners should take the lead more in this respect. One of the reviewers 

(Rev1) described her own development in this: when she was a HR manager in a 

company she had no idea of using CM knowledge, but as she became a consultant 

she began to use theoretical frameworks in her work.  

Rev1: Now that I am a consultant and have a role of an outside developer, I am much 

more aware of [theoretical issues] […] As I worked [in HR position inside the 

organization] I had so many different roles and challenges and putting out fires […] thought 

at hindsight focusing on change would have needed. 

All of the reviewers wanted to strengthen HR’s own role in this respect and 

accordingly HR’s CM theory-based competence. 

Finally, a change strategic approach was seen as one means for HR to develop as 

a change agent. I explained CS as it was described and presented in the research 

(main principles: change mind-set, conscious selection of means, knowledge 

exploitation, comprehensive systems view and contextuality) and all of the reviewers 

found CS as a reasonable approach to change. 

Rev3: This is a very logical idea, otherwise all the actions for change are loose and 

disconnected from the whole, which also makes the assessment of effectivity difficult. 

Rev1: As a matter of fact, it is very important to see it [the change] as a whole, as we speak 

of a change mind-set, as bigger issues than training activities or informing.  

 Many other interesting views came up but they enriched the conclusions of my 

research more than confronted them. 

One essential way to evaluate the validity or, by using a term especially 

recommended for qualitative research purposes, credibility of the research, is to 

review how well the results respond to the reality and practice perceived by 

practitioners who are familiar with the topic. This relates also to the question of the 

face validity of my thesis. Face validity here builds on the subjectively viewed 

perception of HR specialists of how my research covers the concept (role as a change 

agent) it purports to measure. In other words, a test can be said to have face validity 

if it ‘looks like’ it is going to measure what it is supposed to measure. (Gravetter & 

Forzano 2012; see also Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008.) I have already emphasized 

that I regard myself a ‘HR specialist’ but being supported by these three reviewers, I 

believe I could increase the credibility of my findings and at the same time the face 

validity of my thesis. All of the reviewers emphasized that these results seem to be 

valid only concerning large private and public organizations, however the cultures of 

organizations may still create great variation. A completely different matter are for 
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instance small high-tech companies and their versatile ways of taking care of their 

personnel.  

9.4 Suggestions for future research 

The extent of this thesis was exceptionally wide and charting in nature. I justified 

this by the need of forming a big picture covering the area of the Finnish HR practice 

with respect to HR roles – the area that is mostly yet unexplored. Because of the 

chosen research strategy and methodological choices, many observations should be 

seen more as ingredients for setting a more precise hypothesis. I hypothesized that 

HR should have a recognized strategic role and position to adopt the role of a change 

agent. In the interviews and discussions on this theme, earning the strategic position 

was emphasized. This takes up the reciprocal relationship between these two things: 

HR should have specific competencies in change implementation, which in turn 

would grow HR’s strategic valuation and respect and build up HR’s strategic position 

in the long run. Fostering HR as a strategic resource in the organization is a mutual 

learning process, but it also demands setting concrete objectives in this respect as 

well. From this point of view, it is a question of building the top management’s 

resource based view on strategic HRM as well. However, this relation remains 

blurred and demands more scrutinizing. 

The next area in the need of clarifying is what change specific competencies 

actually are. In this thesis, competencies in change were approached by CS. In sub-

chapter 5.1, I argued that the significance and practical meaning of CS in enhancing 

the quality of change implementation should be empirically tested. CS involves 

among other things benefitting from scientific knowledge in change specific 

decision-making. As referred to above, there is large amount of literature on CM, 

especially related to its reported little use in practice. Research based attempts for 

bridging this gap should be initiated. Also, more research should be aimed at more 

accurately defining the competencies needed in planning change implementation. In 

sub-chapter 4.4, I referred to the generic competencies of HR (see Figure 16 for 

instance). Also, other references to change agent’s generic competencies have been 

made throughout the text, however, a more precise and scientifically argued 

competence base would be needed.  

As the third area needing more research, I would like to take up the contextual 

factors, particularly factors associated with organization and management culture. As 

my results indicate, management culture is a major factor for HR in adopting more 
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strategic and change specific roles. However, more understanding of the cultural 

conditions under which the HR roles are absorbed and formed is needed. My results 

suggest that the culture where the business and HR are more in line is desirable for 

many reasons. It seems that this kind of culture is easier to reach in a decentralized 

or ‘business HR’ structure, but more evidence should be gathered for this. Also, 

HR’s role in developing a resource based strategic view (RVB) within the 

organization and especially within the top management earns more consideration. 

The suggestions above cover almost all the focus areas of my research. This is 

due to the selected exploratory research strategy, which looks forward to more 

specific research designs. Also, the applied multiple case study demands more 

checking with all the emerged findings to reach better generalizability over different 

industries. 

Finally, I would like to see HR becoming more of a profession than it is today. 

This would mean clarifying the body of knowledge and education that would form 

the coherent base for the HR profession. It would also mean, in different sectors of 

HR work, relying more on research-based knowledge in decision making. This 

concerns also and especially HR as a change agent.   
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APPENDIX 1 
Contextual Change Check (CCC) 

A framework for contextual analysis for implementing the strategic change and for 

evaluating the carrying capacity of change in organizations. The results of evaluations 

in the two case organizations indicated. (More detailed arguments for positioning 

were discussed and transcribed in the interviews.) 
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APPENDIX 2a 
A Finnish version of the themes and questions of the semi-structured 
interview 
Puolistrukturoitu teemahaastattelu: haastatteluteemat ja kysymykset 

 
Teema 0: taustatiedot 

− Nykyinen tehtävänimike 

− Työskentelyaika nykyisessä tehtävässä 

− Aikaisempi työhistoria 

− Pohjakoulutus 

 
Teema 1: HR-roolit (Liittyy tutkimuskysymykseen 1) 

− Millainen on HR:n arvostus omassa organisaatiossasi (johto, esimiehet, 

henkilöstö; pk vs. kenttä; pk HR vs. alue HR) 

− *Yhtymätason HR:n rooli strategisen muutoksen ketjussa (esitetään 

pääkonttorin HR-vastaaville); (viitekehys) 

 

− *Mikä on sinun HR-roolisi ja toimenkuvasi tänään, mitä vastuita ja tehtäviä 

siihen kuuluu? Miten selkeä roolisi on? 

 

− Nykyroolit suhteessa roolitypologioihin (haastateltava arvioi): 

− *Reaktiivinen palvelutuottaja vs. proaktiivinen kehittäjä (viitekehys 1) 

− *HR:n strategiset roolit kompetenssimallien mukaisesti (viitekehykset 

2–4) 

− Millaiseksi koet roolisi muutosagenttina ja muutoksen asiantuntijana? 

− Mitä haasteita henkilöstötyö kohtaa seuraavan viiden vuoden aikana? 

Millaista HR-roolia tulevaisuudessa menestyminen edellyttää? 

(Arviointi osana viitekehyksen 4 keskustelua) 

 

− Millainen on roolisi suhteessa muihin strategisiin ja operatiivisiin toimijoihin: 

muut tahot, joiden tehtävät sivuavat strategisia tai operatiivisia HR-vastuita? 

Koetko, että sinun pitäisi olla nykyistä enemmän mukana tai vaikuttamassa 

joidenkin muiden tahojen toimintaan (esim. strategisesta suunnittelusta ja 

prosessista vastaavat)? 
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Teema 2: HR-kompetenssit (Liittyy tutkimuskysymykseen 2) 

(Välillinen ja suora tarkastelu) 

− Mitkä ovat mielestäsi tärkeimmät tekijät onnistuneen muutoksen 
läpiviemiseksi? Muutoksen johtamisessa voidaan tunnistaa kolme prosessia, 
juridinen, logistinen ja psykologinen [selitetään tarkemmin]. Mikä prosessi 
vaatii eniten kehittämistä? Missä olette hyviä? 

 

− Esimerkki toiminnasta muutoksessa: muutoskertomus 
 

− Em. kertomukseen liittyvät ja kertomusta täydentävät kysymykset ja teemat 
 

− Mitä kompetensseja strategisuus edellyttää HR:ltä? Onko mm. 
liiketoimintaosaamista tarpeeksi, jotta HR voi ottaa strategisia rooleja? 

 

− Koetko että sinulla ja laajemmin HR:llä on parempaa ja syvällisempää 
muutososaamista kuin liiketoimintajohdolla ja esimiehillä? Pystyykö HR 
profiloitumaan muutososaamisessa? Missä asioissa? Onko linjaorganisaatio 
yhteydessä ja pyytää apua muutoshankkeisiin? 

 

− Millaista osaamista ja kompetensseja muutosagenttina ja muutoksen 
asiantuntijana toimiminen edellyttävät? 

 

− Millaisiksi koet omat muutoskompetenssisi? 
 

− Muutospäätösten rationaalisuus ja systeemisyys: miten rationaalisia ja järkeviä 
muutoksiin liittyvät päätökset mielestäsi organisaatiossasi ovat? Entä 
systeemisyys (selitetään): miten kokonaisvaltaisesti harkiten muutospäätöksiä 
tehdään? 

 

− Muutosstrategiakeskustelu (idean ’validointi’ kuvion avulla) 
 

 

 

Teema 3: vaikuttavat tekijät (Liittyy tutkimuskysymyksiin 3 ja 4) 

 

− Mitkä kontekstuaaliset eli toimintaympäristön tekijät ja tilannetekijät 
vaikuttavat HR-rooleihin ja -kompetensseihin ja niiden kehittymiseen? Entä 
erityisesti muutosagentin rooliin? (Mm. organisointi, liiketoimintaläheisyys; 
kulttuuriset ja johtamiskysymykset, yhteistoimintasuhteet, kollegatuki, 
taloudelliset, tuotannolliset ja liiketoiminnan tilanteet, ym.?) 

 

− Näkökulma edelliseen: Mitkä tekijät erityisesti edistävät ja mitkä haittaavat? 
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− Mitkä yksilötekijät vaikuttavat HR-rooleihin ja kompetensseihin ja niiden 
kehittymiseen? Entä erityisesti muutosagentin rooliin? (Mm. halu ottaa 
strategisia ja muutokseen liittyviä HR-vastuita, persoonallisuuden piirteet, 
muutososaaminen, muutokseen liittyvä tieto) 

 
*Tähdellä merkityt teemat esitetään vakiomuodossa tai niihin liittyvissä 
keskusteluissa käytetään strukturoitua viitekehystä  
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APPENDIX 2b 
An English translation of the themes and questions of the semi-
structured interview 

 
Theme 0: background information 

− Current job title  

− Working time in the current job 

− Earlier work history 

− Basic and vocational education 

  

Theme 1: HR-roles (The theme is related to RQ 1) 

 

− How is HR valued and respected in your organization? How do you see the 

valuation from different perspectives: the top management, the managers, and 

the personnel; the head office vs. the field organization?  

 

− *The role of corporate level HR in the change chain of the strategic change? 

(to be presented to the head office HR; a framework) 

 

− *What is your HR role (job description) today? What responsibilities and tasks 

are included? How clear is your role?  

 

− Your present role related with HR role and competence models? 

(frameworks): 

− *Reactive service provider vs. proactive developer (framework 1) 

− *Roles related with HR competence models (frameworks 2–4) 

− How do you see your role as a change agent and specialist in change? 

− What challenges are there for HR in the next five years? (evaluated in 

connection with framework 4) 

 

− Describe your role in relation with other strategic and operative actors? Can 

you recognize other actors’ roles overlapping strategic or operative HR 

responsibilities? Do you see that you should be affecting some other actors 

more (e.g. those actors responsible for strategic planning and process)? 
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Theme 2: HR competencies (The theme is related to RQ 2) 

 (Themes for indirect and direct assessment) 
 

− Which are the most important factors for implementing change successfully? 

In the implementation of change, the following three processes can be found: 

the juridical, logistic and psychological processes. [The processes are 

explained.] In your organization, which of the processes demands 

development for the most? In what sense? Give some examples and 

arguments. 

 

− Give an example of a change that you have been executing: a change story  

− Questions for specifying the story  

 

− To be a strategic actor, what competencies are expected from HR? Does HR 

have enough business competencies (concerns also the public-sector core 

activity) to perform strategic roles? 

 

− Do you see that you and widely HR have a better and deeper understanding 

in CM than the business management and foremen? Is HR able to profile itself 

in competence on CM? In what issues? Does the line organization ask HR for 

help in change projects? 

 

− What kinds of competencies are expected from HR to perform as a change 

agent and as a specialist in change? 

 

− How do you see your own competencies of change? 

 

− The rationality and the systems view of decision-making on change: How 

rational the decisions associated with the change are. How about the systems 

view (explained): are the decisions based on a holistic consideration? 

 

− Discussion on the ‘Change Strategy’ (Explained in the conversation) 

 

  
Theme 3: affecting factors (The theme is related to RQs 3 and 4)  

 

− What contextual factors (factors in the operational environment) affect HR 

roles and competencies? How about especially the role of a change agent? 
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(E.g. organization, being close to business, cultural issues, management and 

leadership, cooperation and support from colleagues, productional and 

financial situation etc.) What factors are there especially hindering and 

promoting adopting strategic and change specific roles and developing 

strategic and change specific competencies? 

 

− What individual factors affect HR roles and competencies? How about 

especially the role of a change agent? (E.g. the desire and motivation for 

taking strategic and change specific HR responsibilities, personality traits, 

change know-how etc.)  

 

 

*Marked items are presented as questions in the form they are formulated above or 

by using fixed frameworks. Others are presented as themes for discussion. 
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APPENDIX 3 
3a: A Finnish version of HR evaluation of ‘administrational vs. 
developmental’ HR and ‘strategicness’ of HR roles 

 

 

 
3b:  A Finnish version of HR evaluation by framework 1 (Ulrich 
 1997) 
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3c: A Finnish version of HR evaluation by framework 2 (Storey 

1992) 

 

 

3d: A Finnish version of HR evaluation by framework 3 (Ulrich et 

al. 2003) 
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APPENDIX 4 

Administrative/developmental and strategic positioning of HR-jobs 
(Legends of the interviewees) 
    

Organization 1, Private, Pr 
 

Centralized organization (Head office = H) 

No. Legend Adm/Dev Strategic 

1 PrH1 2 4 

2 PrH2 4 3 

3 PrH3 4 3 

4 PrH4 4 3 

5 PrH5 5 3 

  Mean 

3,8 

Mean 

3,2 
 

Regional organization (Field organization = F)  

6 PrF11 4 4 

7 PrF12 4,5 3 

8 PrF13 1 2 

9 PrF14 3 4 

10 PrF15 3 5 

    

11 PrF21 4 3 

12 PrF22 3 3 

13 PrF23 2,5 2 

    

14 PrF31 4 4 

15 PrF32 3 3 

  Mean 

3,3 

Mean 

3,3 

  Total 15 
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Organization 2, Public, Pu 
HR organization = HR; other than HR = O 

 

  

No. Legend Adm/Dev Strategic 

1 PuHR1 3 3 

2 PuHR2 3 4 

3 PuHR3 1 4 

4 PuHR4 3 4 

5 PuHR5 3 3 

6 PuHR6 4 4 

7 PuHR7 4 4 

8 PuHR8 4,5 3 

9 PuHR9 .. .. 

  Mean 

3,2 

Mean 

3,6 

10 PuO1 2 2 

11 PuO2 2 2 

12 PuO3 2 2 

13 PuO4 2 2 

14 PuO5   

15 PuO6   

  Mean 

2,0 

Mean 

2,0 

 Total    15 

  

Grand total 30 
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APPENDIX 5 
HR review discussion 29.11. at 9–12 

 

Themes for discussions: 

 
1. HR’s strategic role? 

− Present stage and direction of development 

− Promoting and hampering factors 

− Strategicness within HR; the role of head of HR  

− Role of membership in TMT  
 

2. HR’s competencies 

− Functional competencies 

− Generic competencies  

− Change specific competencies; know-how as a change agent  
 

3. HR as a change agent? 

− Perceiving one’s own action as promoting change and as a change agent; 

change mind-set 

− Promoting and hampering factors; see also above 
 

4. Other themes 

− Developing the role and competence of HR 

− Concept of CS  

− Other 
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